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Japan in the decades after 1945 is often thought of in the image of Japan, Inc., a

uniform, business-driven, and homogenous society. In historic preservation, it is assumed

that the protection of buildings and landscapes was absent altogether or was directed only

from the bureaucratic center, either as a peripheral activity required by the nation’s status

as a world leader or demanded by citizens as compensation for harsh living conditions in

rapidly industrializing urban areas. A look at cultural dynamics in the middle years of the

postwar period (1950–1975), however, reveals significant activity in historic preservation

outside of national programs centered in the Ministry of Education. These locally

conceived and implemented programs to protect and restore buildings and landscapes,

while not always in direct conflict with national efforts, nonetheless sought above all to

achieve particularly local goals, including economic development, improvement of the

quality of life, and the protection and promotion of municipal and regional identity.

It is these localized and largely independent efforts toward the implementation of

historic preservation projects, beginning in the early 1950s, that are the focus of this
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research. This study asks three main questions. First, what were the social and legislative

contexts in which local efforts at historic preservation were enacted in the years between

1950 and 1975? Second, how and why did local governments and civic institutions play

such important roles in historic preservation in these years and how did the local presence

in historic preservation evolve over the course of the period? Finally, how did local

historic preservation debates and the programs they engendered affect and reflect a

broader localization of control over other aspects of civic life, such as city planning and

economic development, in this period? This research addresses those questions by first

proposing philosophical, structural, and legislative genealogies for historic Japanese

preservation before 1945. In the heart of the study, I then investigate the evolution of

historic preservation language and practice in three locations during the middle postwar

period, tracing the articulation of preservation concerns in each place and charting the

programs enacted to bring those ideas to realization.
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Chapter 1

Introduction: Historic Preservation, Localization, and Postwar Japan

Postwar Japan seems to have skillfully maneuvered only to gain money; in order
for someone to arise who would take responsibility for caring for things, the
whole system will have to be overthrown. I hear these sorts of comments from my
correspondents overseas: Maybe money has been earned, but a respected position
has been lost.

From the 1965 essay “Nature Being Destroyed” by novelist Osaragi Jirô1

In February 1965, only a few months after the closing ceremonies of the Tokyo

Olympic Games, Osaragi Jirô’s “Nature Being Destroyed” appeared in installments in the

evening edition of the Asahi Shinbun, one of Japan’s leading newspapers. The Olympics

had been the crowning achievement of a process begun almost immediately after the

1945 defeat: a program of domestic development and international relations aimed at

returning Japan to the top tier of nations and reversing the several-decade slide into

imperialism that had brought the country to ruin. The success of the Olympics signaled

the country’s return to a position of stability and cohesion, underscoring its re-

establishment as a unified, ordered society where public efforts were coordinated to serve

                                                
1 Opening with a section headlined, “An Invasion of Bulldozers: Scraping Away the Legacy of Yoritomo,”
Osaragi Jirô’s essay “Nature Being Destroyed” (Hakai sareru shizen) appeared in the Asahi Shinbun’s
evening edition on five days between 8 and 12 February 1965. This quote is taken from part 3. Osaragi Jirô,
“Hakai Sareru Shizen,” Asahi Shinbun (evening edition), 8–12 February 1965.
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agreed-upon goals. The smooth running of the Olympic Games itself was one such goal,

but in the broader view economic growth and industrialization were the national priorities

in these years. With the on-schedule construction before the games of huge infrastructure

projects, including the completion of Japan’s first high-speed train line (the Tokyo–Osaka

shinkansen) and highways crisscrossing the Tokyo region, the Olympics symbolized the

achievement of those objectives as well.

While not mentioning the Olympics directly, Osaragi’s essay attempted to shift

the country’s focus from the successes of development to the great losses incurred as a

result of it. In his essay, Osaragi advocates the active involvement of local residents in

the protection of historic sites and the establishment of advocacy groups to take the

concerns of preservation-minded citizens to government leaders. Osaragi’s critique

seemed to go against the tenor of the times. Beginning with the end of the war in 1945,

and quickening with the consolidation of conservative power in the newly formed

Liberal-Democratic Party ten years later, the principle of economic and industrial

development over all else had remained largely unquestioned in the country’s national

newspapers, magazines, and over the airwaves. The successful completion of the

Olympics themselves had only recently provoked an outpouring of self-congratulatory

rhetoric, as the nation celebrated the realization of a goal that had eluded it for more than

two decades.2

Osaragi’s “Nature Being Destroyed” brought the debate over protection of

historically valued landscapes to a broad nationwide audience, and the author’s call for

the assertion of popular will over historic preservation gradually bore fruit in the years

                                                
2 Japan had originally offered to host the 1940 games but reneged due to the growing pressures of the war
in China. Noriko Aso, “Sumptuous Re-past: The 1964 Tokyo Olympics Arts Festival,” positions 10, no. 2
(2002).
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that followed the series’ publication.3 While its appearance in print marks a significant

moment in the public conversation, however, “Nature Being Destroyed” did not itself

initiate discussion over the negative aspects of economic development or of the role of

local actors in the highly centralized postwar cultural protection system. A cultural

critique that highlighted the destruction caused by development projects, proposing the

involvement of local residents and officials in the protection of historic sites and

landscapes, had been building in particular communities — notably among the leadership

of cities and towns and within professional associations — for some years before. In

contrast to an image of postwar Japanese society as centrally controlled, homogeneous,

business-like, and uniform (a perception later summed up in the term “Japan, Inc.”),

government and civic leaders in these communities, working through historic

preservation as a means to effect economic development and urban planning, were

attempting to set their own course independent of goals promoted by the national

authorities.

It is these localized and largely independent efforts toward the implementation of

historic preservation projects, beginning in the early 1950s, that are the focus of this

research. This study asks three main questions. First, what were the social and legislative

contexts in which local efforts at historic preservation were enacted in the years between

1950 and 1975? Second, how and why did local governments and civic institutions play

such important roles in historic preservation in these years and how did the local presence

in historic preservation evolve over the course of the period? Finally, how did local

historic preservation debates and the programs they engendered affect and reflect a

broader localization of control over other aspects of civic life, such as city planning and

                                                
3 Kihara Keikichi, “The Growing National Trust Movement,” in Guide to National Trusts in Japan:
Introducing the Local National Trust Movement Organisations, ed. Hon-iden Nobuko (Tokyo: Association
of National Trusts in Japan, 2000).
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economic development, in this period? This research addresses those questions by first

proposing philosophical, structural, and legislative genealogies for historic preservation

in Japan up until 1945. In the heart of the study, I then investigate the evolution of

historic preservation language and practice in three locations during the middle postwar

period, tracing the articulation of preservation concerns in each place and charting the

programs enacted to bring those ideas to realization.

WRITING ABOUT HISTORIC PRESERVATION AND THE POSTWAR

The term historic preservation is used inclusively here to refer to practices and

structures directed at the protection and conservation of individual buildings, groups of

buildings, famous views, open spaces, and historic sites.4 This definition adopts an

inclusive notion of historic preservation that encompasses the protection of buildings and

landscapes both as a function of cultural properties policy and as part of various outlooks

in land-use control and economic planning. Until well into the postwar period, in the

United States and Europe historic preservation was most often restrictively defined to

refer to the renovation and conservation of individual buildings and sites as cultural

properties.5 In the past three decades, however, the emphasis of both scholars and

practitioners has increasingly been placed not on individual sites but on more broadly

                                                
4 The definitions used here for the various terms are taken from Arnold R. Alanen and Robert Z. Melnick,
“Introduction: Why Cultural Landscape Preservation?,” in Preserving Cultural Landscapes in America, ed.
Arnold R. Alanen and Robert Z. Melnick (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 2000); Mark
Fram, Well-preserved: The Ontario Heritage Foundation’s Manual of Principles and Practice for
Architectural Conservation, Revised ed. (Erin, Ontario: The Boston Mills Press, 1992); Robert Z. Melnick,
“Considering Nature and Culture in Historic Landscape Preservation,” in Preserving Cultural Landscapes
in America, ed. Arnold R. Alanen and Robert Z. Melnick (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press,
2000).
5 James Marston Fitch, Historic Preservation: Curatorial Management of the Built World (Charlottesville:
University Press of Virginia, 1990). Hosmer discusses the principal variations on this theme — such as the
early district-preservation schemes in Charleston, New Orleans, and San Antonio — in his two-volume
survey of historic preservation in the United States. Charles B. Hosmer, Jr., Preservation Comes of Age:
From Williamsburg to the National Trust, 1926–1949, 2 vols. (Charlottesville: University Press of Virginia,
1981), especially chapter 5, Historic Communities Awaken.
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delineated districts and the physical and conceptual contexts in which both sites and

districts are found. Emblematic of this newly broadened definition is the concept of

“cultural landscapes,” spaces made up of both buildings and land that have been

transformed by people’s physical actions and conceptual impositions to the extent that an

attempt to understand their component elements without an appreciation for their overall

context is meaningless.6 Commentators on cultural landscapes determine for themselves

the degree to which they favor one element over the other, the “human” in culture or the

“natural” in landscape, but clearly the two have come to be considered less easily

divisible than might once have been assumed.7

In Japan until well into the postwar period, official programs to protect

historically and culturally valued buildings and places also maintained an emphasis on

individual sites, but those programs in recent years have increasingly taken broader

contexts and settings into account when defining areas for protection. Beginning in the

later 1960s, the emphasis displayed by cultural authorities in the Ministry of Education

(Monbushô) in Tokyo shifted from preservation based on “ten” (point or item) to that

based on “men” (surface or plane), and official structures in support of historic

preservation began to take into account not only the physical and cultural characteristics

of a single site but its contexts and associations as well.8 One of the most commonly used

terms in Japanese historic preservation in the past three decades, rekishi-teki kankyô, or

                                                
6 Alanen and Melnick, “Introduction.”; Dolores Hayden, “Foreword: In Search of the American Cultural
Landscape,” in Preserving Cultural Landscapes in America, ed. Arnold R. Alanen and Robert Z. Melnick
(Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 2000).
7 See, for example, Donald L. Hardesty, “Ethnographic Landscapes: Transforming Nature into Culture,” in
Preserving Cultural Landscapes in America, ed. Arnold R. Alanen and Robert Z. Melnick (Baltimore: The
Johns Hopkins University Press, 2000); David Lowenthal, “From Landscapes of the Future to Landscapes
of the Past,” Norwegian Journal of Geography 53 (1999); Melnick, “Considering Nature and Culture.” The
model for such studies in English is surely Simon Schama, Landscape and Memory (New York: Alfred A.
Knopf, 1995).
8 Kihara Keikichi, Rekishi-teki Kankyô: Hozon to Saisei, Revised ed. (Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten, 2001),
25–49.
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“historic environment,” aptly picks up on this expansion of the definition of the object to

be preserved, while reinforcing additional associations between historic preservation

schemes and the “other” environmental issue of the day: efforts to combat kankyô kôgai,

air, water, and noise pollution in urban and rural environments.9

In many Japanese cities and towns, including the places investigated here, the

evolution has been from protection of single buildings to preservation of groups of

buildings, and it is the particular implications of this conceptual, legislative, and practical

evolution from site protection to district preservation that gives rise to this study. The

shift in emphasis from sites to cultural landscapes, from single structures to architectural

districts, which has been seen during the postwar era in Japan and in many places around

the world, is not merely one that expands concern from one structure to several. From the

perspectives of the cultural authorities, ownership of neighboring properties by several

persons, the melding and diverging of interests within the group as a result of multiple

perspectives on the value of a district’s buildings, the necessity of taking into account

competing views among the owners and residents of a district, and the complexity of

protection and presentation of inhabited buildings combine to make the administration of

district preservation schemes significantly different from conventional site preservation.

From the view of a scholar, the particular dynamics that characterize the establishment

and perpetuation of district preservation schemes offer insights into social and political

issues only indirectly addressed by the study of site preservation programs.

At the heart of the political and social issues raised by district preservation is the

role of the local community in the preservation program.10 In Japan as elsewhere in

                                                
9 Ibid; Nishimura Yukio, Toshiron nôto: Keikan, machizukuri, toshi dezain (Tokyo: Kashima shuppankai,
2000), especially part 3.
10 Made clear by the episodes investigated here is the flexibility, ambiguity, and porosity of places too
often subsumed under the restrictive term, local. Urry reminds us that “the very term ‘locality’ or the
‘local’ is itself highly ambiguous… It must be noted first of all that these terms do not mean simply the
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Europe and North America at the time, during the middle postwar years the shift in the

object of protection from site to district was paralleled by a significant change in the

stated objectives of historic preservation activities themselves. In Japanese discussions of

historic preservation this evolution is often marked by a movement from what is called

“frozen protection” (tôketsu hozon) — that is, the focusing of preservation efforts on the

fixing of a site, particularly the physical structures for which the place is known, so that it

remains forever preserved as a representation of one period of time in the past — toward

what the architectural historian and preservation pioneer Ôta Hirotarô terms

“development-type preservation planning” (kaihatsu-teki hozon keikaku). Work toward

this latter goal, in Ôta’s view, is marked by protection activities that emphasize the

maintenance of a living community, one that changes and grows even as some physical

structures, social arrangements, and cultural patterns remain intentionally unchanged.11

HISTORIC PRESERVATION, THE PAST, AND THE FUTURE

Ôta’s concept of “development-type preservation planning” aptly picks up on the

central issues raised by district preservation schemes in the postwar period. Contrary to

conventional notions of historic preservation that see it as concerned more with the past

than with the future, with opposition to development rather than control of it, postwar

district preservation activities have most often been based in efforts to prepare a

community for anticipated change in the future and not merely to attempt to cling to a

sense of the past. They are based in understandings of a desirable course of development

for the community, in preparing for that development by means of preservation’s

planning strategies and practical techniques. In this way, the preservation schemes

                                                                                                                                                
concrete or the empirical, the real or the actual, or agency. Locality is as much a theoretical term as any
other in the social scientific lexicon.” John Urry, Consuming Places (London: Routledge, 1995), 63, 71.
11 Ôta Hirotarô, “Tsumago-juku no Hozon Keikaku,” in Rekishiteki Fûdo no Hozon (Tokyo: Shôkoku-sha,
1981).
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investigated here simultaneously look to the past for stability and continuity, while

working toward an imagined future as the ultimate goal of their actions.

Recognition of historic preservation’s orientation toward the future has been slow

to develop outside of preservation circles themselves. In popular terms, historic

preservation is often seen simply as a set of reactive measures designed to counter

prevailing societal trends, particularly those tending toward the destruction of historic

sites and the exploitation of previously unbuilt landscapes. Recent history both in Japan

and overseas offers plenty of examples of controversies in which the primary actors in

support of preservation rose to the occasion in reaction to a plan to destroy a valued

building or site. Two notorious preservation controversies occurring in the middle

postwar years illustrate this point: the early 1960s struggle to save New York City’s

Pennsylvania Station and the mid-1960s effort to protect Tokyo’s Frank Lloyd Wright-

designed Imperial Hotel. Within such episodes, the reactive appears to dominate: a

building is threatened with destruction, a force is mobilized to protect it and, if the

preservationists are successful (although in both these examples they were not), a series

of reactive responses comes to form the foundation for a policy that governs patterns of

response in the future.

Within the scholarly literature on historic preservation one finds a greater

appreciation of the varied agendas of preservation schemes. Observers of historic

preservation have long recognized that such activities always contain elements of both

the reactive and the proactive. That is, the arguments in support of a threatened property

react to an immediate threat. At the same time, the choice of which buildings, landscapes,

or sites are worth the fight is a proactive one, implicitly or explicitly revealing a program

of action that values some cultural elements more highly than others. In distinguishing

among various preservation approaches, scholars generally emphasize what they
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understand to be the most important goal of each preservation program. Two viewpoints

stand out among writings on historic preservation: one that emphasizes the role of

historic preservation schemes in the “fixing” of a communal past, and another that

explores the ways in which historic preservation has been used to control change in the

natural and built environments.

On the one hand, emphasis is often put on the understanding of a site’s “memory

work,” analysis of the aspect of historic preservation that attempts to foster a particular

version of the past. Often what is given the most attention in discussions of historic

preservation is the formation of a national past. Thus, Koshar writes that his intention is

to “craft a narrative showing how preservation worked in German public memory and

collective identity for much of the twentieth century,” toward an understanding of the

creation and negotiation of German national identity.12 Increasingly, the negotiation of

local or particular pasts in contradistinction to a national past is investigated, as in

Norkunas’s work on the politics of commemoration in Lowell, Massachusetts. “Much of

the space of Lowell,” she writes, “is concerned with issues of power, the negotiated

relationship between the individual and the nation, gender and power, the right to speak

for the community in public space, and the ability to express ethnic identity without

challenging the ethnic group’s commitment to the American nation.”13

On the other hand, historic preservation is not only about memory. The growing

importance of historic districts, cultural landscapes, and historic environments highlights

the extent to which the concerns of preservationists are more and more tightly linked to

the concerns of property owners and residents. No longer focused on the “freezing” of a

                                                
12 Rudy Koshar, Germany's Transient Pasts: Preservation and National Memory in the Twentieth Century
(Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 1998), 13.
13 Martha Norkunas, Monuments and Memory: History and Representation in Lowell, Massachusetts
(Washington, DC: Smithsonian Institution Press, 2002), 181–82.
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single, highly symbolic structure set in the ever-changing landscape of a town or city,

recent preservation activity worldwide has favored the protection of inhabited

environments: urban districts, towns, or rural hamlets in which preservation affects every

resident and property-owner, often in financial as much as ideological terms. In these

cases, if they support preservation of a district or site, residents may well do so

recognizing the inevitability, and even the desirability, of change but having ambitions

that center on the retention of certain historic elements within that evolving environment.

In his study of Boston in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, Holleran

terms this ambition the “pragmatic ideal of stability,” an endeavor to achieve a form of

predictability in the built world while acknowledging that a degree of change is both

expected and desirable. In the United States between the 1870s and the 1910s, Holleran

observes, the outlook on the built environment “moved from celebration of change, first

toward an ideal of permanence, and then to a reality of controlled change.”14  In postwar

Japan, as we shall see, the transition was for the most part from the first stage to the last

— a society-wide consensus in the immediate postwar period that change was good gave

way in part through the influence of the programs detailed in this work to a situation in

which versions of this ideal of controlled change were institutionalized at both the local

and the national levels.

Historic preservation in Japan in the middle postwar years reflects these trends of

both memory work and engagement with rapid social change. In the first decades of the

postwar period the Japanese government and citizens nationwide were directly concerned

with the need to establish a new version of the national past to counter the ultranationalist

and militarist version that was promoted in the first decades of the twentieth century and

                                                
14 Michael Holleran, Boston’s ‘Changeful Times’: Origins of Preservation and Planning in America
(Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1998), 5.
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was integral to Japan’s role in the recent catastrophic war. At the same time, however,

national rhetoric and local activity was directed at a decentralization and localization of

many of the functions of government. Much of the practice of historic preservation in

these years remained concerned with the re-formation of the shared national past.

Increasingly prominent, however, was the local use of various means in addition to

purely protective ones — such as comprehensive city plans and local citizens’ compacts

as well as the establishment of single-site museums — to control change in the local

environment. The postwar localization of historic preservation investigated here occurred

as citizens and municipal governments focused directly on obtaining such control,

seeking to make historic preservation serve local goals instead of or, more often, in

addition to the pressing needs of national memory work.

The localization of historic preservation in postwar Japan is manifest both in the

structures of preservation itself, as well as in larger dynamics of the assertion of

municipal will vis-à-vis the central state. As is demonstrated in Chapter 2, from its

origins in the nineteenth century and well into the postwar period Japan’s historic

preservation system remained centrally organized and administered. Before the Second

World War, the emphasis of protection was placed on elite, usually religious, structures,

such as Buddhist temples, Shinto shrines, and the houses of nobility and locally powerful

families. As the cult of the emperor grew in stature during the first decades of the

twentieth century, the lists of officially protected sites and structures increasingly came to

include places and buildings designated solely for their ideological value in the

promotion of imperial power and prestige. Throughout this prewar period, national

cultural authorities in the Ministry of Education and the Home Ministry determined the

course of preservation activities nationwide. Local involvement in historic preservation
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was for the most part limited to activities arranged and condoned by the central

authorities, just as protected properties remained limited to elite structures and sites.

Cultural landscapes did in fact receive legal recognition under Japanese law in the

limited forms of historic sites, famous places, and natural monuments as early as the first

decades of the twentieth century. The 1919 Law for the Preservation of Historic Sites,

Places of Scenic Beauty, and Natural Monuments (Shiseki Meishô Tennen Kinenbutsu

Hozon-hô) established the first official framework for designating and protecting

landscapes as cultural properties, but its coverage reached only the most highly valued

examples and it made no provisions for local designation of such sites for protection.15

The 1919 City Planning Law (Toshi Keikaku-hô) also contained provisions for the

designation and protection of certain forms of scenic districts. Their application,

however, was limited almost exclusively to plans for development in the capital, Tokyo,

and the former capital, Kyoto. These districts, moreover, which are discussed in more

detail in Chapter 2, were developed to serve urban planning goals, such as the formation

of monumental squares and the protection of scenic approaches to important shrines and

temples, and were not flexible enough in their conception to be applied to groups of

buildings comprising an urban landscape or rural hamlet.

Despite significant reform of the system of protection for cultural properties in the

early postwar years, the administration of historic preservation remained the domain of

the central cultural authorities in Tokyo. The 1950 Law for the Protection of Cultural

Properties (Bunkazai Hogo-hô) consolidated legal protection for cultural properties,

previously distributed over several laws, and expanded the criteria for places and

structures to be protected through historic preservation to include more popular elements,

                                                
15 By 1950, when the 1919 law was superceded by newly enacted legislation, the number of sites
designated under its provisions totaled only 1,580 nationwide. Nakamura Kenjirô, Bunkazai Hogo Seido
Gaisetsu (Tokyo: Gyôsei, 1999), 17.
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most notably folk houses (minka). In the first three decades of the postwar period,

however, the expansion of coverage to minka and other folk cultural forms was not

reflected in meaningful provisions to recognize groups of houses, urban districts, or other

cultural landscapes as cultural properties. Attempts were made under cover of the 1950

law to expand protection to wider classes and greater numbers of sites: in the early and

mid-1960s, for example, at the same time that the architecture division of the cultural

protection agency was undertaking a nationwide survey of minka, the division governing

protection for historic sites was sponsoring its own survey of the sites of inns, forts, and

other historic structures toward their designation as protected historic sites.16

Ultimately, the provisions of the 1950 law governing historic sites were

inadequate to offer protection and assistance to groups of historic buildings, and in the

late 1960s and early 1970s pressure grew inside and outside of the Ministry of Education

to establish a more workable system by which cultural landscapes could be designated

and preserved. After much debate and study, official measures were expanded

significantly in 1975 by means of an amendment to the governing cultural properties

protection law that established the system of Important Preservation Districts for Groups

of Historic Buildings (Jûyô Dentô-teki Kenzôbutsu-gun Hozon Chiku; popularly known

as denken chiku) within the system of cultural properties protection.17 The denken chiku

system, which for the first time in Japan applied the procedures of cultural properties

protection to groups of buildings and their surroundings, was officially put in place with

                                                
16 Ibid., 102.
17 My use of the term denken chiku throughout this work refers only to districts recognized under the
national Agency for Cultural Affairs program. As this dissertation will demonstrate, however, there are a
number of means by which to realize district-based historic preservation schemes in postwar Japan. Denken
chiku are today arguably the most prominent but neither the most numerous nor necessarily the most
influential among them.
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the designations of seven districts in September 1976. By the end of 2001, fifty-nine sites

in fifty-four cities had been designated as denken chiku.18

From the perspective of the cultural authorities in Tokyo, the aims of the newly

established denken chiku program were two-fold. Its originators sought to expand

protection to groups of buildings where no one structure was considered significant

enough to be designated as an officially protected cultural property.19 This required the

rethinking of standards previously directed at the identification only of the nation’s most

important, most exalted, and most representative buildings. The program was also

designed to foster recognition of the influence of a site’s surroundings on its development

and character and to use that recognition as the basis for preservation schemes that would

achieve both cultural protection and a limited (site-specific) exercise of control over

environmental degradation.20 Within the limited area designated a denken chiku,

protection has, then, facilitated official control over environmental change.

In the eyes of local government officials and civic leaders, since 1975 the national

denken chiku system has had very practical implications. From the perspective of

municipal officials, application for a group of buildings to be included in the system has

been one option to be considered when planning for tourism development, environmental

control, and economic promotion. As we shall see in the episodes discussed here, before

the establishment of the denken chiku system municipal officials had limited powers to

assert control over local environmental change. In that restricted environment, national

                                                
18 Zenkoku Dentôteki Kenzôbutsugun Hozon Chiku Kyôgikai, “Rekishi no Machinami” (Hagi: Zenkoku
Dentôteki Kenzôbutsugun Hozon Chiku Kyôgikai, 2001).
19 The amendment itself, of course, emphasizes the value of what is there, defining such a district as “a
group of traditional buildings that is a thing of high value by virtue of the historic scenery it forms in
combination with its surrounding environment” (shui no kankyô to ittai wo nashite rekishi-teki fûchi wo
keisei shite iru dentô-teki kenzôbutsu-gun de kachi no takai mono). Article 1, section 4 of the 1975
amendment, in Bunkachô, Bunkazai Hogo-hô Gojû-nen Shi (Tokyo: Gyôsei, 2001), 546.
20 Ibid., 183–205.
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city-planning structures in place in the mid-1970s pushed local officials toward the new

denken chiku system and away from other approaches. If after 1975 a district was

included in the denken chiku system, the full weight of national law was behind its

protection. Building standards laws were relaxed and financial incentives were in place.

If, however, a district was protected by other means, such as a municipal city-planning

ordinance, local authorities were dependent on the continued cooperation of property

owners, as well as on national bureaucrats’ continued acceptance of the scheme’s

mechanisms and goals.

Still, acceptance of engagement with the denken chiku system has not been

uniform, and local governments have explored various alternative means to retain the

historical character of their communities while promoting development for the future. As

these episodes demonstrate, those explorations began long before the denken chiku

system was put in place. Even after its establishment, however, during the 1970s, 1980s,

and 1990s numerous cities and towns with eligible groups of buildings refused to join the

denken chiku system. As a result, competing programs directed at the promotion of local

economic development through primarily city-planning techniques — facilities planning,

roadway restructuring, and provision of civic “amenities,” such as parks, green space,

streetside benches and the like — have increasingly come to attract a larger number of

municipal authorities and local residents. While those competing programs often have

conceptual and practical foundations apparently at odds with the conventions of the

cultural-properties based historic preservation practiced by the Ministry of Education —

such as requiring only restoration of the exteriors of a building, rather than a

comprehensive surveying and repair of the entire structure — their effect in many cases is

indistinguishable from that of conventional historic preservation. In each type of project,
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the protection of the historic environment is an integral part of urban renewal or

economic development efforts.

The origins of those non-cultural properties programs directed at historic

preservation are in the local efforts investigated here. Today, such programs are primarily

supported and developed by the central authorities, in large part by bureaucrats housed in

the Ministry of Construction. Local officials, always in need of grants and other

assistance from the central government in order to realize local goals, engage with

national programs to support their efforts to achieve the sort of “development-type

preservation planning” identified by Ôta during the 1960s. In the first decades of the

postwar period, such development-oriented historic preservation programs did not exist at

the national level, and local officials devised innovative ways to achieve the twin goals of

preserving the past while planning for the future.

THE POLITICAL CONTEXTS OF THE MIDDLE POSTWAR PERIOD

The role of historic preservation in the assertion of identity has been particularly

pronounced in relation to the nation state and was dominant in the “era of nation states”

in the latter half of the nineteenth century. Postwar dynamics in Japan, Europe, and the

United States have diluted and muted to a degree the association of nationhood with

historic preservation, as trends toward greater inclusion in cultural life have brought more

voices and more constituencies onto the field. The state, however, retains a central role in

the definition of national identity in all these countries, one directed at seeing that “a

particular past, a heritage is institutionalized.”21 In Japan, as in Europe and the United

States, the state’s influence is neither omnipotent nor unchallenged. In Japan, the trend in

the postwar period has been from a highly centralized system of historic preservation to a
                                                
21 Adolf W. Ehrentraut, “Cultural Nationalism, Corporate Interests and the Production of Architectural
Heritage in Japan,” Canadian Review of Sociology and Anthropology 32, no. 2 (1995); Immanuel M.
Wallerstein, The Politics of the World Economy (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991), 98.
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greater inclusiveness, a trend of localization in which municipal governments, national

and local civic groups, and residents and citizens themselves have taken on increasing

responsibility for the establishment and administration of historic preservation schemes.

The general configuration of the state in relation to historic preservation provides

a background for understanding the dynamics of localization explored in this study. The

episodes investigated here occurred in places and times in which outright rejection of the

state’s configurations of heritage, history, identity, and the past were rare, and yet in their

own way the dynamics in each place offer the raw material for seeing the seeds for a

rejection of the state’s “master narrative” of national economic development. The period

under discussion, the early 1950s to 1975, comprises what has been termed Japan’s

“middle postwar period,” differentiating it from an initial period of American occupation

and rebuilding from wartime destruction and a late period of economic maturity, political

complacency, and international competition with its peers, the United States in

particular.22 This middle period is usually associated with the primary moderating

elements in postwar Japanese society: the dominance of the conservative Liberal-

Democratic Party over national political affairs, rapidly increasing prosperity, and the

growing influence of a largely consumption-oriented middle class.

The extent of the social and political stability experienced during this period,

however, can easily be overstated. If, as one observer suggests, over the course of this

middle period the primary elements of the Japanese experience were “the consolidation

of various social contracts, bureaucratic political dominance, and the ascendance of a

middle-class, corporate, and managed society,” it was also an era characterized by the

persistence of “major social and economic divisions” and an “important critical tradition”

                                                
22 Andrew Gordon, “Conclusion,” in Postwar Japan as History, ed. Andrew Gordon (Berkeley: University
of California Press, 1993).
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of social, political, and cultural thought.23 The period was marked by an ideological

polarization that reached a climax around 1960: among its most dramatic manifestations

were the murder in 1959 during a live television broadcast of the Socialist leader,

Asanuma Inejirô, the extended lock-out, strike, and supporting demonstrations during

1959 and 1960 at Mitsui’s Miike mine, and the 1960 ANPO protests to halt the signing of

the revised Japan–United States security treaty, which nearly scuttled the ratification of

the document and brought down the government of Prime Minister Kishi Nobusuke.24

The period was also combative where the protection of scenic sites was

concerned. In the spring of 1960, the Miike miners’ strike and preparations for debate

over the revision of the security treaty dominated the newspapers. Also covered at length,

however, were the activities of the agency of the Ministry of Education charged with

cultural assets protection, the Commission for the Protection of Cultural Properties

(Bunkazai Hogo Iinkai), as it was engaged in lengthy negotiations with local

governments and economic development companies over the protection of scenic and

historic sites. In that year, a “succession of threats to scenic places,” including plans for

the building of a dam in the Nagatoro Gorges and a baseball field in the ruins of

Wakayama castle, and for the construction of a two-hundred-foot tall tourism tower

overlooking Matsushima Bay, one of the country’s three most celebrated scenic spots,

highlighted the urgency of threats posed by corporate and governmental entities to the

commission’s powers of protection.25 Although in 1960 the Ministry of Education and

                                                
23 Ibid., 450.
24 In his historical chronology of environmental despoliation and protection in Japan, Ijima points out that
popular protest against environmental pollution was also a significant factor in the political life of the
1950s, as is seen in farmers highlighting the ill-effects of zinc-treatment, women protesting soot produced
by a power-plant in Kita-Kyûshû, and in Asakusa, Tokyo, calls by a local PTA branch to discuss the
lessening of traffic noise near schools. Nobuko Iijima, ed., Pollution Japan: Historical Chronology (Tokyo:
Asahi Evening News, 1979), 116, 18, 30.
25 The conflict over the proposed Matsushima Tower was particularly bitter and drawn out, finally
dropping out of the national press in September 1960. The tower was never built. Coverage of the time
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the Commission for the Protection of Cultural Properties were largely successful in

addressing these threats, their victories were anything but painless, causing the

commission to undertake a full review of its designations of natural and scenic sites

(leading to the nationwide survey of historic sites mentioned above) and prompting

unusually harsh language on both sides of the issue.26

The episodes highlighted in here do not for the most part offer quite the

combativeness of those just mentioned. Nonetheless, they do show the direct and indirect

contestation of power by local people and local governments seeking to protect symbolic

buildings or landscapes and to control change in a climate of rapid and often brutal

industrial and economic development. In these contests, the Ministry of Education, and in

particular its preservation arm, the cultural properties commission (after 1968, the

Agency for Cultural Affairs, Bunkachô), is sometimes cast as the villain, sometimes the

hero, but is most often a relatively ineffectual bystander in the events. At most junctures,

local actors do not openly defy the Ministry of Education’s wishes but try rather to

pursue an agenda that suits their own interests while maintaining the possibility of

capitalizing on programs offered by the central cultural authorities. In effect, the goals of

local actors and the cultural authorities in historic preservation were in most cases

similar. In that they were both seeking to establish local sites and structures as

installations to attract tourists, local governments and the Agency for Cultural Affairs

were usually more in agreement than in conflict.
                                                                                                                                                
provides analysis of the implications for the Commission of these disputes: see, in particular, “Kinô/kyô:
Meishô arashi to tokai arashi,” Asahi Shinbun, 4 March 1960; “Meishô shitei-chi wo arasu na: Taisaku ni te
wo yaku Bunkazai Hogo-i,” Asahi Shinbun, 2 March 1960.
26 Coverage of the Commission’s review of its designations began with the following article: “Meishôchi
no sotenken e,” Asahi Shinbun, 29 April 1960. In the 2 March article just cited, the Asahi Shinbun quoted
the Commission’s director as saying, “The Matsushima case is really the most wicked. Only legislation can
protect against evil. In [the cases of] Nagatoro and Wakayama castle, we can, I think, reach a settlement
through discussion.” Sakai Ichii, president of the Matsushima Tourism Development Company, responded
two days later: “The preservation committee’s order [to halt construction] is baseless, a move taken without
any authority.” “Matsushima tawâ kôji saikai wo miawase,” Asahi Shinbun, 4 March 1960.
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The field for historic preservation in this middle postwar period was complicated,

however, by the weak position of the central cultural authorities in relation to officials of

other ministries of the national government, and by the immense power wielded by those

other ministries over local governments. While the Ministry of Education may appear to

have been strong in relation to local preservationists, with the power to direct funding and

other forms of support to places, institutions, and practices of its choosing, it had little

influence in relation to the other ministries whose activities impinged on landscapes —

often, in fact, on places already designated as cultural properties.27 Most important in this

regard was the Ministry of Construction (Kensetsu-shô), but the Ministry of

Transportation (Un’yu-shô), with jurisdiction over highway projects, and the Ministry of

International Trade and Industry (Tsûshô Sangyô-shô), overseeing dam-building for

electricity generation, among others, also figured largely in contestations over the

protection of cultural and historical landscapes in this period.28

If local actors found more reason to work alongside of officials in the cultural

agency than to attempt to work against them, their relationships with these other

ministries were more troubled. The options open to local actors varied with their

circumstances. In the Kiso Valley post-town of Tsumago in the mid-1960s, a plan to

widen a nearby road threatened the heart of the old town. Backed by the resistance of

local residents to the expansion plan, local officials successfully negotiated with officials

                                                
27 The debates over Nagatoro, Wakayama, and Matsushita discussed above clearly fall into this category. A
1967 conflict between the ministries of education and construction over the siting of a highway in Nara was
resolved to the satisfaction of the cultural protection authorities; nevertheless, that it should have reached
the national press more than a year after the passage of national legislation targeted specifically at the
protection of the scenic aspects of Nara, Kyoto, and Kamakura indicates the lingering weakness of cultural
protection. “Bunshô ga ‘hozon’ wo hyômei: Kokudô no rosen kaeru,” Asahi Shinbun, 23 November 1967.
28 In addition, Edwards points out that some of Japan’s most culturally central sites, particularly imperial
tombs, remain under the jurisdiction not of the Ministry of Education but of the Imperial Household
Agency, subject to that body’s definition of their study as a religious and not a scientific matter. Walter
Edwards, “Contested Access: The Imperial Tombs in the Postwar Period,” Journal of Japanese Studies 26,
no. 2 (2000).
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from the construction and transportation ministries and saw a bypass built. At times, local

governments opposed one arm of the central government while engaging another in

negotiation. Thus, in Kanazawa in the late 1960s and early 1970s, as city leaders in open

defiance of Ministry of Construction rules were implementing the country’s first local

ordinance to regulate urban design, they were also cultivating an interest on the part of

the newly formed Agency for Cultural Affairs in designating a section of the city as a

nationally protected preservation district.

The episodes explored here reveal the varieties of strategies employed by local

governments and residents to put in place historic preservation schemes. These

innovations are at times oppositional, as in Kanazawa’s open defiance of the construction

ministry’s established procedures for urban planning. At other times, as in Tsumago’s

development as a model for district preservation, local officials and residents creatively

make use of site-specific programs developed by the cultural authorities in order to

support a broader, more ambitious plan to turn their entire town into a preservation site.

In Takayama, city officials simply used newly established legal and administrative

structures to gain a foothold in the development of their own local tourism industry. In

each of these places, the primary beneficiary of these initiatives was the formation of a

localized historic preservation scheme, even as the spin-off effects of that formation were

the establishment of the first of a series of citizen-led organizations that began to

influence historic preservation and city planning nationwide, increased municipal

autonomy in city planning and other municipal functions, or greater citizen involvement

in local affairs. At stake in each of these episodes is the assertion of local control over

local affairs, the use by local actors of means to protect vestiges of the past to serve future

goals.
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PREVIOUS APPROACHES TO THE STUDY OF JAPANESE HISTORIC PRESERVATION

Previous research investigating postwar Japan’s historic preservation programs

has included both studies that focus on historic preservation as a field manifesting

attitudes toward the past and ones that highlight the ways in which preservation schemes

have been used to further planning for the future.29 Even among those, however, that take

as their focus historic preservation as it figures in efforts at local development (that is,

those concerned with preservation as it effects the character of the community in the

future), few studies have contributed significantly to our understanding of the historical

role of local actors in those preservation programs. Research that has addressed the

development of historic preservation at the local level generally falls into three groups:

overviews that look at the changing legal and political environments in which

preservation has been practiced by local actors, those that see the growth of interest in

historic preservation as part of a larger postwar environmental movement or as

outgrowths of local citizens’ movements, or those that explore local attitudes toward

preservation through a focus on one preservation site. While examples of each of these

approaches offer useful perspectives on the questions raised here, fundamentally each

outlook is limited in its analysis of the common elements that characterize the variety of

historic preservation schemes found in Japan during this period.

                                                
29 Notable among the studies that emphasize the relationship to the past expressed in historic preservation
schemes, Ivy’s widely read Discourses of the Vanishing skillfully addresses the dynamics of loss, rupture,
and recovery that have motivated both the architects of the mass media in the postwar period and the
nationwide audiences they address through their work, but it provides little specificity in explicating the
differing ways in which local actors mediate between those national dynamics and local concerns. Marilyn
Ivy, Discourses of the Vanishing: Modernity, Phantasm, Japan (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
1995). Looking more closely at the techniques of Japanese historic preservation, in particular the
conceptual and practical notions of historicity and authenticity manifest in those schemes, works by Larsen
and Gutschow have attempted to locate Japanese styles of preservation in terms understood by non-
Japanese preservationists. Niels Gutschow, “Quest for the Original State: Reconstruction and Restoration to
an Earlier State in Japanese Conservation,” in Hozon: Architectural and Urban Conservation in Japan, ed.
Siegfried R.C.T. Enders and Niels Gutschow (Stuttgart: Edition Axel Menges, 1998); Knut Einar Larsen,
Architectural Preservation in Japan (Trondheim: Tapir Publishers, 1994).
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As members of the first group of precursor studies, a number of overviews of

Japanese historic preservation have presented basic chronologies of the development of

preservation schemes that emphasize national legislative and policy environments while

only acknowledging in passing the role of residents and municipal officials in

preservation work.30 Hohn’s work stands apart from others in this group in its concern to

trace the influence of urban planning concepts and practices on Japanese historic

preservation, in the process raising many of the questions that this study seeks to

address.31 Unique among such studies (both Japanese and non-Japanese) in its attention

to historical detail, a series of four articles published by Nishimura between 1984 and

1993 traces the development of the concept of “historic environment” (rekishi-teki

kankyô) from its origins in the early Meiji period up to the Second World War, and so is

of vital importance to a reading of later developments.32 Like the others in this group,

however, while they allude to activities of residents and local governments in the periods

they explore (the prewar period in the case of Nishimura, the postwar in the case of

Hohn), neither Hohn’s work nor Nishimura’s study undertake the exploration of

sustained local involvement in the processes they detail. As a whole, these works offer
                                                
30 Siegfried R.C.T. Enders, “Organization and Management of Conservation Projects in Japan,” in Hozon:
Architectural and Urban Conservation in Japan, ed. Siegfried R.C.T. Enders and Niels Gutschow
(Stuttgart: Edition Axel Menges, 1998); Christoph Henrichsen, “Historical Outline of Conservation
Legislation in Japan,” in Hozon: Architectural and Urban Conservation in Japan, ed. Siegfried R.C.T.
Enders and Niels Gutschow (Stuttgart: Edition Axel Menges, 1998); Günter Nitschke, “Protection of Urban
Place in Kyoto,” in Hozon: Architectural and Urban Conservation in Japan, ed. Siegfried R.C.T. Enders
and Niels Gutschow (Stuttgart: Edition Axel Menges, 1998).
31 Uta Hohn, “Important Preservation Districts for Groups of Historic Buildings,” in Hozon: Architectural
and Urban Conservation in Japan, ed. Siegfried R.C.T. Enders and Niels Gutschow (Stuttgart: Edition
Axel Menges, 1998); Uta Hohn, “Townscape Preservation in Japanese Urban Planning,” Townscape
Planning Review 68, no. 2 (1997).
32 Nishimura Yukio, “Kenchiku no Hozon ni Itaru Meiji Zendai no Bunkazai Hogo Gyôsei no Tenkai,”
Nihon Kenchiku Gakkai Ronbun Hôkokushû, no. 340 (1984); Nishimura Yukio, “Meiji Chûki Ikô Senzen ni
Okeru Kenzôbutsu wo Chûshin to Suru Bunkazai Hogo Gyôsei no Tenkai,” Nihon Kenchiku Gakkai
Keikakukei Ronbun Hôkokushû, no. 351 (1985); Nishimura Yukio, “‘Shiseki’ Hozon no Rinen-teki
Wakukumi no Seiritsu,” Nihon Kenchiku Gakkai Keikakukei Ronbun Hôkokushû, no. 452 (1993);
Nishimura Yukio, “Tochi ni Matsuwaru Meiji Zenki no Bunkazai Hogo Gyôsei no Tenkai,” Nihon
Kenchiku Gakkai Keikakukei Ronbun Hôkokushû 358 (1985).
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little analysis of the evolving role of local actors in preservation, instead seeking

primarily to clarify the official frameworks within which local officials and citizens have

operated.

A second group of studies is of more direct use as background to this research.

Focusing on popular involvement in postwar Japanese historic preservation, these works

limit their analysis to specific places and moments in which preservation activities have

seemed most tightly connected to citizen-led social movements. Thus, the work of Kihara

presents postwar historic preservation programs originating outside of the central cultural

authorities as expressions of a larger environmental consciousness movement. In

sketching this scenario, Kihara highlights the efforts of local groups to establish land

trusts to protect open land or other cultural landscapes.33 A further set of studies, led in

Japanese by the work of Ishikawa and in English by Goto and Alanen’s 1987 survey of

several prominent preservation districts, focuses attention on the leadership exercised by

local residents who have attempted to foster in their neighbors a greater appreciation of

their immediate surroundings.34 In these narratives, the initiative of leading groups of

citizens is responsible for the subsequent institutionalization of historic preservation

activities in a protection society or other resident-led organization. Although the term

democracy is itself rarely used, substituted with, for example, “residents’ power” (jûmin

pawâ), the focus in these works is on the democratic activities of residents separate from

the strategies or agendas of their local or national political leaders.

                                                
33 Kihara Keikichi, “Moves to Preserve Japan's Historical Heritage,” Japan Quarterly 27, no. 3 (1980);
Kihara Keikichi, “Nature and History at Stake: The Emerging National Trust Movements,” Japan
Quarterly 33, no. 2 (1986); Kihara Keikichi, Rekishi-teki Kankyô.
34 Junko Goto and Arnold R. Alanen, “The Conservation of Historic and Cultural Resources in Rural
Japan,” Landscape Journal 6, no. 1 (1987); Ishikawa Tadaomi, “Machinami Hozon no Jûmin Undô,” in
Rekishiteki machinami jiten, ed. Nishiyama Uzô (Tokyo: Kashiwa Shôbô, 1981); Ishikawa Tadaomi,
“Machinami Hozon Undô no Genten,” Kankyô Bunka 31–32 (1978).
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The examples included in this second group of studies, while usefully shifting

consideration from the national scene to the local as a site where preservation innovations

take place, is limited as a whole in two ways: in their emphasis only on places whose

experiences demonstrate forceful popular involvement in the preservation process and in

their omission of discussion that would illuminate the origins of such citizens’

movements. On the first point, they are not able to provide a viewpoint that encompasses

a variety of preservation scenarios, including those, such as the experience of Kanazawa

detailed in Chapter 4, in which members of a civic group and municipal officials took the

leading roles in promoting preservation and from which residents of targeted districts

were largely absent. On the second, they begin the bulk of their analysis with the

establishment of preservation societies in the late 1960s, assigning previous events the

clarity of “prehistory.” As the episodes discussed here will demonstrate, the dynamics

seen within historic preservation at the local level in the late 1950s and 1960s represent

significant innovations that were directly influential in the preservation societies’ later

formation. Consideration of those early activities is nearly absent from the studies in this

second group.

Finally, a third group of studies looks closely at developments in one site to

examine the experience of historic preservation at the local level. Relying on

ethnographic methods of research, these studies are often strongest when discussing

events that occurred during the researcher’s term in residence in the site. Works by Carle,

Brumann, Kaster, and Witteveen, for example, demonstrate a widespread interest in

historic preservation among Japanese municipal officials and residents, tracing the recent

evolution of attitudes toward preservation found in a rural town, a big city, a semi-urban
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district, and a smaller city, respectively.35 They are for the most part, however, less

authoritative when discussing events farther in the past; often their primary sources for

information concerning developments in the first two or three decades after 1945 are

interviews with residents and officials for whom constructions of past events are heavily

influenced by present-day concerns.

Nonetheless, these site-specific studies are useful to the extent that they capture

and relay to the reader the attitudes of residents for the most part omitted from the written

record. Wendelken’s primary contribution to our understanding of postwar Japanese

preservation, for example, is the perspective it provides on the attitudes toward

preservation works expressed both by craftsmen and citizens in a district undergoing

restoration.36 This work puts its emphasis on the reception by carpenters and residents of

the curatorial concerns and practices promoted by the Ministry of Education and the

academics who represented its views, bridging the gap between central (national-level)

outlooks and the perspectives of the people living and working at the local level.

This last observation touches on an aspect of postwar preservation that is

addressed by several of the studies just cited: the attempt to determine the advent and

qualities of a preservation “ethos” at the local level. This ethos may take the form of a

“preservation consciousness” (hozon ishiki) that motivates citizens to take part in local

preservation efforts, or it may be manifest as a new “sense of value” (kachi-kan) that

prompts a reappraisal of one’s surroundings to value more highly the buildings and

                                                
35 Christoph Brumann, “Copying Kyoto: The Legitimacy of Imitation in Kyoto’s Townscape Debates,”
(n.d.); Ron Carle, “The Way of the Roof: Heritage Preservation and Tourism Development in the Heart of
Japan” (Ph.D. dissertation, University of Edinburgh, 2002); Gert Kaster, “Imai-chô: A Small Town as a
Preservation District,” in Hozon: Architectural and Urban Conservation in Japan, ed. Siegfried R.C.T.
Enders and Niels Gutschow (Stuttgart: Edition Axel Menges, 1998); Guven Peter Witteveen, The
Renaissance of Takefu: How People and the Local Past Changed the Civic Life of a Regional Japanese
Town (London: Routledge, 2003).
36 Cherie Wendelken, “Living with the Past: Preservation and Development in Japanese Architecture and
Town Planning” (Ph.D. dissertation, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1994).
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landscapes that had been denigrated by their familiarity.37 Whichever form it takes, the

change in outlook is of particular importance in the growth of district preservation, in

which the support of residents and property-holders is integral to the success of a

preservation project.

Previous studies of postwar preservation activities in Japan, then, have been

unable to provide comprehensive analyses of the growth of historic preservation in the

middle postwar years. The works by Hohn and Nishimura cited above are useful for

establishing a view of the legal and conceptual contexts in which postwar preservation

activities occurred, but in those cases, such as Hohn’s, where a body of work has

attempted to gain a view of the whole panoply of preservation schemes nationwide in the

postwar years, it has not delved deeply enough into the experiences of individual places

to see their political and social processes in detail. Other works, such as those by

Ishikawa and Goto and Alanen, miss important dynamics by not beginning their analysis

early enough (that is, in 1958 or 1948, rather than in 1968), a project that might better

illuminate the mechanisms by which preservation evolved during these years. In those

cases, such as Wendelken’s, in which a researcher has devoted considerable attention to

the evolution of preservation activities in one site, the analysis strives in vain to transcend

the social and political particularities of that one experience and so has been of limited

use to the understanding of experiences elsewhere at the time.

Responding to the limitations of earlier writings on historic preservation, this

study draws on work in political science and political history to suggest a framework

                                                
37 These phrases are used frequently by respondents — both officials and residents — in the course of
interviews about postwar preservation activities. For an extended discussion of hozon ishiki, see Nishiyama
Uzô, “Rekishi-teki Machinami Hozon no Ishiki,” Kankyô Bunka 31–32 (1978). The “sense of value”
figures, for example, in the concluding sections of Miyamoto Masatoshi, “Rekishi-teki Machinami no
Mezasu Mono,” in Mirai e Tsuzuku Rekishiteki no Machinami, ed. Zenkoku Dentôteki Kenzôbutsugun
Hozon Chiku Kyôgikai (Hagi: Zenkoku Dentôteki Kenzôbutsugun Hozon Chiku Kyôgikai, 2001).
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adequate to the explanation of Japanese historic preservation’s growth and evolution

nationwide in the middle postwar years. At the heart of that framework is the concept of

localization, the devolution of political power from the national government toward

prefectural and municipal bodies that was both a legislated requirement and a political

goal of the Allied Forces’ postwar occupation and of early postwar governments.

Localization has been widely documented and discussed as a primary issue in postwar

Japanese politics. Its application to historic preservation offers the possibility of a

comprehensive analysis of postwar preservation, a set of programs and activities that

have had far-reaching consequences for Japanese cities and towns of all sizes. The

exercise of viewing political decentralization through the lens of historic preservation,

moreover, provides a new means of evaluating the development of political localization,

one of the most significant trends in postwar Japanese social and political life.

POSTWAR LOCALIZATION AND THE STUDY OF HISTORIC PRESERVATION

A glance today at the shelves of any of the larger Japanese bookstores indicates

the extent to which district preservation has become a central part of the thinking of local

government officials and residents concerning urban planning, contemporary lifestyles,

and local economic development. Among titles on urban planning, for instance, one finds

Town-making and the Preservation and Use of Historical Heritage, edited by Ôkawa

Naomi, and Notes on Urban Studies: Scenery, Town-making, and Urban Design by

Nishimura Yukio, both works attesting to the acceptance of varied approaches to urban

planning and local development each of which makes central use of historic

preservation.38 Similarly, a special issue of a journal directed primarily at an audience of

municipal and prefectural planning experts offers guidance in the exploitation of the

                                                
38 Nishimura Yukio, Toshiron nôto; ed. Okawa/Ôkawa Naomi, Rekishiteki Isan no Hozon•Katsuyô to
Machizukuri (Kyoto: Gakugei shuppansha, 1997).
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many programs and institutions that have become available, designed to promote the

integration of historic preservation and urban planning.39 The importance of local actors

— both citizens and municipal officials — in urban planning and economic development

is now conventionally represented in the concept of “town-making” (machi-zukuri), a

term that became ubiquitous in popular and professional discussions of urban planning

and public administration beginning in the 1970s. Equally well accepted today is the

notion that some form of historic preservation is an integral part of such town-making

activities.

This assumed connection has not always been so widely accepted, and the

particular assertion that local actors should play a primary role in local affairs has gained

favor only gradually over the course of the more than five decades since the end of the

war in 1945. Before the Second World War, the primacy of the central government’s role

in all aspects of local administration went largely unchallenged. Beginning with reforms

put in place under the American postwar occupation, however, in particular the Local

Autonomy Law of 1947, since the late 1940s the issue of political localization has rarely

been absent from the Japanese political stage. While recent reforms have extended the

reach of earlier policies supporting localization, the trend has not been linear, continuous,

or uncontested. The jockeying for position between local governments and national

authorities, referred to by one observer in the 1980s as a “Thirty Years’ War,” has taken a

variety of forms, from negotiated expansion of local programs to outright opposition by

local officials.40 As the episodes explored here show, historic preservation has been a

significant but rarely recognized field for such efforts to achieve local autonomy. Also

                                                
39 Zôkei, “Special Issue: Machizukuri jigyô kikaku manuaru,” Zôkei 2 (2000).
40 Richard J. Samuels, The Politics of Regional Policy in Japan: Localities Incorporated? (Princeton:
Princeton University Press, 1983), xx.
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demonstrated by these accounts, local actors have used both conciliatory and oppositional

means within historic preservation to achieve their goals.

Despite its authors’ intentions, the Local Autonomy Law and other supporting

legislation put in place in the first postwar years was never formulated in such a way as to

promote a truly independent system of local government. In fact, the legal framework

established in the postwar period to foster localization included various provisions

explicitly limiting local autonomy (such as retention of the system of “agency-delegated

functions” discussed in more detail in Chapter 4), but it was the omissions and

ambiguities of those frameworks more than their requirements that served to constrain

local independence for most of the period. In the first comprehensive study of political

localization in postwar Japan, tracing developments from the first years after the 1945

defeat up to the early 1960s, Steiner highlights financial and functional means by which

the central government maintained its control over local affairs.41 Steiner’s analysis

demonstrates the extent to which a combination of ambiguity in the law and long-

established habits of deferral to higher authorities set the patterns of behavior that kept

local officials in a subservient position in relation to their counterparts in the national

government.

In the financial realm, Steiner notes that local governments in the middle postwar

years had limited powers of taxation and so had limited resources with which to initiate

new programs of their own: in the late 1950s, about 70 percent of all tax revenue was

collected by the national government while local governments were responsible for the

disbursement of two-thirds of government expenditures.42 The difference between the

                                                
41 Kurt Steiner, Local Government in Japan (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1965). Ellis S. Krauss,
“Local Politics in Japan: Welcoming the Third Wave,” in Local Voices, National Issues: The Impact of
Local Initiative in Japanese Policy-making, ed. Sheila A. Smith (Ann Arbor: Center for Japanese Studies,
University of Michigan, 2000).
42 Steiner, Local Government in Japan, 292.
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two amounts — the greater part of taxes collected by the central government and the

greater part of expenditures shouldered by local governments — was addressed through a

system of transfers from the center to the localities. Granted only as part of larger

programs coordinated at the national level, subsidies given as part of this transfer system

were dispensed by the national authorities as, in effect, rewards for cooperative behavior.

The subsidies were absolutely vital to local governments attempting to carry out the

functions required of them by the national authorities, and so their disbursement or

withholding was a major vehicle by which the central government could direct local

activities.43

Local governments, moreover, could not simply turn to tax increases to replace

revenue withheld by the central authorities. The local taxation system was not established

as much by law as by custom, that is, in unofficial rather than legislated constraints, and

those customary agreements between the national authorities and local officials served to

limit the independent taxing powers of local officials. In effect, local tax rates were

controlled by common agreement between local and national officials. While the

legislation establishing taxation at various levels of government suggested standard rates

without requiring them, in Steiner’s view those standard rates were “considered as

virtually compulsory” by both local officials and their national patrons. Local political

considerations reinforced this dynamic: not surprisingly, it was politically expedient in

the view of local officials to apply to the central government for various targeted

subsidies rather than to increase taxes charged to local voters. The result was that during

                                                
43 In the course of his research in the early 1980s, Muramatsu looked again at the system of subsidies to
evaluate the extent to which it was being used as a means of controlling the activities of local governments.
While he saw a loosening of the system — local governments were able to choose among subsidies and
programs rather than being forced to adhere to national priorities without variation — he found as well that
it was still the case that “subsidies can certainly be a tool for the central government to control local areas.”
Muramatsu Michio, Local Power in the Japanese State, trans. Betsey Scheiner and James White (Berkeley:
University of California Press, 1997), 111.
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the first decades of the postwar period local governments adhered closely to the

suggested tax rate, whether or not local needs were met by those collections, and their

dependence on subsidies distributed by the central authorities grew increasingly strong.44

Thus, in the ambiguity of custom, the financial independence of local

governments was traded for an immediately more lucrative dependence on central

disbursements doled out largely out of the sight of local residents. Much the same

conditions governed administrative matters. What Steiner terms a “muddle of functions”

characterized the division of labor between officials of the central government and those

of local governments. This “muddle” resulted in an ambiguous situation in which local

officials and citizens alike were uncertain of the responsibilities and powers of local

officials. The explicit legal constraints on local officials were based in the system of

“agency-delegated functions” discussed in more detail in Chapter 4, but a more profound

if less instrumental set of customs and expectations long governed the approach taken by

local officials toward powers claimed by both national and local levels of government.

The crux of the matter, in Steiner’s view, was an overlapping of legislated responsibility

such that “national laws cover[ed] most areas of local action”: powers granted to local

governments by one law were apparently superceded by responsibilities of the national

government set out in another.45 That legal ambiguity, in which each level of government

could find in the law a justification for its own assertion of jurisdiction, was reinforced in

Steiner’s view by a commonly held value system through which “the hierarchical

notions…so important in interpersonal relations [in Japan] are transferred to relations

between levels of government.”46

                                                
44 Steiner, Local Government in Japan, 278.
45 Ibid., 250.
46 Ibid., 261.
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In sum, the situation for local governments in the first years of the middle postwar

period, as Steiner describes it, was that in financial matters local officials were dependent

on subsidies from the national government to pay for many of the functions of local

administration, applying to the central authorities for grants “in the role of a poor

relation” approaching a “rich but stingy relative.”47 In administrative matters, local

officials were conditioned, and in many cases required, to defer to the agendas and goals

of bureaucrats higher up in the hierarchy of government. While the 1947 Local

Autonomy Law and other localization legislation contained elements that opened up the

possibility of increased local authority, both local initiative and the cooperation of the

national government were required for its realization.48 Only gradually, Steiner predicts,

through the initiatives of local governments nationwide over the course of several

decades, would the grip of the national government on local government functions be

loosened.

A second generation of studies concerning postwar localization supports Steiner’s

prediction, adding to the picture drawn by his path-breaking work. Through the further

research of Samuels, Reed, and Muramatsu, among others, the years of the early 1960s

(during which Steiner was preparing his research for publication) have come to be

recognized as the opening period of a new assertion of prefectural and municipal

government involvement in local affairs.49 While they disagree concerning the dynamics

at the heart of this process, each of these authors acknowledges the progress toward

localization made during the 1960s and early 1970s. Thus, Muramatsu argues that it was

                                                
47 Ibid., 298.
48 The loosening of central control over local affairs, Steiner notes, “would have required that certain
activities be left free of national regulation and supervision…but existing attitudes, especially on the part of
the national bureaucracy, militated against such self-restraint.” Ibid., 261.
49 Muramatsu Michio, Local Power in the Japanese State; Steven R. Reed, Japanese Prefectures and
Policymaking (Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 1986); Samuels, The Politics of Regional Policy?
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the “politicization” of local government in this period, chiefly through increased public

attention to matters of industrial development, land use, and development promotion

previously considered purely bureaucratic matters, that empowered localities to assert

their influence over activities claimed by the national authorities.50 This political vitality

at the local level, Muramatsu concludes, continues to drive center–local relations today.

For his part, Reed highlights the extent to which innovations with far-reaching

effects were made at the municipal level in local administration during the middle

postwar years without direct challenge to existing laws or the legally grounded powers of

central authorities.51 The discussion of Steiner’s findings given above highlights the

constraints on local autonomy exercised in the first postwar decades less through law

than through custom. The legal frameworks within which local government bodies acted

were often ambiguous or contradictory; their restraints on local autonomy were most

often effected through the passive agreement of all levels of government. While this legal

situation reinforced central control over the localities in the early years, as municipal

governments in particular began to gain in political power, the ambiguity, Reed observes,

represented an opening through which central power could be challenged.52

Looking more closely at the dynamics by which localities attempted to gain

autonomy during this period, Samuels emphasizes the establishment of “horizontal”

coalitions that acted to influence policies of the national government.53 Samuels’

                                                
50 Muramatsu Michio, Local Power in the Japanese State, 141.
51 Reed, Japanese Prefectures and Policymaking, 52–55.
52 Muramatsu concurs on this point: “Beginning in the late 1960s,” he writes, “local governments were able
to accumulate both political resources and the techniques for using them. It was the leftist governing bodies
that made the most use of this potential, but during this period local governments in general began, when
the necessity arose, to persist in their claims against the center.… This reflected local governments’
growing awareness of their influence and resources, and their conscious use of them.” Muramatsu Michio,
Local Power in the Japanese State, 125–6.
53 “This study,” Samuels writes, “examines regional policy by using translocal coalitions (instead of
politics at the center) as its primary focus.… Given the anachronism of many local administrative
boundaries, localities as a matter of routine turn to (and are frequently directed toward) each other, whether
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treatment of these coalitions expands our view of the kinds of challenges to central

authority that were raised by local governments in the 1960s. Thus, his typology of

translocal linkages includes a majority that represents attempts at collective bargaining —

using the power of several localities to influence government policy that would affect

each of them — more than direct challenges to government agendas. More notorious,

perhaps, during this period were the linkages formed between newly elected progressive

mayors and other local officials who did in fact openly challenge central government

policies, particularly in matters of public welfare and anti-pollution measures. Most

relevant to the current study, however, is the relatively small group of efforts —

“infrequent in number and even more infrequent in achieving their desired goals,” in

Samuels’ view — that proposed alternatives to the programs and policies that were being

promoted at the national level. Within this group of local efforts presenting “locally

developed policy options” may be found the bulk of the innovative historic preservation

schemes under study here.54

In recent years, a new generation of scholars has further expanded our view of

Japanese local politics through explorations of the day-to-day dynamics that characterize

center–locality relations, whether seen in terms of local–national government

relationships or the interaction of non-governmental organizations and the central state.55

Throughout this period, historical studies of these processes of localization have been

relatively few, focusing for example on the evaluation of democratization and

                                                                                                                                                
merely to improve their level of services, or to augment their capacity to make demands upon the center.”
Samuels, The Politics of Regional Policy, xxi.
54 Ibid., 30, 32.
55 See, for example, the essays in Sheila A. Smith, ed., Local Voices, National Issues: The Impact of Local
Initiative in Japanese Policy-making (Ann Arbor: Center for Japanese Studies, University of Michigan,
2000), especially those by Krauss, Maclachlan, and Gilman. A more extended discussion of these issues
may be found in Patricia L. Maclachlan, Consumer Politics in  Postwar Japan: The Institutional
Boundaries of Citizen Activism (New York: Columbia University Press, 2002).
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localization efforts under the American occupation and the years immediately following

its conclusion.56 Giving its attention to historic preservation from the 1950s to the 1970s,

the current study attempts to address that lack of historical research, filling in the gaps by

close examination of events taking place before the period given greatest attention and in

a realm of social life rarely associated with substantive political change.

The studies of localization just discussed together offer a useful framework for

understanding both the similarities and the differences between local historic preservation

efforts occurring in scattered cities and towns in the middle postwar years. Steiner’s

survey of postwar local government makes clear the extent to which local officials in the

1950s were constrained by law and custom in their exercise of independent initiative in

local matters. More recent research builds on the picture drawn by Steiner, offering more

detail concerning the growth of an independent political consciousness on the part of

local officials, the nature of the constraints that bound them, including their reliance on

custom more than law, and the forms of alliances forged between local officials and their

counterparts in other locales, whether made in service to negotiations with central

authorities or in open opposition to central agendas.

These studies also make clear the extent to which Japanese domestic politics in

the middle postwar period, particularly in the decade beginning about 1964 or 1965, was

dominated by the issue of localization. The rise of historic preservation as a local

movement in Japan is centered in that same period, manifested in the project to gather

local historical artifacts in Tsumago in 1964, the establishment of the first citizens’ group

to promote district preservation in Takayama in 1966, and the passage in Kanazawa in

1968 of the first municipal ordinance governing urban design. Investigation of historic

                                                
56 Amakawa Akira, “The Making of the Postwar Local Government System,” in Democratizing Japan: The
Allied Occupation, ed. Robert E. Ward and Sakamoto Yoshikazu (Honolulu: University of Hawai'i Press,
1987).
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preservation’s growth in postwar Japan in light of the findings on localization just

reported adds to our understanding of that localization trend. The events highlighted in

the episodes investigated here support the timeframe established by these earlier studies,

and they reinforce the sense of local constraint emphasized by Steiner.

The experiences of Japanese historic preservation in this period may bear out, as

well, the particular findings of the later works. Thus, following Reed, we look in these

episodes of historic preservation for evidence of the ways in which local officials,

constrained more by social agreements than by legal requirements, sought to take

advantage of opportunities presented to them by those informal structures, without openly

defying authorities higher up in the hierarchy. Following Samuels, we investigate the

linkages and associations formed between local officials and other social and political

actors, including those cases in which local government openly defied the wishes of the

central authorities. In light of Muramatsu’s work, we are sensitive to indications of a

growing sense of political engagement on the part of local officials, a transformation that

arose from the recognition that “simply following the orders of the state was not

sufficient” to meet local goals in this period.57

Offering detail in a realm of political life not previously explored from this

perspective, this study contributes to our understanding of postwar localization by

highlighting both the processes of politicization experienced by local governments and

the construction of linkages between those governments and other local actors. In

addition to clarifying our view of the growth of historic preservation itself, which has

grown over the course of the postwar period to be a presence nationwide, in its close

reading of the course of events in three localities in the middle postwar years this

                                                
57 Muramatsu Michio, Local Power in the Japanese State, 124.
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research will further develop the sense of postwar localization’s processes introduced in

these previous works.

LOCAL CONTESTATION AND LOCAL POWER

Despite the issue’s absence from other literatures, an increasing number of works

in tourism and preservation studies have, in effect, connected historic preservation with

social and political contestation and conflict. In the postwar period, these authors show,

debates over historic preservation in Europe, the United States, and elsewhere have

tended not to concern the definition of identity promoted through heritage protection so

much as the identification of social and political ramifications of preservation work.58

Previously a discussion taking place largely in the industrialized countries of Europe and

North America, this debate over the implications of heritage protection has in recent

years expanded to involve voices from throughout the world.59 Recent studies of historic

preservation sites worldwide reveal them to be places of contestation and multivalence, in

which an earlier emphasis on “the opposition between guests and hosts,” one that

assumes unity on each side of that equation, must be set aside toward an understanding

that neither the visitors nor the visited necessarily represent singular worldviews,

motivations, or desires.60 A similar variety of voices and views is apparent in all three

episodes investigated here.

                                                
58 See, for example, Ehrentraut, “Cultural Nationalism”; Adolf W. Ehrentraut, “The Ideological
Commodification of Culture: Architectural Heritage and Domestic Tourism in Japan,” in The Socialness of
Things: Essays on the Socio-Semiotics of Objects, ed. Stephen Harold Riggins (Berlin: Mouton de Gruyter,
1994); Robert Hewison, The Heritage Industry: Britain in a Climate of Decline (London: Methuen, 1987);
David Lowenthal, Possessed by the Past: The Heritage Crusade and the Spoils of History (New York: The
Free Press, 1996); Process: Architecture, “Special Issue: Kyoto: Its Cityscape Traditions and Heritage,”
116 (1994); Raphael Samuel, Theatres of Memory, vol. 1: Past and Present in Contemporary Culture
(London: Verso, 1994).
59 Knut Einar Larsen, ed., Nara Conference on Authenticity in Relation to the World Heritage Convention,
1–6 November 1994: Proceedings (Paris: UNESCO World Heritage Center, 1995); Wiendu Nuryanti,
“Heritage and Postmodern Tourism,” Annals of Tourism Research 23, no. 2 (1996).
60 Sidney C.H. Cheung, “The Meanings of a Heritage Trail in Hong Kong,” Annals of Tourism Research
26, no. 3 (1999): 586; Urry, Consuming Places, chapter 13.
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In keeping with those works, the narratives presented here detail primarily

negotiations over and manipulations of power: power to direct the course of economic

development, to select what buildings should be saved, to define local identity. The

literature on localization indicates that the power sought after and on occasion exercised

by residents and officials in cities and towns during this period was never total and never

immune to contestation. In some of the events discussed here, such as the proposal of a

plan for establishing municipal standards for new building in Kanazawa, the actions

taken by local authorities openly challenged national government procedures; it was not

only conventionally agreed but also legally established that Kanazawa’s planners did not

have the legal authority to write such standards. Many of the activities that are

highlighted in these episodes, however, such as the establishment of Takayama’s open-air

museum and the collection of local historical materials in Tsumago, occurred at some

remove from the concerns of the national government. These activities may be seen to

have “slipped in between the cracks” of the postwar political order, taking advantage of

possibilities for local initiative opened by Occupation-sponsored legislation, other

postwar social and political dynamics, and an increased sense on the part of local officials

that assertion of local agendas was a necessity for the realization of local prosperity.

As Steiner’s findings indicate, the early postwar political order did not offer many

tangible legal structures to support the assertion of local political initiative. In contrast,

however, the prevailing discourses of postwar political and cultural life, particularly the

ubiquitous promotion of democratization, encouraged local officials and citizens in their

search for local autonomy and provided a certain amount of cover for activities that the

central government might not otherwise have favored. This suggests that the power under

study here is one that, as Lukes argues, “lies where a proposed difference to significant

outcomes can be made, or resisted” but is nonetheless in most cases not one that can be
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said to be a function of “who can control whom.”61 Rather, where local activity does not

openly defy central authority, power as it is seen here is Foucaultian: “exercised rather

than possessed,” not a property but a strategy, in short not the power to do but the “power

of the norm,” the power to set the terms of the debate.62 As such it is always open to

contestation and negotiation, by the local in opposition to the central, and on occasion by

a diversity of voices arising from among residents, property-owners, and other interested

individuals against agendas set by local governments and civic leaders. At this second

level, one might say, democratization supplants localization as the central dynamic in

these episodes, as individuals are in a position to meaningfully voice their opinions over

proposals that would affect their immediate surroundings.

MODELS AND METHODS

This study is structured around three “episodes” taking place in three separate

locations in the same historical period, each episode centered on a single issue or

question. Because I have not attempted a comprehensive description of all historic

preservation activities in each place, and the types of issues raised tenaciously resist

resolution, I hesitate to call them “cases,” suggesting as it does a certain fullness and

completeness. Rather, these episodes raise issues without clearly resolving them,

introduce conflict without always being able to assure us that the conflict has been

settled. I have, however, attempted for each episode to construct a reliable ordering of

relevant events, in order to construct a narrative adequate to the questions raised.

These three places and problems were chosen with several criteria in mind.

Primary among those is that the issues they raise have resonance for other places and

other times in postwar Japan. The analysis of events and debates in each place concludes
                                                
61 Steven Lukes, “Introduction,” in Power, ed. Steven Lukes (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1986), 15, 11.
62 Michel Foucault, Discipline and Punish, trans. Alan Sheridan (New York: Random House, 1977; reprint,
New York: Vintage Books, 1995), 26, 184.
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with a broadening of the lessons to be learned there to apply them to other places.

Fundamental to the choice was an attempt to gather together places with apparent

differences in the style of preservation, the types of structures present in them, the form

of leadership, and the current status of the sites. The sites were also chosen for their

prominence, either at the time under study or today. The city of Kanazawa and the gasshô

district of northern Gifu prefecture have been prominent heritage sites for the length of

the postwar period. Magome has lost some of its prominence after an initial period of

great public interest, while Tsumago, whose fame came after that of its neighbor, seems

less dramatically effected by changing postwar fashions in travel.

In seeking to examine the “culture of city building” in Boston in the nineteenth

and twentieth centuries, Holleran sought out materials that express “the working

suppositions” of members of the various groups involved in that process. In fashioning

his analysis, he makes use of reports, articles, books, and newspaper coverage of real

estate developers, legislators, government officials, and engineers, among others, as well

as the writings and statements of architects and city planners, and the public

pronouncements of influential private citizens and civic leaders.63 For his study of the

making of public memory in Germany, Koshar relied on materials that reveal the

“language and actions” of “state agencies, voluntary associations, and individuals that

protected historic buildings and mobilized public support for architectural heritage.”64

Taking the speech act as itself a form of social action, I similarly rely here on materials

that convey both the thought processes and actions of the people and groups involved in

historic preservation. Thus, I take as my primary sources both evidence of the tangible

actions of government officials, citizens’ groups, and individuals, as well as statements of

                                                
63 Holleran, Boston’s ‘Changeful Times’, 8.
64 Koshar, Germany’s Transient Pasts, 11.
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various sorts that convey their suppositions and conceptualizations of what historic

preservation entails and signifies.

The materials necessary for telling these stories were found primarily in

newspaper, magazine, and newsletter coverage of events of the time, and in historical

writings, such as official village histories or organizational histories of museums or

preservation groups. Particularly in the presentations of organizations that administer and

promote historic preservation schemes, these narratives have over time become the

“creation myths” that serve as the foundations for contemporary presentations of their

activities and goals.65 As myths they require contextualization and verification, yet they

also retain significant power as forces that shape the public discourses surrounding each

site. Also among my sources for building the analytical narratives that are the

frameworks for the chapters were more than thirty interviews with preservationists,

historians, and long-time residents of towns and districts, as well as the study of materials

from the sites, including books, brochures, pamphlets, and maps. Supplemental sources

include readings of memoirs by participants, other secondary materials produced about

the places, and observations of the sites themselves. The interviews were audiotaped,

transcribed, and translated. Confidentiality was guaranteed to all interviewees. Printed

materials were either obtained through library research or were obtained directly from

government offices or preservation groups. Translations of all materials, printed or

transcribed, were prepared by the author unless explicitly noted to the contrary.

OVERVIEW OF THE CHAPTERS

Both Osaragi’s 1965 essay, mentioned in the opening of this chapter, and the

processes of growth and development that he criticizes embodied dynamics with histories

                                                
65 Peter Siegenthaler, “Creation Myths for the Preservation of Tsumago Post-town,” Planning Forum 9
(2003).
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deep in Japanese modernity. Osaragi works into his text a range of issues, perspectives,

references, and provocative rhetorical strategies intended to strengthen his central

message: the need for greater local control over the development juggernaut

overwhelming Japan’s countryside and its cities at the time. The remedies he proposed —

revision of municipal, prefectural, and national legislation and the establishment of local

citizens’ groups to advocate a preservationist agenda — while largely untested in Japan

up to that point, had nonetheless been the subject of discussion and the object of

preparatory work for several years before he wrote. Two important elements are missing,

however, from his presentation of the issues, and they formed the backbone of the

movement as it was developing in various places around the country at that time. Setting

his sights on the goal of national legislation to protect, in effect, only three of Japan’s

most important historic landscapes, Osaragi overlooks both the need to apply such

protection to lesser-known places and the substantial work that had already been done in

smaller cities and towns to effect such protection at the local level. It is in that

diversification and localization that the significance of Japan’s postwar historic

preservation dynamics is found.

It is clear from the text of his essay that Osaragi is directing his essay primarily to

an audience of bureaucrats in a position to remedy some of the systemic failings he

highlights, and his recommendations were reflected in subsequent programs and policies

of the Ministry of Education and the Ministry of Construction, among other national

governmental bodies. The nationwide cultural critique portrayed in the essay, however,

does not match the variety and texture displayed in local efforts at the time. While

Osaragi credits groups of people such as the Nara wo Ai Suru-kai (Friends of Nara

Society), Kyoto wo Mamoru-kai (Committee to Protect Kyoto), and the Kamakura Fûchi

Hozon-kai (Committee for the Preservation of Kamakura’s Scenery) with the leadership
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of a growing preservation movement, he reinforces a conceptual opposition that pits

citizens’ groups against national and prefectural governments.66 In the process, municipal

governments, business and scholarly associations, and other potentially “bridging”

groups are left out of the picture. This dichotomy was apparently the structural reality in

the years immediately after the defeat in 1945. As these three episodes show, however,

the national government was increasingly being challenged by the activities of local

governments and other groups even as Osaragi was writing.

Through the building of analytical narratives that tell the stories of three episodes

centered on particular localities, I present a picture of historic preservation in Japan in a

period during which a new postwar system of city planning, regional economic

development, and the protection of cultural properties was in formation. I begin the study

with a historical overview of the institutional contexts for historic preservation as they

existed at the beginning of the postwar period. Chapter 2 traces the major developments

in the evolution of Japanese historic preservation from the beginning of the modern

period in 1868 until the end of the Second World War in 1945. Entering the modern era

in 1868, Japan was faced with numerous daunting obstacles, not the least of which was

the articulation of a national identity strong enough to hold off the imperial desires of the

world powers, including the United States, England, and Russia. Over the course of

several decades following 1868, historic preservation in a number of forms was a central

aspect of that articulation of Japan’s national identity. In Gluck’s words, “the process of

establishing a national ethos in a changed and changing social setting was a trial-and-

error-affair,” and historic preservation’s governing principles evolved through several

stages during the 75 years between 1868 and the end of the Second World War.67 As we

                                                
66 Osaragi Jirô, “Hakai sareru shizen,” especially 10 February.
67 Carol Gluck, Japan’s Modern Myths: Ideology in the Late Meiji Period (Princeton: Princeton University
Press, 1985), 4.
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shall see, the process of forming that national identity had short- and long-term

consequences for Japan’s cities, towns, and rural areas.

In the following chapters, I explore historic preservation as it was debated and

practiced in three locations between the early 1950s and the mid-1970s. Each of the

episodes presented in these chapters represents a form of preservation activities mirrored,

although not reproduced, in other locales in postwar Japan. While they are presented in a

roughly chronological fashion, centered on events in the late 1950s, the first years of the

1960s, and then the mid-1960s, the dynamics they chart overlap both temporally and

spatially. In choosing these sites and these issues and then presenting them here, I have

highlighted what I have seen as the most important dynamic in each location. The

movements that are treated here were, however, parallel trends that learned from each

other and affected each other. While more than one form of historic preservation plan

may have been proposed in each of the places under discussion, the evolutional narrative

presented in relation to each place attempts to highlight the most influential or most

suggestive dynamic operating in that place at that time.

Chapter 3, set in the Hida region on the border of Gifu and Toyama prefectures,

begins the discussion with an investigation of the treatment of some of the most famous

folk houses in Japan, the peak-roofed farmhouses known as gasshô-zukuri. In many

cases, these houses’ fame did not insulate them from the effects of economic

development, specifically the damming of rivers and flooding of the valleys in which

they were found. Even as they were being sacrificed in large numbers for economic

development, however, the houses enjoyed a national reputation as representatives of one

of the nation’s quintessential folk housing styles, and with that reputation they retained a

clear economic value as well. One commonly accepted solution to the threat posed by the

flooding of valleys was the relocation of notable houses to the open-air museums that
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were being established at the time in cities and towns nationwide. This process divorced

the structures from the topographical and cultural contexts that gave them much of their

meaning, but their transfer as commodities served another function. Particularly when the

houses were relocated to sites close to their original locations, as to the open-air museum

in Takayama, relocation benefited the economic development schemes of local

governments, laying the ground for relatively autonomous local historic preservation in

situ in the years that followed.

Chapter 4 reveals a contrasting trend toward the expansion of local control in a

much larger and more economically diverse city than Takayama. One of the country’s

most important urban centers before 1868, Kanazawa remained a regional leader in the

postwar period and was also one of the few Japanese cities not significantly damaged by

wartime bombing. In the 1950s and 1960s, Kanazawa’s urban fabric was threatened by

plans for economic development, as bureaucrats at all levels of government debated

various projects to transform the city into an economic model via industry, commerce, or

finance. The passage in 1968 by Kanazawa’s local government of a city-planning

ordinance, which protected the city’s surviving historic fabric by restraining construction

in certain districts, openly defied the division of governmental powers established and

enforced by political authorities at the national level. The form of the ordinance evolved

out of discussions among civic leaders concerning the relationship between city planning,

historic preservation, and measures to protect the aesthetics of the urban center, and the

passage of this groundbreaking ordinance represents the success of the combined efforts

of influential residents and a local planning community long used to the assertion of its

independence in developing urban plans. Through these efforts of municipal and civic

leaders, a pioneering plan was established to foster the protection of the historic
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environment of the center city, and Kanazawa’s local authorities dramatically expanded

the ground for local activity in city planning and urban design.

In contrast to the flourishing of possibility for economic development seen in both

the Hida region (through dam-building) and in Kanazawa (through industrial

development), the issue in Nagano prefecture’s Kiso Valley, explored in Chapter 5, was

not threats of development but slow decline through economic stagnation. This chapter

looks at tourism-building projects proposed and promoted by local citizens and town

leaders and their ultimate realization in programs of historic preservation on a grand

scale. The issue here, however, is not if historic preservation would be adopted by local

actors, but when it had been localized, what opportunities and challenges were released

with it. In the Kiso post-towns of Magome and Tsumago by the mid-1960s, tourism was

already widely considered to be an option for local economic development, but the

choices made concerning historic preservation in the two towns set their residents on

strikingly different paths. The ways in which historic preservation was employed in each

town to promote development of the tourism industry highlight a great variation in the

social, political, and cultural structures of each place, suggesting some of the issues and

trends determining the course of political localization in other fields as well.

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY

Previous studies of the evolution of postwar Japan’s historic preservation

schemes, such as those by Ishikawa, Goto and Alanen, and Kihara discussed above, have

tended to emphasize their place in a burgeoning local-rights movement centered on

citizen-led associations at the local level. The Nagano post-town of Tsumago is usually

said to be the clear leader in this regard: materials presenting the history of the town’s

preservation efforts in the mid- and late 1960s invariably emphasize the town’s role as
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the site of the nation’s first citizen-led townscape preservation efforts.68 Democratization,

individual rights, and the political autonomy of local areas were set in place as central

issues in postwar Japanese life by the Occupation forces soon after the 1945 defeat, and

early in the postwar period cultural authorities in Tokyo explicitly linked reforms in

cultural protection to national efforts to democratize the nation. In one of the more

common readings of Japanese historic preservation, cultural protection schemes at the

local level are said to represent one of the more notable examples of democracy in action

in postwar Japan.

This study looks more closely than have earlier works at the social and political

processes by which various places, Tsumago included, were formed into sites for historic

preservation in the middle postwar years, to see what role, if any, these preservation

schemes played in the transfer of political power from the center to the locales. It

proposes that the salient issue common to all of these programs is neither the promotion

of local citizens’ power through historic preservation nor an intention to engage with a

larger debate concerning the nation’s relationship to its historical past, but an aspiration

among the promoters of these preservation plans to achieve control over negative changes

in their local environment caused by economic and industrial development projects and

the social dislocation prompted by rapid economic growth. The involvement of citizens is

fundamental in some of the events related here; in others, residents of the local area seem

to play little or no part in the formation or realization of preservation plans. Although

historic preservation devotes much of its attention to the care of things from the past, it is

not solely or even primarily directed at the past. Rather, what links all these preservation

schemes is their concern with planning and preparations for the future. In the postwar era,

                                                
68 Siegenthaler, “Creation Myths.”
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a preservation plan is not a success if it does not lead to a more vibrant and viable

community in the years that follow its establishment.

In postwar Japan, the means for achieving that future viability — encapsulated in

the idea of the “pragmatic ideal of stability” cited by Holleran — was an increase in local

political independence that could be translated into increased control over the local

environment. In a social and political climate in which national development, in the

tangible forms of the construction of dams, highways, industrial plants, and housing

estates, was said by the central authorities to take precedence over all local concerns, only

the appropriation or redirection of central power offered protection to particular areas

against the many forms of destruction said to serve the national agenda. The extensive

literature on postwar political localization describes varieties of such appropriations or

redirections. Members of local governments forged connections with counterparts in

other cities and towns so they could speak with one voice to national officials.

Progressive officeholders in local areas joined together to press their agendas on the

national government. Local officials authored ordinances that assumed jurisdiction over

functions of municipal administration previously claimed by the national ministries. The

cases cited in the localization literature often had clearly economic goals. The goals of

many of these actors differed from those of the preservationists, but the means they

employed in these years were similar to what was seen at the same time in Tsumago,

Kanazawa, and Takayama, among other notable historic preservation sites.

This study, however, does not merely reproduce the findings of the localization

studies of Steiner, Samuels, and the others, applying their perceptions to the case of

historic preservation. Rather, through a close reading of the evolution of preservation

schemes in each of these places, this study complicates and enriches the readings of

localization put forth by these earlier works. Where the localization studies focus on the
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actions of municipal and prefectural governments, and the citizen-oriented studies

emphasize the importance of residents in the establishment of historic preservation

schemes, the social conditions of the places whose experiences are explored here suggest

that various alliances and associations, involving residents, officials, and civic leaders,

have fostered and facilitated these preservation schemes. Moreover, the exploration of the

early years of these episodes suggests that those various alliances began to be forged

before the eruption of the localization movement in the mid-1960s.

The investigation of these multiple connections and associations offers a new

perspective on political and social relationships in postwar Japan. Too often reduced to

the model of Japan, Inc. — tightly coordinated, with a rigidly hierarchical organization

— the Japanese political world in these middle postwar years appears from these

episodes to be considerably more fluid, its politics more open to negotiation, than those

earlier reports would suggest. As early as the 1980s, the localization literature proposed

just such a fluidity (as in Samuels’ careful elucidation of various types of horizontal

alliances created by local governments to counter central government power), but the

models the localization authors chose to represent the most outspoken opponents of

central power were the urban, progressive mayors elected in quick succession in the mid-

1960s on platforms expressly criticizing the national LDP administrations. In these

episodes, we have examples of local initiative coming from rural areas and small or

regional cities, areas conventionally assumed to be made up of loyal supporters of the

conservative parties.

Finally, these episodes bring together two unlikely associates: politics and culture,

the competitive world of economic development, pork-barrel politics, and backroom

deals, and the refined world of cultural protection, appreciation of heritage, and

promotion of cultural identity. Despite conventional expectations, the two worlds are in
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fact closely linked; while a desire for the expression of local identity or a loyalty to the

tangible heritage of the nation’s memory underlies and sustains many historic

preservation programs at the local level, nearly all such schemes in postwar Japan have

had elements of tourism promotion or economic development as a prominent aspect of

their formation. In the prewar decades, the promotion of national identity was the primary

function of historic preservation work in Japan. In the postwar era, protection of local

landscapes and buildings against destruction and the assertion of local autonomy against

the dominance of the central state have been the twin poles of historic preservation work.

The local actors taking on such tasks have differed place to place, and the degrees of

success gained through the endeavor have varied, but the links between preservation and

localization remain strong.
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Chapter 2

Protecting the Nation’s Monuments:
Modernization and Historic Preservation, 1868–1945

The definition of objects and structures of the past as heritage, and the policies
related to their protection, restoration, and conservation, have evolved together
with modernity, and are currently recognized as an essential part of the
responsibilities of modern society.

Jukka Jokilehto, A History of Architectural Conservation (1999)69

The course of development of Japanese historic preservation over the three-

quarters of a century between the Meiji Restoration of 1868 and the end of the Pacific

War in 1945 represents in microcosm the evolution of the nation itself. Throughout these

years, which spanned the Meiji, Taishô, and the opening two decades of the Shôwa eras,

the driving forces behind the growth of preservation ideas and practices were the

dynamics of modernization dominant at the time. Certain factors were constant through

the length of this period. Chief among those continuities was the dominance of central,

bureaucratic control over local input in the process of historic preservation. Also constant

was the goal of using historic architecture and famous sites as representatives of an

essential Japanese culture. Finally, mirroring the main stream of historic preservation in

Europe and North America at the time, preservation of architecture in Japan before 1945
                                                
69 Jukka Jokilehto, A History of Architectural Conservation (Oxford: Butterworth–Heinemann, 1999), 1.
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was characterized by a consistent emphasis on elite structures, such as leading temples

and shrines, castles, and the houses of nobility past and present.

The process of change within Japanese historic preservation during these decades

is marked by the period’s strong division into two phases. In the first phase, if they were

offered any protection at all, works of art, cultural institutions, and the buildings they

filled were seen in instrumental terms, for what they could contribute financially or

politically to the development of national strength vis-à-vis other geopolitical powers. In

this first phase, preservation activities were not directed at the protection of the tangible

materials of architecture, its historic “fabric,” but at the institutions that inhabited that

architecture. Historical material, where it was seen as an object of concern, was evaluated

for sale, as a symbolic representative of the nation as a whole, or as a model for products

to be developed for markets outside of Japan.

Only in the second phase, beginning after Japan’s victory in the Sino-Japanese

War of 1894–5, did a concern for the historic fabric of buildings enter directly into the

programs and procedures for architectural protection established by the national

government. Some of the programs of this era, such as Japan’s first systematic and

evaluative surveys of individual buildings, introduced and developed techniques that are

still a substantial part of Japanese historic preservation today. Yet, at the same time as

there was a new appreciation for the role tangible historical materials play in the

transmission of cultural inheritances, there was also an intensification of the ideological

uses to which architecture and cultural landscapes were put. Cultural landscapes were

particularly closely integrated into the ideological campaigns of the ultranationalist

governments that began in the 1930s. By the time of the outbreak of open hostilities first

in China and then region-wide in the closing years of that decade, Japan had a system of

cultural-assets protection that was among the most technically sophisticated in the world,
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but it was at the same time among the most strongly linked to the imperial program of the

nation-state. Even with Japan’s great defeat in 1945, many aspects of that system

remained, and their traces are visible in Japanese historic preservation today.

Localized expression of plans for historic preservation schemes is almost entirely

absent from prewar Japanese cultural protection, and yet we can see in prewar

developments the first appearance of elements with direct bearing on postwar political

localization. While concerted citizen activity in support of historic preservation goals was

rarely seen in the prewar decades, individual citizens, such as the journalist Yoshitane

Tochinai, played a prominent public role in discussions of city planning and urban

design. Moreover, the maturation in the first decades of the twentieth century of city

planning as a distinct aspect of governmental functions itself represents a notable change

in the conditions for local involvement in municipal planning. While the possibilities of

their use at the local level remained untapped before the war’s end, the skills developed

through city planning could not be kept out of the hands of local officials. Unlike the

financial and material resources that remained closely controlled by the central

authorities even after the war’s end, the knowledge of city planning techniques that had

become increasingly available before the war held promise for the local development of a

sense of capability in the administration of urban space in the postwar period.

Still, the fundamental reality of the prewar system of historic preservation clearly

remained a concentration of political power in the central authorities and the exclusion of

local voices from discussion over cultural protection. Closely linked to the intensely

ideological project of the imperial nation at war, centralization of government control

over historic preservation reached the height of its influence in the war years. Given such

tight coordination between the bureaucracy and the ideology of imperialism, it was not

surprising that the war’s end would prompt a reconsideration of the value of each of those
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institutions. With the 1945 defeat, a new beginning dawned for Japan and its people.

Although initially overshadowed by the necessity of reconstruction and national renewal,

the practitioners of historic preservation built on its prewar foundations to construct a

new system appropriate for the new Japan.

HISTORIC PRESERVATION IN THE AFTERMATH OF THE MEIJI RESTORATION

As Jokilehto notes in the passage cited above, practices of historic preservation in

the nineteenth century seen worldwide were inextricably linked to the progress of

modernization, providing a necessary response to rapid change and addressing the newly

dominant imperative to define the contours of each nation as a counter-weight to other

countries’ imperialist desires. Among both scholars and activists, it is often taken as a

given that historic preservation originates as a response to the unsettling pace of change

represented by modernity, and so its histories usually begin with the assumption that the

arrival of some of modernity’s most intrusive phenomena — such as industrialization and

the arrival of railways, highways, and other new modes of transportation — have been

the primary provocations for preservationist feelings.70 In the origins of its structures of

historic preservation, Japan provides a divergent example.

In Japan, the break with the past represented by the advent of modernization was

as dramatic as anywhere in the world. At the moment of their establishment, however, the

                                                
70 Barthel, for example, argues that historic preservation begins with attempts to preserve artifacts of the
preindustrial past from destruction brought about by the introduction of modern economic and social
structures and policies. Diane Barthel, “Attitudes toward History: The Preservation Movement in
America,” Humanity and Society 13, no. 2 (1989). In Britain, industrialization of the countryside seems
indeed to have prompted the founding of the earliest preservation societies; the Lake District Defense
Society, for example, which stands with the Commons, Open Spaces, and Footpaths Preservation Society
(founded in 1865) as the direct precursors of the now-dominant National Trust, was founded explicitly to
protect the Lake District from the introduction of railways and the closure of traditional rights of way
considered central to the local culture of the area. Diane Barthel, “Historic Preservation: A Comparative
Analyses,” Sociological Forum 4, no. 1 (1989): 90–1; Robert Hewison, The Heritage Industry: Britain in a
Climate of Decline (London: Methuen, 1987), 56; Patrick Wright, On Living in an Old Country: The
National Past in Contemporary Britain (London: Verso, 1985), 51.
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first government programs undertaken in the early 1870s toward cultural preservation

were, in fact, not formulated in reaction to modernization or industrialization. Rather,

Japan’s first programs to catalog cultural properties and support the continuity of

religious institutions served a dual function: in reaction to an anti-modern trend and in the

promotion of modern ideals. That is, these programs were promoted as a counterforce to

the sudden ascendancy of an ultra-conservative movement to cleanse Japanese religious

life of the traces of “foreign” influences, primarily Buddhism, while they were also

directed at the modern ideal of government oversight of a diversity of religious beliefs

and practices. During the opening months and years of the Meiji era, debates raged over

the tolerance of religious diversity and the government’s role in religious and cultural

life. Japan’s first structures for cultural protection arise out of those debates.

With the opening of the country in the 1850s to influence from Europe and North

America, Japan’s leadership recognized its weakness in the face of Western imperialism

in Asia, and for nearly four decades, beginning immediately after the signing of trade

agreements in the summer and fall of 1858, the revision of unequal trading terms was a

central priority of a majority of the Meiji leaders.71 Pursuit of this goal took many forms.

In the cultural sphere, the opening months and years of the new era were marked by the

prominence of government policies to effect a separation of the country’s two leading

faiths, Buddhism and Shinto. In the view of the modernizers, who were attempting above

all to demonstrate Japan’s capacity to model its society on Western forms, the separation

of the faiths was an attribute of a fully developed nation. These policies of shimbutsu

bunri, however, played successfully to each of two dominant ideologies of the new Meiji

state. The modernizers, whose position is summed up in the phrase fukoku kyôhei

                                                
71 W. G. Beasley, The Japanese Experience: A Short History of Japan (Berkeley: University of California
Press, 1999), chapters 11 and 12, especially p. 230.
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(wealthy nation, strong army), pressed forward with modernization as a means to protect

the nation from colonization. A countervailing trend, however, associated with the term

ôsei fukko (restoration of Imperial rule), looked back to a historicist or “Nativist” reading

of Japan’s national identity, and called for the exclusion or expulsion of foreign cultural

elements. Drawing on centuries of religious critique that viewed Buddhism as a foreign

import from the Asian mainland, the Nativists saw religious separation as a means to

cleanse Shinto of its foreign stains and to expel Buddhism entirely from the Japanese

islands.72

The series of separation edicts (bunri rei) issued by the new government in 1868

and 1869 most fully represented the Nativists’ viewpoint and were of primary importance

in changing the landscape of Japan in the first decade of the Meiji era.73 These directives

mandated the division of Buddhist and Shinto iconography, religious practices, and

personnel, which over the preceding centuries had increasingly come to share the same

governing terminology, aesthetic conventions, and worship sites. Working under the

banners of haibutsu kishaku (abolishing of Buddhism and demolishing of Shakyamuni)

and keishin haibutsu (revere the kami and destroy the Buddha), between 1868 and the

early 1870s policies requiring Buddhist institutions to be removed from Shinto sites

resulted in “the closing and/or destruction of… over 40,000 temples nationally, the forced

                                                
72 These two phrases are used here to represent contrasting attitudes and programs, but it is important to
remember that all the catch-phrases of the time were the subject of lengthy and vigorous debates
concerning their correct interpretation. See Harry D. Harootunian, Things Seen and Unseen: Discourse and
Ideology  in Tokugawa Nativism (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1988), chap. 8; James Edward
Ketelaar, Of Heretics and Martyrs in Meiji Japan: Buddhism and Its Persecution (Princeton: Princeton
University Press, 1990), 89–91.
73 The classic study in English of the early Meiji campaign against Buddhism is Martin Collcutt,
“Buddhism: The Threat of Eradication,” in Japan in Transition from Tokugawa to Meiji, ed. Marius B.
Jansen and Gilbert Rozman (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1986). A more recent re-envisioning of
the events of the shimbutsu bunri period, on which the following discussion is primarily based, is Ketelaar,
Of Heretics and Martyrs.
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laicization of thousands of priests, and the destruction of truly countless temple

artifacts.”74

Elimination programs in the middle years of the 1860s in Satsuma, Mito, Mikawa,

and other Restorationist domains had been explicitly directed at the eradication of

Buddhism in those areas. They were also in part justified by arguments that the metal

contained in temple bells, sculptures, and religious items would better serve the nation if

it were converted to cannon and bullets, and so religious artifacts in the thousands were

confiscated and melted down.75 With the success of the Restorationist movement in early

1868, these programs were brought to the national stage. The publication in March of that

year of the first of the separation edicts, drafted by two members of the national Office of

Rites (Jingikyoku), initially the most powerful office of the new Meiji government,

prompted the wave of haibutsu kishaku to spread quickly nationwide.76 During the

opening months of the Meiji era, some of what are now considered the most famous

monuments of premodern Japanese culture, including the Great Buddha of Kamakura, are

said to have been readied for sale as scrap. An often retold anecdote holds that the five-

story pagoda of Nara’s Kôfuku-ji, now designated a National Treasure, was only spared

from being burned to recover its metals by the complaints of neighboring homeowners,

who worried that the fires would spread to their properties.77

The effect of these actions on Buddhist properties and institutions was deep and

long-lasting, but haibutsu kishaku ideology was only one center of power in the new

                                                
74 Ketelaar, Of Heretics and Martyrs, 7. The temple linked to the Hiyoshi Shrine was Enryaku-ji.
75 Ibid., 47, 56–61.
76 The two principal drafters were each trained in the mode of the Hirata School of Nativist studies. See
Ibid., 30–36. Also appointed to positions in the Office of Rites were the adopted son and grandson of Hirata
Atsutane. Ketelaar, Of Heretics and Martyrs, 8, 66, 225.
77 Kihara Keikichi, Rekishi-teki Kankyô: Hozon to Saisei, Revised ed. (Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten, 2001), 4;
Anna Seidel, “Kokuho: Note à propos du terme ‘trésor national’ en Chine et au Japon,” Bulletin de l’École
Française d’Extrême-Orient 69 (1981): 229.
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administration. In fact, official measures to contain the destruction were taken almost

immediately. On 10 April 1868, twelve days after the passage of the second of the

separation edicts, the government passed the Act Requiring the Cautious Implementation

of the Separation Edicts (Shinbutsu bunri jisshi wo shinchô ni subeki rei), which offered

guidelines for the moderation of separation activities.78 That same month, a

reorganization of the central government abolished the offices and replaced them with

ministries, in the process shifting the locus of power from activists in the Office of Rites

advocating the “restoration of Imperial rule” to those based in the Ministry of Finance

who supported the goal of a “wealthy nation, strong army.” The shift of power slowed the

destruction of temple buildings and so had direct effects on the conditions for historic

preservation in the following decades.79

The shift also had more subtle but no less important repercussions for the

preservation of buildings and sites. Over the course of the 1870s, information-gathering

concerning the material holdings of temples and shrines moved steadily away from the

ministries of rites and of doctrine and toward the ministries of education (Monbushô) and

finance (Okurashô).80 While the officials of first the Office and then the Ministry of Rites

had seen temple holdings as representations of “evil customs of the past,” the powers

centered in the newly powerful Ministry of Finance saw them as potential national — in

particular, financial — assets.81 The Nativists and the modernizers had shared common

ground in their support for the conversion of metal artifacts into cannon for first domain,

                                                
78 Nishimura Yukio, “Kenchiku no Hozon ni Itaru Meiji Zendai no Bunkazai Hogo Gyôsei no Tenkai,”
Nihon Kenchiku Gakkai Ronbun Hôkokushû, no. 340 (1984): 101.
79 Nishimura notes, as well, that subsidies to alleviate the destruction caused by shimbutsu bunri activities
were distributed by the Finance Ministry beginning early in the Meiji period. Ibid.: 104–5.
80 Table 2 in Nishimura’s 1984 article lists eleven such surveys undertaken between 1871 and 1879. Four
are credited to the Ministry of Doctrine, three to the Ministry of Culture, and four (including the final three)
are credited to the Ministry of Finance. Ibid.: 102.
81 This phrase is drawn from the first articulation of the Meiji government’s goals and principles, the 1868
Charter Oath. Ketelaar, Of Heretics and Martyrs, 9.
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then national defense. Beginning in 1871, however, cultural assets found protection in

their own forms based on a particular understanding of their potential value to the

strength and wealth of the nation.

With the passage on 23 May 1871 of the Measures for the Protection of

Antiquities (Koki Kyûbutsu Hozon-hô), the government for the first time established a

mechanism for assembling a comprehensive survey of cultural assets, through which it

determined the numbers and locations of valuable artifacts and established systems of

taxation to take advantage of the wealth they represented.82 Surveys carried out in 1869

and 1870 by the government through the Ministry of the People (Minbushô; a precursor

to the Home Ministry) and the Ministry of State (Dajôkan) had served the goals of

religious separation, like the earlier Satsuma surveys providing information that

supported temple closings, shrine relocations, the transfer of priests, and the

institutionalization of taxation over some religious properties.83 The Ministry of

Education began in 1871 to receive lists of cultural assets from prefectures nationwide,

and over the next four years the ministries of finance and education together initiated the

first field surveys of the holdings of government storehouses, shrines and temples, and in

private collections.84 These surveys and others that followed them were the first in the

Meiji era to be used for the protection and publicizing of properties rather than their

destruction.85
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persons as a class under the jurisdiction of the government. Ketelaar, Of Heretics and Martyrs, 69–70;
Nishimura Yukio, “Kenchiku no hozon,” 101.
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In effect, the 1871 measures established the foundations for the system of national

treasures and important cultural properties that structures Japanese cultural assets

protection in the present day.86 Surveys were the backbone of the system of cultural

properties protection established by the French in the 1840s.87 In the case of Meiji Japan,

they were first used to facilitate the exploitation of assets for national strength, seen in

both economic and social terms. Only beginning in the 1870s were surveys instituted as

the foundation for a system of cultural assets registration and protection.88 Planned and

administered by the national cultural authorities, surveys of cultural properties were a

pillar of central government control over cultural preservation activities well into the

postwar period. As our investigations of postwar events will show, however, in the

political climate of the postwar years, they were also a mechanism by which expertise in

matters of architectural and other preservation were transferred from the center to local

areas and actors.

MEIJI PERIOD EFFORTS TOWARD THE PROTECTION OF BUILDINGS AND SITES

Even setting aside the destructiveness of haibutsu kishaku, historic architecture of

all kinds did not fair well amid the great changes of the Meiji transition. While artworks,

religious objects, and other cultural properties began to come under the protection of the

government starting in the early 1870s, neither buildings nor cultural landscapes were

included in those first programs.89 The extension of governmental control to privately
                                                
86 Noriko Aso, “New Illusions: The Emergence of a Discourse on Traditional Japanese Arts and Crafts,
1868–1945” (Ph.D. dissertation, University of Chicago, 1997), 92.
87 Charles B. Hosmer, Jr., Presence of the Past: A History of the Preservation Movement in the United
States before Williamsburg (New York: G. P. Putnam’s Sons, 1965), 21–5.
88 The case of Romania, which imported the French model relatively unaltered, basing its 1892 system of
cultural assets protection on French-style surveys, indicates the extent to which local needs may dictate the
manner in which external forms of preservation are imported and applied. Jokilehto, A History of
Architectural Conservation, 258–60.
89 Not yet recognized as worthy of official protection, architecture was absent from the appendix listing the
categories of protected cultural assets attached to the 1871 Measures for the Protection of Antiquities. Aso,
“New Illusions”, 90–1.
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held artworks, however, as well as the development of techniques and procedures for the

surveying of properties and the provision of financial assistance to their owners, were

important innovations that were later applied to architectural preservation. In the first

decades of the Meiji era, architecture was not valued for its own sake, or for the lessons

that its existing fabric could communicate. In effect, historic architecture nationwide was

seen to be non- or even anti-modern and was devalued by its association with pre-

Restoration feudal rule.90

Even if, as several scholars have argued, for most Japanese patterns of daily life

changed little with the Meiji Restoration and in the years immediately following it,

destruction of buildings and conversion of land to new uses were widespread in this

period. 91 The passage in 1871 of a decree ordering the abolition of the feudal domains

prompted the expropriation of lands controlled by the former domain leaders, the daimyô,

and their retainers. Particularly in areas surrounding Tokyo, lands opened up for

development as a result of this 1871 decree became the sites for public buildings of all

kinds, such as for schools and embassies, as well as serving for industrial and agricultural

uses. In the process of converting the land, the residences of the daimyô and their

retainers were demolished in large numbers.92

                                                
90 Watanabe Toshio, “Josiah Condor’s Rokumeikan: Architecture and National Representation in Meiji
Japan,” Art Journal Fall (1996): 23.
91 Susan B. Hanley, “The Material Culture: Stability in Transition,” in Japan in Transition from Tokugawa
to Meiji, ed. Marius B. Jansen and Gilbert Rozman (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1986);
Hidenobu Jinnai, “The Spatial Structure of Edo,” in Tokugawa Japan: The Social and Economic
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Among the measures taken that benefited historic architecture in the first years of

the Meiji period, most appear to have been motivated more by economic than historic-

preservation concerns. An order, for example, issued on 7 March 1871 from the Ministry

of State (Dajôkan) concerning the areas of Tokyo formerly populated with daimyô

residences required notification to the government before various types of walls and gates

surrounding the former compounds could be demolished. The measures were

instrumental in their design, taking up “a completely economic problem” of the

appearance of districts marked by numerous demolished and deteriorating villas.93

Absent from these orders was a view of architecture that saw it as contributing to the

general fund of cultural assets.

Among the earliest projects for the reuse of premodern buildings, the conservation

of the castles of Nagoya and Inuyama was the result of a “privately written appeal” sent

on 7 June 1872 from the Home Ministry and Ministry of Education to the Finance

Ministry, who had received control of the structures that same year.94 In this letter,

preservation was advocated on the strength of the castles as examples of architecture of

symbolic importance to the state. The proposal for Nagoya castle’s preservation, in

particular, introduced as a useful analogue the re-use of the Tower of London as a

museum of armor, stressing “in highly poetic language” the need to find methods of

preservation that would replace the former practical uses.95

                                                
93 Nishimura Yukio, “Kenchiku no hozon,” 105. For a more extensive translation of Nishimura’s
discussion, see Wendelken, “Living with the Past,” 79–80.
94 Ehrentraut notes that widespread destruction of Japan’s feudal castles occurred during three periods: at
the start of the Tokugawa period in the early seventeenth century; in the first years after the 1868 Meiji
Restoration; and during the Second World War. Kumamoto Castle, for example, was destroyed in 1877.
Adolf W. Ehrentraut, “Cultural Nationalism, Corporate Interests and the Production of Architectural
Heritage in Japan,” Canadian Review of Sociology and Anthropology 32, no. 2 (1995): 224.
95 Nishimura Yukio, “Kenchiku no hozon,” 106.
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Concern for the perpetuation of religious institutions damaged in the separation

uproar may be seen to have had nascent preservation-oriented motivations, but the

concern displayed in these programs is for an amorphous cultural continuity rather than

the survival of historical materials. In some cases government assistance was offered to

shrines and temples damaged by haibutsu kishaku, but these were “particular cases or

exceptional projects” and do not represent an early form of historic preservation.96

Additionally, beginning in 1880, over the course of fifteen years the Ministry of Home

Affairs (Naimûshô) distributed a total of 121,000 yen to 539 temples and shrines for their

“operations and maintenance” (shaji jitai no un’ei iji).97 The program stipulated that the

institution must be more than 400 years old, and the bulk of the grants went to a

“preservation fund” for each shrine or temple to be used for the maintenance of its

ecclesiastical activities. While this program might appear to have consisted of subsidies

directed at the preservation of the religious institutions’ physical fabric, it was instead

intended to maintain the continuity of the institutions themselves in a period of great

social and economic uncertainty. Historicity was not at issue in the allocation of

subsidies. While the age of the institutions determined their eligibility for the grants, the

actual materials comprising the buildings and compounds could be of any age.98

In both the promotion of religious diversity (and distinction) and the adoption of

foreign technologies and institutions, the government’s actions in the 1870s and 1880s

were directed at the goal of the newly ascendant slogan of the times, bunmei kaika,

“civilization and enlightenment.” The government’s promotion of bunmei kaika fostered

building in a Western style, and a few notable construction projects took on great

                                                
96 Ibid.: 104–5.
97 Bunkachô, Bunkazai Hogo-hô Gojû-nen Shi, 5–6.
98 Nishimura Yukio, “Changing Concept of Authenticity in the Context of Japanese Conservation History,”
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symbolic importance. Standard in histories of Japan, for example, is reference to the

Rokumeikan (Deer cry pavilion), a Western-style meeting hall in central Tokyo built by

the English architect Josiah Conder in 1883.99 Serving as an emblem of the fervent

importation by members of the Meiji elites of Western fashions, institutions, and ideas,

the Rokumeikan gives its name to the period from the early 1880s to about 1890.100 Other

prominent Western-style buildings built in Japan at this time include the Osaka Mint and

the Lecture Hall at the Imperial College of Engineering in Tokyo.101

After a fire in late February 1872 destroyed about 3,000 buildings in Tokyo’s

Ginza district, the government quickly assembled a plan to improve the area that had

burned. Within a week after the fire, “a new plan with significant street widenings and a

requirement for all buildings to be built in fireproof brick or stone” was announced. The

development that resulted, called Ginza Renga Gai (Ginza brick town), represented “an

attempt to implement new city planning technologies… and to impress foreign visitors

that Japan was ready for revised treaties.”102 As with its support for haibutsu kishaku, the

advocacy by the modernizing faction for the reconstruction in Ginza was directed at a

foreign audience, to serve in persuading foreign powers that Japan deserved a place

among the world’s leading nations.

The same agenda to demonstrate the country’s worthiness for more equal treaties

was manifest in new construction, as well. Over the course of the 1870s and 1880s, by

                                                
99 Watanabe Toshio, “Josiah Condor’s Rokumeikan,” 21–22.
100 The cultural development of Japan after 1868 lends itself to explanation in terms rooted in the evolution
of architectural taste. Thus, the Rokumeikan era gave way to the era of the Shrine and Temple Style
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building Western-style or hybrid Western–Eastern buildings throughout the city, the

authorities brought to the cityscape of Tokyo examples of a strikingly new look.

Consistent with the goals of bunmei kaika, structures built in the Western style during

this period to house such imported institutions as post offices, ministries, and modern

schools were also constructed in cities and towns throughout the country.103 All the same,

while Western-style buildings attracted attention, they “were few in number and were

considered more of an exotic import than an example to be followed.” Reaction to the

brick buildings on the Ginza was generally negative among Japanese, who found them

damp and considered their form bad for business.104 Among many Japanese, questions

were raised concerning the wisdom of importing foreign styles and technologies for

application in the climate and among the social and cultural structures of Japan.

JAPAN ON DISPLAY TO THE WORLD

The pursuit of bunmei kaika has primarily been seen as a domestic program,

emblematic of the authorities’ endeavor to educate the Japanese people about Western

civilization, modern institutions, and attitudes.105 Cultural protection and display,

however, also had an international aspect, as the Meiji oligarchs attempted to use cultural

properties and institutions to strengthen the image of the nation in the geopolitical arena.

Central to that international effort was the cataloging and collecting of cultural properties,

to be used as representative symbols of Japan’s unique culture and as models for exports,

as well as on occasion readied themselves as products for sale.

Japan’s self-representation to the international community began even before the

Meiji Restoration in 1868, but with the consolidation of the government’s power in the
                                                
103 Wendelken, “The Tectonics of Japanese Style,” 28–29.
104 Hanley, “Japan in Transition,” 451.
105 See, for example, the entry for bunmei kaika by Sydney DeVere Brown in James L. Huffman, ed.,
Modern Japan: An Encyclopedia of History, Culture, and Nationalism (New York: Garland Publishing,
Inc., 1998), 31–32.
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early 1870s a coordinated effort was launched to shape and control the nation’s image

abroad. In May 1871, a division devoted to the collection and display of artifacts (in 1873

its name became officially the “artifacts section,” hakubutsu-kyoku) was established

within the Ministry of Education. The first items displayed in this location, divided into

the categories of “minerals, plants, animals, instruments for surveying and studying the

natural world, domestic and foreign medical instruments, porcelain, antiquities, and

miscellaneous items,” followed the synthetic style of European museums of the time. A

permanent exhibition (hakurankai) of such materials, grouped following largely the same

taxonomy, was established in the Taiseiden of the Yushima Seidô, a noted center of

Confucian learning under the Tokugawa, in Tokyo in March 1872.106 The precursors of

the collection housed today in the National Museum in Tokyo, these exhibitions were

intended to involve large numbers of Japanese in the quest for bunmei kaika as the Meiji

modernizers envisioned it.

The hakurankai’s activities were also intended to serve as the laboratory for

producing the image of Japan to be publicized worldwide. Immediate and practical

concerns continued to dominate official thinking: in effect, exploitation of cultural assets

was still central to the government’s approach toward them. In fact, while the 1871

measures offered the first support to the protection of cultural properties at home, the

government was simultaneously facilitating the increased export of cultural assets

overseas.107 Among the primary vehicles for the promotion of the sale of antiquities as a
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source for foreign exchange were the many international fairs in which Japan participated

in the late nineteenth century.108

International fairs offered two-fold possibilities to the new Meiji state. On the one

hand, sales of cultural products provided the government with much-needed foreign

exchange. On the other hand, display of cultural artifacts served as a forum for

publicizing the government’s definition of Japanese cultural identity and technical

expertise to the outside world. As the nineteenth century led into the twentieth and

Japan’s economy strengthened, Japanese government policies increasingly favored the

latter concern over the former. In the first decade after the Meiji Restoration, however,

presentation of a carefully defined version of Japanese culture began to dominate

government-sponsored exhibitions at the international fairs. The re-creation of

“traditional” Japanese architecture was central to that presentation. While the art works,

crafts, and other manufactures displayed were often not only not antiques but had been

conceived, designed, and produced specifically to appeal to Western tastes, the

architecture that was used to represent Japan’s traditional building styles was largely

drawn from a recently constructed canon of premodern styles.109

Japanese products were first displayed at a trade fair in the West in Dublin in

1853, and were present as well at the London Exposition of 1862, where Japan was

represented by the collection of arts and crafts that had been assembled by British

Consul-General Rutherford Alcock.110 No Japanese were involved in selecting materials

                                                
108 Further support for this argument is offered by Nishimura, who observes that in the late 1870s the
Japanese government made no-interest loans totaling 80,000 yen in support of an export shop in Paris that
sought to capitalize on the European interest in Japanese exports that followed the 1873 Vienna exposition.
See Nishimura Yukio, “Kenchiku no hozon,” 103. To provide a context for this figure, we might note that
the initial budget for the construction of the Rokumeikan was 100,000 yen, although the final costs of its
construction totaled at least 140,000 yen. See Watanabe Toshio, “Josiah Condor’s Rokumeikan,” 21.
109 Conant, “Refractions of the Rising Sun,” 87, 90.
110 Aso, “New Illusions”, 21, 22n.18.
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for either of these displays. Japanese who viewed the London exhibit were embarrassed

by what they saw. Fuchibe Tokuzô, a member of the Takeuchi Mission that was touring

England at the time of that exposition’s opening ceremonies, noted in his journal, “It was

just like an antique store; I could hardly bear to look.”111 Exhibition in the international

fairs entailed for Japanese in the early Meiji period a certain amount of self-criticism,

aggravating a sense that they were lagging behind the Western powers in economic and

technological development. Despite the unease prompted by public display, however, by

the time of the Paris Exposition of 1867 Japanese authorities had begun to understand the

benefits to be gained by participation in the fairs; within the unsettled political situation

of the time, groups from throughout Japan competed to serve as its representatives.

In Paris that year, Japan was represented by three separate exhibit areas: one for

which the Shogun’s younger brother, fourteen-year-old Tokugawa Akitake (1853–1910),

was the nominal head of the delegation, but also two organized by groups sponsored by

the domains of Satsuma and Hizen. Ironically, the most visited Japanese site at the Paris

fair was not one of those three exhibits of exports or industrial products but a teahouse set

up by an independent operator, Kyomizu Ryûzaburô. Kyomizu’s teahouse, a six-mat

room with a verandah and Japanese-style garden, stood prominently in the fair grounds

outside of the exhibition halls. Although a Satsuma-run teahouse stood next to it,

Kyomizu’s establishment appears to have attracted far more guests, perhaps because he

had brought with him three experienced geisha from Tokyo’s Yanagibashi pleasure

district, who served tea and sake and entertained the visitors.112

                                                
111 Ibid., 22. The second of the Shogunate’s missions to the West, the embassy led by Takeuchi Yasunori
in 1862 visited governments throughout Europe in an attempt to hold off the scheduled opening in Japan of
four additional treaty ports. The Takeuchi Mission included among its members the future educator
Fukuzawa Yukichi. Hirakawa Sukehiro, “Japan’s Turn to the West,” in Modern Japanese Thought, ed. Bob
Tadashi Wakabayashi (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998).
112 Aso, “New Illusions”, 24, 25–6.
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The first opportunity for the new Meiji government to present itself and its

version of Japanese cultural achievement on the international stage came in Vienna in

1873, and the approaches taken by the authorities in planning for and carrying out their

display for that exposition set the tone for the fairs that followed. The government

planned their exhibit over the course of three years, taking a year to choose items for

display.113 In 1872, they relied on a survey by Machida Hisanari (1838–1897), director of

the Ministry of Education’s exhibition hall, to identify objects worthy of exhibition.114

This use of the 1872 survey of shrine and temple holdings, undertaken as part of the

periodic listing of important cultural assets established by the 1871 measures,

underscores the extent to which the government sought to create a system of cultural

assets registration that could be put to practical use. In choosing the items for display, the

Japanese organizers followed the advice of Western experts. One, Gottfried Wagner

(1831–1892), a German chemist who had arrived in Japan in 1868, argued for an

emphasis not on the fine arts but on handicrafts, particularly ceramics, cloisonné, and

lacquerware.115 In keeping with the advice of foreign experts such as Wagner, the bulk of

the items displayed at Vienna and subsequent fairs were handicrafts and industrially

produced silk and pottery.

As the background and setting for displays at the fairs, architecture played a

central role in the presentation of Japan’s cultural identity in the nineteenth century.

                                                
113 Carol Ann Christ, “‘The Sole Guardians of the Art Inheritance of Asia’: Japan and China at the 1904 St.
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Beginning in the 1870s, as the haibutsu kishaku upheavals were only just quieting down,

Buddhist architecture began to be used to represent Japan’s culture, although other

architectural styles were also employed.116 As with the production of crafts, the concern

on the Japanese side was not always the accurate representation of what had been

produced in the past, so much as the creation of an image of Japan that served the current

government’s ends. Aso argues that the Japanese authorities learned from the success of

the “self-exoticization” represented by Kiyomizu’s teahouse at the 1867 London

exposition, including in all subsequent displays at least one teahouse, a pavilion “built in

a mélange of historical styles,” or both.117 In Vienna in 1873, for example, Japan’s

exhibit included a shrine, torii, and kagura dance stage.118

Presentation of faithfully constructed reproductions of prominent buildings was,

however, also a part of the Japanese government’s tactics in the fairs. For the Centennial

Exhibition in Philadelphia in 1876, Japanese workmen built a pavilion and re-assembled

a teahouse that had earlier been constructed in Japan. In Chicago in 1893, in addition to a

teahouse and bazaar, a pavilion based on the Phoenix Hall (Hôôden) of the Byôdô-in at

Uji complemented the Japanese exhibits found in the various official exhibition halls.119

In 1904 in St. Louis, among other buildings, the Japanese set into an extensive Japanese

garden a replica of Kinkaku-ji, the Golden Pavilion in Kyoto’s northwest suburbs, as well

as a bamboo teahouse presenting the style of Japan’s newly acquired colony of Formosa;

                                                
116 Aso notes that Shinto shrines were the more prominent representatives in the first years after the
Restoration and in the years immediately preceding the outbreak of war in the 1930s. Ibid., 43. See also,
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117 Aso, “New Illusions,” 29.
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taken all together, Japanese exhibits at the 1904 fair covered almost 7 acres.120 For the

1910 Japan–British Exhibition held in London, models of temple buildings and other

structures were a featured part of the display.121 Particularly in the latter three events,

examples of Buddhist architecture were among the most prominent elements in Japan’s

self-presentation overseas.

THE REEMERGENCE OF BUDDHISM ON THE CULTURAL STAGE

Successful exploitation of the opportunity given them by the international fairs

was of great significance to the Meiji leadership. Despite substantial differences in

agendas among the Meiji political elites, the need to establish an identity on the

international scene strong enough to lead to the reversal of the unequal treaties was an

agreed-upon goal by virtually every member of the national government.122 Following

Hobsbawm, Christ notes that in order to establish itself as a leading nation, the

nineteenth-century state needed to demonstrate that it possessed five primary

characteristics: a centralized government, industrialization, a complex economy, an

ability to conquer other states, and the inheritance of a foundational culture. The Japanese

experience in the Meiji period supports this thesis. In the cultural sphere, the

identification of a suitable cultural inheritance was fundamental to the achievement of the

“rich country, strong army” ideal, as it was integral to the argument that Japan deserved

an international role as a regional power in Asia.123
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The revalorization of Buddhism beginning in the 1870s was at the heart of the

Meiji government’s cultivation of a perception of Japan as the inheritor of one of the

world’s great cultures.124While Buddhist materials continued to be marginalized in

measures for the protection of cultural assets in Japan itself, they became central to the

presentation of Japanese culture abroad.125 As early as the 1873 Vienna Exposition,

Buddhist statuary was a significant part of the materials displayed in the Japanese exhibit.

For that fair, to be displayed alongside crafts, industrial items, and Buddhist statuary, a

life-sized papier-maché replica of the Great Buddha of Kamakura was created. While the

model’s body was destroyed in a fire en route to the fair, the head survived. Aso finds

that this model of the Kamakura Buddha served the needs of the Japanese state perfectly:

The Great Buddha stood for an indigenous artistic tradition which implied a high
level of civilization already achieved in Japan. Its monumentality, association
with the spiritual, symmetry and the fact that it was a human figure allowed it to
loosely approximate the general understanding of “art” current in the West [at the
time].126

Buddhist statuary was particularly useful in demonstrating the presence in Japan

of a recognizably “high-art” tradition; it achieved “a good balance between being

acceptable according to Western notions of fine art and yet being different enough to

avoid an ‘uncanny’ reflection of Western practices.”127 The revalorization of Buddhism

by the Meiji authorities would take on added significance with the publication in 1903 of

The Ideals of the East by Okakura Kakuzô (also called Tenshin, 1862–1913), in which

the art historian and collector argues that Japan is “a museum of Asiatic civilization,”

greater than any one Asian society because it is the caretaker of the best aspects of the
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culture of the whole.128 In addition to its unmistakable role as a philosophy of

justification for Japan’s imperial expansion at the time, the “return to the Orient” (Tôyô e

no kaiki) of which Okakura’s book formed a significant part relied fundamentally on a

definition of Buddhist statuary and paintings as representing an artistic tradition on par

with those of ancient Greece and Rome.129

From the display of the head of the Kamakura Buddha in Vienna in 1873 to the

decision taken in the first decade of the twentieth century to assert a role as the guardian

of a rich tradition of Asian culture that expanded beyond Japan’s national boundaries, the

Meiji elites repeatedly recontextualized their role vis-à-vis Buddhism and Buddhist art in

order to strengthen their position on the international scene.130  Domestically, as well, by

the late 1870s Buddhist artworks were promoted as exemplars of the achievements of

Japanese culture; the first government exhibition of Buddhist art was held in Nara in

1877.131 The resurgence of Buddhism on the cultural scene was neither smooth nor

uninterrupted. Buddhist artifacts have long made up the greatest part of the religious

materials designated national treasures in Japan.132 The public fortunes of Buddhism as

the exemplar of national culture have not been so consistently favored.

THE END OF THE ROKUMEIKAN ERA AND THE RETURN TO ASIA

Throughout much of the first two decades of the Meiji period, the Westernization

signaled by the phrase “civilization and enlightenment” dominated public discourse and

official policy. With the advent in the late 1870s of a trend toward greater interest in
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Japan and Asia and rejection of the rapid importation of ideas and technologies from the

West, the thrust of modernization in Japan began to shift. In few realms of public

exchange, however, were Western objects rejected categorically. Rather, in general a

sophisticated re-interpretation and re-application of Western ideas was begun. One realm

in which we see this re-envisioning of the lessons of Westernization is historic

preservation. In this shift of aesthetic and philosophical principles was born the

foundations of the approaches to historic preservation that still govern those practices in

Japan today.

From the middle decades of the Meiji period, beginning in the late 1880s, the

national mood toward Westernization changed dramatically, as Japanese inside and

outside of government began to express what has been termed a “new unease with

modernity.” The third decade of the Meiji period (1887 to 1896), in particular, was a

period in which, Napier observes, “‘progress’ and ‘Civilization and Enlightenment’ were

still accepted and propounded in some quarters, while in other areas they were regarded

with at best ambivalence, and occasionally outright distaste.”133 In many quarters, this

unease was expressed through a rediscovery and subsequent advocacy of what were seen

as traditional aesthetic forms in the arts. The so-called Japanization of the middle Meiji

period, of which aesthetic matters were only a part, marked a dramatic shift in national

priorities. Even as industrialization progressed with little hesitation, a sense spread

through the country that the quest for civilization and enlightenment had been taken to

extremes.134
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The opening of the post-Rokumeikan era is said to have come with the resignation

in 1887 of Inoue Kaoru (1836–1915), who as foreign minister had vigorously promoted a

program of intensive relations with the West and who was the primary sponsor within the

government of the building of the Rokumeikan itself.135 Criticisms concerning the

teaching of ethics and public morality, however, had been voiced within the government

and in popular forums for a number of years before the issue of treaty revision forced

Inoue’s resignation.136 Similarly, in the aesthetic realm complaints had been voiced as

early as the middle of the 1870s of a too-enthusiastic importation of artistic forms and

aesthetic values. The Ryûchikai (Dragon Pond Society), a private group made up of elite

bureaucrats and other notables, was formed in 1878 to promote the preservation of

Japanese art and to encourage practitioners of the Japanese arts. The founder of the

Ryûchikai, Kawase Hideharu, traced his interest in the protection and promotion of

Japanese art to a conversation he had at the South Kensington Museum (later the Victoria

and Albert Museum) in London in which the museum director instructed him to collect

the many art treasures to be found in his own country. The group published a journal,

Ryûchikai-hô, and promoted the exhibition of Japanese paintings in Japan and Europe.137

One of the notable events in the rebirth of an appreciation for Japanese art in

Japan was a lecture given on 14May 1882 to the members of the Ryûchikai by the

American art historian Ernest Fenollosa (1853–1908). Later published under the title

“Bijutsu Shinsetsu” (The Truth of fine arts), Fenollosa’s lecture “opened a broadside

attack on the Japanese craze for Western art.”138 The Japanese, Fenollosa argued, “should
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return to their nature and its old racial traditions, and then take, if there are any, the good

points of Western painting.”139 Even among the accomplished Meiji bureaucrats who

were present for the speech, well-trained in the adoption of Western institutions, the

effect was “to stir currents of nationalism.”140 Central to Fenollosa’s thinking in this

period was the position that Japanese were wrong to follow Western aesthetic definitions,

such as denigrating achievements in crafts in favor of the “fine arts.” The organic

interconnections he found between Japanese arts and crafts, Fenollosa wrote elsewhere,

set them above the arbitrary distinctions imposed on Western arts.141 From the 1880s into

the next century, the Japanese art world was marked by the formation of a multitude of

societies for the protection of traditional Japanese arts and for innovation in the

traditional arts, as well as for the promotion of various schools of Western art.142

THE ELEVATION OF JAPANESE ARCHITECTURE

The return to an interest in Japanese arts in the 1880s and 1890s was matched by

significant advances in the study, documentation, and popularization of Japanese

architecture. The chief mechanism for such documentation was the systematic survey, a

technique introduced to Japan from the West in the 1880s. Japanese advocates for historic

buildings in this period learned to speak the language of Western architectural history and

to use the techniques current in that field in order to argue for the inclusion of Japanese

buildings in an international canon of the world’s most significant architectural traditions.

This trend was initiated to a large degree through the influence of Fenellosa and other

Western scholars working in Japan, but it was developed over the following decades by

some of the most prominent Japanese architects and architectural historians of the time.
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Fenollosa was, in fact, one of the pioneers of the empirical study of Japanese

buildings.143 Ten years after the completion of Machida’s survey of cultural assets, an

advisor to the Ministry of Culture, Kuki Ryûichi (1852–1931), together with his

subordinate, Okakura Kakuzô, inaugurated a new nationwide survey. Between 1882 and

1886, the group completed surveys of the holdings of cultural assets in Ishikawa and

Niigata prefectures, the Keihan (Kyoto–Osaka) region, and the Osaka–Nara region.

Fenollosa was responsible for the administrative aspects of the surveys; accompanied at

times by one or the other of the American collectors Edward Morse and William Sturgis

Bigelow, Fenollosa continued field studies that he had begun informally in the summers

of 1880 and 1881, while on leave from a teaching post at Tokyo University.144

By the mid-1890s, a new attitude toward historic buildings could also be seen in

governmental and professional statements concerning architecture. The country’s first

association of architects, the Zôka Gakkai (Architecture Society), was founded in April

1886 and initiated a program of the scientific study and publicizing of Japanese buildings.

As early as 1888, the Zôka Gakkai’s journal, Kenchiku Zasshi, contained an article

describing techniques for the repair of England’s older buildings, and in the March 1889

issue an argument was made for the preservation of drawings related to Japanese

architecture. The Zôka Gakkai was also involved in the sponsorship of surveys of historic

structures, including ones overseen by the master carpenter Kigo Kiyoyoshi (d. 1915),

who was teaching at the Imperial University in Tokyo at the time.145
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Early in the 1890s, the Ministry of Education undertook its first field survey that

focused explicitly on the cataloguing of important shrine and temple architecture. Taking

part in the 1892–3 survey were some of the first Japanese architects to combine intensive

study of both Western and Japanese architectural styles and building techniques. Itô

Chûta (1867–1954) and Sekino Tadashi (1867–1935), in particular, went on to become

two of the foremost Japanese architects of the early decades of the twentieth century.

Each first made a name for himself by the publication of a monograph reporting the

results of investigations made during the 1889–91 Kigo and 1892–3 Ministry of

Education surveys, Sekino on the Byôdô-in and Itô on Hôryû-ji.146 In addition, both Itô

and Sekino are closely associated with the Shrine and Temple Style (shajiyô) that

represents the stylistic essence of late Meiji cultural nationalism and that began to

dominate official Japanese architectural taste in the 1890s.147

The most dramatic change in official attitudes toward historic architecture in these

years came in the mid-1890s and resulted in 1897 in the first national legislation to

establish a system for the preservation of Japanese architectural works. The change relied

on a new recognition of tangible historical fabric as worthy of preservation. As early as

1880, as a means of clarifying and regularizing the distribution of funds for shrine and

temple maintenance, the Meiji government had proposed criteria for “old shrines and

temples” (koshaji) that set the latest acceptable establishment date for the institution at

1486, or about 400 years before the enactment of the program. With the passage in July

1895 of the Regulations for the Application for Funds for Old Shrines and Temples, that

date was moved ahead to 1703 and became the basis for an evaluation of the age of the

structures themselves, thereby including a greater number of existing buildings and no
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longer automatically excluding all structures dating from the Tokugawa era.148 In effect,

with this procedural revision a shift in official thinking about the preservation of

architecture was put in place that moved from a concern with the perpetuation of the

“structure” or “constitution” (taisei) of shrines and temples to a concern with

conservation of their “substance” or “entity” (jittai).149

In addition, however, to putting in place an approach to the protection of historic

buildings that was recognizably informed by what might be called a “consciousness of

historic preservation,” the July 1895 regulations at the same time displayed a depth of

ideological recalcitrance that appears quite at odds with the scientific approaches to

historic preservation that were then prominent on the international scene. That is, for the

first time in Japanese historic preservation, the object of preservation was no longer

defined as the institutional organization of shrines and temples but as the tangible cultural

assets that comprised the structures. At the same time, however, the requirement of age

was no longer the only deciding factor in determining designation; instead, with these

regulations the “leverage point of the preservation” shifted from that of “historic age” to

the presence of a “profound lineage” embodied in a relationship to the imperial family

and its associates.150

The enactment on 25 June 1897 of the Law for the Preservation of Old Shrines

and Temples (Koshaji Hozon-hô) further “unfastened” the definition of old shrines and

temples from those with historic age. Renewing the system of preservation grants (hozon

kin) that had been in place between 1880 and 1894, the new law initially designated 845

sites (a total of 1,081 structures) for support.151 Consistent with the stipulations of the
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new law, proposals were also made for the designation as a national treasure of Kobe’s

Minatogawa Jinja, built in 1872 to memorialize Kusunoki Masashige (1294–1336), who

had only recently been revived as a symbol of loyalty to the Imperial house, and for the

support of the Yasukuni Jinja, built in Tokyo in 1869 to memorialize those who had died

in service to the nation.152 The 1897 law, then, effectively merged two senses of the value

of architecture: its concrete capacity to embody a sense of the historical past in its

material form and an abstract value derived from its ability to transmit a set of symbolic

meanings concerning national cultural identity. It would be a mistake to say that the one

sense is domestic and the other imported, for the two were at this time each thoroughly

established in Meiji-era Japan.

The 1897 law is clearly a product of its times: produced in the patriotic fervor of

the Sino-Japanese War of 1894–5, it reflects a cultural chauvinism bolstered by the

success of the nation’s armies against a country that had for centuries been Japan’s

mentor and model. It reflects as well the institutionalization of “tennôsei ideology,” the

ideology of the emperor system, which dominated political thought from the

promulgation of the Meiji Constitution in 1890 until Japan’s defeat in 1945.153 In the

articles of the law, one finds a concern to preserve historical artifacts that promote the

“cultivation of national thinking” (kokka-teki kannen wo kan’yo).154 In its structure, one

finds the centralization in the Ministry of the Interior (Naimushô) of control over the

designation and protection of cultural assets. That centralization of power, which had

begun as early as the establishment on 27 September 1888 of the Office for the

Preliminary Nationwide Investigation of Treasures (Rinji zenkoku hômotsu shûchô
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kyoku) within the Imperial Household Office (Kunaishô), found further expression in

October 1897 when this same office, still under the jurisdiction of the Imperial

Household Office, took over the running of the Imperial Museum.155

The 1897 law was derived from proposals presented two years earlier. The first

among those resulted in the establishment on 7 May 1896 of the Committee for the

Preservation of Old Shrines and Temples (Koshaji hozon kai iin), charged with producing

the language for subsequent proposals and draft bills. The rhetoric of its first document,

the Proposal Concerning the Preservation of Ancient Shrines and Temples (Koshaji

hozon ni kan suru kengi), does nothing to mask its ideological positioning. Introduced in

the upper house of the Eighth Imperial Congress on 4 February 1895, and adopted by the

lower house on 4 March of that same year, it reads, in part, that “the Empire’s arts

[should] be revered in all nations” (kôkoku no bijutsu e banpô ni kantari), and it holds up

Buddhism as a cultural foundation (bunka-teki kiban) of the Japanese state. It further

justifies the preservation of old shrines and temples on the basis of their role as the

“fountainhead of the arts” (bijutsu no engen).156

With the passage of the 1897 Law for the Preservation of Old Shrines and

Temples, Japan’s system of protection for valued cultural assets was firmly in place. The

1897 law was superceded in 1929 by the National Treasures Protection Law (Kokuhô

Hozon-hô), whose innovations primarily addressed the continued export of cultural assets

in violation of the 1897 law. Regarding architectural assets, the 1929 law streamlined the

definitions of historical relevancy, mediating to a degree the positions set out in the

previous legislation. It also placed architecture and artworks in a single category, termed

“national treasures” (kokuhô).157 While the 1929 law also attempted to make easier the
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fiscal aspects of the designation of immovable cultural assets, its primary achievement

where architectural assets were concerned was to further favor so-called cultural criteria

for designations over historical ones. The result was seen in a shift towards designation as

a “means of patriotic propaganda,” the selection of sites on the strength of their

connections to the Imperial house, particularly the Meiji Emperor.158

PROTECTION OF HISTORIC SITES, FAMOUS PLACES, AND NATURAL MONUMENTS

There was a certain irony in the utilization of empirical surveys of architecture in

service of what would immediately become a mythology-centered system of cultural

chauvinism, but in practice the two trends — empiricism and chauvinism — were distinct

as they arose in Japan and were combined only as a result of the particular ideological

and political conditions of the time. In this regard, we can see a striking parallel to

changes in Japanese attitudes toward nature and landscape that were also occurring in this

era. These changes in attitudes toward nature and landscape bore fruit in the Taishô era

with the passage of Japan’s first comprehensive legislation to protect cultural landscapes.

As with works of architecture, Japanese cultural landscapes received protection in

this period for the first time and, also as with architecture, their initial designation as

protected objects was founded on the reception of foreign ideas and immediately

corresponded to their inclusion in a rigidly established ultra-nationalist panoply of

emblematic sites. Paralleling the role of Fenollosa’s writings more than a decade earlier

in the evolution of the appreciation of art and architecture, importation of ideas of nature

and landscape from Europe in the 1880s and 1890s introduced to Japanese thought a

“new consciousness of nature as Japanese landscape” that drew directly on those Western

ideas.159 Under the influence of writers such as Shiga Shigetaka (1863–1927), Japanese
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readers were exposed as early as the 1880s to views of nature formed both by empirical

science and by Ruskinian idealism. John Ruskin’s work in aesthetics, including Modern

Painters (1843–60), The Stones of Venice (1851–3), and The Seven Lamps of

Architecture (1849), had been widely influential in Europe and the Americas since the

mid-eighteenth century as the cornerstones of a new literature of cultural conservation

and the appreciation of nature. They also came to have a wide influence in Meiji and

Taishô Japan, particularly over authors of the Naturalist School, such as Shimazaki

Tôson, for whom they provided an early aesthetic model shaping his appreciation of

nature.160

In combination, these two outlooks of empiricism and idealism fostered an

outlook on the Japanese landscape that promoted its protection, while supplying the

language necessary to argue for its rightful place alongside other “national” landscapes

— la douce France, England as the “sceptred isle,” the North American plains as a

metonym for the nation’s Manifest Destiny, to borrow Simon Schama’s examples — as

emblematic sites of a Japanese national–cultural essence.161 The mechanisms through

which the argument could be made for parity between the Japanese landscape and sites

worldwide were disciplines of science and aesthetics that, in Shiga’s case, allowed him to

draw on “the authority of Europe to redefine nature as an identity through which Japan

could engage the world.” Shiga, the editor beginning in the late 1880s of an influential

nationalist magazine, Nihonjin (The Japanese), published his most famous work, Nihon

Fûkeiron (Japanese landscape) in 1894. In that work he builds his argument from a

foundation of Tokugawa writings on nature, “paradoxically …employ[ing] imported
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biological and physical sciences to provide proof of Japan’s sui generis nature, and

[using] European analogies to promote Japan’s sui generis beauties.” 162

Shiga’s writings provided an ideological underpinning for an increasingly

widespread movement for the protection of cultural landscapes. Beginning in the mid-

Meiji years, the rapid expansion of industrial facilities, transportation networks, and

urban centers had caused the destruction of various historic sites (shiseki), famous places

(meishô), and natural monuments (tennen kinenbutsu) seen as symbolizing and

embodying the origins and characteristics of the Japanese nation. Despite that

destruction, preservation of such sites received little attention. Under initial programs to

offer aid to temples and shrines, and continuing under the 1897 protection law, concern

for such historical and natural areas was limited to famous sights and ruins that were

contained within the grounds of protected shrines or temples.163 Following the passage of

the 1897 law, however, a movement grew both in local areas and at the national level to

designate and protect from development or despoliation cultural landscapes of various

forms.164 That movement achieved a notable goal with the passage on 10 April 1919 of

the Law for the Preservation of Historic Sites, Places of Scenic Beauty, and Natural

Monuments (Shiseki Meishô Tennen Kinenbutsu Hozon-hô), but preservation of

landscape was only one of the agendas the new law was created to serve.

From their beginnings in the 1890s, arguments in support of official measures to

protect historic and natural sites were firmly rooted not simply in landscape protection

but in patriotic and nationalistic concerns. Organized sponsorship of such preservation

was spearheaded by a movement led by Professor Miyoshi Manabu, a botanist trained in
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Germany who was influenced by German conservation groups such as Der Deutschen

Bund der Heimatschutz (the German Conservation Society), founded in 1904.165 The

German Heimatschutz movement was “heavily biased towards nationalism,” and in a

similar fashion, Japanese movements for nature conservation “tended to be amalgamated

with historic site preservation movements which placed great emphasis on patriotism.”166

An influential commentator in 1914 made apparent the patriotic agenda of the landscape

protection movement. Writing in the inaugural issue of the magazine of the Shiseki,

Meishô, Tennen Kinenbutsu Hozon Kyôkai (Association for the preservation of historic

sites, famous places, and natural monuments), the association’s director and a party

leader in the House of Peers Lord Tokugawa Yorimichi (1872–1925) drew an analogy

between national defense (ryôdo no hoji) and preservation of the homeland (kyôdo no

hozon) as it could be enacted through cultural protection: “For the defense of the nation,

there is bravery in battle and a hard fight. Concerning preservation of the homeland, how

should it be that the activities of this society could be neglected?”167

A substantial step toward bringing the protection of historic and natural areas into

national legislation was made on 11 March 1911 with the introduction in the Upper

House of the Proposal Concerning the Preservation of Natural Monuments and Historic

Sites (Shiseki oyobi tennen kinenbutsu hozon ni kan suru kengian). The proposal passed

in the Upper House on 15 March and in the Lower House on 21 March of that same year.

The 1911 proposal linked the need for protection to the development of national strength

(kokusei), which in the form of new roads, railroads, and the opening of central cities for

traffic “‘directly or indirectly’ causes ‘complete destruction’.” There were at that time no
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measures to protect “national legacies of history, artistry, and technology from the

ancient past,” the proposal argued, or to protect natural monuments, and as this was a

national responsibility, it was necessary for the nation to set out plans for their

protection.168

Famous places faced similar threats in the Meiji period as did natural areas and

historic sites. The concept of meishô is considerably more rich in Japanese culture than

the translation of the term indicates, forming one of the foundations of the classical

literary arts for more than a millennium. Beginning in the eighth century AD, poetic

associations came to determine spatial awareness to an extraordinary degree, as travelers

would arrive at a noted site already heavily laden with expectations both of its appearance

and its greater significance. In classical poetry, the “poetic essence” of a place took

precedence over topographical or other geographical characteristics, and neither the

actual characteristics of the natural object nor the visitor’s personal experience of the

place were of value to the literary traveler.169 One result of these strong associations may

be seen to be a high tolerance for physical changes at a site, for the associations remain

even if the site betrays the effects of decades or centuries of human acts. Another was the

relatively easy manipulation of the “meaning” of a site: since prominent sites were

already discursively created to a degree not seen at the time in other countries and

cultures, manipulation of the discourse surrounding a site had an exaggerated effect on its

reception.

These connotations of the term meishô were evoked in the debates leading up to

the passage of the Shiseki Meishô Tennen Kinenbutsu Hozon-hô in 1919. Preparations

for the insertion of measures to protect meishô into national legislation progressed along
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with the proposals for the protection of tennen kinenbutsu and shiseki. A proposal

concerning the protection of famous sights was also introduced in the Lower House on 11

March 1911, and was approved on 18 March of the same year. In addition, a proposal

particularly directed at the protection of Mt. Fuji and its surroundings was introduced on

20 March. With the adoption of these three proposals, the concern for the preservation of

these sites gained a firm foothold in national policy.170

The politicization seen in the stipulations of the 1897 and 1929 cultural assets

laws is amplified in both the written form and the actual interpretation of the 1919

Shiseki Meishô Tennen Kinenbutsu Hozon-hô. The written text of the law appears, in

fact, remarkably ahead of its time in the degree to which it recognizes the (postmodern)

discursive significance of meishô and the other genres of protected sites. As the term was

defined for the 1919 law, the meaning of meishô was constructed to “include not only

scenic spots but sites associated with popular poems or typical scenes depicted in

pictures,” thereby releasing the designation of the site from a conventionally historical

context. A parallel loosening of the definitions was applied to the other two terms, shiseki

and tennen kinenbutsu, as well. In the context of the political order of the Taishô era and

the early years of the Shôwa, this unhinging of the meaning of place, and corresponding

flexibility of the application of state power to select one site over another, was

particularly useful to a centralizing, quasi-totalitarian regime. In fact, in the first years

after the passage of the law determination of the eligibility of sites proposed for

designation was based mainly upon context, which was determined, in short, by “how

closely the site related to the imperial family.”171
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The designation in the late 1930s of Japan’s first national parks was similarly

weighted with nationalist ideology. The result of a process set in motion by Erwin von

Baelz (1849–1934), a German doctor living in Japan in the first decades of the twentieth

century, the establishment of the Japanese national park system, ironically, is founded on

a rhetoric of nationalistic metaphysics and patriotic abstractions that sets it apart even

from its German counterpart established under the National Socialists.172 Beginning in

1933, the Interior Ministry designated sites associated first with the Meiji emperor, then

in the following year began to recognize sites associated with other emperors, even if the

connection was wholly legendary, leading one observer to conclude that in Japanese

historic preservation in the years of militarism and nationalism before 1945, “the test of

material authenticity was completely neglected.”173

CITY-PLANNING AND THE PROTECTION OF JAPAN’S CULTURAL LANDSCAPES

The preceding discussion has stressed the development of Japan’s official —

national — system for the registration and protection of cultural assets, as well as for

historic sites, natural monuments, and famous places. The story told thus far has

described the evolution of official attitudes toward cultural assets from the devastating

effects of the suppression of Buddhism in the 1860s and 1870s to the recognition during

the first decades of the twentieth century that cultural identity was something to be

cultivated and exploited. While for the most part not concerned with the evaluation of the

historic or cultural value of buildings or sites, practical application of city-planning

concepts and regulations has also had a great influence in the twentieth century over the

rearrangement of the physical and cultural landscapes of Japan. During the prewar period,

with a few notable exceptions, city-planners as a group were noticeably uninterested in
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the plight of historic buildings and landscapes. Many of the techniques and principles

they introduced, however, continue to affect the treatment of historic cities and towns in

the present day.

In many ways, the introduction worldwide of city planning theories and practices

parallels, conceptually and temporally, the growth of an awareness of the importance of

historic preservation. Both recognize that processes of modernization, including

urbanization and industrialization, have direct negative effects on the quality of life of

large segments of society. City planning in its broadest definition, however, is not solely

a modern creation. In fact, concerted planning of cities in Japan long predates the Meiji

Restoration and the rapid modernization of infrastructure and society that followed it. As

early as the seventeenth century, strong powers on the part of domain governments and a

requirement by the shogunate that each domain have only one castle town allowed for the

realization of ambitious urban-planning projects. The example of this vibrant period of

city-building prompts a recent writer on the subject to declare the seventeenth century in

Japan “one of the world’s greatest periods of planned new town development.”174

Japan entered the Meiji period with a predisposition to make and follow

comprehensive plans for urban spaces, and city planning in its modern form worldwide

was itself only newly developing as Japan was engaged in its Meiji-era modernization

programs. As a result, Japan was no further behind in terms of the development and

implementation of urban planning than were other nations developing industrially at the

time, such as Germany, Italy, or France, and by virtue of long experience in the conscious

arrangement of urban space Japan might be said to have been better prepared than those

peers. As late as the early decades of the twentieth century, nowhere in Asia, Europe, or

the Americas was there a ready body of modern city-planning knowledge to access.

                                                
174 Sorensen, The Making of Urban Japan, 15–6.
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“Each of [the] basic elements of the modern urban planning project had been established

somewhere before the outbreak of the First World War,” Sorensen notes, but “no country

had yet implemented an effective system to achieve them.” Japanese urban planners of

the Meiji period and later were aware of developments overseas. The dispersion of

modern urban planning concepts and practices was, from the discipline’s beginnings, an

international phenomenon, one in which no single country was seen to be the clear leader

in initiating innovative plans. Whether from observation during official missions during

the early Meiji years or from attendance at international congresses in later decades,

Japanese bureaucrats and educators brought back and publicized the latest ideas from

Germany, England, and the United States, among other countries, concerning the

amelioration of urban problems.175

After years of experimentation with localized redevelopment projects and limited

planning legislation, the Japanese government passed its first comprehensive planning

law in 1919.176 The so-called 1919 System it produced introduced land-use zoning,

building controls, and procedures to plan whole city areas, marking “a major turning

point” in modern Japanese urban planning, one that remained in effect until a new

planning law was passed in 1968.177 Particularly notable for the current discussion is the

law’s introduction of supplementary zoning categories, in addition to the three standard

ones of residential, industrial, and commercial zones. Under the influence of the City

Beautiful Movement, an approach originating about 1900 in urban planning in the United

States that emphasized the redesign of cities to include broad avenues, civic centers, and

public artworks, the 1919 law allowed for the overlay of designated Scenic Areas (fûchi

chiku), “used primarily to protect natural areas of special significance such as those near

                                                
175 Ibid., 46.
176 Ibid., 86–91.
177 Ibid., 108–09.
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important Shinto shrines and major parks,” and Beautiful City Areas (bikan chiku),

“intended primarily to help create dignified urban areas primarily in city center areas

such as the Marunouchi district” of Tokyo.178

The presence of these additional overlay zones in the resources of city planners

has had a great influence on the evolution of historic preservation in Japan, for they

achieve some of the same goals as does cultural assets preservation law applied to

architectural structures, while requiring less of a commitment to the measures of

authenticity of materials and techniques required by cultural assets preservation. Many of

the townscapes and scenic areas protected in Kyoto, for example, are subject not to

cultural properties law but to the City Planning Law and its successors. It was, in fact,

provisions of the 1919 City Planning Law that formed the basis for the Kyoto city

government’s 1930 designation as a scenic area of 34 square miles of scenery

surrounding the northern edge of the city.179 The rakugai scenery, the “borrowed

scenery” on the perimeter of the city that is integral to the enjoyment of many of Kyoto’s

finest gardens and temples, today remains protected by application of urban-planning,

and not cultural assets, law.180

                                                
178 Ibid., 116. For background on the City Beautiful Movement, its origins and goals, see William H.
Wilson, The City Beautiful Movement (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1989). The most
famous statements of the advocates of the City Beautiful Movement are found in Charles Mulford
Robinson, The Improvement of Towns and Cities: Or, the Practical Basis of Civic Aesthetics (New York:
G. P. Putnam’s Sons, 1901); Charles Mulford Robinson, Modern Civic Art: Or, the City Made Beautiful
(New York: G. P. Putnam’s Sons, 1903).
179 Günter Nitschke, “Protection of Urban Place in Kyoto,” in Hozon: Architectural and Urban
Conservation in Japan, ed. Siegfried R.C.T. Enders and Niels Gutschow (Stuttgart: Edition Axel Menges,
1998), 160.
180 Christoph Brumann, “Copying Kyoto: The Legitimacy of Imitation in Kyoto’s Townscape Debates,”
(n.d.); Kariya Yûga (Youga), “Great Cities of the World: Kyoto,” Urban Design International 1, no. 6
(1980).
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LOCALITY IN THE PREWAR PROTECTION OF BUILDINGS AND CULTURAL
LANDSCAPES

The discussion up to this point has rarely touched on questions of local power and

influence in the evolution of prewar historic preservation. In short, one of the central

differences between the realization of modern urban plans in Japan and in Europe or the

United States in the early part of the twentieth century was the weakness of local

governments in Japan compared with their counterparts overseas. This weakness

corresponds to the centralization of power in the national ministries overseeing building

and construction. Centralization of government powers was a hallmark of the first

decades after the 1868 Meiji Restoration, but in the early decades of the twentieth

century, the trend toward centralization accelerated. In the Taishô period, local

government grew increasingly weak as the national government drew power in toward

the center, and central planners were little concerned about the quality of life of citizens

most directly affected by their plans. “City planning in particular,” Sorensen writes,

“became an increasingly top-down system… [that] allowed central government to

prioritize economic growth and focus infrastructure spending on railways and main roads,

while largely ignoring spending to improve urban quality of life by providing social

infrastructure such as parks, sewer systems, and local roads.”181

Also significant to an understanding of the ways in which the growth of a city-

planning apparatus has affected the physical composition of Japan’s cultural landscapes

is the recognition that public involvement in the planning process has long been quite

limited. Mirroring the strength of the central bureaucracies under the Meiji system of

governance, Sorensen notes, was a “corresponding weakness in the development of any

autonomous public space and civil society… outside the state.”182 Such a weakness is
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often traced to the longstanding cultural attitude encapsulated in the phrase kanson minpi,

“respect for authority and disdain for the masses”: due to this “deep-rooted” attitude,

Iokibe suggests, “officialdom monopolizes the public realm while the people, the masses,

are permitted the pursuit of happiness insofar as these things lie within the legal and

political frameworks dictated by the government.”183 Aside from a notable period in the

1910s and 1920s, the era of Taishô Democracy when Japan saw a short-lived “eruption of

private organizations… an ‘associational revolution’ in its time,” the trend toward strong

bureaucracies and weak civic organizations persisted unabated into the postwar period.184

This is, however, not to say that no one outside of government attempted to

influence policy formation through rhetoric and persuasion in the popular press, nor that

popular responses to urban plans were always passive and accepting. The former style of

resistance to the dominance of bureaucratic power in reshaping cultural landscapes was

practiced most prominently in the Meiji period through a “vigorous debate on urban

issues” that involved such prominent figures as the journalist Yokoyama Gennosuke,

novelist Koda Rohan, the doctor and author Mori Ôgai, as well as Christian Socialists

Abe Isoo and Katayama Sen, and Miyake Iwao, author of the influential text Urban

Studies (Toshi no Kenkyû, 1908).185 One might argue, as well, that their effectiveness

was drastically limited. Ishida, for example, demonstrates both the extensive involvement

of Mori Ôgai in the late 1880s in the development of a draft buildings ordinance for

                                                
183 Makoto Iokibe, “Japan’s Civil Society: An Historical Overview,” in Deciding the Public Good:
Governance and Civil Society in Japan, ed. Tadashi Yamamoto (Tokyo: Japan Center for International
Exchange, 1999), 51.
184 Ibid., 75–77.
185 Sorensen, The Making of Urban Japan, 96.
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Tokyo, as well as his utter failure to gain the passage of the ordinance in the form he

thought best.186

Examples of successful popular resistance to central government plans can be

found in the prewar period. One prominent case is that of Makichô Avenue (also called

Hiroji Daiichi or Boulevard No. 1), the construction of which was proposed shortly after

the passage of the 1919 City Planning Law for the area between the eastern side of Tokyo

Station and the banks of the Sumida River, about 700 meters away. The Makichô Avenue

project was expected to be one of the most prominent elements of an ambitious

restructuring of Tokyo along the lines of Haussmann’s work in Paris nearly fifty years

before. The Makichô Avenue plan was stopped in large part by the organized resistance

of residents of the districts that would have been affected by it, who were concerned

about the inadequacy of the compensation offered. The political weakness of Tokyo’s

mayor at the time, Gotô Shinpei (1857–1929), played a role in the failure of the project,

but residents’ opposition, reaching a peak between October and December of 1920, was a

significant factor in its failure.187

While various methods might be used to construct an argument concerning the

effectiveness of citizen or resident movements on behalf of historic preservation of

structures or landscapes, charting the effectiveness of popular voices is less easily

achieved. When, for example, private groups in the 1880s and 1890s took part in fund-

raising on behalf of Buddhist and Shinto institutions in Nikko, Kyoto, and Tokyo, the

                                                
186 Ishida Yorifusa, “Ougai Mori and Tokyo’s Building Ordinance,” in Tokyo: Urban Growth and
Planning, 1868–1988, ed. Ishizuka Hiromichi and Ishida Yorifusa (Tokyo: Center for Urban Studies,
1988).
187 Suzuki Eiki, “Makichô Avenue Project and Excess Condemnation,” in Tokyo: Urban Growth and
Planning, 1868–1988, ed. Ishizuka Hiromichi and Ishida Yorifusa (Tokyo: Center for Urban Studies,
1988). Suzuki notes that a version of Machikô Avenue, now Yaesu Dôri, was constructed under
considerably altered social, political, and material conditions in the aftermath of the 1923 Kantô
Earthquake.
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money they raised appears to have directly benefited the shrines and temples targeted,

whether or not it was used for restoration or stabilization of historic buildings

themselves.188 Popular voices in the first decades of the twentieth century, in contrast,

had only indirect effects on the formation of policy: members of the public under the

Meiji state influenced discussion either by reinforcing a particular viewpoint vying for

prominence within the government or by, less often, shifting the terms of the debate

slightly from the positions taken by competing government factions.189

The life and career of Tochinai Yoshitane (1888–1945) offers one example of a

journalist and activist in the prewar period whose prominence at the time is not in doubt,

but whose influence in the long term is less easily discerned. Closely associated with the

importation into Japan of the City Beautiful Movement, Tochinai was the founder in

1925 of the Toshibi kenkyûkai (Society for the Study of Civic Beauty). Between 1922

and 1937, Tochinai published more than 200 articles and editorials on urban issues and

historic preservation in national and regional newspapers. Originally pursuing an agenda

consistent with an international articulation of the goals of the City Beautiful Movement,

such as the inclusion of civic art and monumental public buildings in urban renewal plans

in Tokyo, Tochinai increasingly turned his attention to less prominent sites, including his

birthplace of Morioka, Iwate prefecture’s capital city. When Tochinai established the

Nihon Toshi Kankyô Kyôkai (Japan Urban Landscape Society) in Tokyo in 1935, he was

in the third year of a four-year period spent advising the governments of smaller cities in

Iwate on the establishment of parks and greenbelts.190
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While aspects of the City Beautiful Movement, such as the designation of Scenic

and Beautiful City areas, are elements of the 1919 City Planning Law, their inclusion

predates the period of Tochinai’s greatest public activity. During the 1920s and 1930s,

when Tochinai’s opinions were appearing regularly in the national newspapers,

particularly the Asahi Shinbun and Nichi Nichi Shinbun, dominant in the practices of

Japanese urban planners were the suburbanization schemes popularized by Ebenezer

Howard.191 Howard’s “garden city proposals,” first published in 1902, addressed the

growth of cities through the strategic acquisition of surrounding rural land and so are, in a

sense, the opposite of the City Beautiful theories promoted by Tochinai.192 Despite wide

publication of his ideas, Tochinai had little direct effect on the planning objectives

pursued by the central planning authorities in the prewar period. Tochinai’s influence,

however, is apparent among townscape preservation activists in the postwar period, as is

seen in the re-publication in the mid-1980s of selections from two of his 1929 essays on

historic townscapes.193

The effects of the development of urban planning on Japan’s cultural landscapes

have been seen in a centralization of power over the design of the urban landscape and a

corresponding lack of popular support for or expectations of city-planning measures.194

This centralization matched the concentration of power over the designation of cultural

assets that had been amassed in the prewar years by the Imperial Home Ministry. The

strength of central government control, as well shall see in the chapters to come, has been

an issue in Japanese historic preservation from the Meiji period into the postwar era.

With the end of the war in 1945, in conditions of defeat and occupation, the debate over
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historic preservation in Japan took a new turn. Under pressure from progressive forces

within the country and responding to the reformist mission of the Occupation forces, the

Japanese cultural authorities began to consider a local and popular role in cultural

protection. The first postwar years witnessed the establishment of legal and

administrative measures that outlined just such a role, promoting evolution toward such a

decentralization of control. The central authorities did not simply transfer control to local

actors, however. The episodes explored here demonstrate the complex negotiations and

innovations employed by local actors in their efforts to gain greater control over historic

preservation.

CONCLUSIONS

By the end of the Pacific War in 1945, Japan had in place a firmly established,

experienced bureaucracy, with a mandate to identify important religious and public

buildings for restoration and protection. Beginning from the cataloging, display, and

protection of artworks and other cultural artifacts, these cultural authorities had expanded

their body of knowledge and technical expertise to include the study and preservation of

buildings. In the process, they had also established a complementary system of protection

for buildings and cultural landscapes. In 1945, the majority of protected buildings were

Buddhist in origin, including various structures on the grounds of temples and

monasteries, such as prayer-halls and tea-houses. The selection of properties for

protection reinforced an image of the nation that emphasized both its readiness to play a

role among the world’s great powers and the importance of the imperial house as both

rulers and as exemplars of the “national essence.” The end of the war changed things

irrevocably: with the crushing 1945 defeat, both those precepts were left in tatters.

Japanese cultural properties protection had developed out of a crisis that pitted

divergent philosophies against each other, with the treatment of religious institutions and
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artifacts at the center of the disagreement. The competition between the Ministry of Rites

and the Ministry of Finance in the early Meiji years foreshadowed interministerial

competitions that continued into the twentieth century. This competition occurred even as

the overwhelming centralization of power over historic preservation in the early Meiji

period continued to bar non-elites from participation in those processes. In the Meiji

period, the preservation system evolved through a time of intense exploitation of cultural

assets, including use of surveys of the holdings of temples and shrines in support of the

widespread export of treasures overseas, to a gradual recognition of the desirability of the

preservation of tangible properties on the basis of their own unique attributes.

Architecture was valued for its capacity to express both the artistic achievements and the

essential qualities of Japanese culture, and Buddhist art and architecture were seen as

particularly well-suited to the Meiji state’s desire to compete on the international stage.

Unfortunately, no sooner had a preservation consciousness begun to coalesce in

the governmental programs of the Meiji state than the state itself increased still further its

commitment to using cultural assets of all kinds for their immediate symbolic leverage.

With the expansion of official registration and protection to cultural landscapes, historic

sites, and the like, the manipulation of historic preservation by the government

increasingly overshadowed the preservation infrastructure’s capacity to maintain its

independence from the promotion of the state’s agendas. Historic preservation between

the 1890s and the end of the Pacific War in 1945 was dominated by its use by the

governing elites to create and elevate symbols of a national essence. The procedures

adopted at this time for the preservation of meishô and natural monuments, in particular,

reduced those cultural landscapes to instruments of the authoritarian state, and the

disregard shown for fixed criteria for designation as protected sites (such as historic
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significance or the age of a structure’s physical fabric) further undermined the credibility

of the preservation system.

Outside of the formal system of historic preservation just discussed, two

significant dynamics exerted a particularly strong influence in the prewar period over the

treatments of buildings and cultural landscapes. On the one hand, the rearrangement of

the physical landscape at the hands of city planners was strongly felt throughout the

country in the decades of modernization, urbanization, and industrialization that began in

the 1890s. With the economic success of industrialization, the power of the ministries

overseeing the construction of public facilities and infrastructure grew ever stronger,

further consolidating power over the treatment of buildings and cultural landscapes. In

some places the interventions of city planners benefited the protection of older structures

and districts, such as in the delimiting of preservation zones in Kyoto through measures

established by the 1919 City Planning Law. In most cases, however, city planning’s

approaches disregarded or denigrated older buildings and urban districts, promoting their

demolition and reconstruction.

On the other hand, even in the brief period of Taishô Democracy, no significant

openings were given to popular involvement in historic preservation activities. As a

result, no clear legacy of popular involvement in the shaping and preserving of lived

environments was present to be passed down to postwar generations. Within the

government hierarchy, moreover, centralized control only gained strength in these

decades. Financial, legal, and administrative structures favored the dominance of the

national ministries over local branches of government. Local actors, as both citizens and

public officials, were effectively excluded from historic preservation planning and

implementation in these prewar years.
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With the end of the war, the beginning of the Allied occupation of the country,

and the establishment of new political and social structures, the 1940s again brought great

changes to Japanese society. Participants in the protection system whose evolution has

been traced here were confronted with significant challenges, as construction plans

increasingly threatened sites and structures already designated by preservation authorities

as protected assets. Citizens invigorated by the new political possibilities of the postwar

years began to demand a role in the maintenance of cultural landscapes, often seeing their

local surroundings for the first time as places with characteristics worthy of value and

protection. With the increasingly furious pace of postwar reconstruction, the Japanese

were confronted with opportunities unimaginable among the devastation of the war’s end.

Inheritances from the prewar period, in attitudes, technologies, procedures, and

infrastructure, form the context in which they operated. New legal and administrative

arrangements established in the first decade after the war’s end, however, formed the

foundations on which they found the means to act independently of central control.
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Chapter 3

Architecture and Cultural Democracy:
Hida Minzoku-mura and the Gasshô Houses of Gifu and Toyama

The buildings and artifacts in which our ancestors, in lives weighted with both
pleasure and sorrow, crystallized the wisdom of their lifestyle are continuously
being destroyed. Realizing that it is our profound obligation to pass these splendid
inheritances properly on to the next generations, we built Hida Minzoku-mura.

Official statement of purpose of the Hida Minzoku-mura, Takayama195

On 25 May 1959, Iwamoto Shin’ichirô, the incoming mayor of Takayama, a

small city in northern Gifu prefecture, approached the local potter, painter, and folklorist

Nagakura Saburô with a request. 196 Nagakura had been chosen by Iwamoto’s predecessor

to lead the establishment of a museum for the display of folklore materials from the local

Hida region at a site just outside of the city center. The museum was to be housed in a

building in the regional gasshô style that had been moved from another Gifu town.

Mayor Iwamoto’s request was that the museum be run in the black — a city-run

historical museum founded earlier in the decade had run deficits for all the six years of its

administration. Like that kyôdo-kan, the new folklore museum was to be administered

                                                
195 Quoted in Kenchiku Gakkai, “Yagai Hakubutsukan,” Kenchiku Zasshi 91, no. 1107 (1976): 498.
196 This anecdote, and other details that follow concerning the founding of the museum, are drawn from
Section 2, “The Birth of the Hida folklore hall,” Hida no Sato, Hida no Sato: Tanjô Monogatari (2002
[cited 21 March 2003]); available from http://www.hidanosato.org/hdststry/hdsstrymain3.html.
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from a department of the city government. Iwamoto wanted to make sure that under his

administration it provided a net gain to the city, rather than being a drain on the

municipality’s resources.

The official history of the Takayama museum tells us that Nagakura agreed to

Iwamoto’s request, promising to do all that he could to run the museum at a profit. In

return, however, he extracted his own promise: whatever profits the museum earned

above its costs to the city would be put back into its own development. Even before the

museum had opened in one building, the prospective director was thinking of a larger,

more ambitious institution for the city. The mayor in turn agreed.197 Hida Minzoku-kan,

as the new folklore museum was named, attracted higher than expected numbers of

visitors from its opening in July 1959. By the end of its first decade it was one of the

pillars of the city’s blossoming tourist industry.198 Between the fall of 1970 and the

spring of 1971, it was greatly expanded with the addition of twenty-three more houses

and other buildings brought in from various sites around the prefecture. Today it is Hida

Minzoku-mura (Hida folklore village), an open-air architectural museum comprised of

forty-seven structures built in the styles of the region and arranged on two nearly

contiguous sites. The larger of the two parts, called Hida no Sato (Hida village), consists

of more than three dozen buildings arrayed around an artificial pond to simulate a small

village comprised of dwellings, a shrine, a festival stage, mill buildings, and other

outbuildings.
                                                
197 It is worth noting that the mayor’s agreement was easily given: national taxation law required that
profits earned by local governments through the administration of “public enterprises,” such as recreational
or educational institutions, could not be applied to other municipal projects but had to be returned to the
institution earning them. Kurt Steiner, Local Government in Japan (Stanford: Stanford University Press,
1965).
198 The museum’s figures for attendance show nearly 15,000 visitors in 1960, its first full year of operation,
and more than 130,000 in its tenth year. City tourism figures from these years indicate that by 1970 one in
five tourists visiting Takayama stopped in the city’s open-air museum. Hida-Takayama Tenryô Sanbyaku-
nen Kinen Jigyô Suishin Kyôgikai, Hida-Takayama: Meiji, Taishô, Shôwa Shi (Takayama: Hida-Takayama
Tenryô Sanbyaku-nen Kinen Jigyô Suishin Kyôgikai, 1992), 185.
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The role of city officials and local leaders in the founding of Hida Minzoku-kan,

and its expansion into the open-air museum Hida Minzoku-mura, is emblematic of one of

the most significant trends in Japanese historic preservation in the first two decades of the

postwar period. The 1950s opened with a call from the government for the

“democratization” of culture, and national government officials involved with cultural

protection often asserted in those years that the programs they administered were directed

at this rather ambiguous goal. In this chapter I will explore the meaning of postwar

democratization in relation to culture and cultural protection, arguing that the founding of

Hida Minzoku-mura illustrates a realization of that goal independent of the

conceptualization of the term as it was promoted by the cultural authorities in Tokyo. The

conception of municipal involvement in cultural matters displayed by the city leaders’

actions is one facet of the larger trend toward political localization that was taking place

during this period.

The Takayama experience demonstrates that a fundamental shift did begin to

occur in the first decade of the postwar period, moving the locus of power over the

protection of cultural properties away from the central authorities long dominant in

cultural affairs. The leading edge of that shift, however, did not represent the

establishment of a “democratic” system for preservation, one that would engage

significantly greater numbers of local residents in historic preservation. Rather, in this

period the evolution was toward a “municipalization” of historic preservation, an increase

in the independent activity of local government and civic leaders in cultural matters. This

increase represents a significant step toward the localization of power, registering both an

increase in resources available to local actors for historic preservation and other uses, as

well as marking a greater awareness on the part of local officials of their potential

independence from the national authorities. This shift in power, moreover, foreshadowed
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and facilitated a more often recognized trend in Japanese historic preservation: the

growth of citizens’ movements for townscape (machinami) preservation that came to

prominence in the late 1960s and 1970s. These citizens’ movements did, in fact, represent

a form of “democracy in action,” and the institutions they created retain considerable

influence over the administration of historic preservation — and the look of many of

Japan’s cities and towns — in the present day.

At the heart of this story are the gasshô houses that, while comprising the most

important part of the Takayama museum’s collection, were central to discussions of

historic preservation nationwide in the 1950s and early 1960s. Postwar cultural protection

law differed from prewar programs in several significant ways, but one of the most

striking was the inclusion of folk culture into national protection schemes. Folk houses,

minka, were a prominent new component in the official programs for cultural protection.

Their entrance, however, was not smooth: to advocates of postwar economic and

industrial development they were seen as obstacles to growth, and among their residents

they were often associated with painful memories of the past best forgotten. Yet, their

capacity to attract tourists from an increasingly prosperous urban middle class was

undeniable. The attraction of folk houses, and of gasshô houses in particular, was the

mechanism for the shift in power that favored the independence of regional and local

cities and towns over what had previously been the unquestioned dominance of national

cultural authorities in Tokyo.

After providing an overview of the social and ideological contexts of the postwar

period, I will introduce the frameworks for historic preservation that were established

early in the postwar era through the passage of new legislation governing cultural

properties protection. I will then look specifically at the case of the gasshô as it was

affected by that legislative revision and other political, economic, and social dynamics of
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the middle postwar years. Finally, I will turn back to Takayama, to see how the formation

and subsequent success of the city’s open-air museum drew on the high valuation

assigned to gasshô architecture. As we shall see, the museum was a centerpiece of the

city’s tourism industry, whose success provided the city with an independent source of

revenue that reinforced its autonomy from national governmental authorities in Tokyo.

Ultimately, that increased autonomy was drawn upon in the establishment of one of the

country’s first historic preservation districts, a pioneering enterprise that demonstrated

through its success that similar districts could be established in other cities and towns

across the nation.

POLITICAL AND SOCIAL CONDITIONS IN THE EARLY POSTWAR PERIOD

The ultra-nationalism and centralization of authority seen in relation to

preservation activities in the preceding chapter had been applied to nearly every facet of

public and private life by the time full-scale war with the Western powers broke out in

late 1941.199 With the defeat of Japan in August 1945, that centralized apparatus came

under intense scrutiny. De facto rulers of the country, the Allies’ occupation force

centered in the office of the Supreme Commander of the Allied Powers (SCAP) quickly

set in motion a program of reforms aimed at the “democratization and demilitarization”

of the country.200 The Japanese were not passive recipients of such reforms: one of the

hallmarks of the Occupation’s reform efforts was the use of Japanese officials to enact

                                                
199 For first-hand accounts of life in Japan in the period between 1930 and 1945, see Haruko Taya Cook
and Theodore F. Cook, Japan at War: An Oral History (New York: New Press, 1992). Political
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200 In formulating his early analysis of postwar ideological competition, Morris sees democratization as
“the essential aim” of the SCAP reforms. See Ivan I. Morris, Nationalism and the Right-Wing in Japan: A
Study of Postwar Trends (London: Oxford University Press, 1960), 384.
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structural change, and those officials exercised a broad capacity to direct and shape the

reforms as they were put in place “on the ground.”201

The most commonly voiced perception of the first decade of the postwar period is

of an unwavering emphasis on leaving the (failed) past behind and a concentration on the

reconstruction of the nation’s industries and infrastructure. For many years after the 1945

defeat, the dominant view of the transition from wartime to postwar was one of radical

discontinuity. In line with this view, the fifteen years from 1931 to 1945 were termed

“the dark valley,” an anomalous interlude that was followed by the arrival of a “New

Japan.”202 This attitude was established shortly after the end of the war and is clearly

articulated in the 1957 memoirs of Yoshida Shigeru, prime minister for all but seventeen

months between May 1946 and December 1954 and a pillar of the Anglophile contingent

within the Foreign Ministry before the war. “It is clear,” Yoshida wrote, “that the

madness of the Japanese relationship with Britain and America in the period from the

Manchurian Incident [of 1931] to the Pacific War, if seen from the perspective of the

long view of history, is not Japan’s inherent character, but only a temporary

abnormality.”203 The radical change with the end of the war was made concrete as well in

                                                
201 A retelling of SCAP’s postwar educational reform from a personal perspective is found in Jacob Van
Staaveren, An American in Japan, 1945–1948: A Civilian View of the Occupation (Seattle: University of
Washington Press, 1994).
202 Igarashi terms the commonly recited story of the country’s “recovery” from a period of misguidance to
one of normalcy as the “foundational narrative” of postwar Japan. Yoshikuni Igarashi, Bodies of Memory:
Narratives of War in Postwar Japanese Culture (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2000), 20–21.
203 “Shikashi, ijô no yô na Manshû Jihen kara Taiheiyô Sensô ni itaru Nihon no tai-Ei-Bei kankei no kurui
wa, rekishi no ôkii na nagare kara mireba, Nihon no honzen no sugata de wa nakute, tada ichiji no henchô
de atta koto wo shiru no de aru.” It was this explanation, given in Yoshida’s Japanese memoir, Kaisô Jûnen
(1957), that was translated as Japan’s “historic ‘stumble’” in the English-language version published five
years later. See Yoshida Shigeru, Kaisô Jûnen, 4 vols. (Tokyo: Shinchôsha, 1957), vol. 1, 29. For the
English-language treatment, see Yoshida Shigeru, The Yoshida Memoirs: The Story of Japan in Crisis,
trans. Yoshida Kenichi (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Co., 1962), 7.
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the ubiquity in Japanese life of the term “postwar” (sengo), which conveys a sense of

rupture sustained over the course of nearly forty years.204

Japan’s public discourse in the immediate postwar period remained dramatically

shaped by the legacies of the war, and was further polarized by the new political realities

of the coming Cold War. In the realm of public rhetoric in early postwar Japan a

fundamental “principle of discontinuity” prevailed.205 By the combined censorship of

SCAP and the insistence of influential voices on the Japanese side, “explicit rejection of

the recent Japanese past was virtually a condition for participation in intellectual

discourse.”206 Enacted through these discursive constraints was an apparent rejection of

the central symbols of the recent past, most prominently the Imperial house. The result

was what Befu terms a “symbolic vacuum” that left Japan’s intellectuals, artists, and

politicians, as well as the Japanese people themselves, searching for symbols of the

nation not part of the country’s “stigmatized national identity.”207 It was an era of

“intense competition and conflict” in the social and political spheres, one in which, Prime

Minister Yoshida noted with an allusion to the division of the Koreas, “a ‘thirty-eighth

                                                
204 Gluck goes as far as to say that the term sengo encapsulates a “particularity of historical consciousness”
that characterizes the longue durée of the postwar experience. Carol Gluck, “The ‘End’ of the Postwar:
Japan at the Turn of the Millennium,” Public Culture 10, no. 1 (1997): 3.
205 Carol Gluck, “The Idea of Showa,” Daedalus 119, no. 3 (1990): 10.
206 J. Victor Koschmann, “The Debate on Subjectivity in Postwar Japan: Foundations of Modernism as a
Political Critique,” Pacific Affairs 54 (1982): 612.
207 Harumi Befu, “Symbols of Nationalism and Nihonjinron,” in Ideology and Practice in Modern Japan,
ed. Roger Goodman and Kirsten Refsing (London: Routledge, 1992); Adolf W. Ehrentraut, “Cultural
Nationalism, Corporate Interests and the Production of Architectural Heritage in Japan,” Canadian Review
of Sociology and Anthropology 32, no. 2 (1995): 220.
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parallel’ divided the populace.”208 It was also a time of “starting over,” of a national

search for new identities: personal, regional, and national.209

Despite the apparent rejection of tainted symbols, public discourse during these

years was not characterized in practice by a complete absence of references to Japan’s

past, both wartime and prewar, but by what the political scientist Maruyama Masao, as

early as 1953, referred to as a fragmentation, a “chopping up” (komagiri), of national

symbols.210 In the view of one contemporary observer, bits and pieces of prewar symbols

remained visible in the early postwar period, but while they could be fashioned into “a

certain emotional unity” during the war, after the 1945 defeat they “utterly lack[ed] this

former cohesion.”211 The history of the Yoshida cabinets’ attempts to direct policies

related to education, public morality, and cultural matters demonstrate the extent to which

some postwar politicians intended to reuse previously dominant values and symbols in

new forms.212 Many of those attempts were soundly defeated by determined opposition.

As the Yoshida administration’s concept of a “cultural nation” and subsequent national

cultural policies indicate, however, symbols that invoked an acceptable national past,

whether or not they had been associated with the disgraced regimes of the 1930s and

1940s, retained the power to motivate Japanese on behalf of historic preservation and

other cultural activities well into the postwar era.

                                                
208 John W. Dower, “The Useful War,” in Japan in War and Peace: Selected Essays (New York: New
Press, 1993), 26. Gerald Curtis, The Japanese Way of Politics (New York: Columbia University Press,
1988), 2. Yoshida is quoted in Dower’s biography: John W. Dower, Empire and Aftermath: Yoshida
Shigeru and the Japanese Experience, 1878–1954 (Cambridge: Council on East Asian Studies, Harvard
University, 1979), 364.
209 Using this phrase, Dower highlights the feeling of a people simply but deeply “liberated from death” by
the end of the war. John W. Dower, “Wars and Occupations: Iraq in the Shadow of Japan” (Public address,
Austin, 7 November 2003).
210 Maruyama, “Minshushugi no Na ni Okeru Fuashizumu,” Sekai 94 (October 1953), cited and translated
in Morris, Nationalism and the Right-wing in Japan, 147.
211 Ibid., 147–48.
212 Ronald P. Dore, “The Ethics of the New Japan,” Pacific Affairs 25, no. 2 (1952).
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Central to the Occupation reformers’ sense of democratization was the reversal of

patterns of thought and practice that were seen as contributing to the Japanese people’s

support for and contribution to the military expansionism of the 1930s and 1940s.

Cultural matters were not exempt from these programs; they were, in fact, targeted as the

means by which nationalist and militarist ideologies had been transmitted to the

populace. Shortly after the end of the war, SCAP put in place changes in the curriculum

taught in schools, and first banned public reading of and then had rescinded altogether the

Imperial Rescript on Education, which had been promulgated in 1890 and exhorted

generations of school children to give their all for their country and their emperor. In

1948, Occupation authorities took a significant step toward distancing the postwar system

of cultural properties protection from the wartime scheme by ordering the removal of 377

sites, most registered only for a reputed association with the Meiji Emperor, from the list

of protected historic monuments.213

In these first years of the Occupation, SCAP was the unquestioned leader in

democratization programs. Echoing SCAP’s leadership, Japanese officials also included

calls for democratization in their public speeches, and the legislative and administrative

reforms produced in the postwar period by the Japanese government contained significant

elements that served the goal of a more open and responsive government. Produced in a

politically volatile period, however, these reforms reflect deep divisions over the proper

form that a democratic system should take in postwar Japan. The 1950 Law for the

Protection of Cultural Properties (Bunkazai Hogo-hô) reveals just such divisions, offering

                                                
213 Some of the historical monuments removed from the list were apparently merely rooms in inns in which
the Meiji Emperor had rested or spent the night. Bunkachô, Bunkazai Hogo-hô Gojû-nen Shi (Tokyo:
Gyôsei, 2001), 14, 206; William P. Woodard, The Allied Occupation of Japan 1945–1952 and Japanese
Religions (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1972), 171.
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some tangible reforms toward greater popular involvement, while retaining a hierarchical

structure that protects the dominance of the central authorities in cultural matters.

OFFICIAL PROGRAMS FOR HISTORIC PRESERVATION AFTER 1945

Beginning shortly after the end of the war, “democratization” was promoted

explicitly by the Japanese government as the foundation for a new system of cultural

assets protection and in the approaches to be taken toward the preservation of buildings

and cultural landscapes. This program of bunkazai no minshu-ka, the “democratization of

cultural properties,” responded to calls from SCAP for the establishment of democratic

institutions nationwide and formed a part of the larger postwar effort by Japanese leaders

to construct the bunka kokka, or “cultural nation,” that would stand as an antidote and foil

to the military and imperial power in ruins around them.214 At their base, these attempts

by the Japanese government to integrate the concept of democracy into every facet of

public life were efforts to gain control over what was at the time a very powerful

discursive force. The government, by linking the vigorous and popular concept of

democracy to notions of an essential Japanese culture, sought to domesticate and

naturalize what might otherwise have been considered a foreign import. Much of the

discussion of this form of cultural democratization centered at the time on museums and

folk performance practices, but integration of the discourse of democracy into programs

and policies of historic preservation was also a substantial part of official rhetorical

strategies at the time.

                                                
214 For more on the meaning of the term bunka kokka, see the discussion of the term in Noriko Aso,
“Sumptuous Re-past: The 1964 Tokyo Olympics Arts Festival,” positions 10, no. 2 (2002): especially
10–13. For more on the postwar cultural nation, see also, Peter Siegenthaler, “The Ningen Kokuhô: A New
Symbol for the Japanese Nation,” Andon: Shedding Light on Japanese Art 62 (1999); Peter Siegenthaler,
“Yoshida’s Bunka Kokka: Building a Cultural Nation in the Postwar Era” (paper presented at the
Southwest Conference on Asian Studies, University of Houston, 14 October 2000).
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Responsibility for the administration of the nation’s cultural protection programs

had gradually become concentrated in the Ministry of Education in the 1920s and 1930s,

and the bureaucrats in that ministry in the early postwar period echoed their prewar

predecessors in their clear belief in the importance of that responsibility. The cultural

authorities’ confidence was shaken, however, and their public respect put in question in

the immediate postwar period by a series of disastrous fires at noted cultural sites under

their direct supervision. During the war numerous important buildings were damaged or

destroyed by Allied bombing: by one count, 209 of the 1,745 buildings registered

nationwide as National Treasures were destroyed during the war.215 In the first years after

the defeat, however, accidental fires seemed to present the greatest threat to important

historic buildings: the destruction by fire of the murals of the Hôryû-ji in Nara in 1949 is

the event most often cited as prompting the overhaul of the country’s system of cultural

properties protection.216 In that same year, however, Matsuyama Castle on Shikoku and

Matsumae Castle on Hokkaidô and in the next year the Kannon hall of Chiba-ken’s

Chôraku-ji and Tokyo’s Rokuon-ji were all heavily damaged in fires.217

The fire at Hôryû-ji and the other cases of accidental destruction convinced the

authorities of the need for a revision of the cultural properties protection system, but

                                                
215 Kihara Keikichi, Rekishi-teki Kankyô: Hozon to Saisei, Revised ed. (Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten, 2001),
14. Kihara cites no source for these figures. One of the administrative changes brought by the 1950 law was
the division of the categories of Important Cultural Properties (Jûyô Bunkazai) and National Treasures
(Kokuhô). The former category was introduced in 1950 to contain all properties designated national
treasures before the end of the war; the latter designation was then re-assigned to only a fraction of what
had earlier carried that honor. Nakamura Kenjirô, Bunkazai Hogo Seido Gaisetsu (Tokyo: Gyôsei, 1999),
20–21.
216 The shock of the 1949 fire is conveyed in “Hôryû-ji kondô no hekiga ga shôshitsu,” ed. Kôdansha,
Senryôka no Minshushugi: Shôwa 22-nen–24-nen, 19 vols., vol. 8, Shôwa: Ni-man Nichi no Zenkiroku
(Tokyo: Kôdansha, 1989), 252–53. Sherman E. Lee, “My Work in Japan: Arts and Monuments,
1946–1948,” in The Confusion Era: Art and Culture of Japan during the Allied Occupation, 1945–1952,
ed. Mark Sandler (Seattle: Arthur M. Sackler Gallery/University of Washington Press, 1997).
217 Kihara notes that the Hôryûji murals burned on 26 January 1949, Matsuyama Castle on 27 February and
Matsumae Castle on 5 June of the same year, and then Chôraku-ji on 12 February and on 2 July 1950
Rokuon-ji. See Kihara Keikichi, Rekishi-teki Kankyô, 15.
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society-wide debate over the configuration of symbols to represent and unify the nation

itself mandated a substantial revision of the framework in which historic preservation

should be conducted. The culmination of the legislative renovation in cultural matters

was the Law for the Protection of Cultural Properties (Bunkazai Hogo-hô), which was

passed in the Diet on 30 May 1950, put into effect on 29 August, and is still today, albeit

with notable amendments, the law governing cultural assets protection at the national

level.218 In its original form, the 1950 law brought to the Japanese system of cultural

assets protection two major elements not suggested by an emphasis simply on the

minimization of risks of accidental fires.219 Together, these two elements sought to

expand the boundaries of objects to be considered worthy of protection and to include a

wider range of citizens in the administration of historic preservation.

On the one hand, the 1950 law included for the first time a category for Intangible

Cultural Properties (mukei bunkazai), bringing into the family of protected national

cultural assets not only the well-known artisans’ skills transmitted by what have come to

be called the Living National Treasures (ningen kokuhô), but also folkloristic variants on

those skills, such as festival dance, musical performance, and the like. The 1950 law’s

first substantial amendment, added in 1954, continued that trend, adding to the rolls of

designated properties Folk Cultural Materials (minzoku shiryô) and Important Folk

Cultural Materials (jûyô minzoku shiryô).220 With this expansion, cultural assets

protection, formerly taking as its subject only the finest examples of elite arts and

                                                
218 Bunkachô, Bunkazai Hogo-hô Gojû-nen Shi.
219 The law has been amended twenty-four times since its first passage, most significantly in 1954, 1975,
1996, and 1999, in ways substantially continuing the trends highlighted here. The full texts of the law and
its most notable amendments are available in Ibid., 497–526. A translation of the original text of the law
(un-amended) may be found in National Commission for the Protection of Cultural Properties,
Administration for Protection of Cultural Properties in Japan (Tokyo: Bunkazai Hogo Iinkai, 1962).
220 “Bunkazai Hogo-hô no Rekishi” (paper presented at the Symposium, “‘Rekishi-teki Shisan 10-man Ken
wo Hogo Suru Tame ni’: Bunkazai Tôroku Seido wo Kangaeru”, Tokyo, 11 October 1995).
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architecture, had increased its scope to include objects with a more direct connection to

the people and popular experience.

On the other hand, under the influence of the 1947 Local Autonomy Law (Chihô

Jichi-hô), the 1950 law brought significant changes to the relationship between the

cultural authorities in Tokyo and citizens across the country concerned about the care and

protection of local cultural properties. The primary administration of cultural properties

was invested under the 1950 law in the Commission for the Protection of Cultural

Properties (Bunkazai Hogo Iinkai), housed in the Ministry of Education in Tokyo.221

Under earlier laws concerning cultural properties protection at the national level,

responsibility for cultural assets protection resided wholly in the national ministry, and

the room for citizen participation was negligible. The 1950 law began a process that

invested local public associations (chihô kôkyô dantai), either independent or designated

by their local school board, with responsibility over certain cultural properties.222 The

Local Autonomy Law itself had instituted the local election of school boards; since those

elected boards in turn were granted administrative power over cultural assets protection,

for the first decade of the postwar period structural impediments that had previously

limited the involvement of local citizens were lifted, in theory allowing citizens to

exercise a new influence over the administration of cultural properties protection in their

communities.223

                                                
221 This is the precursor to today’s Bunkachô, the Ministry of Education’s Agency for Cultural Affairs,
which was established in June 1968.
222 For a discussion of the expanding role allowed “local public associations” under the various
amendments of the 1950 law, see Bunkachô, Bunkazai Hogo-hô Gojû-nen Shi, 463–76.
223 In this regard, the trend toward localization took a step backward in 1955, when Yoshida Shigeru’s
successor as prime minister, Hatoyama Ichirô, returned local boards of education to the direct control of the
central ministry by again making their members appointed and not elected. Morris, Nationalism and the
Right-wing in Japan, 158.
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These two aspects of the 1950 law established legal foundations for the expansion

of coverage to popular artifacts and the inclusion of local actors in preservation. A

separate gesture made by the authorities in the Ministry of Education in these years

toward the democratization of cultural properties was not written into the law but was

instead a decision apparently taken among bureaucrats in the ministry itself. This move

was the publicizing of a plan to include folk houses, minka, in large numbers in the

registry of designated Important Cultural Properties. Explicitly invoking the “aim of

democratizing cultural assets” as their motivating factor, in December 1951 the national

Commission for the Protection of Cultural Properties announced the decision to consider

minka for the first time as eligible for designation.224

Scholarly and aesthetic interest in folk houses was not new in the postwar. As

early as the first decades of the twentieth century, architects, historians, and folklorists

had recognized the value of old houses to their fields of research. In Wendelken’s view,

three distinct but inter-related trends stand out in the development of a broad interest in

minka before the war: the inauguration of programs to build mass housing that were part

of the populist agenda of the leaders of the democratic movement during the Taishô era,

the growth of the folklore movement, and a growing interest in the ideas of the modern

movement in architecture, which saw in folk housing “rational” solutions to cultural and

climatological challenges.225 Important early advocates for the study of minka were the

members of the Hakubôkai (Thatch group), formed in 1916 by Ôkuma Yoshikuni,

Yanagita Kunio, and Kon Wajirô, among others, whose activities through the group were

                                                
224 Citing the registration of Kyoto’s Nijo Castle, the house of a headman, the Yoshimura-shi, in Osaka,
and a tea-house, Sumiya, also in Kyoto, the Iinkai’s announcement argues that minka had, in fact,
previously been designated. The evocation of democratization reads: “bunkazai no minshu-ka to iu nerai
kara.” “‘Gasshô-zukuri’ nado: Minka mo juyô bunkazai ni,” Asahi Shinbun, 10 December 1951.
225 Cherie Wendelken, “Living with the Past: Preservation and Development in Japanese Architecture and
Town Planning” (Ph.D. dissertation, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1994), 28.
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directed at the study and protection of folk houses. Architectural historian Kon Wajirô

was himself central to prewar efforts to study and protect minka, conducting surveys of

houses in Japan and colonized Korea in the 1910s and 1920s, publishing a handbook to

regional housing styles, Nihon no Minka, in 1922, applying lessons learned from

vernacular housing to the design of mass housing after the 1923 Kantô Earthquake, and

forming a minka study group and magazine, itself titled Minka, in 1936.226

Even more important to their protection as cultural assets than were these prewar

preparatory studies toward the protection of minka, however, was the compelling need

after the 1945 defeat for the elevation of popular, premodern elements to represent a

peaceful, harmonious, and progressive Japan in the new era. The constellation of

protected architecture had been almost exclusively constituted before the war by elite

religious and secular objects representing institutions, such as Shinto, the Imperial house,

and the nation-state itself, whose legitimacy had been compromised by their association

with military and imperial expansion. In the “chopping up” highlighted by Maruyama,

few symbols of the nation were jettisoned altogether. Rather, where their interpretation

could be re-envisioned to highlight more acceptable aspects, valued elements were

retained for later use. In the postwar mood, folk houses were particularly useful as

representatives of the “best” elements of Japanese culture, evoking images of self-

sufficiency, diligence, frugality, and a benevolent communalism.

In this way, the study, protection, and publicizing of minka contributed to the

discursive construction of the New Japan beginning not long after the end of the war in

1945. In 1949, Ôta Hirotarô, along with other architectural historians at Tokyo

                                                
226 A chronology of Kon’s work through the late 1950s may be found in Takeuchi Yoshitarô, ed., Minka:
Kon Wajirô-sensei Koki Kinen Bunshû (Tokyo: Sagami Shobô, 1959). See also, Ota/Ôta Hirotarô,
Kenchiku-shi no Sendatsu-tachi (Tokyo: Shôkoku-sha, 1983), 124–25; Wendelken, “Living with the Past,”
36–9.
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University, established a subcommittee on the architecture of agricultural towns within

the newly formed New Architectural Union (in Japanese, the Shin Nihon Kenchiku-gaku

Shûdan). The next year, Ôta was a founding member of a separate group that established

a study center for research on the architecture of agricultural villages, the Nôson

Kenchiku Kenkyû-kai.227 Between 1958 and 1962, photographer Futagawa Yukio and

architectural historian Itô Teiji published a multi-volume illustrated introduction to

Japan’s minka, one of a number of well-illustrated, encyclopedic surveys of vernacular

houses published in these years.228

In this climate of a vigorous interest in minka on the part of scholars, beginning in

1951 the National Commission for the Protection of Cultural Properties commissioned

local school boards and architectural historians to conduct surveys of older buildings

nationwide.229 The extent of the Education Ministry’s intention to include minka among

protected cultural properties was further expressed less than two years after the initial

December 1951 announcement. In September 1953, it was announced that a target for

designation had been set: with more than five-hundred minka identified as candidates for

designation nationwide, over the following five years an average of twenty structures per

year would be selected, with a total of 100 houses to be designated by the end of the

decade.230

Such were the intentions of the cultural properties commission. In fact, the first

designations of minka were not made until an additional two-and-a-half years had passed;

among the twenty-five designations of architectural Important Cultural Properties

publicized on 29 March 1956, only three minka — including one gasshô house each from

                                                
227 Ôta Hirotarô, Kenchiku-shi no Sendatsu-tachi, 160.
228 Itô Teiji and Futagawa Yukio, Nihon no Minka (Tokyo: Bijutsu Shuppansha, 1958–60).
229 Ôta Hirotarô, Kenchiku-shi no Sendatsu-tachi, 161.
230 “Bunkazai ni minka mo shite: Rainen-do mazu yon-ken wo chôsa,” Asahi Shinbun, 17 September 1953.
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Shirakawa-mura and Shôkawa-mura, and one house from Miyagi prefecture — were

designated.231 In the end, the goals set by the cultural properties commission in 1953 for

the designation of minka were never met. Rather, the heyday of minka designation would

wait more than a decade. Itô Teiji, among others, led ambitious surveys of minka

throughout the country beginning in the early 1960s.232 This research not only created a

database of information concerning vernacular architecture but also trained professionals

nationwide in the basic skills necessary for establishing historic preservation programs at

the local level. Nonetheless, by 1968 within the classification termed minka only 39 sites,

totaling 61 structures, had been designated as Important Cultural Assets. In the ten-year

period between 1968 and 1977, however, an additional 235 sites, with 416 structures,

were designated.233

This process reveals something of the challenges that faced the cultural authorities

concerning the designation of minka as cultural properties. Various reasons are proposed

to explain the difficulty. In one view, the root of the problem was the authorities’ own

uncertainty and ambivalence in determining which minka were of high enough quality to

justify their designation. Ôta cites the tendency of the authorities to choose only what had

already been praised as a quintessential form: he calls this outlook “gem-ism” (meihin-

shugi, or “perfect item-ism”).234 An additional problem, alluded to in the first

announcement of the plans to designate minka, was the complication, in the eyes of the

Ministry of Education’s preservationists, of surveying, restoring, and preserving

                                                
231 As an indication of the lack of public discussion concerning these trends, a search of the Asahi’s
database brings up no article with the word minka among its keywords between March 1956 and September
1964. Beginning in October 1966, there was roughly one article each year for the next decade and a half.
232 Examining survey reports for minka restorations between 1960 and 19983, Ehrentraut highlights the
class relationships reflected in the preservation activities. Adolf W. Ehrentraut, “The Visual Definition of
Heritage: The Restoration of Domestic Rural Architecture in Japan,” Visual Anthropology 2 (1989).
233 Bunkachô, Bunkazai Hogo-hô Gojû-nen Shi, 143–4.
234 Ôta Hirotarô, Kenchiku-shi no Sendatsu-tachi, 166.
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inhabited houses. Finally, while the members of the cultural properties commission had

inherited from their prewar predecessors a sense of the centrality of their work, in a

cultural climate marked by the primacy of economic growth, competition with other,

more powerful ministries, and a general rejection of traditional modes of living, the

commission was in many cases unable to gain the assent of property-owners that

protection of their family house would offer them financial stability or a satisfying mode

of living. As the case of the gasshô houses dramatically shows, even when owners were

willing to donate structures for their preservation, donation was contingent on their

removal to other sites.

INTRODUCTION TO THE GASSHÔ STYLE

The term gasshô-zukuri refers to a local style of building found in the Hida

region, primarily seen in the form of farmhouses but also as various types of

outbuildings. Gasshô-zukuri translates as “praying-hands style,” so named because the

structures’ steeply peaked roofs are said to look like two hands brought together in

prayer.235 In technical terms, one of the chief hallmarks of the gasshô style is a clear

structural separation rare in Japanese residential architecture between the gable roof,

made up of a system of trusses (sasu kôzô), and the frame of the body of the building,

made up of posts, girders, and beams.236 This physical separation of the two elements,

roof and frame, is heightened by the addition of flooring to define as many as three or

                                                
235 The use of the term does not have a long duration but is likely a neologism of the first decades of the
twentieth century. Saitô Hidetoshi and Inaba Nobuko, The Historic Villages of Shirakawa-gô and
Gokayama: Traditional Houses in the Gasshô Style, trans. Neil Warren and Inaba Nobuko (N.p.:
Shunpôsha, 1996), 68. While mentioning both the Wakayama and Iwase houses, for example, Fujita
Motoharu’s 1927 Nihon Minka-shi does not use the term gasshô to distinguish them from other gable-
roofed houses. Fujita Motoharu, Nihon Minka-shi (Tokyo: Tokô Shoin, 1927).
236 Saitô Hidetoshi and Inaba Nobuko, The Historic Villages, 68–71. Scholars differ on this point: a
representative contrasting point of view holds that gasshô stands out among vernacular Japanese gable-roof
dwellings simply for the pitch of its roof and the height of its gables. See, for example, Fujita Motoharu,
Nihon Minka-shi, 20–21; Chûji Kawashima, Minka: Traditional Houses of Rural Japan, trans. Lynne E.
Riggs (Tokyo: Kodansha International, 1986), 111–13.
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four upper levels accessible by ladders or steps. Visually, the most striking characteristics

of the style are the steeply pitched, thatched gable roof and the structures’ size. The slope

of the roof and extent of the body frame together create space for the use of the upper

floors for various household industries: as recently as the 1970s, preparation within the

house of the raw materials for silk production composed a significant part of the cash

income of residents in the region.237

The geographic center of the gasshô style remains on the border of two

prefectures, in the Gifu villages of Shirakawa and Shôkawa (together often referred to by

the premodern term, Shirakawa-gô) and the Toyama villages of Taira and Kami-Taira

(often referred to as Gokayama), even as the numbers of surviving examples of the form

remaining in the area have steadily thinned. Gasshô was the dominant housing style in

the region from the seventeenth century until the early twentieth century, when the

introduction of modern construction techniques and materials facilitated their

replacement by other building styles. Despite a surrounding aura of having “always” been

there, and frequent reiteration of a story that both the community and the house-form

trace their roots to settlement in the region by exiles from the Genpei War in the twelfth

century, scholarship now suggests that the development of the gasshô style is an

outgrowth of topographical, economic, and social conditions of the latter part of the

Tokugawa era. Beginning late in the seventeenth century, as the harsh climate and

unfavorable soil made all but subsistence farming untenable, residents turned to the

cottage industries of sericulture and the production of enshô (calcium nitrate used in the

production of gunpowder) to supplement their incomes. Both the shape of the roof and

                                                
237 Saitô Hidetoshi and Inaba Nobuko, The Historic Villages, 46–47.
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the size of the body frame itself are linked by scholars to the requirements of these two

industries.238

It is often taken for granted today that gasshô-zukuri is an emblem of “traditional”

Japan, but this assumption rests on a set of attitudes that have evolved only over the

course of the past 100 years.239 The fame of gasshô grew as a direct effect of high

valuations put on it by particular groups, including scholars and cultural bureaucrats both

Japanese and non-Japanese. As a notable architectural style and the setting for a

distinctive social configuration, it was already receiving scholarly attention in the 1910s

and 1920s.240 Until well into the postwar, gasshô houses were known as representatives

of an interaction between social structures and built forms: the so-called large-family

system (dai-kazoku sei), in which as many as forty members of one extended family were

said to have lived under the same roof, was linked to the unique configuration of the

gasshô house.241 The fame of gasshô as an architectural style was given a boost when the

German Modernist Bruno Taut visited Shirakawa, as a guest of the Japanese architectural

historian Takeuchi Yoshitarô, in May 1935. In Houses and Peoples of Japan (1936), Taut

argued that gasshô structures were perfect models of Modernist form, the style standing

apart from other Japanese folk housing for the “logic” and “rationality” of its solutions to

design problems. As a model for design it was, he argued, as useful to Modernist

architects as was Kyoto’s Katsura Detached Palace and the Parthenon, both of which

                                                
238 Kawashima, Minka, 109–13; Saitô Hidetoshi and Inaba Nobuko, The Historic Villages, 69–71.
239 To give one example: during my first visit to the Ogimachi historic district in Shirakawa-mura in 1999,
the president of a small video production firm, visiting from Tokyo as a tourist, explained to me as we
walked through the village in the early evening that the steeply peaked shape of the gasshô house parallels
the organization of the Japanese family and nation, the father and emperor, naturally, sitting at the top.
240 Ema Mieko, Shirakawa-mura no Daikazoku (Tokyo: Mitsukuni Shobo, 1943), 345. One of the earliest
studies of the minka of a defined locality was Takeuchi Yoshitarô’s Taishô-era Hida Shirakawa-mura no
Minka. Ota/Ôta Hirotarô, Kenchiku-shi no Sendatsu-tachi, 124.
241 For the leading prewar study of the dai-kazoku seido, see Ema Mieko, Shirakawa-mura. For a postwar
iteration of the same ideas, see Nihon Chiri Fûzoku Taikei Henshû Iinkai, Nihon Chiri Fûzoku Taikei, 13
vols., vol. 5: Chûbu Shihô (pt.1) (Tokyo: Seibundô Shinkôsha, 1959–60), 292–93.
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figured prominently in his explanations of the foundations of Modernist style in those

years.242

Official recognition of gasshô as a quintessentially Japanese style was

demonstrated as early as the first announcement of plans for the designation of minka as

cultural properties in the early 1950s. The headline on the Asahi article announcing those

plans mentions only gasshô as an example of the minka forms under consideration. That

December 1951 article goes on to highlight one of the surveys of minka then under way:

selecting from among the 200 or so gasshô structures to be found in Shirakawa-mura at

the time, a ten-day survey, led by Sekino Masaru, head of the architectural section of the

commission, had taken place the previous month.243 Six structures had been chosen for

intensive surveying and evaluation, including the production of measured drawings and

photographs.

Ultimately, after surveys and other evaluations, two of the first three minka

designated as cultural properties in 1956 were in the gasshô style. Gasshô, moreover,

continued to lead other regional forms as the focus of innovative approaches to the

protection of minka. In 1970, five years before an amendment to the Law for the

Protection of Cultural Properties was passed recognizing traditional townscapes as

cultural properties, the two gasshô districts in Toyama prefecture, Ainokura and

Suganuma, were registered as protected historic sites under an existing article of that

same national law. With passage of the 1975 amendment, Shirakawa-gô’s Ogimachi was

included among the first seven Important Preservation Districts for Groups of Historic

                                                
242 Saitô Hidetoshi and Inaba Nobuko, The Historic Villages, 62. Taut’s visit is discussed in Wendelken,
“Living with the Past,” 40–46. See also, Hida Gasshô Bunka Kenkyû-kai, Sekai Isan no Gasshô-zukuri
Shûraku: Shirakawa-gô, Gokayama no Kurashi to Minzoku (Gifu: Gifu Shinbun-sha, 1996), 31–2.
243 Tokyo University professor Sekino Masaru (1909–2001), formerly Director General of the Tokyo
National Research Institute of Cultural Properties and for many years Japan’s representative to ICOMOS,
was the son of the architect and architectural historian Sekino Tadasu, one of the pioneers of architectural
preservation in the late Meiji years.
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Buildings (denken chiku) recognized under the national law. Ultimately, it was also the

gasshô centers that were selected by the government in the early 1990s to be promoted

for inclusion on the UNESCO World Heritage List. Throughout the postwar era, gasshô

— by virtue of its rarity, fame, and the respect it had long been accorded by both

Japanese and foreign architects and critics — has retained the gem-like quality that Ôta

suggests was the governing outlook of official historic preservation policies in this

period.

DEVELOPMENT AND NATURE IN GASSHÔ COUNTRY

The high valuation placed on the style by cultural authorities in Tokyo contrasts

with the lived reality of gasshô in the first decades of the postwar period. Despite having

a widely recognized name associated with a set of cultural attributes, gasshô houses have

suffered both from the effects of economic-development programs and from an

ambivalence felt toward them by their residents. As much as the postwar history of

gasshô is characterized by its elevation as a quintessentially Japanese — and

subsequently internationally recognized — style, like other minka over the course of the

postwar period these houses have been disappearing at a remarkable rate. Where the

structures have been protected, moreover, it has often come at a cost of both financial

outlays for removal and restoration and a loss of authenticity: gasshô houses were

removed from the region and put to other uses with much greater frequency than were

other traditional houses. The gasshô’s reputation and its distinctive sharply peaked

roofline made it a natural for exploitation as a mobile representative of “traditional”

Japanese domestic life, and that exploitation played a decisive role in historic

preservation through much of the postwar period.

At the center of the Hida region that is home to the gasshô style is the Shô River

Valley. Hida’s mountain valleys are comprised of some of the most inaccessible country
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in this part of Japan, not served by rail lines and only opened to car and truck traffic

relatively far into the twentieth century. Yet, in both the premodern and modern eras the

region’s people were integrated into national trade routes and economic relationships

through footpaths that crossed the area. Beginning in the Meiji period, Hida was

aggressively opened up to the exploitation of a resource not based in agriculture,

industry, or trade. The power of their rivers was harnessed for the generation of

electricity through the construction of scores of hydroelectric plants. Paralleling the

development of generating plants was the construction of roads to serve the sites.

Although hikers and mountaineers had been visiting the mountains of the area

since at least the late Meiji period, early in the postwar period tourism became a

significant part of the planning for economic development in the Hida region.244 Subtitled

“Report from the field on tourism and industry,” a July 1952 feature in the Kita Nihon

Shinbun, the leading newspaper covering the Hida region and Toyama prefecture more

generally, gathers together perspectives on the development prospects of the settlements

in the Shirakawa-gô and Gokayama districts.245 Taken together, the articles in the series

emphasize the readiness of these areas to host development projects. A tension is

continuously maintained in the journalists’ presentation between expectations of

backwardness and the surprising discovery of a metropolitan spirit: schools and a hospital

built in modern style, young women on the street in Western-style clothes and permed

hair, a “lighthearted melody” overheard from a radio. Among the articles included in the

feature are profiles of successful prewar generating stations, and the images of the dai-

kazoku and the fabled connection to Heike exiles are invoked to reinforce a sense of

                                                
244 See, for example, the glowing report of the opening in 1953 of a bus line connecting Kanazawa on the
coast to Takayama in the mountains, passing through Hatogaya and Miboro. “Kokutetsu basu hikyô wo
yuku: Chûbu Ôdan Kinbaku-sen iyoiyo kaitsû,” Kita Nihon Shinbun, 14 November 1953.
245 “Hirake-yuku Hikyô Shôkawa-ryô: Kankyô to sangyô no genchi repo,” Kita Nihon Shinbun, 15 July
1952.
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historical connections with the rest of the country. The postwar opening of the area, as a

result, appears not as a despoliation of a foreign land but the continuation of a process of

development of an isolated corner of the nation. The damming of rivers and building of

roads is itself, in this presentation, a natural process, set in motion by dynamics larger

than profit or industrial targets.

There is an apparent disconnect between the headlines and photograph

accompanying the first article in the series, titled “Gasshô-zukuri’s pastoral region,” and

the text of the article itself, but it is a disjuncture that is better understood as a crossing of

expected boundaries.246 That is, when the subheading of the article proclaims that

“culture also is rapidly advancing” in the villages of Shôkawa and Shirakawa (bunka mo

yakushin no Shôkawa, Shirakawa no kyô) and the photograph shows a picturesque view

of a gasshô hamlet, one might expect the article to focus on the protection or restoration

of the historic environment toward, for example, the development of a tourism

infrastructure. Rather, what the reader encounters is a discussion of means to improve

lifestyles in the town. “Simplicity and peace” are said to be “the pride” of Shôkawa-mura,

and better healthcare and a lower birthrate are presented as the favored achievements of

the current mayor. Culture looks both to the past and to the future; it is at least as much a

matter of the provision of social services as it is the cultivation of communal identity.

This understanding of the term culture is clear throughout the coverage of

regional development in these years. A feature in the 12 August 1952 issue of Kita Nihon

Shinbun, for example, opens with an article prominently illustrated with a photograph of

a bulldozer pushing sand or gravel on a flat plain.247 The text notes that the bulldozer is

                                                
246 “Gasshô-zukuri no tôgen chitai: Bunka mo yakushin no Shôkawa, Shirakawa no kyô,” Kita Nihon
Shinbun, 15 July 1952.
247 “Hantoshi mo minasoko ni shizumu ta: Kawazoko shunsetsu de kuitomeru,” Kita Nihon Shinbun, 12
August 1952.
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dredging a riverbed to prevent seasonal flooding, correcting a problem created by north

winds that blow each winter and push gravel into the river mouth. Close by the headline

for this article is another in similar-sized type that tells a seemingly different story. The

article headlined “Inami, A Buddhist Town that Protects Cultural Assets” announces the

establishment of a cultural assets preservation commission in the town to coordinate

efforts on behalf, initially, of buildings of the Zuigen-ji, part of the ruins of Inami Castle,

and a local woodcarving technique.248 The juxtaposition of these two articles is

reinforced by others on the same page. Fundamentally, however, these articles argue that

there is no difference between keeping a cherished building from falling down and

rearranging the stones in a riverbed to lessen the risk of flooding. Seen in this context, it

is not surprising that the relocation of buildings was rarely questioned in these years or,

as was true the following year, that an article subtitled “Bulldozers Climb Mt. Tateyama”

could emphasize the perseverance of workers cutting the route for a toll road through the

forests of one of the prefecture’s most eminent mountain peaks.249

GASSHÔ-ZUKURI IN THE EBBS AND FLOWS OF POSTWAR JAPAN

This attitude toward nature and culture forms the background to both official

programs to aggressively open up the region to development and residents’ responses to

those plans. With apparently little regard for the natural and cultural resources that would

be consumed in the process, and in many cases erasing the effects of recent efforts to

further development of a regional tourism industry, economic promotion in Hida during

the 1950s was dominated by the construction of hydroelectric dams. Much of that

construction occurred in Toyama prefecture which, known for its steep rocky

mountainsides and flat coastal planes, is home to seven major river systems, with many
                                                
248 “Bunkazai mamoru Butsu-to Inami: Hogo-i wo kessei, eikyû ni hozon,” Kita Nihon Shinbun, 12 August
1952.
249 “Hyakkan no sugine mo ichi nuki: Hirakeyuku yûryô dôro,” Kita Nihon Shinbun, 25 August 1953.
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smaller tributaries feeding them. The first turbine in Toyama had been installed on the

Jinzû River in 1899, and by the 1920s, electricity production was a highly competitive

business, as companies invested local or national capital in the production of electricity,

then sent that power by transmission lines to the metropolitan centers of Tokyo and

Osaka. In the prewar period, dam-building sparked energetic and sustained opposition

movements, but the economic depression of the 1930s, and growing imperialist fervor,

quieted those voices and one of the largest projects, Kurobe Dam No. 3, on the Kurobe

River in the northern part of the prefecture, was completed shortly before war broke out

with the United States. 250

Dam-building began again in earnest as reconstruction of the country progressed

in the late 1940s. By 1960, eighty power stations, nine of them with a peak generating

capacity of more than 50,000 kilowatts, were at work on Toyama’s rivers.251 In

neighboring Gifu prefecture, plans for the construction on the Shô River in Shirakawa-

mura of the mammoth Miboro Dam were announced on 18 October 1952, by the Dengen

Kaihatsu Kaisha (Electric power development company) after months of secretive

planning and feverish rumors. While not designed to be quite as tall as either of

Toyama’s tallest, the plan for Miboro promised the country’s most massive dam up to

that point, producing the region’s largest artificial lake behind it.252 Residents responded

                                                
250 Michael Lewis, Becoming Apart: National Power and Local Politics in Toyama, 1868–1945
(Cambridge: Harvard University Asia Center, 2000), 141–69.
251 Nihon Chiri Fûzoku Taikei Henshû Iinkai, Nihon Chiri Fûzoku Taikei, 13 vols., vol. 6: Chûbu Shihô
(pt.2) (Tokyo: Seibundô Shinkôsha, 1959), 190–92.
252 The website of the Nihon Damu Kyôkai offers fascinating comparative information about dams
worldwide. When it was completed in 1961, the Miboro Dam, as all the tourist information from the area
repeats, was the largest rock-fill dam in the world: 131 meters tall, 405 meters wide, and capturing 330
billion square meters of water behind it. In Japan, only the two Fukushima prefecture dams, Okutadami and
Tagokura, built at about the same time as the Miboro, excel it in capacity, although the Tokuyama Dam,
planned for completion in 2007 in Gifu prefecture, will also surpass the Miboro in reservoir capacity. Japan
Dam Association, Nihon no Damu: Teikôjun Besto 30 [Website] (Japan Dam Association, 2001 [cited 15
July 2003]); available from http://wwwsoc.nii.ac.jp/jdf/jandw_f.html.
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to the plans with petitions and protests, while official and establishment voices were

united in favor of the dam.253

The scale of the Miboro project and its effects were unprecedented, even in a part

of the country that had experienced dam-construction over several decades, but the plan

stood apart from earlier ones primarily by the lack of commitment its authors, the

government and electric company, displayed toward the resettlement of displaced

residents.254 Remarkable as well, however, is that the gasshô houses themselves were

never highlighted as an object of concern by any of the sides in the controversy. The

residents of Shôkawa-mura lamented the destruction of their communities, but they did

not argue publicly that a significant site of Japanese cultural identity was being

threatened, nor did architects in any numbers take up their cause. When residents went to

Tokyo in December 1952, they met only with members of the national legislature and

apparently did not look for support among architects and architectural historians.255 The

residents, like the authorities, seem to have found it natural that human endeavors would

remake the landscape to suit contemporary goals.

The result of the Miboro construction was the single largest displacement of

gasshô houses recorded. Behind the dam, Miboro Lake today stretches five miles along

the river valley; as it filled, it overwhelmed part or all of six hamlets, four within

                                                
253 In the latter half of 1952, as plans for the construction of the Miboro Dam were challenged by local
residents, the Kita Nihon Shinbun ran more than a dozen articles presenting a pro-dam point of view, five in
the month of July alone. Among the headlines that month were: “Dams and tree-planting give protection:
Increased aid from the national budget is necessary” (5 July 1952, p.3), “We want to make exceptional
rivers: Vice-Minister Tsukahara speaks during inspection of flood damage” (11 July 1952, p.1), “Prominent
nationally as an advantageous spot: Compression tunnel is Japan’s first” (on the Jinzû River Generating
Station No. 1)(16 July 1952, p.2), and “The Key to development on the Jinzû River: Aggressive
construction project aims at electricity generation late next year” (18 July 1952, p.2).
254 Ron Carle, “The Way of the Roof: Heritage Preservation and Tourism Development in the Heart of
Japan” (Ph.D. dissertation, University of Edinburgh, 2002), 74.
255 Kodera Renkichi, Sanson-min to Sono Kyojûchi (Furusato) no Mondai: Ningen no Ishiki to Kôdô to no
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Shôkawa-mura, including the substantial Nakano, and two in Shirakawa-mura. With the

earlier construction of the smaller Tsubakihara Dam, completed in 1952, and the Ômaki

Dam (also called the Hatodani Dam), completed in 1956, both built on the Shô River,

dam construction in the mid-1950s in Shirakawa-mura and Shôkawa-mura is said to have

caused the displacement of 397 households.256 Many of those households had been

residing in gasshô houses. Those houses were either abandoned or dismantled for later

use as something other than a primary residence.

The residents’ reluctance to argue on behalf of the houses as “cultural” treasures

was not surprising, given that their attitudes in this period toward traditional houses, and

villages themselves, were ambivalent at best. The abandonment of rural villages, and the

traditional housing that comprised them, was a phenomenon seen nationwide in these

years, and the Hida region in particular was losing population at a dramatic rate.

Population patterns in agricultural villages began about 1955 to show a steady trend

toward out-migration that has slowed somewhat in recent years but not reversed.  Between

1960 and 1965, the years following the most intensive period of dam-building, within

Toyama prefecture the population of Kamitaira-mura dropped by 17.4 percent.257 The

Gifu villages show a much greater effect of the loss of workers from the dam

construction; in that same period Shôkawa-mura’s population dropped by 33.3 percent

and Shirakawa-mura’s declined by 66 percent.258 The long-term trend, however, is nearly

the same wherever one looks: Shirakawa-mura’s population rose and then fell

significantly over the course of the twentieth century, from 2,920 in 1905, to 3,590 in

                                                
256 Carle, “The Way of the Roof”, appendix 1B, table 2.
257 Nihon Chishi Kenkyûjo, Nihon Chishi, 21 vols., vol. 10: Toyama-ken, Ishikawa-ken, Fukui-ken
(Tokyo: Ninomiya Shoten, 1967–80), 50, figure 33.
258 Ibid., vol. 12: Aichi-ken, Gifu-ken, 431, figure 248.
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1935, to 3,211 in 1965, and 1,909 in 1995.259 Not only submersion in the lakes created by

dam projects brought about the demise of rural settlements; in addition to the six hamlets

within Shirakawa-mura that were submerged in the 1950s, a longer-term effect may be

seen in three hamlets abandoned due to depopulation in the late 1960s and early 1970s.260

Villages were felt by many rural Japanese in the postwar period to be remote and

inconvenient, and traditional housing as well was found to be not well suited to modern

life. Dark, drafty, difficult to clean and repair: these were the attributes of traditional

housing as many residents saw them in these years. Residents had in fact been directed by

the government itself to see them in that way. In the literature of official and semi-official

“lifestyle improvement” (seikatsu kaizen) programs beginning in the early decades of the

twentieth century, the darkness of older houses was often contrasted with the brightness

of housing using new designs and more modern materials.261 More generally, a concern

for lightness, brightness — akarusa in Japanese — is a central trope of Japanese writing

about houses both before and after the war.262 One of the most widely distributed

magazines of the lifestyle improvement movement, Ie no Hikari (The Light of the

household), reached its widest circulation in the 1930s. At a time when the prominent

author Tanizaki Jun’ichirô was extolling darkness as the foundation of Japanese

architectural traditions, the editors of Ie no Hikari were attempting to bring the flame of

modern enlightenment into primarily rural lives.263
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The early postwar period is itself marked by a concern for brightness, from the

title of a widely distributed high-school textbook, Akarui Shakai (Bright society), to

descriptions of cities and towns, occupations, and social relationships, to the following

description of a house renovation found in the Toyama newspaper in 1953:

The floor is made of concrete and yet the kitchen feels well lit. To cap it all off, a
window one-pane wide by two tall brightens the room, and with a fluorescent
light fixture installed above the sink area lit by this high window, it seems that
“brightness” is the motto of this kitchen. 264

If not abandoned outright, traditional houses were susceptible to renovation to

bring them into accord with modern standards. Accounts by outside visitors often

mention long-standing patterns of repairing gasshô houses in such a way as to destroy

both their charm and their historical integrity.265 The interiors of all types of farmhouses,

for example, were remade with modern materials, as in the remodeled farmhouse kitchen

just mentioned. Abandonment, however, was common even in the prewar years. Carle,

who has made extensive ethnographic studies of the Shirakawa hamlet of Ogimachi,

points out the weakness of the common tendency to attribute the destruction of gasshô

houses solely to the effects of dam construction. Gasshô houses, he argues, had been

being replaced in large numbers since at least the last years of the Meiji period.

Moreover, the motivations for such replacement were not always based in efficiency,

thrift, or a practical concern with illumination. “There were specifically economic

reasons for the move away from the gasshô style,” he writes,

…namely the prohibitive construction costs, a lack of suitable land, and a lack of
relevance to an emergent mode of life. Above these concerns was the social cost,
which requires a high degree of social reciprocity and obligation in order to
ensure the upkeep of the roof. …Above and beyond such factors, however, the
trend away from the style must also be seen as a rejection of a past seen as
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265 See, for example, Michio Fujioka, “Farmhouses of Taira and Shirakawa,” Shinkenchiku: New
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backwards, rather than simply an inability to continue a traditional architectural
form. It was a symbolic rejection by new households of the old style and its
associated social structure, as representative of outdated and repressive social
structures and ideologies. …An issue that recurred in oral accounts was what can
only be described as a form of resistance, and one of the reasons for not building
gasshô houses, still recounted by their descendants, was the oppressive images
associated with the material and social conditions of life in these houses….
[Residents] were voting not just with their feet, but also with their hammers.266

Renovation and reconstruction took their toll on the local housing stock.267

Whereas in the late Meiji period nearly all of the residences in Shirakawa-mura were in

gasshô-style, by the early postwar years the total number of households in the village was

612, and the number of gasshô houses was 275. Taking the village as a whole, as early as

1951 more than half of all residences in Shirakawa-mura were not built in gasshô style.268

DEMOCRATIZATION AND THE ESTABLISHMENT OF PRESERVATION SOCIETIES

The faltering steps taken by the cultural authorities to designate and protect minka

in the 1950s were matched by inherent limitations in the scope of other programs

established through the 1950 law. In particular, like the expansion of protection to wider

classes of objects, the involvement of local people in national protection efforts was in

this period as much rhetoric as reality. At the national level, authorities were reluctant to

cede control over the determination of cultural value to non-professionals. At the local

level, application of the programs for greater popular inclusion came up against customs

and habits of social hierarchy in the cities and towns where they were implemented.

Events in Toyama prefecture in these years reveal the workings of the 1950 law’s
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democratization programs at the local level. They demonstrate the extent of efforts made

toward the institutionalization of cultural protection in the prefecture, as well as the

tenacity of limits on popular involvement in that process. Ultimately, they reveal the

boundaries of this aspect of the government’s democratization campaign as it related to

cultural matters.

Under the provisions of the 1950 law, the Ministry of Education allowed for a

nominal decentralization of cultural properties administration by relaxing controls over

preservation activities at the local level and, to a degree, sponsoring the establishment of

local preservation societies (hozon-kai). Hundreds of preservation organizations were

founded in cities and towns throughout the country in the first two decades after the

passage of the Cultural Properties Protection Law. In most cases, a society was formed

either to promote the designation of a particular cultural form or to serve as a local

governing body after designation. Despite the openness to citizen involvement that this

program appears to support, in most cases the authorities were not responding to popular

opinion in designating a particular object, site, or practice as culturally important. Rather,

an indicator of the continuing dominance of central authority over preservation is the

general tendency for the Ministry of Education’s designation of a property to precede the

formation of a preservation society established to coordinate efforts to sustain it.269 That

is, in many cases official recognition of the cultural importance of a site or performance

tradition mobilized and guided interest in protecting it, rather than responding to citizens’

petitions concerning cultural values. In these cases in particular, the sense that local

people had a stake in the designation of the site or art form remained undeveloped.
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Another issue in this period was the structure of the organizations established.

Measured by the number of groups formed to promote cultural protection, cultural

activity in Toyama’s cities and towns was vigorous in the early 1950s, but the

organization of these societies reveals predominantly hierarchical and state-centered

structures. When, for example, the Association for the Study of Cultural Assets

Protection (Bunkazai hozon kenkyû-kai) was formed in November 1952 in Takaoka,

Toyama prefecture, to offer “protection and leadership, advice and study” relating to that

city’s “overlooked cultural properties,” the plans for the group called for a membership of

fifty, including a standing committee of fifteen, and four subcommittees. The planning

session for the group took place within the cultural affairs division of city hall, and the

association’s development was explicitly described as a project of the local education

authorities.270

A similar organization, the Association for the Appreciation of Uozu-shi’s

Cultural Assets (Uozu-shi bunkazai kanshô-kai), had been established earlier that spring

in Uozu, at about 40,000 inhabitants roughly one-third the size of Takaoka. Acting

through the sponsorship of the municipal authorities, the Uozu association was said to be

a “pioneering” organization, taking its place in what was becoming a vigorous cultural

properties protection movement. The Uozu society was re-formed as the Uozu Cultural

Properties Protection Society (Uozu-shi Bunkazai Hozon-kai) on 11 July 1953. It had, at

that time, a membership of seventy: chaired by the city’s mayor, it included among its

members the head of the education board, the principal of a middle school, city aldermen,

education officials, the director of the city library, and the compiler of a history of the

locality then in production within city hall.271 The examples of these two preservation

                                                
270 “Bunkazai wo mamorô: Hozon kenkyûkai wo môkeru,” Kita Nihon Shinbun, 15 November 1952.
271 “Bunkazai wo mamoru beshi: Uramuraku wa yosanmen no kunô,” Kita Nihon Shinbun, 14 November
1953.
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societies indicate that popular involvement in cultural protection was not the primary goal

of their founders. Rather, the logic for the groups’ establishment was directed at the

expansion of activity in cultural matters from the national ministry to local officials, such

as mayors, politicians, and educators. While this rationale for the establishment of

preservation societies contrasts with the democratic structures said to be promoted by the

new programs, the presence of such societies, even in their hierarchical and state-centered

form, offers some promise for a decentralization of political influence in cultural affairs

that might be the first step toward a great popularization of historic preservation and other

cultural programs.

A final issue raised by the formation of protection societies concerns the object of

their attention. In Hida in the early postwar period no preservation societies were formed

with the explicit intention of the protection of gasshô houses. Nor, it seems, did any local

preservation societies or educational boards take up the issue of the preservation of

gasshô houses threatened by plans for dam-construction. The Uozu societies just

mentioned, like others in the region and nationwide at the time, limited their attention to

relatively “safe” objects, such as protection of the ruins of forts (sai) and castles, the

harbor habitat of Toyama’s hotaru ika (a glowing squid), and certain clearly delimited

sections of woods and scenic overlooks.272 In addition, many societies were founded

nationwide to serve as the governing bodies in support of performance techniques whose

preservation, while vitally important, often took place in the confines of community

centers or schools and so did not come into direct conflict with economic development

schemes.

In one of the few articles concerning gasshô houses to appear in the Toyama

newspaper in these years, a home-owner in Gokayama, in the midst of preparations to sell

                                                
272 Ibid.
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his own gasshô house, laments: “Year by year the image of these gasshô houses

disappears, and before too many more years have passed, we will come to regret that the

pastoral of Gokayama’s special character found in its gasshô architecture will have

largely slipped from view.”273 Reporting, and in large part lamenting, the loss of gasshô

houses, the newspaper coverage of the region’s affairs identifies no advocates at work on

the houses’ behalf and offers no solutions to the problem of their protection.274 In Hida in

the first years of the 1950s, loss of the settings in which gasshô could be found was

expected and tolerated. The houses, however, were not seen at the time as innately linked

to their surroundings. Rather, they were movable, able to be extracted, and their high

cultural valuation made them perfect elements in a growing body of open-air museums

designed initially to display them.

GASSHÔ-ZUKURI AS THE BASIS OF OPEN-AIR ARCHITECTURAL MUSEUMS

By one official count, about three-dozen of the roughly 160 gasshô houses lost in

Shirakawa-mura between 1951 and 1971 were relocated from the village during the

1950s and 1960s.275 In many of these cases, including at least one house already

designated an Important Cultural Property, the structures entered the collections of open-

air architectural museums (yagai hakubutsukan) far removed from Shirakawa and the

Hida region. Although its value to historic preservation has been in question

internationally since the publication in the mid-1960s of the Venice Charter, relocation of

buildings to open-air museums continues today to bring heritage architecture to a broad

                                                
273 Quoted in “Kieyuku gasshô-zukuri: Kasamu shûri-hi ni tatekae,” Kita Nihon Shinbun, 17 November
1953..
274 See also, for example, “Gasshô-zukuri no ginkô makari deru: Gokayama Kamitaira-mura, dodo yonkai
tate,” Kita Nihon Shinbun, 29 November 1952.
275 Shirakawa-gô Ogimachi Shûraku no Shizen Kankyô wo Mamoru-kai, ed., Shirakawa-gô Ogimachi
Shûraku: 20-nen no Ayumi (Shirakawa-mura: Shirakawa-gô Ogimachi Shûraku no Shizen Kankyô wo
Mamoru-kai, 1991), 14–15, 17.
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audience worldwide.276 With the dislocation of large numbers of gasshô houses by dam

construction in the 1950s, relocation of traditional houses became a common experience

in Japan and the seeds were sown for a number of open-air museums. Relocation

preservation became a mainstay of Japanese preservation in these years in part because,

as one administrator of the Hida open-air museum said recently in an interview, there was

simply no foreseeable alternative to moving the buildings other than letting them be

destroyed.

A recent survey of open-air museums in Japan found forty-nine that fit the

definition of the term, with nearly half of those founded between 1960 and the early

1970s and most of the remainder established after the mid-1980s.277 In Japanese historic

preservation, “relocation preservation” (ichiku hozon) is still considered a viable and in

many cases the only method of protecting valued buildings. As recently as 1993, the Edo

Tokyo Tatemono-en was opened in Tokyo’s Koganei Park to present a collection of

buildings, dating from as early as the seventeenth century and as recently as the 1950s,

that had been gathered for their protection from around the Tokyo area.278

                                                
276 Article 7 of the 1964 Venice Charter (officially, The International Charter for the Conservation and
Restoration of Monuments and Sites) reads: “A monument is inseparable from the history to which it bears
witness and from the setting in which it occurs. The moving of all or part of a monument cannot be allowed
except where the safeguarding of that monument demands it or where it is justified by national or
international interests of paramount importance.” The charter is reprinted as appendix 2 of Mark Fram,
Well-preserved: The Ontario Heritage Foundation’s Manual of Principles and Practice for Architectural
Conservation, Revised ed. (Erin, Ontario: The Boston Mills Press, 1992). See also, Edward A. Chappell,
“Open-air Museums: Architectural History for the Masses,” Journal of the Society of Architectural
Historians 58, no. 3 (1999): 334; Mark Fram, Well-preserved: The Ontario Heritage Foundation’s Manual
of Principles and Practice for Architectural Conservation, Revised ed. (Erin, Ontario: The Boston Mills
Press, 1992).
277 Hayakawa Noriko and Katagiri Masao, “Nihon Kenchikubutsu Shûshû Tenji Shisetsu ni Kan Suru
Kiso-teki Kenkyû,” Nihon Kenchiku Gakkai Daikai Gakujutsu Kôen Kôgaishû, no. 9036 (2000).
278 A branch of the Edo-Tokyo Museum, which was also opened in 1993, the official
English name of the architectural collection is Edo-Tokyo Open-air Architectural
Museum. Edo-Tokyo Tatemono-en, Edo-Tokyo Tatemono-en [Webpage] (25 July 2003
[cited 31 July 2003]); available from http://www4.ocn.ne.jp/~tatemono/index.html.
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The roots of the open-air museum movement are in the folk museum of Skansen,

established by Artur Hazelius in Sweden in 1891. Europe’s original open-air museums,

and their immediate successors throughout the world, were based in an ethnological

approach, gathering the materials of everyday life to present the ethnic characteristics of

various groups to the public. In the case of Skansen, such an endeavor results in a

museum that brings together a collage of Swedish cultural forms: in free-standing

exhibits, building by building, the regional cultures represented by each housing style are

further articulated through the contents of each house, together making up a mosaic of the

regional cultures of the nation as a whole. The overwhelming majority of Japan’s open-

air museums are built around the presentation of minka that similarly present folk

artifacts, such as tools, clothing, and furnishings.279 The trend in recent years in Japan has

been the regional display of minka: by the early 1980s many regions and prefectures,

including the island of Shikoku, and Ibaraki, Miyazaki, and Ishikawa prefectures, had

their own regional minka museums.280

The open-air museum movement spread throughout Europe in the early years of

the twentieth century, and the attractiveness and adaptability of the concept was soon

made clear in Japan as well.281 In Yokohama on 1 May 1906, the silk-merchant, art

collector, and painter Hara Sankei (born Tomitarô, 1868–1939), a disciple of Okakura

Kakuzô, first gave access to his gardens and collection of Japanese architecture to the

                                                
279 Hayakawa Noriko and Katagiri Masao, “Nihon Kenchikubutsu Shûshû,” 71.
280 Sugimoto Hisatsugu, “Zenkoku no Minka Yagai Hakubutsukan Meguri,” in Minka to Mingu: Furusato
no Hakubutsukan, ed. Sugimoto Hisatsugu and Nakamura Takao, Nihon no Hakubutsukan (Tokyo:
Kodansha, 1981).
281 Published over the course of more than a decade, a series of articles by Georg Bröchner in The
International Studio, a British arts magazine, introduced to English-readers the exhibits at museums in
Sweden and Norway, Denmark and Finland, and notes interest in forming such museums in Holland,
Germany, and Russia. Georg Bröchner, “The Development of the Open-air Museum in Norway,” The
International Studio 48, no. 190 (1912); Georg Bröchner, “Some Open-air Museums in Sweden and
Denmark,” The International Studio 53, no. 211 (1914).
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public.282  Hara’s architectural collection, begun with the relocation to Yokohama of a

shrine, teahouse, and stately residence in 1902, steadily expanded in size over the course

of two decades, until damage by the 1923 Kantô Earthquake diverted attention to the

reconstruction, rather than the expansion, of the site. The site was again damaged

extensively by Allied bombing during the Second World War but was restored through

the efforts of a foundation established in 1953 by a grant from the Hara family; the

official postwar establishment of the museum is dated to the reopening to the public of

the restored outer and inner gardens on 5 July 1958.283 Also assembled by a single

wealthy collector, Sakai Tadakata (d. 1962), the Chidô Hakubutsukan, in Tsuruoka,

Yamagata prefecture, is named for one of its first additions, the local school in the feudal

Shônai domain. The museum was established formally on 14 June 1950, with a gift from

the Sakai family to a governing foundation.

These two institutions, the Sankei’en and the Chidô Hakubutsukan, were the only

open-air architectural museums in Japan at the start of the 1950s, but nearly two-dozen

were established in the following two decades. Their emphasis on relocation preservation

appears not to have run counter to official preservation practices within the Ministry of

Education. On the contrary, as was already noted, preservation authorities found

protection of inhabited dwellings on site to be cumbersome. In addition, the authorities

may have sought to take advantage of the process of relocation to perform what has been

considered a necessary component of a particularly Japanese style of historic

preservation: periodic dismantling of each structure and carefully researched restoration

                                                
282 Although other sources are cited as needed, the following brief history of the Sankei’en is taken from
the introductory and historical pages of the museum’s official website: Sankei’en Hoshô-kai, Sankei’en
[Webpage] (Sankei’en Hoshô-kai, n.d. [cited 13 May 2003]); available from http://www.sankeien.or.jp/.
For more on Hara Sankei and his collecting, see also Christine M. E. Guth, Art, Tea, and Industry: Masuda
Takashi and the Mitsui Circle (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1993), esp. chap. 5.
283 Kenchiku Gakkai, “Yagai Hakubutsukan,” 497.
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to the style of an earlier era.284 If we take the example of the two gasshô houses

designated in 1956, we see that their designation came after it must have been clear that

they would have to be relocated to be saved.285 By 1960, the Yanohara house, moved

from Iwase (Shôkawa-mura), at the southern end of the flooded area created by the dam,

had found its way to the Sankei’en in Yokohama. In 1962, the Ôdo house, formerly in

Shirakawa-mura, was relocated to form the nucleus of an open-air museum in Gero, a

popular onsen (hot-spring) resort in central Gifu prefecture. While it is not clear whether

or not the Ôdo house was moved to save it from dam construction, the Yanohara stood in

the part of Iwase inundated by today’s Miboro Lake. The Bunkazai Hogo Iinkai’s

designation of the properties did not offer them any protection from the dam

construction; their designation as Important Cultural Properties, however, provided funds

to aid in their renovation and relocation.286

Gasshô houses were unquestionably the most prominent vernacular style among

the buildings relocated to city parks and open-air museums in this period. Among the first

to be moved, the Ôta house, originally standing in Shirakawa-mura, was relocated to

                                                
284 Larsen notes that “stylistic restoration” to achieve a unity of form is by international standards the
“most controversial aspect of current Japanese preservation theory and practice.” Periodic dismantling, on
the other hand, has been practiced in Japan since premodern times; it is not akin to the well-known periodic
ritual rebuilding of the shrines at Ise but is rather itself a form of preservation, “even though the repair
process, involving dismantling, may seem unfamiliar to the Western observer.” Knut Einar Larsen,
Architectural Preservation in Japan (Trondheim: Tapir Publishers, 1994), 6, 10–11.
285 The official designation of the first two gasshô as jûyô bunkazai took effect on 28 June 1956, nearly
four years after the plans for the Miboro Dam had been formulated and publicized. To be fair, all three of
the gasshô houses included in the next round of designations, coming into effect on 14 May 1958, remain
in place in Taira-mura or Kami-Taira-mura.
286 The case of the main hall (hondô) of Shôren-ji, a Buddhist temple affiliated with the Takayama Betsu-
in, is illustrative of the treatment of non-minka properties threatened by dam construction. The hondô was
designated an Important Cultural Property in the same 1956 group as were the two gasshô houses just
discussed. Beginning in October 1958, it was moved out of Nakano hamlet, in Shôkawa-mura, in the center
of the area to be flooded by the Miboro Dam, and relocated to a park in Takayama. Once relocated, it was
fully restored to a form it may have had four hundred or more years earlier. Nearly fifty years after the
relocation, the buildings retain a certain melancholy as a result of its removal from the living community
that had sustained it. It receives few visitors, of the hundreds of thousands who visit Takayama as tourists
each year, and stands as a lone example of a style of temple architecture thought to have been prevalent
centuries ago.
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Nagoya’s Higashiyama botanical garden in 1956 to save it from the waters of the Ômaki

(Hatogaya) Dam. At the same time, another house was moved from Shirakawa-mura to

the Ayame-ike park in Nara. By the mid-1960s, gasshô houses formed the nucleus of a

half-dozen open-air museums, including the Nihon Minka-en in Yokohama, the Nihon

Minka Shûraku Hakubutsukan in Toyonaka, near Osaka, and the Hida Minzoku-mura, in

Gifu prefecture’s Takayama-shi. Sankei’en obtained its gasshô structure, the Yanohara

house, from Shôkawa-mura in 1960; this house is still the Sankei’en’s only example of

vernacular housing. Today, four open-air museums in the Hida region display gasshô

houses as the central element in their collection: Takayama’s Hida Minzoku-mura, the

Gero Onsen Gasshô-mura, and two gasshô villages, one each in Shirakawa-mura and

Shôkawa-mura.287

Although they share similarities in their reliance on gasshô houses to attract

visitors, Japan’s open-air museums differ widely in their organization, funding, and

goals. The Sankei’en and Chidô Hakubutsukan are maintained in order to sustain the

vision of an original founder, while Hakubutsukan Meiji-mura, opened in July 1962 in

Inuyama-shi, Aichi prefecture, has served from its opening days to draw riders to the

train lines of its chief benefactor, the Meitetsu (Nagoya) Railroad.288 The Nihon Minka

Shûraku Hakubutsukan in Toyonaka, outside of Osaka, has its origins in the activities of

its primary benefactor, the Kansai Electric Company (Kansai Denryoku), a major

electricity-generating firm responsible for the construction of a number of hydroelectric

dams.289 In 1956, when the Eijirô Ôi house was threatened by the waters raised by the

company’s Ômaki Dam, the house was moved from Shirakawa-gô to the Hattori

                                                
287 The first buildings in these collections were opened to the public in 1959, 1962, 1972, and 1985,
respectively.
288 Kenchiku Gakkai, “Yagai Hakubutsukan,” 497–98.
289 Further explication of the corporate involvement in this museum is provided in Ehrentraut, “Cultural
Nationalism,” especially 230–35.
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greenbelt to form the kernel of the proposed museum, later organized there under the

electric company’s direction.290

The organizational and financial bases for open-air museums just described are

not surprising, as each type has a long history dating from prewar days. Private

collectors, railroad and other public transport companies, and other private concerns have

been gathering buildings or investing in tourism facilities since at least the Meiji

period.291 What is remarkable about open-air museums in the postwar period is not the

increasing numbers that were founded by private collectors or as profit-making ventures

for companies involved in peripheral business activities, but the large number that were

established as part of tourism-development and locality-boosting programs on the part of

municipal governments. A pioneer in this regard is Hida-Takayama’s Hida Minzoku-

mura, an institution built around a collection of gasshô houses that served as the model

and testing ground for a new municipal involvement in historic preservation.

NAGAKURA SABURÔ AND THE GROWTH OF THE TAKAYAMA OPEN-AIR MUSEM

Hida Minzoku-mura has its origins in the Takayama municipal government’s

attempts, beginning in the early 1950s, to promote the city as a tourism destination. In

one of its first moves toward that end, the city opened the Takayama Kyôdo-kan, a

museum of local history and culture, in November 1953. In June of the following year, an

exhibit of Hida’s characteristic products held in Tokyo brought the locality renewed

attention outside of its region. Takayama is now known widely as one of the “Little

Kyotos,” an association that connects it to the former capital’s long history of cultural

continuity and picturesque townscapes. Drawing on that existing visual appeal, its
                                                
290 Kenchiku Gakkai, “Yagai Hakubutsukan,” 499.
291 James A. Fujii, “Intimate Alienation: Japanese Urban Rail and the Commodification of Urban
Subjects,” Differences 11, no. 2 (1999); Guth, Art, Tea, and Industry; Ogawa Isao, “History of Amusement
Park Construction by Private Railway Companies in Japan,” Japan Railway and Transport Review, no. 15
(1998).
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promotion was given a further boost in the 1950s with the production at various locations

around the city of two nationally distributed feature films, including in 1955 Kinoshita

Keisuke’s Tôi Kumo (Distant Cloud), which is set against the lively backdrop of the

city’s premier festival, the San’ô Matsuri.292

The establishment of the Takayama open-air museum began with a 1957 proposal

to open the Hida Minzoku-kan, a folk materials exhibit centered on local customs and

folkways. Preparation of the site for the exhibition hall began in 1958, and the new

museum, housed in the Wakayama house, the first structure to be relocated to the area,

opened to the public on 14 July 1959. The Wakayama house is said to mark the meeting

of Shirakawa’s gasshô-zukuri and Shôkawa’s irimoya-zukuri, another of the area’s

vernacular building styles.293 Although a substantial structure, one that had attracted

scholarly attention since the 1920s, it had not been selected for protection by the Ministry

of Education.294 The museum complex grew gradually during the next few years, adding

a townhouse (machiya) from Takayama in 1962 and a storehouse (kura) from the

surrounding countryside in 1968. A proposal for a larger institution displaying both

buildings and folk materials was made in the mid-1960s. Preparation of a second site, a

short distance away from the existing folklore collection, began in 1970. With the

relocation of six structures in 1970 and seventeen the following year, Hida no Sato

opened to the public on 1 July 1971. Together the two institutions are known as Hida

Minzoku-mura, or Hida Folklore Village.295

                                                
292 Hida-Takayama Tenryô Sanbyaku-nen Kinen Jigyô Suishin Kyôgikai, Hida-Takayama, 103, 82.
293 Hida Minzoku-mura, Hida no Sato Monogatari: Hida Minzoku-mura (Hida no Sato) Gaidobukku (N.p.:
N.p., n.d.), 5.
294 A photograph of the Wakayama house appeared in Fujita’s 1927 work. The house was not designated
an Important Folk Cultural Property at the national level until 27 June 1977. Fujita Motoharu, Nihon
Minka-shi, 20.
295 Kenchiku Gakkai, “Yagai Hakubutsukan.”
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Implementation of plans for the Takayama museum appears to have been

conducted almost entirely within the confines of the region. The initial proposal for the

donation and relocation of the Wakayama house, for example, is said to have come from

the property owner, Shôkawa village head Wakayama Saku’uemon, who communicated

his offer via an employee of the Takayama city government.296 It was not the first time

such an opportunity had come: the city had been offered both the Ôta house in 1956 and,

a year later, the Yanohara house, one of the two gasshô first designated an Important

Cultural Property, but it was unable to complete either move due to a lack of funds or

other problems. Originally in the hamlet of Shimodaki, in Shôkawa-mura, at the southern

edge of the area inundated by Miboro Lake, the Wakayama house was relocated to a site

that had earlier been purchased by the city of Takayama for a proposed tourist hotel. The

mayor of Takayama at the time, Kusakabe Reiichi, had initiated the hotel-building effort

to attract tourists, but the tourist hotel had not been completed.

In contrast to the investment-heavy plan for a new hotel, the Wakayama house

required relatively little capital up front for its establishment as a museum. In its new role

as the folk materials center, the donated Wakayama house was furnished with materials

obtained without charge from another city employee, as well as being prepared to house a

collection, gathered by the new manager of the museum, of sleds and other utensils used

in farming life in the region. The Wakayama house’s establishment as a folk-materials

hall was the work of the person most responsible for the initial formation of the minzoku-

kan, and later the growth and success of Hida Minzoku-mura itself, Nagakura Saburô,

who was manager, director, then honorary director of the museum from its establishment

                                                
296 The narrative that follows is largely taken from Section 2, “The Birth of the Hida folklore hall,” Hida
no Sato, Hida no Sato: Tanjô Monogatari ([cited).
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in 1959 until his death at the age of 85 in February 1997.297 An artist, folklorist, and

collector of folk artifacts, throughout his career Nagakura retained an interest centered on

the study and display of folk culture, but he was able to recognize as well that buildings

in local styles, like tools, fabrics, and other materials of everyday life, could be

components of a larger package reflecting regional cultural characteristics and

communicating them to visitors. As he wrote in the early 1970s concerning the

development of the larger facility: “skillfully selecting this topography with our aim to

arrange there folk houses… collected from throughout Hida, and also by building fields

and paddies and conducting folk events and entertainments, both in name and in fact we

were moving forward in the building of a folk village.”298

Nagakura’s activities beginning in the first decade after the end of the war

brought together his persona as a private citizen and creative artist with a commitment to

public service. He joined the advisory committee for the Takayama kyôdo-kan at the time

the museum was established in 1953, for example, and remained on the committee for

more than forty years. Prominent also among his official activities before the founding of

the minzoku-kan in 1959 was his involvement with the Takayama yatai, the city’s grand

and colorful festival floats: over the years, he took part in the repainting of the

decorations on more than a dozen of the carts. He was, in fact, a painter as well as a

potter. A local historian remembered, during a recent interview, that Nagakura raised

money toward the relocation of one of the museum’s buildings by convincing a friend,

who was also a noted local painter, to donate one of his paintings for sale.

                                                
297 See, for example, the appreciation of Nagakura published in the Gifu Shinbun as part of the year-end
overview of famous prefecture residents who had died that year. “Bohimei: Ken’nai chomeijin,” Gifu
Shinbun, 29 December 1997. More information about the life and work of Nagakura may be found in Peter
Siegenthaler, “Establishing Municipal Heritage: Bunkajin, Local Governments, and Open-Air Museums in
Postwar Japan” (paper presented at the European Association of Japanese Studies/Japan Anthropological
Workshop, University of Warsaw, Poland, 27–30 August 2003).
298 Nagakura Saburô, “Hida Minzoku-mura ‘Hida no Sato’,” Nôhi no Bunkazai (1971): 18.
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In his long career, Nagakura played a number of important roles in the cultural

life of Takayama and the Hida region. One role he did not play, however, was that of

architectural historian. Through the course of the museum’s development, Nagakura’s

primary concern was to create a “living museum” (ikita hakubutsukan) at Hida Minzoku-

mura. To that end, for example, he pressed for the removal of display cases to house the

collections of implements and other furnishings and instructed the curators to keep fires

burning in the hearths (irori) of the houses, both to retain the curing properties of the

smoke and to reinforce the visitor’s sense that each house had been only recently

inhabited.299 His magazine description of the expanded museum in the early 1970s

reinforces the sense that Nagakura, like the folk arts collector Yanagi Sôetsu, saw folk

houses more as “containers for folk artifacts” than as artifacts themselves.300 In that

article, Nagakura mentions little more than the place of origin of the buildings, reserving

his enthusiasm for the collections of folk artifacts that were displayed within the

structures.

By all appearances, the establishment of the Takayama museum and the

organization of its collection were conducted without the advice or consent of the

preservation authorities in Tokyo. The museum’s organizers were certainly not removed

from the influences and resources of the Ministry of Education. Nagakura was himself

the primary author of successful proposals to the Commission for the Protection of

Cultural Properties for designation as Important Folk Cultural Materials of the contents of

the Hida sled collection (approved on 9 June 1960), a collection of Shôkawa instruments

for silkworm raising (approved on 15 May 1963), as well as a collection of tools used in

                                                
299 The phrase ikita hakubutsukan is cited on the museum’s webpage, but I have not seen it in wide use in
discussions of other open-air museums in Japan. Nagakura’s charge to dispense with display cases was
untenable as objects were lost to pilfering. Visitors to Hida no Sato today, however, do encounter the rare
experience of smelling hearth fires on approach to the houses.
300 The phrase is Itô Teiji’s.
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the work of Hida mountain villages (approved on 3 September 1975), and oversaw

applications to the Ministry of Education office governing museums for official

recognition of the institutions themselves. The style and format of Hida Minzoku-kan,

however, continue to reflect the recently expressed opinion of a junior curator that “the

basic concept for that area, the way of thinking about it, was in its foundation Nagakura

Saburô’s way of thinking.”301

LOCATING HIDA MINZOKU-MURA IN NATIONAL CULTURAL POLITICS

The independence and autonomy displayed by the Hida museum set it apart from

other open-air museums of the time. The privately run museums, such as Hakubutsukan

Meiji-mura and the Nihon Minka Shûraku Hakubutsukan, naturally have agendas that

distinguish them to a greater or lesser extent from both the Ministry of Education’s

preservation programs and efforts at tourism-promotion that might be made by local

governments. Hida Minzoku-kan’s format, setting, and evolution, however, suggest that

more than its ties to the municipal government make it stand out in postwar cultural

politics. In this regard, a useful comparison might be made to another municipally owned

and operated open-air architectural museum, the Kawasaki Nihon Minka-en.

The experience of the founder and curator of the Kawasaki Nihon Minka-en

makes clear the extent to which geography — in many guises — matters in these issues.

While the founders of the two museums in Takayama and Kawasaki shared many of the

same concerns, the setting of the Takayama museum in the cultural conditions of the

Hida region was a significant source of strength for the institution. The museum from its

inception was directed at presenting a regional identity, one rooted in Hida’s folkways,

history, traditions, and climate. As a result, as its director Nagakura was able to benefit

                                                
301 The phrase used in a recent interview was, “Sono atari no kihon-teki konseputo da to ka, kangaekata’te
iu no wa kihon-teki ni Nagakura Saburô-san no kangaekata to iu koto desu ne.”
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from the regional loyalties of home-owners in his region, and so to assemble a significant

collection of structures from the local area. The director of the Kawasaki museum, in

contrast, had both the agendas of national cultural authorities and those of another nearby

open-air museum to contend with in attempting to steer his museum toward local and

regional concerns.

The Nihon Minka-en, located in Kawasaki’s Ikuda greenbelt park less than one

hour by train from downtown Tokyo, was formally incorporated as a museum on 1 April

1967, but its origins are in a period fully a decade earlier. Today, it is one of Japan’s

leading open-air architectural museums devoted to folk houses: in its collection are

twenty-five minka representing housing styles from throughout Japan.302 Four of the

twenty-five are in gasshô style, including the first structure obtained by the city for

display, the Yamashita house, moved from Shirakawa-mura in 1958. After its relocation,

the Yamashita house served first as a restaurant, named simply “Shirakawa-gô,” in the

Kawasaki post-town of Ôgawa-machi, before it was moved in 1971 to join other

relocated houses in the open-air museum itself. The long-time director of the museum,

Furue Ryônin, takes credit for the original receipt of the house: it was through his

friendship with its owner, the head of the Sendai Confectionary Corporation in Kawasaki,

Chiba Kenzô, and particularly through their shared interest in folk crafts (mingei), that it

was relocated out of Gifu prefecture. The same relationship with Chiba, who had been

born in Shirakawa-gô, led to the donation of the house to the city, along with a substantial

collection of folk tools, in 1971.303

                                                
302 The collection includes 18 structures designated Important Cultural Properties at either the prefectural
or the national level. The museum was recognized nationally with a special award presented by the Nihon
Kenchiku Gakkai in 1994. Nihon Kenchiku Gakkai, “Nihon Kenchiku Gakkai Shô (Gyôseki): Nihon
Minka-en ni okeru Kindai Minka no Taikei-teki Shûshû Hozon, Kôkai to Kankyô Seibi,” Kenchiku Zasshi
109, no. 1361 (1994).
303 Furue Ryônin, Nihon Minka-en Monogatari (Kawasaki: Tamagawa Shinbun-sha, 1996), 5–6.
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Building on the Skansen model, the display of folk tools and other artifacts was

standard practice in open-air museums of the time, but even as the presentations of the

houses in these two museums were generally similar, we can nonetheless distinguish

varying attitudes toward the structures themselves in the words of their curators.304 The

contrast in this regard between Nagakura and Furue is striking. In his memoir of four

decades of work in the cultural politics of Kawasaki, Furue successfully evokes his

passionate involvement in the protection of threatened buildings. In one episode,

returning from research near where he had been told there was a fine old house to be seen

he makes a detour into its neighborhood:

The Itô house had been built tucked in halfway up a low hill, and its hip-gabled,
thatched roof, offering hope for a vision of the far-away past, was covered in pure
white snow. In front of this old house, almost connecting to it I thought, since it
was so close, a new house had been built, and the Itô family had moved into this
one. This was the house bought by the husband’s prosperity. He told me later that
“the old house has become unnecessary. But,” he continued, “because Yokohama
National University and the Kanagawa Prefectural Education Committee have
come to make surveys, I want to save it by moving it, and so I am thinking of
donating it. Yokohama’s Sankei’en is supposed to be a place for preservation.…”
I showed my great surprise by taking a step back.305

Even granted that his intention in writing might be in part to demonstrate his high

sense of cultural appreciation, Furue’s memoir displays a concern for architecture as art

and as place that is absent from Nagakura’s writings.

The excerpt just cited, however, indicates as well the different conditions under

which Nagakura and Furue worked. Both of the directors attempted to address the

agendas of their municipal bosses by representing in their museum a local or regional

selection of buildings. For his part, Furue was confronted with a direct competition

between his own museum and its neighbor in Yokohama, the Sankei’en, a competition

                                                
304 Ôta Hirotarô, Rekishiteki Fûdo no Hozon (Tokyo: Shôkoku-sha, 1981), 185–95.
305 Furue Ryônin, Nihon Minka-en Monogatari, 9.
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that manifested itself in his efforts to obtain the local Itô house. The Kawasaki director

did not have many resources to expend in those efforts: his museum was less well funded,

of shorter duration, less famous, and less favored by the national authorities than was the

Sankei’en. Both museums, moreover, were equally conveniently accessed by the same

population in the same local area. As a result, Furue based his efforts on what he presents

as the correct distribution of structures between the two museums, criticizing the

Sankei’en’s administrators for attempting to gain a house more modest than the rest of

the museum’s collection. Although the Itô family might be seen to have been members of

the elite in their village, Furue argues, they were still farmers and so not on par with the

family of “agents of the landlords of the Hongan-ji estates,” as he characterizes the

family of the Yanohara house, the Sankei’en’s gasshô structure.306 The dichotomy he

establishes is between upper-class houses in the Sankei’en and working-class houses in

the industrial city of Kawasaki. Furue was ultimately successful in this endeavor, but his

narrative of the process of obtaining the house dramatizes the many conflicting agendas

and loyalties considered by every actor in the drama.

Nagakura, on the other hand, was limited by resources but not by loyalty: on the

third opportunity he obtained a local gasshô house to be the seed from which the museum

would grow. That the first house in the collection was a gasshô was crucial to the later

success of the institution. Gasshô certainly had the power to draw tourists. Moreover, the

cinematic and televised presentations of Takayama’s local color in the 1950s and 1960s

had reinforced a sense among prospective tourists that a visit to the region offered a more

full experience of the its charms than would be provided by simply seeing an example of

the architecture removed from the region. In the cultural politics of the postwar, the

                                                
306 Ibid., 14.
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synergy of a gasshô house set into the context of its local region had drawing power

beyond any other folk-house form.

Ultimately, the particular style of the success of the Hida Minzoku-mura had

direct effects on future developments in historic preservation in Takayama, which then

became a leader in preservation efforts nationwide. Following the founding of Hida

Minzoku-kan in 1959 and occurring in tandem with the formation of Hida no Sato, in the

mid-1960s Takayama’s city center became the site of one of Japan’s first townscape

preservation movements. The residents of the downtown neighborhoods drew on a

history of cooperation within the community to reinforce a shared commitment to the

retention of a limited range of traditional building styles and respect for the district’s

rivers as vital elements in their lifestyles and livelihoods. In February 1966 the residents

of one central district established the Kami-san-no-machi Machinami Hozon-kai to

oversee voluntary agreements on the part of residents concerning the renovation of

existing structures and new construction within the district. The first citizen’s group in

Japan devoted to the care and protection of a residential district, this organization was

expanded and renamed over the years. Joined by the Kami-ni-no-machi Machinami

Hozon-kai in March 1974, and aided by grants for study and renovation from the city and

the national government, the districts were designated the Takayama San-machi

Important Preservation Districts for Groups of Historic Buildings (Takayama-shi San-

machi Dentô-teki Kenzôbutsu-gun Hozon Chiku), a denken chiku, in 1979.307

The connection between Nagakura’s work with the Hida Minzoku-mura and the

growth of a preservation ethos among downtown residents is certainly not a directly

causal one. Nonetheless, the model of the Takayama open-air museum established

                                                
307 ed. Takayama-shi Kyôiku Iinkai Bunka-ka, Takayama San-machi no Machinami (Takayama:
Takayama-shi Kyôiku Iinkai Bunka-ka, N.d.), 4–6.
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precedents that were important to the thinking of both residents and local government

officials. The museum’s success confirmed the hope that historic preservation could draw

significant numbers of people to a small and relatively remote city like Takayama.

Nagakura’s relationship with the staff in the city offices indicated that workable relations

could be forged between local officials and citizens in the protection of local cultural

properties. Moreover, the particular format of the museum’s presentation demonstrated

that the visiting public wanted to experience first-hand the sights, smells, and feel of an

inhabited house, such as is found today in preservation districts. Through participation in

activities surrounding the yatai floats, Nagakura maintained a relationship over the course

of decades with the residents of the districts that led the movement toward townscape

protection. Neither Nagakura nor Hida Minzoku-mura had a leadership role in the

citizens’ movement for townscape protection, but their pioneering work forged a path

that made the work of the citizen activists that much easier.

CONCLUSIONS

The opening of Japan’s postwar era was a time of starting over, as the government

and people sought to build a New Japan distinct from the ideological and political

structures that had brought the country into the recent disastrous war. A key word in that

new beginning was democracy, and the first decades after 1945 were marked by repeated

assertions from the cultural authorities in Tokyo that historic preservation programs had

been instituted or reformed explicitly to involve more people in the protection of the

nation’s cultural heritage. In practice, however, the most prominent programs put in place

by the Ministry of Education to foster popular involvement were limited in their effect.

Groups established to oversee cultural properties at the local level were formed to suit the

agendas of the central authorities. They were, moreover, in their structure closely

integrated into a local political and social order that was itself not without responsibility
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for the economic and physical changes that were threatening cultural objects and

practices. The choice of objects for protection, moreover, followed a conventional logic

that avoided genres whose advocacy might have brought preservationists, both in Tokyo

and in the field, into direct conflict with more powerful bureaucrats in the Ministry of

Construction and Ministry of International Trade and Industry.

High estimation did not translate into practical programs for their protection as

cultural properties, but in the new discourse of postwar cultural politics folk houses were

raised to a position as leading examples of “democratic” culture. For reasons explained

both within the Ministry of Education and outside it, the authorities’ plans for the

protection of even one-hundred folk houses nationwide during the second half of the

1950s fell far short of the mark. Drawing on several decades of research and advocacy by

architects, architectural historians, and folklorists, however, the Ministry of Education

began early in the 1950s to survey and study folk houses comprehensively, putting in

place the structures and knowledge base that would serve as a foundation for their

protection in the future. In this context of official valorization and practical disregard, a

number of folk houses were preserved through relocation, first singly for use as

restaurants and other businesses, then in larger numbers as the country saw the beginning

of a rush to establish open-air architectural museums nationwide.

The gasshô houses of the Hida region were a uniquely powerful commodity

within this postwar economy of cultural value. In an initial postwar situation that saw

traditional houses in general and gasshô houses in particular denigrated as remnants of a

disgraced past, sacrificed for the construction of roads and dams, or simply abandoned,

the cultural authorities in the Ministry of Education and in academia saw those same

gasshô houses as uniquely representative of a cultural construct that stood for a newly re-

envisioned nation. After an initial period of their nearly wholesale destruction, houses in
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the gasshô style became the most celebrated of the folk houses chosen to comprise that

construct, and their cultural value quickly made them desired objects in the economic

relations of the time. As with other styles of minka, however, destruction of gasshô

houses as well was in the 1950s supplanted only by relocation: gasshô became

commodities, prized for their abstract representation of an ideal more than for their social

or geographical setting. Recognizable simply from their profile or a simple sketch, the

gasshô had the capacity to communicate the gist of that ideal at a glance. As a result they

were easily exploited on behalf of businesses and museums that sought to articulate a

connection to the most desirable aspects of “traditional” Japan.

Making use of gasshô’s high valuation where they could, officials in the Hida city

of Takayama took advantage of relaxed restrictions on cultural affairs to establish a

municipally administered open-air museum in the late 1950s. The establishment and

growth of Takayama’s Hida Minzoku-kan during the late 1950s and 1960s is emblematic

of one path toward the localization of historic preservation in postwar Japan. Initially

modest in scale, established with largely donated materials, the influence of Hida

Minzoku-kan was not sweeping but it was important nonetheless. On the one hand, it

asserted a particularly regional identity focused on Hida’s houses, folk crafts, tools, and

other artifacts. On the other, it demonstrated to the city’s residents that there were steps

that could be taken to transform the structures and townscapes of their city into an

attractive foundation for a vibrant tourism industry.

As it became the most prominent component of open-air museums nationwide in

the 1950s and 1960s, the gasshô house’s economic power as a tourist attraction was

removed from the local area in which it originated. Only with the success of Hida

Minzoku-kan in the early 1960s was the circle closed and the economic benefits of the

gasshô’s unique place in Japan’s postwar cultural imaginary again made to serve its home
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region. The gasshô served Hida in another way, however, than simply drawing tourists. It

provided local authorities with the means to expand the city’s economic base without

destroying its traditional attractiveness. As director of the museum, native son of the

town, and a well-traveled student of folklore, Nagakura Saburô apparently saw the depth

and richness of Hida’s particular cultural composition. The museum he built is not the

end of the story of Hida’s local revival, but it is a fitting beginning to it.

Many of the components of the realm of historic preservation discussed in this

chapter remained in evidence as the decade of the 1950s drew to a close. The cultural

authorities in the Ministry of Education retained a central role as the agenda-setters for

historic preservation nationwide. Respect for traditional houses was steadily increasing

even as designations of them as cultural properties lagged. At the local level,

governments and civic leaders were searching for ways to put in place programs that

would simultaneously promote economic development while slowing the negative effects

of rapid social and economic change. The story told here has highlighted the city of

Takayama’s role in the establishment of Hida Minzoku-mura, even as it has given

primary credit for the museum’s success to its director. In fact, the role of citizens in the

expansion of historic preservation in these years is foregrounded in Takayama’s story

through the figure of Nagakura, originator of the winning strategy at the museum.

In Takayama in these years, city leaders’ willingness to take advantage of an

opening in the laws governing cultural matters (in particular, establishing a municipal

museum) combined with their recognition of the growing value of gasshô architecture.

The result was a situation in which the municipal government could newly assert its

control over historic preservation activities in its region. Ironically, the localization of

historic preservation in this instance contributed to the achievement of a stated goal of the

national cultural authorities: the democratization of cultural matters. The success of the
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Hida open-air museum prepared the ground for a citizens’ movement directed at the

promotion of historic preservation, the residents’ campaign to gain recognition for urban

districts in Takayama as cultural assets in themselves. At the national level, the drive

toward the democratization of cultural affairs may appear to have been only an

abstraction; in Takayama in the mid-1960s it was, for the first time in modern Japan,

made a reality.

In the discussion that follows in Chapter 4, the interactions between civic leaders

and local government results not only in steps toward economic growth but concrete

action on the part of the municipal government in support of historic preservation’s

agendas and goals. The story of Kanazawa differs from Takayama’s in the size and

apparent sophistication of its setting, one of the country’s premier cities with intellectual

and economic connections to other places far removed from it. The process of

development in Kanazawa differs substantially in the citywide scope and legislatively-

centered means that were explored for implementing historic preservation there. Yet, the

most prominent advocates for a preservation ethos in both cities came from a body of

civic and financial leaders who sought, by means of the local powers at their reach, to

slow the pace of change, to enhance the livelihoods of the residents, and to protect the

historic surroundings that they saw as the foundation for the community’s identity.
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Chapter 4

Cultural Properties, City Planning, and the People’s Voice:
The Designation of Kanazawa’s Higashi Chaya-machi

In a “pleasure quarter,” women’s history is the history of the many women who
came there and wept. If such a place were to be set alongside shrines, temples,
and works of art as a designated cultural property, what sort of cultural property
would it be? A place where women were left all alone. If we think back deeply on
the history, there are doubts about whether it should be designated a cultural
property at all.

Kanazawa City Councilor Noboru Kiyomi, speaking to the council on 22
February 1977308

Let us jump forward in time for a moment from the 1950s and early 1960s to the

mid-1970s. After several years of developing and testing pilot projects, including

nationwide surveys of folk houses and assessments of historic townscapes in the cities of

Takayama, Kurashiki, and Hagi, the national Agency for Cultural Affairs is ready to

announce the short list of sites for their first designation of protected districts.309 An

amendment to the 1950 Law for the Protection of Cultural Properties on track in the Diet

                                                
308 Noboru’s comments are paraphrased in Tanaka Yoshio, “Kaihatsu to Hozen: Kanazawa ‘Kyû Higashi
no Kuruwa’ wo Chûshin to Shite,” Chiri 22, no. 6 (1977): 34.
309 A brief overview from the perspective of national cultural authorities of the lead-up to the 1976
amendment is given in Kariya Yûga, “Dentô-teki Kenzôbutsu-gun Hozon Chiku Seido ni Tsuite,” in
Rekishi-teki Shûraku, Machinami no Hozon: Jûyô Dentô-teki Kenzôbutsu-gun Hozon Chiku Gaido-bukku
(Tokyo: Bunkachô, 2000), especially 228–30.
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will establish Japan’s first national system of preservation districts, the denken chiku. On

19 June 1974, the first ten candidates for designation as denken chiku are announced:

along with three areas in Kyoto, the familiar gasshô-zukuri center of Ogimachi in

Shirakawa-mura, as well as post-towns and samurai districts, one finds the name of

Atago-chô, described as a former pleasure quarter (kuruwa) in the historic city of

Kanazawa.310 The announcement is familiarly ambitious (recalling the cultural

authorities’ pronouncements concerning folk houses two decades earlier), calling for the

designation of ten denken chiku each year for the next three years. With these ten sites

selected for the short list, it must have seemed, they are off to a good start.311

The ten candidate districts are to be surveyed and studied in the following months.

A few weeks after the June announcement, Tanaka Yoshio, a member of the history

faculty of Kanazawa Keizai Daigaku, is asked by the Kanazawa Board of Education to

join the team to evaluate the Atago district’s kuruwa, Higashi Chaya-machi (Eastern tea-

house district).312 His work goes well, as he and the other researchers investigate the

physical and social attributes of the tea-house quarter, but what he learns from current

residents of the district convinces him that uncertainty concerning designation is

pervasive enough that the move should be postponed. Tanaka includes those opinions in

his report to the education board, and he is surprised when the comprehensive summary

is published the following March to find that his recommendations have been omitted. He

waits more than a year to learn the result of the designation research. Finally, when the

                                                
310 As will be discussed later in this chapter, the choice of terms and names for the district has long been a
matter of contention. All of the names in common use appear to be more or less controversial; for
simplicity, I will use Higashi Chaya-machi, “the eastern teahouse district,” to refer to the area considered
for designation.
311 “Machinami Hozon: Kuni ga Hojo,” Asahi Shinbun, 20 June 1974.
312 The story of Tanaka Yoshio given here is taken from his own discussion of these events. At the time of
the designation issue, Tanaka was well established in his field, with more than twenty years of academic
research and publishing behind him. Tanaka Yoshio, “Kaihatsu to Hozen.”
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first selection of denken chiku is announced on 23 July 1976, he understands: of the ten

districts surveyed, only seven have been designated; the other three, Higashi Chaya-

machi among them, receive no mention.313

Using Tanaka’s reminiscences, city publications, newspaper reports, and other

scholars’ writings as our sources, we can reconstruct the course of events in this failed

designation process. Beginning in the late 1960s, Kanazawa’s planning officials had been

trying to arrange protection of the structures in Higashi Chaya-machi as a district; to city

officials, when the denken chiku program began to be developed in the Agency for

Cultural Affairs in the early 1970s, it seemed a natural means for such a designation.

Those officials, however, had been told by residents that they were reluctant to include

their neighborhood in such a program; Tanaka’s negative recommendations concerning

the district only echoed what the city already knew. Nonetheless, Kanazawa’s planning

officials suppressed such doubts and promoted the district to the national authorities.

Only in the final stages of the process, when the city was required to demonstrate

residents’ support for designation, did the officials back down, the designation derailed

by substantial resistance to it among residents. Shortly after the July 1976 announcement,

Tanaka learned from the Agency for Cultural Affairs that the Kanazawa district had been

“set aside for more discussion” (gidai to natta).314 It would be more than twenty-five

years before the first group of buildings in Kanazawa was added to the national list of

historic districts.

The 1975 rejection by the residents of the city’s plan for Higashi Chaya-machi

was made possible by the fundamental structure of the national denken chiku system.

Within that system, a preservation district may be established only with the consensus or

                                                
313 “Machinami Hozon: Tsumago-juku, Gion Nado Nana-ka-sho Sentei,” Asahi Shinbun, 24 July 1974.
314 Tanaka Yoshio, “Kaihatsu to Hozen,” 33.
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near-consensus of its property-owners. The definition of “near-consensus” is not written

into law; by custom, approval of at minimum 70 or 80 percent of the property-owners is

required.315 In the case of Higashi Chaya-machi, no vote was registered on designation.

Rather, the necessary level of support was judged by city officials to be lacking and so

the plan was “abandoned completely.”316  Hoping the passage of time would change

residents’ opinions, city officials reopened discussion of designation in the late 1990s.

This time the residents were more receptive. Kanazawa’s Higashi Chaya-machi was

entered into the lists of denken chiku under the official name “Higashiyama Higashi” on

14 November 2001, the fifty-ninth district nationwide to be so designated.317

I focus here on the experiences of Kanazawa to highlight a relationship between

localization and “democratization” different from what was presented through the

Takayama materials in the preceding chapter. As was the case with the Takayama historic

district, first outlined in the mid-1960s, in Kanazawa the opinions of residents were

ultimately a decisive element in the establishment of a preservation district in the city.

The collective voice of Kanazawa’s residents, however, was authorized primarily by the

national ministry, gaining its strength with the establishment of the new denken chiku

program in the 1970s, and it was then allowed only to articulate an up-or-down, yes-or-no

vote on the proposed designation. At the local level, Kanazawa’s officials sought to

suppress or ignore residents’ voices. In Takayama, the birth of a residents’ movement

was preceded and facilitated by the municipal government’s involvement in historic

                                                
315 Uta Hohn, “Important Preservation Districts for Groups of Historic Buildings,” in Hozon: Architectural
and Urban Conservation in Japan, ed. Siegfried R.C.T. Enders and Niels Gutschow (Stuttgart: Edition
Axel Menges, 1998), 154.
316 Tsuchiya Atsuo, “Chapter 9: Kanazawa-shi no Machinami,” in Kanazawa Shishi (Shiryô-hen 17:
Kenchiku, kensetsu), ed. Kanazawa Shishi Hensan Iinkai (Kanazawa: Kanazawa Shishi Hensan Iinkai,
1998), 318.
317 That first district was, in fact, essentially the same as had failed to achieve designation in 1975. The
designated district roughly corresponds to the area originally identified as the Atago-chô district.
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preservation through establishment of an open-air museum. In Kanazawa, a strong

tradition of city planning established the context for all local discussions concerning

historic preservation, and the habits and attitudes of city officials limited the role of

citizens’ voices in the planning process.

In Japanese preservation circles the municipal officials in Kanazawa, a historic

city with a wealth of buildings and sites surviving from the nineteenth and early twentieth

centuries, are known for their leadership in the assertion of local control over historic

preservation, but less often noted is the city government’s deafness to the voices of

residents. Kanazawa’s reputation derives from its position as the site of the first

municipal regulations directed at historic preservation, the 1968 Kanazawa Ordinance for

the Protection of Traditional Environments (Kanazawa-shi Dentô Kankyô Hozon Jôrei).

The 1968 Kanazawa ordinance not only served as a model for similar ordinances in other

cities and towns nationwide; the discussions leading up to its passage drove forward such

debates at both the local and the national levels. Such leadership did not equate to

advocacy for the popularization of historic preservation. Against the background of

Kanazawa’s remarkable expansion of municipal power in the mid-1960s, the experience

of Higashi Chaya-machi reminds us that localization and democratization develop

separately from each other. The increase in municipal involvement in Takayama

supported and facilitated popular involvement in historic preservation in that city, but in

Kanazawa the significant expansion of local power over historic preservation in

particular and urban planning more generally did not produce greater involvement on the

part of local residents in city-planning activities or programs for historic preservation.

Toward the exploration of these issues, I will first describe Kanazawa’s

geographical, historical, and cultural settings, before presenting an overview of the major

city-planning projects undertaken in the city in the centuries and decades before historic
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preservation became an issue. I then trace the growth of a form of municipal

independence in historic preservation in the city by looking at the debates that occurred in

Kanazawa concerning historic preservation and city planning in the years leading up to

the passage of the 1968 ordinance. A particularly useful source for such viewpoints is the

newsletter of an organization closely associated with the development of the 1968

ordinance, an economic and social policy research center called the Kanazawa Keizai

Dôyûkai, whose deliberations, starting as early as 1960, established a framework for the

city government’s plans for an ordinance to protect Kanazawa’s historic fabric. Finally,

after providing an overview of the 1968 ordinance and its aftermath, I look at some of the

discussions in the 1970s surrounding the designation of Higashi Chaya-machi. The

Kanazawa city government was a clear leader in what became in the 1960s a nationwide

localization movement. Attention to the particular case of Higashi Chaya-machi offers

perspective on the limitations of Kanazawa’s achievements, and of the results of a trend

toward localization more generally.

KANAZAWA’S HISTORIC ENVIRONMENT

Kanazawa is a former castle town (jôkamachi) overlooking the coastal plain of

Ishikawa prefecture, in the center of Honshû close by the Japan Sea. Lying between two

nearly parallel rivers, the Sai and the Asano, it is centered on a hill on which were built

the fortifications of successive military rulers of the area. Kanazawa itself was founded in

the sixteenth century, on the remains of a settlement that had been dominated for the

preceding 100 years by a religious and military power, the Ikkô Ikki. It grew quickly to

become the fourth largest, and one of the richest, cities in Japan for most of the

Tokugawa period. Its conqueror, Maeda Toshiie, was an ally of the second of the three

unifiers, Toyotomi Hideyoshi. Receiving control in the 1580s over the Kaga domain of

which the city of Kanazawa became the capital, the Maeda family went on to rule the
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region for nearly three centuries.318 The Meiji Restoration of 1868 marked the end of

feudal dominance, and the transition was difficult for such a stronghold of the old guard

as was Kanazawa. Since the mid-nineteenth century, its economic and political

prominence has steadily waned.319 With a population of about 456,000, Kanazawa is

today the country’s eighteenth-largest city.320

While the political and economic might of Kanazawa and the Hokuriku region

that surrounds it have declined, in the postwar period they have together become a

prominent tourism destination. Undamaged by bombing during the Second World War,

Kanazawa is the prefectural capital, with one of Japan’s most famous landscape gardens,

Kenrokuen, as well as universities, museums, shopping districts, temples, and shrines all

drawing visitors from across Japan and overseas. The cityscape shows a variety and

complexity that sets it apart from most Japanese cities of its size. Broad tree-lined

avenues, narrow historic streets, shady paths, buildings in contemporary styles, Western-

style buildings from the Meiji and Taishô eras, urban traditional houses: all of these are

found within a few blocks surrounding the ruins of the Maeda castle that are the heart of

the city.

The postwar positioning of Kanazawa as a tourist destination began, as we saw

with Hida-Takayama, in the early 1950s. In 1952, a festival honoring Maeda Toshiie,

conducted from the Oyama Shrine since the 1920s but interrupted by war and occupation,

                                                
318 James L. McClain, Kanazawa: A Seventeenth-Century Japanese Castle Town (New Haven: Yale
University Press, 1982), 15–31.
319 Although primarily told from the vantage point of Toyama prefecture, a useful perspective on the
current position of Hokuriku’s prefectures in relation to the rest of Japan may be found in Michael Lewis,
Becoming Apart: National Power and Local Politics in Toyama, 1868–1945 (Cambridge: Harvard
University Asia Center, 2000), especially his epilogue.
320 In comparison with other prefectural capitals in its region, Kanazawa is larger than Gifu (403,000),
Nagano (360,000), Toyama (326,000), and Fukui (252,000), but smaller than Niigata-shi (501,000).
Ministry of Public Management Statistics Bureau, Home Affairs, Posts, and Telecommunications,
“Overview of Population of Japan: 2000 Population Census of Japan, Analytical Series no. 1” (Tokyo:
Japan Statistical Association, 2002).
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was resurrected as a city-sponsored event.321 Today called the Hyakumangoku Festival,

this June parade celebrates the wealth and power of the Maeda family, referring in its

name to the rich holdings of the domain in feudal times and reenacting in its procession

the triumphant arrival of Toshiie into the city in 1583. As symbols of the city’s local

pride and national reputation, the Hyakumangoku Festival and the performances,

pageantry, and display that surround it are unequaled. In that procession are conveyed the

former power of the domain as the seat of one of Japan’s wealthiest families, second only

to the Tokugawas themselves, as well as the grandeur of Maeda rule and the local pride

held by Kanazawa’s residents.

As we also saw with Takayama, Kanazawa’s fame as a repository of Japanese

history was bolstered by the attention of the mass media. Publication during the 1950s of

photo essays highlighting the city’s picturesque scenes enhanced Kanazawa’s reputation.

One of the most widely circulated of these photo anthologies was published in the

Iwanami Photo Library series in 1953.322 In its introductory text, the Iwanami book

celebrates the city’s good fortune in coming through the war unscathed, setting it with

Matsue, Shimane prefecture, in a small group of surviving old cities, and even comparing

it favorably with the more prominent Kyoto, Nara, and Kamakura. The primary features

of Kanazawa’s cityscape, as the Iwanami book presents them, center on those survivals

and the contrast they offer with the rest of postwar Japan: “Anyone,” it says, “living in a

city in which after the fires of war wiped it away, quickly built rows of shabby buildings

were thrown up, will know the feeling of wanting to go to an old city that was not

                                                
321 Hyakumangoku, Rainen no Hyakumangoku Gyôrei [Webpage] (Summer 2003 [cited 8 September
2003]); available from http://www.100mangoku.net/.
322 This Iwanami series extended to well over 200 volumes, many taking as their subject particular cities or
regions of Japan. Iwanami Shashin Bunko Henshû-bu, Kanazawa, vol. 93, Iwanami Shashin Bunko
(Tokyo: Iwanami Shôten, 1953).
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burned.” In Kanazawa and Matsue, the text continues, “Old Japan’s traditional beauty

remains.”323

This reading of Kanazawa’s principal attractions favors elements in the traditional

cityscape to an extent that distinguishes it from introductions to the city today.

Kenrokuen, originally the Maeda family’s garden next to the ruins of Kanazawa Castle, is

mentioned, but following on the list of sights are districts of samurai families’ houses

(buke yashiki), merchants’ townhouses (machiya), and the earthen walls (dobei) that

often surrounded temples and samurai compounds in the past.324 Absent from this

opening text is mention of the Nô theater, Oyama Shrine, and traditional crafts such as

Kaga yûzen dyeing and porcelain-making that have become standard features of guides

today. In actuality, the photo spreads themselves portray the city more broadly than the

opening text would predict, echoing more closely today’s presentations for tourists. In

addition to photos of the castle, garden, and samurai and merchants’ houses, one finds

shopkeepers and craftspeople, shopping districts, streetcars, and nightlife. By

highlighting the city’s unique townscape while subsequently reassuring the reader of the

presence of modern diversions and conveniences, the Iwanami book had the effect both

of bolstering local pride in Kanazawa’s historic character and attracting tourists from

throughout Japan.325

                                                
323 The first phrase quoted reads: Senka ni yakiharawareta ato e kyûzô sareta o-somatsu-na tatemono no
narabu toshi ni kurashite iru mono ga, yakarenakatta furui toshi ni itta toki ni kanzuru keiyô shi ga tai
kokoromochi.
324 Iwanami Shashin Bunko Henshû-bu, Kanazawa, 1.
325 The Iwanami book, and its influence both within the city and nationally, was introduced to me by a
lifelong resident of the Nagamachi buke yashiki district during an interview in April 2002. In the present
decade, Kanazawa’s fortunes as a tourist destination have again received significant benefits as a result of
an NHK serial drama, Toshiie to Matsu, which was aired weekly in Japan throughout the spring and
summer of 2002. Mitsuya Morito, Changing Japan: Ishikawa: High Hopes Placed on Opening of an
Airport Next Summer [Webpage] (Asahi.com English, 23 December 2002 [cited 16 September 2003]);
available from http://www.asahi.com/english/change/ishikawa.html.
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KANAZAWA AS A PLANNED CITY

Despite its reputation as a historic town, Kanazawa is only little more than 400

years old, nearly 800 years younger than Kyoto, 900 years younger than Nara.326 As a

result of the conditions underlying its establishment, the character of its leadership, and a

certain amount of luck, Kanazawa’s cityscape today reflects to a degree greater than is

the case with other prominent Japanese cities centuries of centralized city planning. At

the time of their foundation during the Period of the Warring States in the fifteenth and

sixteenth centuries, Japan’s castle towns were, as a group, creations of deliberate

planning. In those first years, their founders sought out defensible locations and arranged

the new towns’ districts for security and ease of administration. Establishing Kanazawa

after 1583, Maeda Toshiie and his successors in the Maeda family not only laid out the

plans for a grand castle, rivaling in some contemporary views the Toyotomi stronghold in

Osaka, but also a complex system of moats, canals, and defensive arrangements of

samurai residences. Early in the seventeenth century, the Maeda family forced dozens of

temples to move across the two rivers to new locations outside of the central part of the

city, a program in part to establish a defensive perimeter and in part to open up land

closer to the city center for settlement by commoners whose presence was deemed

necessary for the development of the local economy.327

The results of these early stages of planning are seen in both practical and

monumental terms. While the Kenrokuen as it appears now was laid out only in the early

decades of the nineteenth century, the first garden on that plot and the waterworks on

which the current park relies were products of the 1630s. The Tatsumi waterway that

feeds the garden’s water system was designed and completed by Itaya Hyôshirô in 1632

                                                
326 Nara (Heijô-kyô) dates from 710; Kyoto (Heian-kyô) dates from 796. Kazuo Nishi and Kazuo Hozumi,
What is Japanese Architecture?, trans. H. Mack Horton (Tokyo: Kodansha International, 1985).
327 McClain, Kanazawa, 32–46.
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as a fire-prevention measure responding to one of the city’s most devastating fires, which

took more than a thousand homes and a significant part of the castle in the fourth month

of 1631.328 After another, even greater fire in 1635, the road system that forms the basis

for the current structure of the city was put in place, and the city was expanded.329

Beginning at about the same time, urban planning in castle towns generally and

Kanazawa in particular began to show a shift from the dominance of concerns for

security and defense to considerations of the division and stratification of the society on

the basis of status groups. One aspect of this spatial rearrangement was the forced

relocation of hundreds of merchant and artisan families to new sites farther away from

the castle. Another was the requirement that the siting of samurai houses should relate to

their status, with those of higher rank located closer to the castle walls.330

With particular relevance to this discussion of Higashi Chaya-machi, the status of

prostitution provides a useful gauge if not of the reach of public planning in the city than

of its ambitions. In this regard, Kanazawa had attempted to stand alone from Japan’s big

cities as early as the seventeenth century. In 1628, at the time when Edo’s licensed

pleasure quarter, Yoshiwara, was being officially recognized, prostitution was outlawed

entirely in Kanazawa. This aspect of urban control was not entirely successful. “It cannot

be denied that illegal prostitution continued to flourish in corners of the city and in

popular lore,” one scholar writes, but “government officials did in fact deny its very

existence, by virtue of its being illegal.” By the closing decades of the Tokugawa era,

however, “apparently, its presence could no longer be denied.”331 In 1820, as part of a

                                                
328 Ibid., 74–76.
329 Tsuchiya Atsuo, “Historical Preservation in Kanazawa,” CPIJ Newsletter, no. 17 (1999): 3.
330 McClain, Kanazawa, 76–84.
331 Elizabeth Leicester, “Gender and the Politics of Prostitution in Early Nineteenth Century Kanazawa”
(paper presented at the UCLA Graduate Student Symposium for Japanese Studies, Los Angeles, 11 May
2002), 2.
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reformist movement in Kaga domain, licensed pleasure quarters were established on the

western and eastern edges of the city center. In the setting up of these institutions the

capacity of planning authorities was tested: to build the necessary facilities, “major

construction had to be undertaken to build walls and gates, people and businesses were

resettled and recommissioned, and policy was formulated.”332 In 1832 the political tides

changed again in favor of the anti-kuruwa faction, and the quarters were officially closed

down.

After the Meiji Restoration, Kanazawa continued to stand apart from other cities

in resistance to the planning agendas of the central government. That is not to say that in

Kanazawa the authorities were any kinder than municipal bureaucrats in other cities to

the aristocratic estates (shimo yashiki) that surrounded the city; these compounds were, as

in Tokyo and other major cities, sold off for farm land or appropriated for the siting of the

new public institutions established under Meiji modernization programs.333 Nor was

Kanazawa a seat of military resistance to the new Meiji regime.334 Kanazawa in the latter

half of the nineteenth century, however, refused to follow the trend among regional cities,

particularly industrial and port cities, toward specialization and away from their status as

“regional centers…with a balance of all functions.”335 With the particular conservatism of

a former power, Kanazawa steadily lost influence in the new world while holding fast to

the old. By the time of the 1920 census, it had become Japan’s eleventh largest city, with

a population of just under 130,000.336

                                                
332 Ibid., 2–3.
333 Jeremy Phillipps, “Kindai ni Okeru Kyû-Honda Shimo-yashiki-chi no Tochi Riyô ni Tsuite,” Shakai
Kankyô Kenkyû, no. 7 (2002).
334 James L. McClain, “Failed Expectations: Kaga Domain on the Eve of the Meiji Restoration,” Journal of
Japanese Studies 14, no. 2 (1988).
335 Mizuno Ichirô, “Development Strategy of Kanazawa,” CPIJ Newsletter, no. 17 (1999): 1.
336 Kanazawa-shi, Kanazawa: Annual Report of Kanazawa 2001 (Kanazawa: Kanazawa-shi, 2001), 7.
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Despite its refusal to integrate itself wholly into the national government’s

development plans, Kanazawa did not entirely resist the arrival of modern technologies

and concepts. With the completion of Kanazawa station and the Hokuriku train line to

Komatsu in 1898, the city was structurally integrated into the newly reformed regional

and national economies. In the late Meiji and Taishô eras, under the system of planning

termed shiku kaisei (re-formation of urban districts), the main roads were widened and

streetcar lines established. 337 The first electric trolley cars began operating on

Kanazawa’s streets in July 1919 although, to the regret of many residents, their use was

discontinued by official fiat and the tracks were torn up beginning in 1967.338

In the postwar period, the city has engaged in numerous large-scale urban renewal

and urban development projects. Since the Kanazawa municipal system was put in place

and the first municipal assembly was convened in 1889, the area under the city’s

jurisdiction has grown from 10.4 square kilometers to more than 450, its coverage

expanding as far as the Japan Sea coast and into the hills to the south and east. Seventy-

five percent of that gain has come since 1945.339 In the process, the city has established

more than two-hundred neighborhood parks, several dozen of which were commissioned

in a flush of citizen activism in December 1971.340 Recent construction projects

organized and administered in part or in whole by the city have included massive projects

on either side of Kanazawa Station (1986–93), as well as redevelopment of the

commercial districts at Kôrimbo (1981–7) and Musashi-ga-tsuji (1966–81).341 One of the

                                                
337 Tsuchiya Atsuo, “Taishô-ki no Kanazawa no Gairo Kensetsu: Shiku Kaisei Keikaku to Shigai Dentetsu
no Fusetsu,” Nihon Toshi Keikaku Gakkai Gakujutsu Kenkyû Ronbunshû, no. 35 (2000).
338 A quixotic but persistent measure of the depth of feeling concerning this loss is shown by the locally
produced biannual magazine of the arts, culture, and social commentary, Jyurunaru 21: Kanazawa, whose
cover for the past few issues has featured a picture of a streetcar.
339 Kanazawa-shi Kensetsu-bu (Toshi Keikaku-ka), Kanazawa no Toshi Keikaku (Kanazawa: Kanazawa-
shi, 2002), 3.
340 Ibid., 90–101.
341 Ibid., 54–57.
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most dramatic rearrangements of postwar Kanazawa’s cityscape occurred as part of the

work on the east side of the station: construction of a broad avenue to run directly from

the station to Musashi-ga-tsuji required clearance of a roadway-sized path for 400 meters

through an established neighborhood of machiya.

The broad avenues, differentiated groupings of types of residences and

commercial buildings, and system of canals that are so much a part of the streetscape of

today’s city are all products of large-scale planning from the Tokugawa, Meiji, Taishô,

and Shôwa eras. As an urban pattern, Kanazawa has over the decades and centuries

retained its overall design, with a structure of circular roads around the castle and lesser

roads radiating out from them. As one scholar writes, “While many Japanese cities have

changed their faces completely by the restoration from war damages and big fires,

Kanazawa has escaped from these major destructions since the mid-eighteenth century

and managed to maintain its old urban areas.”342 As we shall see, retaining the historic

fabric and traditional atmosphere of the old city has been more difficult to achieve.

FIRST PROGRESS TOWARD TOWNSCAPE PRESERVATION IN KANAZAWA

The city took the first steps toward stabilizing and protecting historic elements in

the cityscape in the early 1960s. In 1962, city officials opened the Kanazawa Citizens’

Culture Museum (Chômin Bunka-kan), a display of furniture and other artifacts of

Kanazawa’s urban culture housed in a Meiji-era building. In April 1964, using money

from the Commerce, Industry, and Tourism section of city government (Shôkô kankô-

ka), it established for the first time a structure for organizing and funding municipal

subsidies for the repair and restoration of the earthen walls and gates in the Nagamachi

                                                
342 Tsuchiya Atsuo, “Historical Preservation,” 3–4.
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buke-yashiki district.343 These two projects highlight the twin poles of power in the city:

centered either in places, families, and objects associated with the samurai city or in the

rich mercantile and artisan culture of the commoners’ city. Although Kanazawa is home

to hundreds of temples and shrines, and repairs to the dobei were performed under city

auspices in temple districts beginning in about 1970, in general the religious element is

not a major part of the city’s presentation to visitors.

These repair projects stand out in a time dominated by a steady decline in the

number of Kanazawa’s machiya that retained their prewar forms. Even before the

postwar economic boom of the 1950s to 1970s, the modernization of the city fabric was

destructive to the traditional cityscape. From the road-widening and streetcar projects of

the Taishô period to prewar commercial expansion, urban development prompted the

renovation of older machiya and commercial buildings, and promoted the use of modern,

Western-style materials and techniques in the course of renovation.344 Destruction and

reconstruction quickened with the period of high-speed economic growth: by one

estimate, the number of machiya in Kanazawa stood at 15,000 at the beginning of the

Meiji period; by the 1960s that number had been halved. Moreover, in the postwar period

extensive renovation of existing structures with Western materials reduced the impression

of old houses still standing even more dramatically.345

The causes of the decline in Kanazawa’s machiya are grouped by Tsuchiya into

three general categories, and these same dynamics can be seen in cities and towns

                                                
343 Machinami Taisaku-ka Kanazawa-shi Kensetsu-bu, “Kanazawa-shi no Toshi Keikan Shisaku”
(Kanazawa: Kanazawa-shi Kensetsu-bu Machinami Taisaku-ka, 2002), 23; Tsuchiya Atsuo, “Kanazawa-
shi no Machinami,” 318.
344 Chiku Kakugyô, “Kanazawa no Toshi Keikan to Sumai,” Ki no Kenchiku 1 (2001); Tsuchiya Atsuo,
“Kanazawa-shi no Machinami.”
345 Shimamura Noboru, Kanazawa no Machiya, vol. 180, Space Design (Tokyo: Kashima Shuppan-kai,
1983), 215.
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throughout the country during this period.346 Clearly present is a change in residents’

attitudes toward the houses themselves. When in the postwar period cheaper materials

became available in times of economic hardship, residents chose them over more

expensive and maintenance-intensive traditional materials and techniques. Moreover,

lifestyles themselves changed in the postwar period, and the older houses seemed less

well suited to new patterns of living. Secondly, throughout postwar Japan one can see a

decline in these years in the cooperative nature of neighborhoods, a trend that causes

difficulties for residents in Kanazawa as it did in relation to the repair of thatched roofs in

rural Gifu and Toyama prefectures.

Thirdly, the maintenance and conservation of traditional architecture was

constrained by limitations imposed through national construction regulations. Most

influential in this regard has been the 1950 Building Standards Law (Kenchiku Kijun-hô),

which pointedly worked against the maintenance of traditional buildings by including

fire-prevention requirements that specifically targeted wooden buildings for

reconstruction. Earlier laws addressing the acceptability of certain flammable building

materials, such as the 1919 Urban Buildings Law (Shigaichi Kenchikubutsu-hô),

contained provisions that roofs be made of flameproof tile and not wooden planks. In

Kanazawa, however, as in municipalities throughout the country, the requirements were

usually applied only to new construction. With the introduction in 1948 of the program

designating Standard Fire-proof Districts (Jun Bôka Chiiki) in Kanazawa, and following

in 1950 with the strict enforcement of the new Building Standards Law, “fire-proof

materials on the outsides of machiya became a strict necessity.”347 The postwar Building

Standards Law explicitly enforced a bias against groups of wooden houses by requiring

                                                
346 The best single statement of these trends in Kanazawa is given by Tsuchiya, but the dynamics he
identifies have been remarked on often. Tsuchiya Atsuo, “Kanazawa-shi no Machinami,” 316–17.
347 Ibid., 316.
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firewalls, fireproof exteriors, and minimum distances between buildings. The result was

discouragement of the use of traditional materials, and an interruption in the transmission

of the technologies required to build machiya façades in the traditional style.

To be fair, while responding directly to the experiences of the recent war, the

bureaucrat’s concern with fire-proofing of the country’s newly rebuilt cities continued a

very real fear of catastrophic fire that has a long history in Japanese public life.348 It is

important to remember, as well, that wartime conditions were not themselves the only

cause of fires. In cities and towns throughout the country, devastating fires were an ever-

present reality, and the beginning of the postwar period did not in itself change that

fact.349 For example, fire destroyed much of the city of Ôdate, in Akita prefecture,

twenty-one times after 1640, nine times between 1868 and 1955 alone; in the postwar

period, fires in 1953 and 1955 destroyed 123 structures and 508 structures,

respectively.350 Closer to Kanazawa, substantial parts of the Toyama prefecture city of

Takaoka burned twice in a space of thirty days in the spring of 1953, the first fire

destroying 61 structures, the second an additional 18.351

Fire-prevention has long been a central part of architectural preservation in Japan,

as most of the protected structures, religious, elite, and folk, are largely or entirely

constructed of wood and other flammable materials.352 Despite the attempted expansion

from elite to popular structures (that is, from temples and shrines to minka) of the

                                                
348 William W. Kelly, “Incendiary Actions: Fires and Firefighting in the Shogun’s Capital and the People’s
City,” in Edo and Paris: Urban Life and the State in the Early Modern Era, ed. James L. McClain, John M.
Merriman, and Ugawa Kaoru (Cornell: Cornell University Press, 1994).
349 The influence of prewar fires on the development of sites as tourist destinations in the postwar years is
explored more fully in Chapter 5.
350 Kamei Kôjirô, “Mokuzô Shôtoshi no Kaji no Taika no Jittai,” Kenchiku Zasshi 71, no. 831 (1956).
351 “61-ken wo zen, hanyake: Kodomo no Hi-asobi kara,” Kita Nihon Shinbun, 30 April 1953; “Môen, 18-
tô wo zen hanyake,” Kita Nihon Shinbun, 27 May 1953.
352 Nakamura Kenjirô, Bunkazai Hogo Seido Gaisetsu (Tokyo: Gyôsei, 1999), 75. For a brief history of
fire-prevention procedures for buildings designated as protected cultural properties at the national level, see
Bunkachô, Bunkazai Hogo-hô Gojû-nen Shi (Tokyo: Gyôsei, 2001), 170–3.
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Ministry of Education’s architectural protection programs, the 1950 Building Standards

Law was an initial impediment to the establishment of historic districts made up of

vernacular architecture. In this regard, the connection between cultural assets protection

and city-planning legislation was a direct one. Only after an agreement was worked out at

the national level in the 1960s between the two ministries with oversight in these matters,

the Ministry of Education in cultural assets protection and the Ministry of Construction in

city-planning and building-standards, could workable guidelines for exceptions to the

building standards regulations for historic districts be established.

Fear of fire does not itself explain popular attitudes toward prewar housing in the

early postwar years. Residents of Japanese cities had lived with the fear of fire for

generations; as McClain points out, despite sophisticated governmental programs to

establish firebreaks within the city as early as the seventeenth century, popular responses

to a shortage of usable land in Edo repeatedly undermined those efforts.353 Nonetheless,

the legacy of fires and fire-prevention efforts has been an influential part of both the

popular and legislative contexts for postwar architectural preservation. The strong

influence of the postwar building standards law suggests a direct link between programs

of the national Ministry of Construction and local historic preservation schemes,

particularly those taking place in more densely developed cities. As the discussions of

“preservation and development” (hozon to kaihatsu) in Kanazawa indicate, however, the

reliance on urban-planning procedures and concepts in the formulation of historic

preservation policies was only in part a response to the practical restrictions imposed by

the building standards law.

                                                
353 James L. McClain, “Edobashi: Power, Space, and Popular Culture in Edo,” in Edo and Paris: Urban
Life and the State in the Early Modern Era, ed. James L. McClain, John M. Merriman, and Ugawa Kaoru
(Cornell: Cornell University Press, 1994).
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THE ROLE OF THE KANAZAWA KEIZAI DÔYÛKAI

The background for the development of preservation schemes in Japan’s cities

during this period is one marked by legislative impediments and a degree of popular

indifference. Against that backdrop, however, paralleling and influencing the city’s

efforts to protect its historic environment were program proposals for urban development

made by members of the Kanazawa Committee for Economic Development (Kanazawa

Keizai Dôyûkai, which I will refer to as the Dôyûkai). Neither an arm of government, nor

a chamber of commerce (shôkô kaigisho), the Dôyûkai is an association of business

leaders and academics who meet for symposia, lectures, and study sessions concerning

economic and social issues. Modeled on the American Committee for Economic

Development (CED), which was founded in Washington, DC, in 1942 by representatives

of “big business” concerned about planning for the domestic postwar economy, the

Kanazawa group is a subset of a larger Japan Committee for Economic Development

(referred to simply as Keizai Dôyûkai).354 The nationwide organization was set up in

1946 by progressive Japanese business leaders and industrialists to address issues of

postwar reconstruction and democratization of the domestic economy.355 The Kanazawa

Dôyûkai was established by nine local business leaders in 1957; today it has a

membership of about 260 and continues its activities of education and research.356

In Kanazawa in the early 1960s, the Dôyûkai was the primary forum outside of

the city offices themselves for discussions of municipal planning and development. The

                                                
354 The American CED, with an executive committee made up of officers of Sears, Roebuck, Ford Motors,
Morgan Stanley & Co., and Scott Paper, was generally considered in the 1940s and 1950s to represent “the
more progressive and liberal wing of Big Business” in the United States. Karl Schriftgiesser, Business
Comes of Age (New York: Harper Brothers, 1960).
355 Ôtake Hideo, “The Zaikai under the Occupation: The Formation and Transformation of Managerial
Councils,” in Democratizing Japan: The Allied Occupation, ed. Robert E. Ward and Sakamoto Yoshikazu
(Honolulu: University of Hawai'i Press, 1987).
356 Since the 1970s, the Dôyûkai’s activities have been chronicled in a monthly magazine, Kaihô.
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Dôyûkai’s conferences, roundtable discussions, and monthly newsletter, Kanazawa

Keizai Dôyû, served both political and business leaders as important conduits for

information about policy-planning and programs occurring in cities and regions

nationwide. The discussions of topical issues brought experts in from outside the city to

report on developments elsewhere, while the newsletter itself provided a forum for

members to put forward proposals for local policies that drew on information and

perspectives from those earlier discussions. Much of the Dôyûkai’s activities (and of the

newsletter’s content) in these years concerned questions of regional economic

development (chiiki kaihatsu), and a topic raised early in the newsletter’s pages was the

issue of tourism development.357 In July 1960 the newsletter’s editors reported the

highlights of a round-table discussion among prefectural tourism officials on the state of

tourism planning and development in Ishikawa prefecture. With announcements of plans

for increased road-building, proposals for the construction of a new airport closer to the

Kanazawa city center and a heliport and resort complex for Noto Island, and reassurances

that over-use was not depleting the supplies of groundwater for economically vital onsen

hot-springs resorts, the discussion provides little by way of surprises. The most

progressive suggestion related in the course of this report advocates the establishment of

lower-priced onsen facilities targeted at families and for mass-tourism.358

The April 1961 visit to Kanazawa of the chairman of the board of the American

CED, Harvard Business School Dean Donald K. David, was one of the notable events of

the Kanazawa group’s first two decades.359 In “Urban Redevelopment and the

                                                
357 Motooka Saburô, “Chiiki Kaihatsu no Mondai no Hottan ni Tsuite,” in Kanazawa Keizai Dôyûkai 20-
nen no Ayumi, ed. Kanazawa Keizai Dôyûkai (Kanazawa: Kanazawa Keizai Dôyûkai, 1977).
358 Kanazawa Keizai Dôyûkai, “Zenkoku Kai-in Daikai Hôkoku-kai Oyobi Kankô ni Kan Suru Kondan-kai
Kaisai,” Kanazawa Keizai Dôyû, no. 6 (1960).
359 The visit is given its own page of description and discussion in the Kanazawa Dôyû-kai’s twentieth
anniversary volume. Takemura Shigetake, “Amerika CED to no Ichinichi,” in Kanazawa Keizai Dôyûkai
20-nen no Ayumi, ed. Kanazawa Keizai Dôyûkai (Kanazawa: Kanazawa Keizai Dôyûkai, 1977).
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Businessman,” an address to the Dôyûkai given during his visit, David presents recent

lessons from American urban redevelopment that he suggests may be applicable to the

Japanese situation.360 Reflecting the dominance at the time in American urban planning

of large-scale projects for extensive urban renewal, David cites Philadelphia and New

York as models for successful redevelopment.361 “In Philadelphia” he says, “in central

districts old and abandoned rail lines have been torn up, walls and dilapidated houses

have been torn down.” Through the shared efforts of city leaders and the business

community, development plans have been conceived and put into practice. David’s

emphasis is on the need for cooperation between business and political leaders, as well as

on the creation of municipal “master plans,” also a part of city-planning orthodoxy of the

time. Absent from his talk is any mention of the possibility of the city’s historic fabric

forming a part of planning for the future. Tradition, in David’s presentation, appears only

as a factor in the resistance to new ideas, not a foundation for their acceptance or

adaptation to local conditions.362

The newsletter offers a forum for other voices than those of visiting dignitaries

and bureaucrats in the prefectural offices. When in October 1962, Shinbo Tatsusaburô, a

representative of the Ishikawa Tourism Federation (Ishikawa-ken Kankô Renmei), writes

in the newsletter’s pages on tourism development, he identifies four areas for particular

                                                
360 A translation of the address was printed in April 1963 in the newsletter, and it is this Japanese text I
have used to represent David’s comments. Donald K. David, “Toshi no Saikaihatsu to Jitsugyôka,”
Kanazawa Keizai Dôyû, no. 28 (1963).
361 These are the projects that the contemporary American critic of city-planning Jane Jacobs derided as
“the pseudoscience of city planning and its companion, the art of city design.” Jane Jacobs, The Death and
Life of Great American Cities (New York: Random House, 1961; reprint, New York: Vintage Books,
1992), 13.
362 The relevant passage from the transcript of David’s presentation reads: “Another issue is the creation of
replacements for administrative ‘turfs’ perpetuated through tradition by people in the cities” (Hoka no
mondai wa, toshi no jinkô ga dentô-teki ni hikaretekita gyôsei kuga wo taezu no norikoete hirogaru tame ni
hikiokosarete imasu)
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attention.363 The onsen that attracted the bureaucrats’ efforts two years before head his

list but also highlighted are the area around the newly created Shirayama National Park,

Kanazawa and its environs, and the Noto Peninsula. Concern for the protection of natural

and historic environments, particularly Kanazawa’s cityscape, is a constant refrain in

Shinbo’s argument. Thus, while acknowledging the possibilities of tourism development

around the new national park, he states flatly that “in most people’s minds the emphasis

is on protection” of the area.364 Planning for a bus route to serve the park is already well

under way, he continues, and since anyway it is to be experienced by foot, Shirayama is

“a little desolate as a target for ‘tourism projects’.”365

It is in relation to Kanazawa, however, that Shinbo makes most clear his

understanding of the importance of historic preservation for tourism development. In

1961, he notes, Kanazawa and the “four Kaga onsen” attracted more than half of the total

4.2 million tourists visiting the prefecture.366 Kanazawa, Shinbo says, is itself undergoing

a “revival”; as a result of bombing during the war old townscapes are rarities, and young

people in particular are attracted to surviving old cities. Shinbo follows up this

observation with a request: the national government should give money to protect the old

city. “There should come a time when Kanazawa’s city streets themselves,” he writes,

“will have to be protected as cultural assets.”367 The city is being destroyed by industry

and through residents’ daily life, and the national government must arrange an active

program of preservation.

                                                
363 Shinbo Tatsusaburô, “Ishikawa Kenka no Kankô Jigyô,” Kanazawa Keizai Dôyû, no. 23 (1962).
364 The phrase is: Hogo ni jûten ga okarete iru.
365 The text reads: Tsumari Shirayama wa ‘kankô jigyô’ no taishô toshite wa chotto sabishii.
366 The four hot springs resorts are Yamanaka, Yamashiro, Katayamazu, and Awazu. As a group, they and
Kanazawa are said to have received about equal numbers of tourists: 1.2 million in each case.
367 The text reads: Kanazawa wa shigaichi jikai ga bunkazai toshite hozon sarenakereba naranai jiki ga
yatte kuru darô.
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Shinbo follows up his request with a more muted statement — “In any case, it is

necessary that specific traces of the past remain” — and it begins to appear from these

phrases that he is returning to an argument for protection of selected notable places

within the city. Instead, however, he ends his discussion of Kanazawa with a plea for

protection of the city as a whole: “Because tourists visiting Kanazawa come looking for

an image of Old Japan, and not just Kanazawa Castle and Kenrokuen but the city as a

whole is what they encounter here, what is crucial are things that carry that atmosphere”

of the historic city.368 What is remarkable about Shinbo’s argument is that as early as

1962 a representative of a regional trade group is writing, and an audience of regional

business leaders is reading, a discussion of urban development that takes the whole

cityscape as a valuable asset for protection, one that considers streetscapes, and not just

individual notable buildings, to be cultural properties worth protection.

Such ideas were, to be sure, in circulation more broadly at the time, particularly in

academic circles and in the “old capitals” of Nara, Kyoto, and Kamakura. From a base at

the University of Kyoto, the architectural historian Nishiyama Uzô expanded his

influence from a position in the 1950s as one of the most prominent advocates of minka,

in particular the benefits to be gained by architects through the study of traditional

Japanese housing, to a leading position in Kyoto’s own townscape conflicts in the first

half of the 1960s.369 Representative of his work from the early 1960s is the essay “Urban

Development and Cultural Properties Protection,” which he concludes with a call for the

                                                
368 The complete sentence reads: Kanazawa wo tazunereru kankô-kyaku wa furui Nihon no sugata wo
motomete kurareru no da kara, Kanazawa-jô ya Kenrokuen ni kagirazu machi zentai wa sô iu ukeire taisei,
fun’iki wo motsu koto ga taisetsu de aru. Shinbo Tatsusaburô, “Ishikawa Kenka no Kankô Jigyô,” 6.
Emphasis added.
369 For examples of Nishiyama’s writings on the renewal of traditional housing, see Nishiyama Uzô,
“Atarashii Jûkyo to Furui Sumai,” Kenchiku Zasshi 74, no. 868 (1959); Nishiyama Uzô, “Nôson Jûtaku no
Kaizen,” Kenchiku Zasshi 71, no. 834 (1956). For Nishiyama’s own view of his later activities in Kyoto,
see Nishiyama Uzô, Rekishiteki Kankyô to Machizukuri (Tokyo: Toshi Bunka-sha, 1990), especially the
chapter titled “Kyoto no Machizukuri”.
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expansion of cultural properties protection to areas with ever-wider boundaries.370

Beginning with the supposition that protection of individual sites represents the

imposition of “plans for small districts” (kochiiki no keikaku), Nishiyama observes that

with the designation of protected properties, the area of concern naturally expands to

include in that district’s planning the identification and protection of the “borrowed

scenery” (shakkei), usually comprised of surrounding hillsides and distant views, that is

often vital to a site’s aesthetic value.371

The relationship between sites and borrowed scenery was first registered in law in

a 1929 Kyoto municipal ordinance founded on the national 1919 City Planning Law

(Toshi Keikaku-hô), but Kyoto’s scheme remained unique among cities outside of

Tokyo.372 Moreover, the tenets of the 1919 law used creatively by the Kyoto city

government were more pointedly directed at the goals of the City Beautiful Movement,

favoring monumental public buildings and spaces, than at the protection of a variety of

historic and traditional commercial or residential buildings.373 Even so, such protection is

valuable, Nishiyama writes, but not sufficient. Planning should be carried out for districts

that include groups of cultural properties (bunkazai no gun), creating what might be

called “group districts” (shûdan chiiki). The difference, in Nishiyama’s terms, hangs

ultimately on the character of the preservation intended: site preservation as it has been

practiced is a form of “maintenance preservation” (iji hozon); what is needed instead is

“planning for a unified preservation” (literally, preservation consolidation planning;

                                                
370 First published in October 1963 in the journal Toshi Mondai Kenkyû, this essay is included in
Nishiyama’s collected works. Nishiyama Uzô, “Toshi Kaihatsu to Bunkazai no Hozon,” in Nishiyama Uzô
Chosakushû, Vol. 3: Chiiki Kûkanron (Tokyo: Kyôsô Shobô, 1968).
371 The broader implications of Kyoto’s setting and scenery are explored in the essays in Process:
Architecture, “Special Issue: Kyoto: Its Cityscape Traditions and Heritage,” 116 (1994).
372 Kariya Yûga (Youga), “Great Cities of the World: Kyoto,” Urban Design International 1, no. 6 (1980).
373 André Sorensen, The Making of Urban Japan: Cities and Planning from Edo to the Twenty-first
Century (London: Routledge, 2002), 116.
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hozon seibi no keikaku). In the end, what is needed is an approach to urban planning that

takes the whole cityscape into account, a “plan for the entire city fabric” (toshi zentai no

keikaku).374

It was, in fact, a conference held in Nishiyama’s Kyoto in May 1963 that

prompted the most spirited argument in favor of comprehensive planning for the

protection of the old city and its cityscape to be found in the pages of Kanazawa Keizai

Dôyû in these years. Returning to Kanazawa from the tenth annual conference of the

Nihon Toshi Gakkai (Japan Urban Institute), the Dôyûkai’s general secretary, Yamaguchi

Kenji, analyzed the discussion he had just heard concerning the issues involved in urban

development.375 The publication of “Preservation and Development” (Hozon to

Kaihatsu), while nominally a report of the proceedings of the Kyoto conference, provided

Yamaguchi with a forum for introducing to a Kanazawa audience contemporary

preservation activities in Kyoto and Nara, as well as allowing room for his own

commentary on the state of urban development and preservation.

Yamaguchi opens his discussion with an overview of what was presented at the

conference concerning preservation programs in Kyoto and Nara. In Kyoto, Yamaguchi

relates, the city planning authorities begin with clear distinctions between areas they

designate as “environmental protection zones” (kankyô hozon kuiki) and those they

consider “reconstruction zones” (kaizô kuiki). Through purchase of properties in some

cases and compensation to owners in others, without establishing an inflexible system of

ordinances the city government is able to protect the beauty and natural state of valued

sites throughout the city. For the Nara case, planning objectives are represented by the

“Neo-Nara Plan” (Neo Nara Keikaku), then under development. The Neo-Nara Plan, as

                                                
374 Nishiyama Uzô, “Toshi Kaihatsu to Bunkazai no Hozon,” 412–14.
375 Yamaguchi Kenji, “Hozon to Kaihatsu,” Kanazawa Keizai Dôyû, no. 30 (1960).
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Yamaguchi presents it, relies on many of the basic tenets of postwar planning, such as

strong measures to implement a unified planning scheme for the entire area, the division

of space in terms of use (such as the separation of “recreation areas” from those for “the

circulation of goods and vehicles,” and residential areas from those for public

institutions), and provision of high-tech transportation services to supplement private cars

(in this case, a system of monorail routes to carry tour groups between the main tourist

sites).

Yamaguchi concludes his discussion of these two scenarios with the observation

that there are various sources for learning about how the challenges of urban planning in

historic cities may be met, and “if we gather together the wisdom of many” (shûchi wo

atsumeru) and take a “scientific approach” to the problem, we will have the resources to

meet those challenges. But he begins the heart of his discussion only after this summary,

starting with the recognition that “the resolution of the problem of ‘preservation and

development’ (hozon to kaihatsu) cannot be expressed in the phrase ‘preservation or

development’ (hozon ka kaihatsu ka).” That is, city leaders must search for methods to

promote “development for preservation” (hozon no tame no kaihatsu). In support of this

search, he quotes from a presentation by the president of the Toshi Gakkai, Okui

Fukutarô: “Ultimately, it is the citizen, we must say, who will make both preservation

and development occur.”376 Yamaguchi develops this point by drawing on what he sees

as the gist of a number of presentations at the 1963 conference: the importance of what he

calls “finely textured research” (kime no komakai kenkyû) relating to people’s daily life.

“We must not,” he writes, “entrust development only to administration and the stuff of

                                                
376 The text reads: Hozon to kaihatsu no ue ni aru shutai wa nani ka to ieba sore wa shimin de aru.
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economics.”377 The goal must be “development rooted in humanity” (ningensei ni

nezashita kaihatsu).378

For nearly two years following Yamaguchi’s report on the 1963 conference, the

business of the Dôyûkai returned to its original focus: business. Among presentations and

roundtable discussions on finance, regional development, and transport issues, the topic

of preservation was not a part of either the newsletter’s articles or the study sessions of

the association.379 Prompted in part by the publication of Osaragi Jirô’s “Hakai Sareru

Shizen” (introduced in Chapter 1) in the Asahi Shinbun  in February 1965, however, the

national debate concerning the destruction of historical landscapes and traditional

architecture began in earnest.380 While maintaining its focus on recent events in

Kamakura, Osaragi’s series introduced to a national audience the work of the National

Trust in England and the preservation of the Marais district in Paris under the so-called

Malraux Laws, France’s first legislation to extend cultural properties protection to groups

of buildings.381

In July 1965, a few months after the publication of Osaragi’s essay, the Dôyûkai

again returned to the topic of historic preservation with a talk by an urban geographer

                                                
377 The text reads: Kaihatsu wo tada gyôsei ya keizai kankei no mi ni makasete ita node wa ikenai to iu
beki de arô.
378 Cementing the points already covered, Yamaguchi concludes with six aphorisms he draws from the lessons of the urban studies
conference: There can be no preconceived notions of preservation and development; Modernization is necessary for preservation;
Planning and synthesis need to be part of preservation and development; A scientific approach is necessary for development;

Development can only be seen in the gains made by specific projects and small districts; and, There can be no

development that forgets about the human.
379 The Dôyûkai’s twentieth anniversary volume provides a chronology of all the events sponsored by the
organization each year. ed. Kanazawa Keizai Dôyûkai, Kanazawa Keizai Dôyûkai 20-nen no Ayumi
(Kanazawa: Kanazawa Keizai Dôyûkai, 1977).
380 Osaragi Jirô, “Hakai Sareru Shizen,” Asahi Shinbun (evening edition), 8–12 February 1965.
381 Passed in 1962, these laws are commonly associated with André Malraux, Minister of Cultural Affairs
in the de Gaulle government, during whose term in office they were put into effect. Robert R. Garvey,
“Europe Protects Its Monuments,” in Readings in Historic Preservation: Why? What? How?, ed. Norman
Williams, Jr. and Edmund H. Kellog (New Brunswick, NJ: Center for Urban Policy Research, 1983
(1966)).
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from Tokyo University, Kiuchi Shinzô.382 Without mentioning Osaragi by name, Kiuchi

notes in his presentation that the issue of “preservation and development” has recently

entered the mass media: from its beginnings in the Kyoto conference two years before, he

says, the topic is now commonly found in newspapers and magazines. Kiuchi’s argument

begins with the premise that “there is no opposition to the general idea of ‘preservation

and development’,” but he goes on to document the seemingly insurmountable obstacles

to the achievement of a balance between the two goals.383 Compensation for property

owners, the pressures of high population density, issues of property rights, and a shortage

of capital all stand in the way of historic preservation. These arguments might be deemed

the “realist” view of historic preservation, but his discussion of a fifth obstacle brings

Kiuchi’s thinking about preservation to an expression more ontological than practical:

that an impulse toward preservation ties up assets and places whose use is vital to the

rejuvenation of the country. Modern life is opposed to things that limit people’s ability to

change their lives, he argues: “There is a difficulty in having preservation projects at the

center of regional development directed at real life. For true development one needs to

overcome such things.”384

The conclusions of Kiuchi’s presentation remain tightly tethered to a viewpoint

centered on economic gains, but his argument rests on a desire to “overcome” the past.

He recommends that Kanazawa strengthen its position as a regional administrative leader

in business and finance; as the largest city in Hokuriku it may serve as the commercial

                                                
382 Kiuchi, in his mid-50s at the time he spoke before the Dôyûkai, was the author of several books on
Japanese geography and had recently co-authored Nihon no Toshi-ka (Japan’s urbanization)(Tokyo: Kokon
Shoin, 1964). The text of Kiuchi’s presentation was printed in the Dôyûkai newsletter in November 1965:
Kiuchi Shinzô, “Hozon to Kaihatsu,” Kanazawa Keizai Dôyû, no. 53 (1965).
383 The text reads: “hozon to kaihatsu” to iu no mo tairitsu shita gainen de wa nakute. Ibid.: 2.
384 The text reads: …kindai-teki-na seikatsu e no tenkan wo todomeru koto wa dekinai. Ikita mono wo
taishô toshite iru tokoro ni chiiki kaihatsu no naka ni okeru hozon jigyô no konnan-sei ga ari, korera wo
norikoete ikanakereba makoto no kaihatsu wa dekinai. Ibid.: 3.
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headquarters for Ishikawa, Toyama, and Fukui prefectures. In closing, he attempts to

offer some reassuring words to members of the audience who might hold fast to a vision

of the future that brings together preservation and development, but the definition of what

is to be preserved under his plan remains unclear:

Still, thinking about Greater Kanazawa in the future, the heart of the city would be
for practical activities such as central administrative functions, as well as
commerce and as a center for the service industry; while, on the other hand,
building a new Kanazawa in the suburbs, with residential districts and newly
constructed suburban apartment complexes, we might also hope for a
thoroughgoing protection, a preservation that would continue to progress.385

Kiuchi’s viewpoint on urban development represented the official orthodoxy of

the time. Separation of functions, rationalization of transport, and large-scale rebuilding

of the urban core were elements common to city planning in the United States and Japan

in the first postwar decades. Echoing the views of the American CED’s president offered

in Kanazawa a few years before, Kiuchi’s desire to “overcome” the past also represented

an orthodox position within city planning at the time. In contrast, the local representatives

of the Dôyûkai, such as Yamaguchi, rejected such an agenda. The recognition on the part

of the Dôyûkai’s leadership in these years that the urban core was something to be valued

and protected separated the city’s civic leadership from such groups in other Japanese

cities at the time. As the assertion of municipal independence from central authority

gained strength nationwide in the mid-1960s, the Dôyûkai’s message concerning

strategies for protection of Kanazawa’s urban fabric found a receptive audience in the

city offices.

                                                
385 The original reads: Mata shôrai no Dai Kanazawa wo kangaeru naraba, toshin wa chûsû kanri kinô ya,
shôgyô, sâbisu no sentâ toshite katsuyô shi, kôgai ni mo atarashii Kanazawa wo tsukutte iku, jûtaku-chi mo
kôgai ni atarashii danchi wo zôsei suru ippô, tettei-teki na hogo, hozon wo susumete iku koto ga
nozomashi.
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ESTABLISHING A LEGAL BASIS FOR THE PROTECTION OF HISTORIC ENVIRONMENTS

The members of the Dôyûkai continued their discussions of the ways to balance

preservation and economic development in the months following Kiuchi’s talk.

Nationally, discussion of historic preservation in these months was dominated by the

pending Old Capitals’ Preservation Law, which made great advances in bringing together

in the legal realm city-planning procedures and a concern for historic landscapes.386

Passed in January 1966 and put into effect in April of that year, the Old Capitals

Protection Law was significant in setting precedents for the future but nevertheless

limited in its scope. While establishing procedures for the designation of “historic

environments protection districts” (rekishi-teki fûdo hozon chiku) under the City Planning

Law, its coverage was confined to the three old capitals of Kyoto, Nara, and Kamakura,

and a number of smaller sites chiefly in Nara prefecture.

The Dôyûkai’s members and the city officers in Kanazawa seem to have been

both encouraged and challenged by the passage of the Old Capitals Protection Law. By

September 1966, the creation of a “preservation and development committee” (hozon to

kaihatsu iinkai) was on the agenda for discussion by the Dôyûkai’s governing board.387

Such a committee was in fact officially chartered that month and met for the first time on

October 6, opening at that meeting the discussion of what became known as the task of

creating a “classification of objects for preservation” (hozon taishô no bunrui). The

systematic approach to preservation taken by the committee’s members, led by the chair,

Motooka Saburô, bore fruit in a document completed at the group’s second meeting on

                                                
386 Officially termed the Law for Special Measures Relating to the Protection of Historical Environments
in the Old Capitals (Koto ni Okeru Rekishi-teki Fûdo no Hozon ni Kan suru Tokubetsu Sochi-hô), it is
usually referred to as the Koto Hozon-hô. Bunkachô, Bunkazai Hogo-hô Gojû-nen Shi, 407–09.
387 Kanazawa Keizai Dôyûkai, Kanazawa Keizai Dôyûkai 20-nen no Ayumi, 42.
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28 November and published, with an essay by Motooka, in the January 1967 issue of the

newsletter.388

The classification system developed by the committee clearly draws on the

existing national system of cultural assets protection but goes to some lengths to distance

itself from it. For example, although it mirrors the Ministry of Education’s divisions by

using the terms “tangible assets,” “intangible assets,” and “natural assets,” the committee

steers away from referring to the objects to be protected as “cultural assets” or “cultural

properties” (bunkazai), preferring instead to call them “preservation properties” or “assets

for preservation” (hozon-zai). In addition, the committee highlights the contextualization

of the objects by referring to them as “social” (shakai-teki), also a formulation not used

by the Ministry of Education.389 In sum, the categorization created by the committee

reflects a self-conscious move away from the site-delimited and object-centered

protection performed at the time by the national cultural authorities. Instead, the targets

of the committee’s system are a broadly defined set of concerns at once more far-

reaching (encompassing entire historic environments rather than single sites) and more

abstract (highlighting aspects of lifestyle and affect rather than limiting themselves to

objects and practices) than were the subjects of conventional cultural properties activity

at the time.

The taxonomic exercise undertaken by the Preservation and Development

Committee is reminiscent of Yamaguchi’s call, four years earlier, for a “scientific

                                                
388 Kanazawa Keizai Dôyûkai (Hozon to Kaihatsu Iinkai), “Hozon Taishô no Bunrui,” Kanazawa Keizai
Dôyû, no. 58 (1967); Motooka Saburô, “Kanazawa no Hozon to Kaihatsu Mondai Zakkan,” Kanazawa
Keizai Dôyû, no. 58 (1967). Further perspective on the development of the committee may be found in an
essay by the Dôyûkai’s secretary, Yamaguchi Kenji, that accompanies these two articles. Yamaguchi Kenji,
“Hozon to Kaihatsu Iinkai ni Tsuite,” Kanazawa Keizai Dôyû, no. 58 (1967).
389 The four categories used are: “tangible social assets for preservation” (shakai-teki yûgei hozon-sai),
“intangible social assets for preservation” (shakai-teki mugei hozon-zai), “natural assets for preservation”
(shizen hozon-zai), and “others” (sono hoka).
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approach” to development as it relates to historic preservation. In its organization

reflecting the basic divisions of the Ministry of Culture’s programs and in its approach

seeming right at home within a group made up of business volunteers, nevertheless the

creation of these four categories includes some strikingly original elements. The most

innovative are grouped together in the “Others” category. There we find, for example, a

subheading that reads, “The past, the present, and expectations for the future” (kako,

genzai, oyobi shôrai no yosô), brought together with one that calls for attention to “a

human scale of life” (ningen-teki seikatsu-dô), both placed together within the

subcategory, “The things of citizens’ everyday life” (shimin seikatsu no naiyô).

Fundamentally, what the initial work of the Preservation and Development Committee

reflects is a concern to include a wide range of types and forms of valued objects

(tangible and intangible) within the plans for the protection of Kanazawa’s cultural

legacies. Moreover, what we see here is a concern to reflect in protection programs the

lived experience of the city’s residents. Again we hear the echoes of Yamaguchi: the

“finely textured research” into everyday life, the citizen at the center of the goals for both

preservation and development.

The Dôyûkai, made up of some of the most powerful business leaders and

influential academics in the area, made the results of the Preservation and Development

Committee’s work available to city officials. The city responded to the Dôyûkai’s

promptings by holding a research meeting in May 1967 with the title, “A Diagnosis of the

Problems of Preservation and Urban Renewal” (Hozon to Toshi Saikaihatsu Shindan).390

The group gathered together for this roundtable discussion was comprised of five visiting

scholars, including Professor Taniguchi Kichirô, of Tokyo Kôgyô Daigaku, and Sekino

                                                
390 The following summary is based primarily on the outline provided in Kanazawa-shi Toshi Kensetsu-bu
(Midori to Hana no Ka), 20-nen no Ayumi: Kanazawa-shi Dentô Kankyô Hozon Jôrei Seitei (Kanazawa:
Kanazawa-shi, 1988), 13–17.
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Masaru, director of the Tokyo Bunkazai Kenkyû-jo. Also taking part in the discussion

were the prefectural governor, the mayor of Kanazawa, various city officials, the

president of the Kanazawa art college, and the secretary of the Dôyûkai, Motooka

Saburô. Among the questions they asked of themselves and the other participants was the

central one: What is it that must be preserved?391

In November 1967, the participants in that spring meeting released their report on

the discussions, calling for the identification and protection of various groups of elements

in the urban landscape. They highlighted in particular the need to protect green space, to

maintain the water flows of the rivers and urban watercourses (yôsui) that had been

constructed by the first developers of the city, and for the municipal government to

provide guidance toward “architecture that is in harmony with the high tone of the

cityscape’s scenery.”392 In practical terms, their recommendations were twofold,

reflecting the influence of the system then in place in Kyoto: to select and purchase items

of value, and to provide tax exemptions and other assistance to owners of important

properties. In conceptual terms, the report carries through recommendations made by

Dôyûkai members in the preceding years, particularly the call for preservation-oriented

planning that takes the whole cityscape as its object of concern.

The work of the May 1967 research meeting led as well to the establishment in

November of that year of a municipal preservation and development committee, the

Kanazawa-shi Dentô Kankyô Hozon Iinkai (The Kanazawa preservation of traditional

environments committee), with twenty-four members drawn from throughout city and

prefectural offices and various voluntary groups. Expert subcommittees (senmon bukai)

were established at the same time to work on various aspects of the issue: an architectural

                                                
391 “Hozon subeki wa nani ka.”
392 The phrase used was: Kakuchô takai machinami no keikan ni chôwa suru kenchiku no shidô.
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subcommittee, tree-planting promotion subcommittee, cultural heritage subcommittee,

and promotion of beautification subcommittee. These subcommittees met for the first

time in January 1968.393

By the spring of 1968, the city had prepared the way for the first municipal

ordinance in Japan designed for the promotion of cultural landscape preservation. Passed

on 1 April and implemented after 1 October of the same year, the Kanazawa-shi Dentô

Kankyô Hozon Jôrei established eight preservation districts within the city’s boundaries,

totaling nearly 400 hectares. The text of the ordinance’s opening passage neatly captures

its emphasis on controlling change in the urban environment, listing its goals as “the

strongest possible protection of this city’s unique traditional environment against the

destruction that accompanies urban development, as well as the creation of a new

traditional environment through the achievement of a balance with the modern city, to be

the inheritance of citizens in the years to come.”394 Kanazawa’s passage of its

preservation ordinance was followed by the enactment of similar laws in cities and towns

throughout the country: in September 1968 in Kurashiki, in 1971 in Yanagawa (Fukuoka

prefecture), in 1972 in Takahashi (Okayama), Hagi (Yamaguchi), Takayama (Gifu),

Kyoto, and Kôbe, and in 1973 in Matsue (Shimane) and Nagiso-machi (Nagano), among

other cities in which ordinances of this sort were enacted during these years.395

The implementation by Kanazawa of an ordinance governing city planning at the

local level was a reflection of the movement toward political localization (introduced in

Chapter 1) that had been brewing nationwide for several years.396 While the experience in

                                                
393 Kanazawa-shi Toshi Kensetsu-bu (Midori to Hana no Ka), 20-nen no Ayumi, 124–28.
394 Ibid., 129.
395 Ibid., 12.
396 One of the leading organizations in the localization movement, the National Association of Progressive
Mayors, had been founded in 1964. Richard J. Samuels, The Politics of Regional Policy in Japan:
Localities Incorporated? (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1983), 27–28.
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Takayama described above highlighted financial independence as the driving factor in

that city’s localization efforts, in Kanazawa administrative responsibilities were the

greater concern. Japan’s local government administration was dominated at the time by a

system of what were called agency-delegated functions (kikan inin jimu). Established

during the Meiji period, this system dictated that local governments and their employees

should be considered subordinates of the central government, “responsible to the central

government and not to… electors or the prefectural or town assembly.”397 That is, while a

prefecture or municipality might have an office dedicated to land-use planning, in legal

terms the work of those planners was to be performed neither at the request nor by the

authority of local elected officials but under the control and direction of a national

ministry, usually the Ministry of Construction. As late as 1991, a Ministry of

Construction document asserted that “although the prefectural governor is elected by

universal suffrage, he is legally required to act as an agent of the national government as

far as city planning is concerned.” The same expectation applied to planners and other

bureaucrats at the municipal level.398

In the mid- and late 1960s, local officials across the country strained to escape the

grip of the system of agency-delegated functions, particularly where city planning and

control over development were concerned. Early in the decade, litigation over the effects

of industrial pollutants had filled the newspapers, and in September 1964 in “the first

setback to ‘capitalist logic’ in postwar Japan,” a municipal assembly voted down a

proposed petrochemical complex due to environmental concerns and citizen pressure.399

                                                
397 Sorensen, The Making of Urban Japan, 157.
398 The system of agency-delegated functions remained in place until 1999, when it was abolished by
means of an amendment to the current city-planning law. A similar amendment formally transferred power
over land-use planning and other local matters to prefectures and municipalities the following year. Ibid.,
299–300.
399 Nobuko Iijima, ed., Pollution Japan: Historical Chronology (Tokyo: Asahi Evening News, 1979), 194.
For analysis on citizens and environmental protest, see: Timothy S. George, Minamata: Pollution and the
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Beginning in the middle of the decade, the election of progressive candidates to offices in

municipal and prefectural governments threatened the position of the conservative

Liberal-Democratic Party (LDP), which had dominated government at all levels for the

preceding decade, and a relaxation of control over city-planning issues became a primary

strategy taken by the LDP to blunt popular criticism of its policies. The central issue cited

for the success of progressive candidates in these years was citizens’ concern (and often

outrage) over the deterioration of the environment and urban life, a feeling manifested not

only in elections but in mass demonstrations “against industrial plants and highway

interchanges, and for… essential services such as sewers, parks, and sidewalks.”400 The

system of land-use, economic development, and control over industry was ripe for

change.

The LDP had reportedly been reviewing proposals for revision of the existing

1919 City Planning Law for some years, but only with dramatic losses in local

government elections in 1967 was a replacement readied for passage. In July 1968,

shortly before Upper House elections, the LDP leadership announced a new urban policy

program and passed the first revision of Japanese urban-planning law in fifty years, the

New City Planning Law (Shin Toshi Keikaku-hô).401 Among other changes, the 1968 law

granted municipal and prefectural governments some new powers over city-planning

functions, including “the responsibility to prepare, approve, and implement plans,”

capacities that had been held since 1919 only by the central ministries. The transfer of

power was far from complete. Stunted by the continued authority of the system of

agency-delegated functions, hindered through the disbursement of financial resources and

                                                                                                                                                
Struggle for Democracy in Postwar Japan (Cambridge: Harvard University Asia Center, 2001); Margaret
A. McKean, Environmental Protest and Citizen Politics in Japan (Berkeley: University of California Press,
1981).
400 Sorensen, The Making of Urban Japan, 213.
401 Ibid.
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control of expertise by means of personnel transfers between ministries and local offices,

the exercise of powers in city planning by the municipalities remained, in practice,

severely limited.402 If the 1968 planning law did not represent as comprehensive a

transfer of responsibility as may have been desired by city planners at the local level,

however, it nonetheless gave a significant boost to local municipalities looking to take a

more active role in their control over local development.

The new law gave legal standing to the ordinances when they were passed in

Kanazawa, Kurashiki, and the rest of the cities just cited, but Kanazawa’s action in

particular — taken in the months before the national law was submitted to the Diet and,

so, not merely a response to it — should be seen not merely as a reaction to or realization

of the 1968 city planning law but as itself a part of the oppositional movement that

prompted the its quick passage. Kanazawa’s ordinance, and the national government’s

reaction to it, foreshadows a pattern of behavior that was becoming common practice in

these years. By about 1970, Reed writes, “in cases of regulatory policies, a pattern had

developed: a local government would enact an ‘illegal’ ordinance; the ministry involved

would point out the potential conflict with the law; after some maneuvering on both

sides, the law would be amended to make the local policy clearly legal.”403 The politics

of this period, Sorensen notes, indicate that “the consensus on growth had truly ended and

a new, more complex period [had begun] in which sharply differing views of the future of

urban areas and of the country were in competition.”404 The Kanazawa ordinance’s

emphasis on preservation of the historic environment of the city stands out as a signal

that its authors were concerned not only with the control of change but also on

                                                
402 Ibid., 214–15.
403 Steven R. Reed, Japanese Prefectures and Policymaking (Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press,
1986), 52.
404 Sorensen, The Making of Urban Japan, 213.
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developing means to retain, over the long term, the unified character of the historic city

as they envisioned it.

PUTTING PROTECTIVE LEGISLATION TO WORK

Among the areas selected for protection under the 1968 ordinance were the two

temple districts that had been created when the Maeda family relocated religious

institutions out of the central city to the opposite banks of the rivers early in the

seventeenth century. Stretches of the river channels themselves, parkland when the rivers

are not running high, were designated as well. Three scenic districts were designated,

including the Utatsuyama area above the Asano River on the east side and a central

district around Kenrokuen and the castle ruins in the center of the city. Also singled out

for protection was a small part of the Nagamachi samurai district, whose gates and walls

had a few years earlier benefited from the first subsidies offered by the municipal

government to private owners to regain and restore the city’s sense of an historic

atmosphere.405

The application of the ordinance, however, was challenged by owners of

buildings within and beside the designated areas from its inception. In keeping with a

concern stated on a number of occasions in the discussions preceding the ordinance’s

drafting, the regulations’ emphasis was on the city’s role in guiding property owners

toward a defined palette of colors and range of styles for the city’s buildings and natural

areas. This intention is referred as the endeavor to “create a unified scenic landscape”

(keikan wo tôitsu suru) for the city as a whole. The achievement — or imposition — of

such a consolidated “look” was not easily gained. Some of the more prominent examples

of resistance to the ordinance’s goals came in November and December 1968 in relation
                                                
405 Protection of the Nagamachi district was expanded considerably (from 1.94 to 9.56 hectares) with the
first amendment to the 1968 ordinance, put into effect on 1 October 1982. Kanazawa-shi Toshi Kensetsu-
bu (Midori to Hana no Ka), 20-nen no Ayumi, 129–35.
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to the color of a neon sign on a hotel in the western temple district, the size, shape, and

color of the five-story Ryokan Saitô, built near Kenrokuen in the spring of 1972, and in

1974 and 1975, the height of a proposed six-story government office building to be

constructed near the central scenic district.406

Only in the last of the cases just noted, in which inter-agency negotiations were

involved, was the conflict resolved to the full satisfaction of the 1968 ordinance’s

backers. In the case of the government office building, the plans were changed and a site

was selected elsewhere in the city. In the other cases, painstaking negotiation produced

only slow and often inadequate results. The reasons for such dynamics are simple: despite

the changes at the national level brought by the 1968 New City Planning Law, a locally

authored city-planning ordinance still had no powers of enforcement attached to it, and so

municipal officials were reluctant to press a court case knowing that their legal position

was weak. Until a real devolution of such powers occurred at the end of the 1990s, only

the central ministries at the national level held real authority over urban and land-use

planning, and while the local government had the authority to pass an ordinance, it had in

effect no powers to force compliance with it.

In this context we can see why such an emphasis might be put on the

establishment of a denken chiku. Only a preservation district established under the

national law would offer the protection needed to ensure the district’s stability, as only in

such a district (or in a similar city-planning district clearly authorized at the national

level) could the opinion of a majority of residents be used to force the acquiescence of a

small minority. In the cases of planning districts created at both the national and the local

levels, acceptance of a majority of residents was a requirement for successful

implementation of the plan. At the local level, however, enforcement was predicated on

                                                
406 Kanazawa-shi Toshi Kensetsu-bu (Midori to Hana no Ka), 20-nen no Ayumi, 63–67.
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near-complete acceptance of the plan. As the experience of Higashi Chaya-machi shows,

exclusion of a district from the denken chiku system, for whatever reason, left local

authorities uncertain as to what means could be used to protect those properties.

THE ISSUE OF HIGASHI CHAYA-MACHI

The debate over Higashi Chaya-machi begins from its very name. In the postwar

era alone, the tea-house district on the eastern side of the Asano River in Higashiyama

has been called, variously, “Atago-chô,” “Higashi no Kuruwa,” and, as it is now known

officially by the Ministry of Culture and the Kanazawa city office, “Higashiyama

Higashi.”407 The change in name is not simply a symptom of bureaucratic tinkering but

reflects instead a profound unease surrounding the neighborhood’s identity that has

determined both its relationship to the city at large and its status as a site for historic

preservation. Ultimately, it is the district’s past as a pleasure quarter that is registered by

some names and downplayed by others. It is that past that was at the center of the

controversy surrounding the proposed designation in 1975.

One of the two pleasure quarters established in the brief interlude when

prostitution was legalized in Tokugawa-era Kanazawa, the eastern teahouse district

stands between the Asano River and Utatsuyama. After its official closure in 1832,

Higashi Chaya-machi was again given official permission to operate in 1867. In the

intervening years, however, its character appears to have changed little: an 1846 survey

records 119 courtesans (yûjo), 164 prostitutes (shôfu/oyama), 45 geisha, and various other

girls (hinagi/kodomo) at work in more than 100 buildings in what was then called the

Higashi Shinchi.408 With the closure of the district in 1832 the area had been officially
                                                
407 The district in question is small in size for the extent of the controversy it has generated: the area
targeted by the 1977 ordinance measures 170 meters north–south and 120 meters east–west, and was
comprised of 136 structures. Tanaka Yoshio, “Kaihatsu to Hozen,” 31.
408 I am grateful to Elizabeth Leicester for her help with the history of Kanazawa’s chaya-machi and the
subtleties of the particular terms related to them.
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renamed Atago-chô; from its reopening in 1867 until the postwar anti-prostitution law

was put into effect in 1956, it operated under that name as a pleasure quarter. On 28

February 1958, all businesses in the district were closed with the exception of restaurants.

At this time, the neighborhood name was changed by the city: the district formerly

known as Atago-chô was newly registered as simply a section of Higashiyama 1-

chôme.409

Kanazawa’s tea-house districts have found an awkward place in the public

discourses of the postwar era. Higashi Chaya-machi and the other pleasure quarters do

not appear by name or as a group in any of the Dôyûkai’s discussions of historic

preservation or tourism, including the assessment of important elements in the city’s

historic fabric that was presented in 1967 as an introduction to the work of the Dôyûkai’s

Preservation and Development Committee.410 Higashi Chaya-machi, however, had earlier

been recognized as contributing to the city’s historic character. In the 1953 Iwanami

book, in addition to three photographs, the district’s particular charms are conveyed in

text that points up the dedication and discipline of the district’s geisha and asks, “Isn’t all

this part of the character of a commercial city?”411  Among historians, moreover, the

perception of the architectural value of the pleasure quarters seems to have grown over

the decades. By the time of the city’s application for designation as a denken chiku in the

1970s, Higashi Chaya-machi was put forward as the place accepted by residents and

visitors alike as most representative of Kanazawa’s historical character and architectural

                                                
409 Tanaka Yoshio, “Kaihatsu to Hozen,” 31.
410 Motooka Saburô, “Kanazawa no Hozon to Kaihatsu Mondai Zakkan,” 3.
411 Iwanami Shashin Bunko Henshû-bu, Kanazawa, 50–51.
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style.412 In subsequent writings by historians, it is unequivocally deemed the best

representative of a Meiji-era pleasure quarter outside of Kyoto.

In terms of the allocation of public funds, either as projects for urban

redevelopment or for restoration work, the city’s planning authorities seem only to have

considered the teahouse districts to be significant shortly before and some years after the

failed designation in the mid-1970s. Before the preliminary research toward designation

as a denken chiku, all the kuruwa were largely ignored by the city, with no allocation of

money for their maintenance or restoration.413 With the research came a certain notoriety,

which bore fruit with the passage in 1977 of an ordinance that laid the ground for

designation of one of the city’s pleasure quarters as a preservation district but which

brought with it no actual designation and no funds for renovation.414 In fact, financial

assistance did not come to the property owners in Higashi Chaya-machi until 1984, with

funding specifically targeted at restoration and maintenance of exterior latticework

(kôshi). Further financial assistance, also directed at exterior work, was authorized in

1989 under an ordinance establishing the pleasure districts as preservation areas at the

municipal level. In addition, the “third” pleasure quarter, now called Kazue-machi, was

selected by the city in 1984 to be a “model district,” and as a result was offered various

                                                
412 In the eyes of both residents and visitors alike, Higashi no Kuruwa was thought to be “mottomo
Kanazawa-rashii machinami.” Hirai Satoshi, “Kanazawa Kyû Higashi no Kuruwa: Dentô-teki Kenzôbutsu-
gun Hozon Chiku Hozon Taisaku Taishô-chi,” Kenchiku Zasshi 91, no. 1108 (1976): 559.
413 That Higashi no Kuruwa was not covered by the 1968 ordinance as a preservation district is said to be
connected to ongoing negotiations with the Agency for Cultural Affairs over its pending designation as a
denken chiku. Tsuchiya Atsuo, “Kanazawa-shi no Machinami,” 318. The ordinance, of course, was put into
effect well before the 1975 amendment establishing denken chiku was on anyone’s agenda, and, moreover,
other districts that were considered for designation as denken chiku at the time, such as Tsumago post-town
and the districts in Kyoto, were covered by similar ordinances. The city’s own presentation of this issue
suggests that reluctance on the part of the residents motivated the city to hold off on including Higashi no
Kuruwa in the properties covered by the 1968 ordinance. Kanazawa-shi Toshi Kensetsu-bu (Midori to
Hana no Ka), 20-nen no Ayumi, 20.
414 This was the Kanazawa-shi Dentô-teki Kenzôbutsu-gun Hozon Chiku Hozon Jôrei, put into effect on 1
April. Tanaka Yoshio, “Kaihatsu to Hozen,” 30.
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forms of financial and administrative support, in large part to demonstrate to residents of

other sections of the city the benefits to be gained through such municipal assistance.415

The 1975 failure of the city to arrange the designation of the Higashi Chaya-

machi remains a signal event in the progress of Kanazawa’s postwar preservation

program, debated by scholars and participants, approached uneasily in official

publications. The crux of Tanaka’s critique of the city, introduced at the opening of this

chapter, is not that the city simply failed in the designation. Central to his concern is

instead the city and prefectural officials’ denial of the problem to be confronted. When

warned by Tanaka in his survey report that there was significant opposition to

designation among residents, the authorities omitted his findings from the published

report. When the designation plan was scrapped at the last minute, they did not inform

the scholars who had participated in the research. At each stage, city and prefectural staff

seem to have thought that they could make the designation happen by force of will.

Taken together, these actions on the part of the planning staff suggest the degree to which

it was not a limitation of the residents that preempted designation of Higashi Chaya-

machi but a limitation of the thinking of the planning authorities themselves.

Nonetheless, a certain orthodoxy emphasizing the responsibility of the residents

has come to dominate discussions of the event.416 The shorthand most often used, in some

scholarly publications but particularly by city officials (such as when pressed on the

subject in interviews), is that despite the city’s best efforts there was in the end

“insufficient understanding” on the part of residents concerning what was at stake in the

                                                
415 Kanazawa-shi Toshi Kensetsu-bu (Midori to Hana no Ka), 20-nen no Ayumi, 33–34.
416 For discussions of the designation issue, see Shimamura Noboru, Kanazawa no Machiya, 216–18;
Tanaka Yoshio, “Kaihatsu to Hozen.”; Tsuchiya Atsuo, “Kanazawa-shi no Machinami,” 330. Indicative of
the city’s position is the brief mention of the Higashi Chaya-machi issue that is given in the text of the
twenty-year evaluation of the 1968 ordinance, and its omission from the timeline of notable events in that
same volume. Kanazawa-shi Toshi Kensetsu-bu (Midori to Hana no Ka), 20-nen no Ayumi, 101–02, 24.
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designation.417 In nearly all accounts, the residents’ rejection is ascribed to unreasonable

or unnecessary fears about primarily economic matters: that the district would experience

a drop in property values with designation or that owners would lose control over their

largest single financial asset. In some sources, particularly by scholars not centrally

involved in the designation bid, the burden is shared by city representatives, who are

described as having “started too late” to present their case to the residents, or as having

“been in a hurry.”418

In fact, the basis of residents’ “misunderstanding” of the implications of

designation appears to have been a widespread unease centered on the identity of the

district itself. There were, it appears, overlapping areas in which the residents were

ambivalent toward designation, and these were compounded by a lingering sense of

discomfort on the part of political leaders in the city.419 The residents certainly appear to

have been concerned with financial issues, such as the long-term viability of the district

as a tourist site and the limitations designation would put on their reuse of the buildings,

but city officials were also uncertain how to present a former pleasure quarter as a tourist

site. The frequent changes of name, resting finally on the euphemistic “Higashiyama

Higashi,” suggest that a too-direct identification of the district as a pleasure quarter had to

be avoided. The pleasure quarters are not easily accommodated into conventional tourism

planning: as Councilor Noboru articulates in the quotation that opens this chapter, in a

sector of tourism in which young women are a primary target audience, the cries of

                                                
417 The phrase used by a junior member of the construction division of the city government during a 2002
interview was that the citizens “had a poor — or they hadn’t gotten an adequate — understanding”
(hikukatta to iu ka jûbun-na rikai ga erarenakatta) of the issues.
418 Tanaka Yoshio, “Kaihatsu to Hozen,” 37; Tsuchiya Atsuo, “Kanazawa-shi no Machinami,” 318, 30.
419 Tanaka writes that it was this unease among city leaders that he saw reflected in the statement of
Councilor Noboru that opens this chapter. Tanaka Yoshio, “Kaihatsu to Hozen,” 34.
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women locked into a life of prostitution are said to ring in the tea-house districts.420

Without the high-culture association of Kyoto’s Gion-Shinbashi district, successfully

refashioned into an icon of traditional Japanese arts, Kanazawa’s pleasure quarters

threaten to evoke only images of the exploitation of women.

Linked to that uncertainty over identity was a fear, commonly voiced since the

mid-1970s by residents of prospective preservation districts nationwide, that an influx of

tourists would interrupt the natural workings of the district as a community. Although

shared with districts nationwide, the threat of this “tourism pollution” (kankô kôgai) was

thought to be more acute in the pleasure quarter. By the 1970s, a majority of the residents

of Higashi Chaya-machi was not employed in the tourism industry. Among any group of

dwellings, a large and steady stream of tourists can quickly degrade residents’ quality of

life. Where a merchant or samurai quarter attracts historical interest, however, in the case

of a pleasure quarter such an interest would likely be mixed with a voyeurism particularly

disdained by its residents.

LESSONS OF HIGASHI CHAYA-MACHI

Clear from various retellings of the events surrounding Higashi Chaya-machi in

the mid-1970s is that city officials were deaf to residents’ concerns over the district’s

designation and that the residents answered that deafness with the only means at their

disposal: their veto. There was much to recommend the district both as a cultural asset on

a national scale and as a viable tourism destination. Popular interest in the life of the

chaya-machi had been evident since at least the Iwanami book’s publication in the early

1950s, and architectural historians were in agreement concerning the historical and

aesthetic value of the buildings. Moreover, the Kanazawa municipal government has
                                                
420 Such an ambivalence is not confined to Kanazawa: when Kanazawa’s Higashi Chaya-machi was finally
added to the list of designated denken chiku in 2002, it joined only one other chaya machi, Kyoto’s Gion
Shinbashi, on the list.
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shown both in the years before the designation issue and in the decades since that it can

oversee successful preservation programs. Kanazawa remains one of the most varied,

engaging, and visually pleasing cities in Japan, in no small part due to a long tradition of

sophisticated urban planning.

The prospective designation of Higashi Chaya-machi, however, posed a number

of problems that the planners in Kanazawa did not anticipate and could not adequately

address. First, the culture of urban-planning in Kanazawa was particularly geared toward

a proactive, confident bureaucracy, one that saw itself as inheriting grand visions from

the past. The legacy of this outlook is evident throughout the city: in the complex system

of watercourses, the grand garden, the self-contained samurai districts, and the broad

avenues that structure the city today. This is also the viewpoint underlying the roadway-

building project from the train station to Musashi-ga-tsuji in the 1970s, which solved a

technical traffic problem through the demolition of an established neighborhood in the

heart of the city. It appears from their actions that the planners expected a similar

submission to their plans in the case of Higashi Chaya-machi.

The dominance of city planners in Kanazawa’s townscape protection schemes is

clear from one’s first contact with the city bureaucracy. The office handling queries

concerning both maintenance of the cityscape as a whole and the administration of

protected areas, such as the chaya-machi and the Nagamachi samurai district, is the

scenery section of the planning department, set within the construction division of city

hall. In other towns, a query about townscape protection is considered either a matter of

cultural affairs or tourism promotion and is passed along to the education board, tourism

department, or local preservation society.421 The difference here is not an economic

                                                
421 Having approached a half-dozen cities and towns on just this question, this observation is drawn from
first-person experience.
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viewpoint dominating a “cultural” one; in all of the sites investigated in this study, one of

the driving forces behind the establishment of some form of historic preservation scheme

was a concern to promote economic development through tourism. In Kanazawa, the

language used, the techniques relied on, and the definition of goals for the projects are

particularly drawn from the profession of city-planning. In this way, historic preservation

in Kanazawa stands apart from what is seen in Hida-Takayama or in the Kiso Valley

post-towns discussed below.

Significantly, within that city-planning outlook Kanazawa also stands apart from

other cities at the time for its rejection of the unequivocal “pro-growth” viewpoint

articulated for the Dôyûkai audience by the Tokyo University urban geographer Kiuchi

Shinzô. Kiuchi’s exhortation that the past must be “overcome” in the interests of both

economic and cultural development, while still mainstream doctrine in governmental and

business circles when he lectured to the group in 1965, seems to have fallen on deaf ears

in Kanazawa. To their credit, the Dôyûkai’s businessmen members took a truly

conservative stance in this regard, not accepting this viewpoint without question but

rather attempting to determine for themselves what alternatives their own city’s

circumstances presented to them.

Nonetheless, the workings of the Dôyûkai were not radically at odds with other

viewpoints then being developed in city planning, such as Nishiyama Uzô’s vision of a

scheme that would promote preservation of the whole city fabric. In fact, the Dôyûkai’s

discussions and presentations in the development/preservation debate in these years

shared certain fundamental precepts with city planners more broadly, including both

those in the “whole city” and the “overcome the past” schools of thought. The centerpoint

of that agreement is a belief in the desirability of a strong centralized planning structure.

The viability of comprehensive planning, the desirability of a single, overarching plan for
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the city, and a faith in the capacity of city officials to implement such plans were the

foundations of city-planning orthodoxy at the time. Even Yamaguchi’s concern for the

importance of the citizen fits this pattern. The charge in that view is not so much to listen

to citizens’ concerns as to plan on their behalf.

Finally, the proposed designation of Higashi Chaya-machi as a preservation

district presented its residents with issues that the city’s planning staff seem not to have

understood nor to have addressed adequately in their consultations in the district itself. At

the time it was first proposed for designation as a denken chiku, Higashi Chaya-machi

had been a pleasure quarter for most of the preceding 150 years. Thus, as they considered

the designation, residents of the kuruwa were confronted with questions not faced by

property-owners in other districts. In addition to the common questions of property-

values and liquidity of their assets, the residents of Higashi Chaya-machi weighed the

benefits and risks presented by the publicizing of their neighborhood’s past, made all the

more acute by the implied invitation they would be extending to large numbers of tourists

to explore the traces of that past directly.

Nearly three decades after the residents’ rejection of denken chiku status (and

barely one year since its acceptance of it), the district remains surprisingly quiet and

undeveloped. On its one street, there are one or two inns and a few shops. Most

importantly, there is little evidence of an attempt to capitalize on the quarter’s history

beyond the façade-deep presentation of an architectural ambience. The presentation of the

kuruwa’s unique identity is today muted, and the issues it raised for residents more than

twenty-five years ago remain largely unresolved.

CONCLUSIONS

Kanazawa as the visitor experiences it today is the product of centuries of strong

centralized planning by local authorities, and the system of historic preservation seen
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there today continues that legacy. Both the establishment of the settlement and its

subsequent development were determined largely on paper before being enacted in the

material fabric of the cityscape itself. In its urban planning schemes, Kanazawa has often

stood alone among Japanese cities, its residents and officials apparently convinced that its

former power earns it a right to consideration as a peer of Kyoto, Nara, and Kamakura.

Building on that legacy of strong administration, city-planning approaches have

dominated the implementation of historic preservation schemes during the postwar

period. Aside from the protection of Kenrokuen and the castle ruins, and designation of a

small number of architectural assets by the Ministry of Education, efforts to protect the

city’s architectural and scenic inheritances have been undertaken for the most part as

urban-planning schemes.

The discussions that led up to the city’s landmark 1968 preservation ordinance are

consistent with that history. Occurring within the small but influential Kanazawa Keizai

Dôyûkai, debates over possible preservation schemes evaluated master plan techniques

and citizen-centered approaches, strategies for economic development and those for the

protection of the cityscape as a whole. Ultimately, within the Dôyûkai and then in the city

offices, the strategy pursued by the municipal authorities favored a comprehensive plan

for protection of the city’s historic fabric. Economic development, it was thought, was to

be found through the exploitation of the city’s rich historic legacies, rather than through

“overcoming” the limitations of traditional culture. The goal, as the interested amateurs in

the Dôyûkai and the professional planners in Kanazawa government articulated it, was a

balance between tradition and progress, the construction of a “new traditional

environment” to be built from a merging of the existing cityscape, with contemporary

additions designed to mirror characteristic features from the past.
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The Kanazawa Keizai Dôyûkai is given credit by both citizens and city-planners

in city hall for its crucial role in pressing forward on the planning for a municipal

preservation ordinance in the city. In its retrospective of the first two decades of the

ordinance, the city acknowledges the Dôyûkai’s role, assigning it a central role in the

course of events.422 Kanazawa’s citizens, viewing events from a different perspective

than do the city bureaucrats, acknowledge the importance of the Dôyûkai’s role but offer

a more guarded assessment both of its activities and the city’s legal and administrative

structures they influenced. In the words of a particularly critical citizen, a life-long

resident of the Nagamachi district and retired banker (but never a member of the

Dôyûkai), the activists of the Dôyûkai were generous but essentially ineffectual:

As one might expect, the money put up by the Dôyûkai for Kanazawa’s
townscape preservation work was not, in fact, put toward a realistic model. The
people of the organization wanted to be able to achieve concrete results, visible
members of it wanted them — still, there was nothing done.423

From this resident’s point of view, the well-intentioned members of the Dôyûkai

were too far removed from the life of the districts themselves to propose effective plans.

The characteristics of that original conceptualization process were passed along to the

city planning office, where the actual plans for the realization of the schemes were

formed. In those offices, moreover, the limitations of the Dôyûkai’s work were

compounded by attitudes and outlooks on the part of planning professionals. In the case

of the Higashi Chaya-machi designation in the mid-1970s, the result was a disconnect

between the views of the district’s residents and the plans set out by the city.

                                                
422 Kanazawa-shi Toshi Kensetsu-bu (Midori to Hana no Ka), 20-nen no Ayumi, 13–14.
423 The interviewee’s wording was: Dore no, yappari, keizai no dôyû-kai no hozei mo, Kanazawa no ko iu
dentô-teki na machinami wo hozon shigoto to iu koto de, yappari, jijitsu na mokei tatsu ja nai, jitsu desu
nee. Gutai-teki na, sono, nantoka, wo kekka, dôyû mono dekitakatta ka, dôyû-kai-zoku ga me ni mieru
mono dekitakatta no wa, mata nai wo ni orimasu na.
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In the larger picture, the activities of the Kanazawa city government in these years

were integral parts of the movement toward localization that was seen nationwide. The

1968 Kanazawa ordinance represents one of the leading successes of that movement, not

only asserting a new local independence but pressuring the national authorities to reform

that structures governing city planning, urban development, and other municipal

activities. While the case of Higashi Chaya-machi demonstrates the limitations of

political localization as a means to extend political influence to local residents, the

experiences of Kanazawa’s preservationists nonetheless indicate that the localization

movement in this time left legacies that were both lasting and influential.

The planning-centered approaches seen in Kanazawa were mirrored in a number

of cities in the decade after the passage of the 1968 ordinance. In the Kiso Valley’s

Nagiso-machi in the early 1970s, a city-planning ordinance was passed to define the

historic district of Tsumago post-town. In contrast to Kanazawa’s experience, however,

the passage of Nagiso’s ordinance followed on a decade of citizen-led activities designed

to use historic preservation to control and promote economic growth in the district, and in

the neighboring post-town of Magome, a model of sorts for Tsumago’s residents, similar

citizen-led efforts had been in place since shortly after the end of the Second World War.

These citizen-led efforts in the Kiso Valley contrast with the experiences of both

Takayama and Kanazawa, in which municipal officials led in the assertion of local

control over historic preservation. As the following chapter will demonstrate, however,

the experiences of Tsumago and Magome offer widely differing results. Taking together

they demonstrate that a reliance on residents’ initiative for the localization of political

control does not itself guarantee a smooth assumption of power over environmental

change.
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Chapter 5

Localization and Historic Form:
Searching for Authenticity on the Kiso Road

Interviewer: Tsumago is famous as a townscape preservation project. Magome
seems not to be townscape preservation exactly. What is the Magome project:
town-making? planning for tourism?

Historian: Well, it’s just the same as Tsumago. In that it has shops for the tourist
trade, it’s the same. The only difference between the two, Magome and Tsumago,
is that Tsumago didn’t have any big fires and so its townscape is still here. In
Magome, there was a big fire.

This exchange, which took place recently during an interview concerning Nagano

prefecture’s Magome post-town, opens up for this study the issue of authenticity as it

relates to the localization of historic preservation. According to this speaker, in that it

presents history to visiting tourists, Magome is the same as any of the other tourism-

centered towns that have made an appearance in this research. By raising the issue of fire

and its destruction, however, this historian also highlights an apparent difference between

Magome and other historic towns, particularly those, such as neighboring Tsumago, that

are known today as leading townscape preservation projects and beneficiaries of the

localization trends of the 1960s. In practical terms, the historian’s answer cites two

notions of the meaning of the term authenticity. The one refers to retention of the original
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physical fabric of structures and landscapes as the basis for authentic historic

preservation. The other highlights the perpetuation of shared identity, the maintenance of

a viable community within the localized context of a heritage-based tourism site, as the

hallmark of an authentic preservation scheme.

In a sense, it seems, locality and the localization of historic preservation are not

the central issue here, for they are not indivisibly linked to questions of authenticity. As

we shall see, however, each of these towns was a pioneer nationwide in citizens’ efforts

to promote economic viability and local identity through heritage tourism, and those early

reputations as sites of citizen activism keep issues of locality and local power all the more

firmly planted in the foreground of the discussion. In particular, the form of citizen

activism seen in Tsumago’s preservation movement has been the model for subsequent

citizen-led efforts in cities and towns nationwide, linking it implicitly or explicitly to the

localization movement of the period. In this way, investigations of Tsumago’s and

Magome’s experiences promise to provide a greater perspective toward an understanding

of the localization of political power during the postwar period.

On the surface, the crux of the distinction that is reinforced between Tsumago and

its neighbor is the fires that burned much of Magome in the late nineteenth and early

twentieth centuries, but that distinction can be questioned in various ways. The fires, as is

suggested in this opening quote, are said to have robbed the post-town of the degree of

physical authenticity that would be necessary for its recognition as a preservation site,

while its subsequent development has maintained the authenticity that resides in the

coherent presentation of a communal past. Japanese notions of authenticity in historic

preservation, and the practices they promote, however, suggest that fire is less of an issue

than the residents and officials in Magome suppose it to be. Moreover, a closer look at

the circumstances of development in Magome and Tsumago reveals other significant
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dynamics in each place’s postwar history that contribute to the differences between them.

From the combination of those other dynamics comes the context in which each town’s

particular experience of historic preservation was realized. Through exploration of those

other dynamics we may see the particular form local power and local concerns took in the

evolution of each site as a historic townscape.

I will address these issues not by deconstructing each town’s discourse on

authenticity, but by investigating the broader contexts in which each town’s

establishment as a site for historic preservation was accomplished. The central difference

between the two post-towns, I will argue, is not primarily located in the occurrence of fire

in one and its absence in the other; in fact, fire figures in the modern history of each of

these towns. Rather, the difference centers on the extent to which a shared

“consciousness of preservation,” a sense of the value of historic buildings, was

established among each town’s residents. Such a consciousness developed in Tsumago

over the course of several years as a result of the leadership of influential members of the

community. As their influence spread more widely through the town, the cosmopolitan

notions of authenticity, communal identity, and local power that they promoted took root.

In contrast, Magome’s community was bitterly divided for many years,

particularly over the issue of political amalgamation (gappei), and as a result a sense of

the value of preservation was never fully formed there. Instead, a different sense of the

goals of community preservation — chiefly defined through individual economic success

— was deeply instilled in the town’s residents. Each of the two towns has obtained a

significant degree of material wealth as a result of the decisions taken by its residents

toward the promotion of a heritage tourism industry. Neither the physical structures of

each town, however, nor the popular associations each had to draw on in establishing

itself as a tourist site is sufficient to explain the nature of the place that resulted from the
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citizens’ efforts. The ways in which local attitudes toward preservation have been

articulated in each town over the course of the postwar period directed each community

toward a particular sense of authenticity. The conditions under which those attitudes

formed over the course of the period is the central topic of this chapter, for the story of

the evolution of those attitudes is also the story of the expansion of the political power

exercised by each town’s residents and local officials.

Historic preservation programs rely on a quest for historicity, for the assurance

that the historical authenticity of a building remains after repairs have been made, as a

means of differentiating itself from other modes of repair or renovation.424 In effect, an

anxiety over authenticity is never far from the surface in any place that is building a

reputation and forging economic success on the basis of historic preservation. Ever since

the elevation of Tsumago to the status of an Important Preservation District for a Group

of Historic Buildings (a denken chiku) in the mid-1970s, the question has naturally arisen

why Magome does not have the same status. In Magome, that anxiety is particularly

acute, since comparison to its celebrated neighbor, Tsumago, is so common.

Magome post-town is certainly not obscure. Home to a well-known museum

established shortly after the end of the Second World War, it is visited by hundreds of

thousands of tourists each year, gaining its nationwide reputation as a tourist site as early

as the mid-1950s. From that time forward, much of the town’s interest for visitors has

derived from its status as the birthplace of Shimazaki Tôson, one of modern Japan’s best-

known and most respected novelists, and in its role as a primary setting for his most

famous work, the epic novel Yoake Mae (Before the dawn). At the height of a Tôson

                                                
424 Cherie Wendelken, “Living with the Past: Preservation and Development in Japanese Architecture and
Town Planning” (Ph.D. dissertation, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1994), 69.
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“boom” in the 1970s and 1980s, as many as 800,000 visitors came each year to Magome,

part of a village, Yamaguchi-mura, whose residents numbered barely 2,000.425

Magome is often paired in promotional materials and in the minds of tourism

organizers and visitors with near-by Tsumago, which is also associated with Tôson and

itself became a prominent tourist site about a decade after its southern neighbor. To the

casual visitor, the two towns may seem to be equals. Each draws on similar associations

with the past by presenting a picturesque post-town villagescape to tourists. Each

promises a glimpse into the life and work of the author, Tôson. Each is set in a rich

natural landscape cut through by the same centuries-old pedestrian highway. Historically

and administratively, however, the two are distinct in important ways. Tsumago was

selected as a denken chiku in the first round of such designations in 1976. In addition, it

is represented in a number of nationwide associations that bring together historic districts,

towns, and cities, including the Japanese Association for Machinami Conservation and

Regeneration, the Japanese Association of Preservation Districts for Historic Structures,

the Association of Cities with Historic Landscapes, and the Association of National

Trusts in Japan. Magome, and the Yamaguchi-mura administration, are members of none

of those associations.426

                                                
425 Yamaguchi Sonshi Hensan Iinkai, Yamaguchi Sonshi, vol. 2: Kin, Gendai, Minzoku (Yamaguchi-mura:
Yamaguchi Sonshi Hensan Iinkai, 1996), 106. As in Chapter 3, I am using the term “village” to correspond
to the current political designation of “mura,” as in Yamaguchi-mura. I am using “town” more generically
for a small settlement within the village.
426 The Japanese name and year of formation for each of these are as follows: Zenkoku Machinami Hozon
Renmei (1974), Zenkoku Dentôteki Kenzôbutsu-gun Hozon Chiku Kyôgikai (1979), Rekishiteki Keikan
Toshi Kyôgikai (1973), and Nihon Nashonaru Torusto Kyôkai (1983), respectively. Overviews and
membership lists for each of these organizations can be found in the following sources: Hon-iden Nobuko,
ed., Guide to National Trusts in Japan: Introducing the Local National Trust Movement Organisations
(Tokyo: Association of National Trusts in Japan, 2000); Rekishiteki Keikan Toshi Kyôgikai, “Rekishiteki
Keikan Toshi” (Kyoto: Rekishiteki Keikan Toshi Kyôgikai, 2001); Zenkoku Dentôteki Kenzôbutsugun
Hozon Chiku Kyôgikai, ed., Mirai e Tsuzuku Rekishiteki no Machinami (Hagi: Zenkoku Dentôteki
Kenzôbutsugun Hozon Chiku Kyôgikai, 2001); Zenkoku Machinami Hozon Renmei, Zenkoku Machinami
Hozon Renmei ([cited 2001]); available from http://www1.odn.jp/~cah24160/matinamirenmei.htm.
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Magome’s residents and administrators have not participated in the more

influential groups that speak on behalf of historic cities and towns nationwide. Moreover,

the representatives of Magome and the materials produced to promote tourism to the

town are contradictory, even conflicted, in their declarations of its status as an example of

a preserved townscape. Countering the opinions of local officials interviewed during my

visit, for example, who (like the historian quoted in the opening passage) uniformly

asserted that it does not represent a case of historic preservation, is a bilingual pamphlet

produced by the Yamaguchi-mura tourism office, which states in English: “All of the

original buildings were burnt down in the frequent fires which occurred there, but you

can still see the old houses because the village people rebuilt them just like the original

houses.”427 Fires and reconstruction, community and buildings: in the comparison of

Magome and Tsumago it is difficult to gain a unanimity of opinion concerning where the

authenticity of each place resides. To investigate these issues of authenticity, I will

suggest, we need to explore each place’s history within the localization movement. The

process by which each town developed over the course of the middle postwar period is

the key, I will argue, to understanding its relationship to the larger dynamics of political

localization, as well as to the issues of authenticity raised here.

THE TOKUGAWA HIGHWAYS AND THE KISO ROAD

These two towns, Magome and Tsumago, are located just over 5 miles (about 8.5

km) apart at the southern end of the Kiso Valley, on the southwest border of Nagano

prefecture. Separated by a mountain pass called Magome Tôge, beginning in the early

seventeenth century each served as a post-town on the Nakasendô, the “mid-mountains

highway” that was one of Japan’s primary communications and transport arteries during
                                                
427 The Japanese says much the same thing, if with more mellifluousness: Tôji no tatemono wa tabitabi no
kasai ni yotte shôshitsu shite shimaimashita ga, sono tabi ni tochi no hitobito wa mukashi to dôyô no ie ni
tatenaoshi, hobo Edo jidai no mama no tatazumai wo misete imasu.
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the Tokugawa era. They were, as well, the primary settings of Tôson’s Before the Dawn.

The two are thus linked in various ways: through geographical proximity, shared identity

as post-towns, and inclusion in a conceptualized space called the Kiso Valley. They are

also joined physically by the highway that gave them their original reason for being: the

section of the Nakasendô popularly called Kiso-ji, the Kiso Road. Finally, they are

indivisibly linked as twinned sites in the biography and fiction of Shimazaki Tôson and

his novel Before the Dawn. As we shall see, each of these associations adds fuel to and

has had a strong effect on the ways in which popular interest in them as tourist sites has

been generated.

Between the mid-seventeenth and mid-nineteenth centuries, Magome and

Tsumago were the southernmost of eleven rest stations on the Kiso segment of the

highway. The Nakasendô was established at the opening of the Tokugawa era to carry

goods, information, and people between Kyoto and Edo (now Tokyo) and largely

paralleled the route of an earlier road, the Tôsandô of the Heian period (AD 794–1185),

which similarly connected the capital, Kyoto, to the country’s northern and eastern

regions.428 The Tokugawa-era highways, with five main roads (the gokaidô), numerous

secondary roads, and well over 100 post-towns, extended over the whole of the Japanese

main islands. Messengers from the central government were frequent travelers on them,

as were other officials, pilgrims, merchants, and local nobles (daimyô) and their

attendants. The system of alternate attendance (sankin kôtai), instituted early in the

Tokugawa era, prompted much of the heaviest use of the roads. Under this system,

daimyô were required by the Shôgun in Edo to maintain residences both there and in their

                                                
428 Information about the Heian and Tokugawa highway systems is drawn from Ono Takeo, Gokaidô
Fûzokushi, 2 vols., vol. 1 (Tokyo: Tenbosha, 1979); Thomas A. Stanley and R.T.A. Irving, Nakasendo
Highway: A Journey to the Heart of Japan [Website] (25 August 2000 [cited 1 October 2003]); available
from http://hkuhist2.hku.hk/Nakasendo/; Kären Wigen, The Making of a Japanese Periphery, 1750–1920
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1995).
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home region. Daimyô with the closest ties to the Shôgun, the fudai daimyô, were required

to relocate their households between the two residences every six months, while lesser

daimyô spent one of every two years in residence in Edo, with the other year spent in the

home region.

Until the Meiji period, the residents of Magome and Tsumago were equally

dependent on the Tokugawa highway for their livelihood. The post-towns were generally

organized around two types of elite inns, the honjin, catering to the fudai daimyô, and one

or more waki-honjin, where the lesser daimyô stayed, while other buildings in the towns

might serve as lodging houses for lower-ranking retainers and other travelers. Transport

was closely controlled, and the daimyô and their many retainers (often numbering

between 150 and 300 people in one party) were required to travel via the five major

highways, staying at registered post-towns at every stop. A guide to the Nakasendô’s

post-towns published in 1843 records 83 households in Tsumago and 69 in Magome, and

it reveals that among the eleven Kiso post-towns, Tsumago and Magome were among the

most dependent on traffic on the road, with 40 percent and 29 percent, respectively, of

their main buildings serving as inns. Although Magome was consistently the smaller in

size of the two, Magome and Tsumago each had one honjin and one waki-honjin in the

last decades of the Tokugawa era. Seen historically, then, these two towns together stand

out in their degree of dependence on and experience of the passage of goods, people, and

information along the road that links them.429

Following the abolition of the system of alternate attendance in 1862, then the fall

of the Shôgunate and Meiji Restoration in 1868, on 22 January 1869 the system of barrier

                                                
429 Tsumago had the second highest percentage of buildings serving as inns, while Magome had the third.
Most dependent on the Nakasendô for its economic and political status at this time was Midono,
immediately north of Tsumago and now like its southern neighbor also administratively a part of Nagiso-
machi. Kodera Takehisa, Tsumago-juku (Tokyo: Chûô Kôron Bijutsu Shuppan, 1989), 56.
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gates (sekisho) that had been a primary means of enforcing order on the highways was

officially discontinued.430 For a time, as Tôson’s Before the Dawn dramatizes, commerce

continued on the highways, and the post-towns continued to function in transport and

trade. Construction in the later nineteenth century of rail lines and re-routed roads

eclipsed the older highways, however, and many post-towns fell into sudden decline.

During the Second World War, tens of thousands of city-dwellers evacuated the cities to

live in the relative safety of the countryside, and the post-towns received a new influx of

inhabitants. The growth was short-lived. As the economy improved nationally in the

1950s, as was seen in relation to the Hida region in Chapter 3, those same rural areas

began losing population at a remarkable rate. Between 1949 and 1975, for example, the

population of Tsumago declined from a postwar high of 1,851 residents to only 1,104.431

The Kiso Valley and its post-towns began to attract tourists’ attention in large

numbers in the second half of the 1960s, but both the Kiso region and the post-towns

within it had enjoyed certain strong and positive popular associations for decades and

centuries before. Japanese domestic travel is generally associated with a temporary

relaxation of social strictures during the journey, balanced by a refreshing of social bonds

upon the traveler’s return home.432 Post-towns primarily encapsulate the first aspect of

that equation. Removed from everyday life in cities, towns, and villages, neither the

origin-point of the journey nor its destination, they have long been considered as ludic

spaces, where the traveler is out of reach of domestic constraints and brought into contact

with varieties of people perhaps not ordinarily encountered at home.

                                                
430 Ueno Kunikazu, ed., Shukuba to Honjin, vol. 285, Nihon no Bijutsu (Tokyo: Bunkachô, 1990), 22.
431 Nagiso-machi Kyôiku Iinkai, Tsumago-juku Waki-honjin Hayashi-ke Jûtaku: Chôsa Hôkokusho
(Nagiso: Nagiso-machi Kyôiku Iinkai, 1999), 5–6.
432 Nelson Graburn, To Pray, Pay, and Play: The Cultural Structure of Japanese Domestic Tourism (Aix-
en-Provence: Centre des Hautes Études Touristiques, 1983).
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Throughout the later decades of the Tokugawa period, travel guides and popular

literature that took the journey as a central trope continued to build on impressions of

travel and post-towns already widely distributed in Japanese culture.433 Among the most

influential of these Tokugawa-era texts was Jippensha Ikku’s comic novel Tokaidô-chû

Hizakurige (Footing it along the Tôkaidô, 1802–22), which uses the post-towns of the

Tôkaidô, the most heavily traveled of the five highways, as backdrops for its humor and

which was followed up by a sequel set along the Nakasendô.434 Jippensha’s narrative

follows the length of the road, with an episode set in each of the highway’s stations, and

was seemingly intended to find markets among readers looking both for entertainment

and a guide to the Tôkaidô’s sights.435 The dominant image of the post-towns here is of a

sort of good-natured seediness: “At Fujisawa they found each side of the road lined with

the teahouse girls, who were calling out in chorus, ‘Walk in, walk in. Our wine doesn’t

make you drunk. Try our hard-boiled rice’.” Highlighting the mercantile character of the

towns is the presentation of Yumoto: “At Yumoto, on both sides of the road there are

very fine buildings, with two or three handsome girls before each shop selling the turned

woodware for which the place is noted.”436

Prints by the nineteenth-century woodblock artist Andô Hiroshige also

contributed to cementing in the popular mind images of the post-towns as places for

recreation and adventure. Famous for his Fifty-three Stations of the Tôkaidô, published in

the early 1830s, Hiroshige published his Nakasendô prints later in the same decade,

                                                
433 Harold Bolitho, “Travelers’ Tales: Three Eighteenth-Century Travel Journals,” Harvard Journal of
Asiatic Studies 50, no. 2 (1990); Constantine Vaporis, “Caveat Viator: Advice to Travelers in the Edo
Period,” Monumenta Nipponica 44, no. 4 (1989).
434 The Tôkaidô section of the text has been translated as Jippensha Ikku, Shank’s Mare: Being a
Translation of the Tokaido Volumes of Hizakurige, trans. Thomas Satchell (Rutland, VT: Charles E. Tuttle
Co., 1960), 30, 37, 47. The Japanese text of the Tôkaidô section may be found in Jippensha Ikku, Tôkaidô-
chû Hizakurige, vol. 49, Nihon Koten Bungaku Zenshû (Tokyo: Kogakkan, 1975).
435 Jippensha Ikku, Shank’s Mare, 9.
436 Ibid., 37, 47.
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continuing in the same vein as the earlier series. In both sets, views of the scenery along

the highway alternate with images from the towns themselves.437 The scenes of the towns

generally show much the same subject matter as is highlighted in Jippensha’s text —

women teahouse workers attracting custom, travelers arriving at a station — but the tone

is somewhat more light-hearted than in Hizakurige.

The post-towns of the Nakasendô were not as prominent as those on the Tôkaidô,

for the mountain road was less heavily traveled than was the more direct route along the

coast, yet these literary treatments suggest that they shared in the more famous road’s

allure. Neither the familiarity of the Tokaidô stations nor the exotic nature of the

Nakasendô’s towns, however, translated into official protection for them or for the

greater part of the buildings found in them either before the war or in the early postwar

years. By 1965, among architectural or historical sites in the eleven post-towns in the

Kiso Valley, only the ruins of the barrier gate at Kiso-Fukushima, one of the larger

stations in that section of the Nakasendô, had been recognized as a cultural asset worthy

of protection at even the prefectural level.438

If they were overlooked by architectural historians and the preservationists in the

Ministry of Education, post-towns as a social and geographical phenomenon did begin to

receive scholarly and popular attention in the early postwar period. These efforts were led

by practitioners of chihô-shi, the school of regional and local history introduced after

1945 to counteract ideological excesses of prewar geography and folklore.439 A standard

handbook for chihô-shi, first published in 1955, highlights various aspects of the post-

                                                
437 Stanley and Irving, Nakasendo Highway: A Journey to the Heart of Japan ([cited).
438 The barrier gate, one of four of that importance on the five main highways, was designated a historical
site (shiseki) by Nagano prefecture on 11 February 1960. Umehara Takatoshi, ed., Kyôdo no Bunkazai, 15
vols., vol. 6: Yamanashi, Nagano, Toyama (Tokyo: Hôbunkan Shuppan, 1966), 80, 167.
439 Kären Wigen, “Teaching About Home: Geography at Work in the Prewar Nagano Classroom,” The
Journal of Asian Studies 59, no. 3 (2000).
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town system, locating it in particular within a materialist analysis of feudal society. Thus,

this introductory text directs the local historian to post-towns as the repositories of

records concerning local and national transport and commerce, while highlighting as well

their potential to aid in the study of feudal-era economic relationships.440

This chihô-shi text expresses little interest in the buildings in the post-towns,

noting that while there remains “relatively intact” architecture, there is more than

architecture alone to study there.441 A geography text published later in the decade takes a

greater interest in the post-town’s spatial arrangements, also explaining their significance

in materialist terms. In a section titled “Following the Kiso Road” (Kiso-ji wo tadotte),

the 1959 Nihon Chiri Fûzoku Taikei  highlights the proto-urbanity of post-town residents,

arguing that the towns were “formed into planned and densely populated settlements”

when the highway system was resurrected in the first decades of the seventeenth century.

In the process of creating the towns, it concludes, “by making farmers into townspeople,

social-class distinctions were further developed,” although by maintaining economic and

other ties to the surrounding communities, the residents of post-towns did not engage

only in activities associated with transport and commerce.442 Absent from both of these

texts is an appreciation for the architecture of the towns, in particular its capacity to bring

the past alive for the visitor. Photographs of Kiso post-towns accompany the geography

text, but they primarily emphasize in their captions and visually the linearity of the towns

and the primitive conditions that still characterized life there.443

                                                
440 Chihô-shi Kenkyû Kyôgikai, Kinsei Chihô-shi Kenkyû Nyûmon (Tokyo: Iwanami Shoten, 1955), 80,
120.
441 Ibid., 108.
442 Nihon Chiri Fûzoku Taikei Henshû Iinkai, Nihon Chiri Fûzoku Taikei, 13 vols., vol. 6: Chûbu Shihô
(pt.2) (Tokyo: Seibundô Shinkôsha, 1959), 90–91.
443 The photographs portray Midono  and the Nakasendô within Fukushima-machi each in one image and
Magome and Narai post-towns each twice. Tsumago is omitted altogether from the section; of the four
portrayed here in photos, only Narai has since been developed as a preservation district.
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In the first decades of the twentieth century, there had been a period, admittedly

brief, of advocacy on the side of the historic scenery of rural towns, post-towns in

particular. Yanagita Kunio himself had written an account of a 1909 trip from the Kiso

Valley to the gasshô centers of Shirakawa and Gôkayama, although in it he expends little

effort to describe the Kiso towns, reserving his energy for the more folkloristically rich

mountain villages of Gifu and Toyama.444 One voice raised in support of post-towns as

unique exemplars of a particular Japanese historical past was that of Tochinai Yoshitane.

In 1929, Tochinai introduced Seki-chô, a post-town on the Tôkaidô in Mie prefecture

between Nara and Nagoya, to a national audience.445 Calling on his readers to join him in

his efforts to protect old townscapes, Tochinai invoked an imagined community of people

who “maintain an interest in these old towns, … [and are] not among those who cast

aside old things as simply some sort of curiosity or nostalgic mood” (kôkishin ya kaiko

jôshu).446 Having visited Seki-chô in April of that year to survey its architecture and other

cultural attributes, Tochinai praised the town for its evocation of the atmosphere of the

past:

I was in and out of one after another of the row of old machiya.… Because of the
classical impression given by this town, through the relationship of the brightly
painted signboards set back from the street and the café-style buildings, and
further still, as I imagine the whole arrayed along the street as the old state of
affairs still as it was in the past, all its movements to be seen, whatever the hour I
have the feeling of walking down the street of a post-town of old.447

Tochinai’s enthusiasm does not appear to have had much effect on the

preservationists in the prewar Ministry of Education, nor was it a galvanizing force for

                                                
444 Yanagita Kunio, “Shûfû-chô,” in Yanagita Kunio-shû (Tokyo: Chikuma Shobô, 1962).
445 Tochinai Yoshitane, “Tsukuba no Machi wo Aruku,” Shûkan Asahi, 11 August 1929. The text of
Tochinai’s article was reprinted as part of a feature on Tôkaidô post-towns: ed. Fushin Chôkenkyû-kai,
“Kyû Tôkaidô Sekijuku no Machinami,” Fushin Kenkyû, no. 12 (1985).
446 Tochinai Yoshitane, “Tsukuba no Machi wo Aruku,” 34.
447 Ibid.
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the residents themselves. Concrete steps to preserve the townscape of Seki-chô are said to

date only from the late 1970s, although it was designated a denken chiku in 1984.448

Indicative of these two towns’ special place in the geographical structuring of

postwar Japan is the way in which they are most commonly identified. Although the Kiso

Valley exists as a geographical, historical, and cultural entity, these two towns are often

introduced not as parts of the valley but of the Kiso Road (Kiso-ji).449 In travel articles

from at least the mid-1960s, before Tsumago had distinguished itself as a destination in

its own right, the target of a trip was invariably the sights of the Kiso-ji.450 In large part

this emphasis on the ancient road results from the area’s strong association with a single

famous novel. The opening sentence of Tôson’s Before the Dawn reads, “The Kiso Road

lies entirely in the mountains” (Kiso-ji wa subete yama no naka de aru); a phrase known

to many readers over the length of the postwar period, it is quoted in the first sentence or

otherwise cited in magazine and newspaper articles as varied as a 1947 discussion of the

postwar economic circumstances of the region, a 1960 Asahi Shinbun travel article on

Magome, and a 1967 magazine travelogue introducing the region.451 The association with

the Kiso Road serves two functions. First, it piques the interest of anyone already taken

by Tôson’s writings. Second, it emphasizes these places’ long history of exposure to

ideas from outside their sheltered valley. The post-towns of the Kiso Road have a unique

place in the postwar cultural scheme as, at one and the same time, representatives of

remote rural life and of cultural and intellectual exchange alien to most places outside of

                                                
448 Zenkoku Dentôteki Kenzôbutsugun Hozon Chiku Kyôgikai, ed., Mirai e Tsuzuku Rekishiteki no
Machinami, 90–93.
449 It is worth noting that even the geography text cited above, while making reference to a geographical
entity called the Kiso Valley, titles this section, “Following the Kiso Road.”
450 “Tabi Purasu 1, Unten Rupo #28: Kiso-ji,” Shûkan Asahi, 14 July 1972; Takarai Bakin, “Doraibu
Fûdoki Rûto 67, #36: Kiso-ji,” Shûkan Asahi, 15 September 1965.
451 “Kiso: Fûbutsu-shi,” Nihon Hyôron, July 1947; “Magome: Tôson no Kyôshû wo Tsutaeru,” Asahi
Shinbun, 15 January 1961; Yamada Fûtarô, “Shin-Nihon Meisho Annai 58: Kiso-ji,” Shûkan Asahi, 4 June
1965.
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Japan’s biggest cities. In both of these Kiso towns, questions of locality, identity, and the

influence of ideas introduced from outside are at the center of social and political life in

the middle postwar years.

MAGOME “BERLIN” AND LOCAL IDENTITY

“Magome ‘Berlin’s’ Election Uproar” a headline shouts.452 “Kiso Magome’s

Hundred Years War” says another.453 Even a staid travel feature in the Asahi Shinbun

cannot avoid the subject. After passing by quotations from Tôson and evocations of life

on the old highway, the reader encounters the following statement:

In this peaceful post-town of Magome, unpleasant things do meet the eye. “A
House of the Join-with-Nakatsugawa Faction” is printed in red on the white
background of a tin plate posted on a wall. Whether Magome, part of the former
Misaka-mura, will remain with Nagano prefecture or join with Gifu’s
Nakatasugawa-shi has truly divided this town in two.454

Much of the national press attention Magome received in the postwar period was

not for its natural beauty, historic character, or relationship with the author, Tôson, but

for a very contemporary debate: within a nationwide program to promote the

consolidation of cities, towns, and villages (shi-chô-son gappei sokushin), announced in

October 1953, Magome had become the flashpoint for one of the more prolonged

political conflicts of the period.455 The troubles in Magome burned openly for nearly a

decade, and the animosities bred during this period appear to be little quieted even today.

The bitter conflict in Magome in the late 1950s and early 1960s took attention and energy

away from the development of the town as a unified townscape project. More

importantly, however, the nature of the conflict suggests deep-rooted ideological
                                                
452 Kudô Yoroshi, “Genchi Rupo: Magome ‘Berurin’ no Senkyo Sôdô,” Shûkan Asahi, 20 October 1961.
453 Furuta Tamotsu, “Kiso-Magome no Hyaku-nen Sensô,” Bungei Shunjû, June 1962.
454 “Magome: Tôson no Kyôshû wo Tsutaeru.”
455 In the scholarly literature, the Magome gappei controversy makes an appearance in Steiner’s exhaustive
investigation of postwar local government: Kurt Steiner, Local Government in Japan (Stanford: Stanford
University Press, 1965), 193.
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positions within the town that made the presentation of the post-town as a “townscape

preservation project” unlikely from the start.

The opening salvo in the Magome conflict was fired by the village council of

Misaka-mura, the town on the southern edge of Nagano prefecture in which Magome

post-town was located.456 Misaka-mura had itself been created in 1875 by the

combination of two towns, Magome-mura and Tôshûzawa-mura. In March 1957, in

response to government requests to take part in the national consolidation program, the

council voted overwhelmingly to incorporate the town into Nakatsugawa, the

neighboring city to the south, across the prefectural border in Gifu. Indications are that it

was a popular decision among residents of the village as a whole, but a strenuous

opposition to the plan was raised, principally by some residents of Magome.457 Citing

greater economic resources available in Nagano prefecture’s Yamaguchi-mura, historical

connections between Magome and its environs and the other Kiso Valley towns to the

north, and the complementary connections between Tôshûzawa-mura and the settlements

to the south, they argued for a division of the town, one part to join Nakatsugawa, the

other to join Yamaguchi-mura.458

                                                
456 I have built this picture of the Magome gappei conflict primarily from two articles published while the
issues were still under debate: Furuta Tamotsu, “Kiso-Magome.”; Kudô Yoroshi, “Genchi Rupo: Magome
‘Berurin’ no Senkyo Sôdô.” The official history of Yamaguchi-mura is largely silent on the more
controversial aspects of the events. In a lengthy recounting it avoids the use, for example, of both the term
“Magome ‘Berurin’” and the trope of the red-and-white signs, each of which is a central part of journalistic
treatments at the time. Yamaguchi Sonshi Hensan Iinkai, Yamaguchi Sonshi, 85, 625–89. The 300-page
fiftieth anniversary volume published by the Tôson memorial museum avoids the subject of the gappei
altogether, while listing in its chronological table the date piped-in water arrived in Magome and when bus
lines were expanded. Sasaki Yoshiko et al., eds., Tôson Kinen-kan Gojûnen-shi (Yamaguchi-mura: Tôson
Kinen Kyô, 1997), especially 260–66.
457 In the more measured of the two magazine articles referred to in regard to these events, Furuta cites a
representative of the faction against joining with Nakatsugawa, who acknowledges that there had never
been a majority opinion in the village in favor of amalgamation northward with Yamaguchi-mura. Only in
Magome post-town proper was opinion said to be close to evenly divided. Furuta Tamotsu, “Kiso-
Magome,” 144.
458 Yamaguchi’s financial situation had benefited from the construction of hydroelectric generating stations
on the Kiso River. Yamaguchi Sonshi Hensan Iinkai, Yamaguchi Sonshi, 416–17.
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Discussions were at first limited to the village offices. In March 1958, however,

the publication of a report by the Central Committee for the Promotion of New Town and

Village Construction (Shinshichô Kensetsu Sokushin Chûô Shingikai), comprised of

town leaders and given the charge to study proposed cross-prefectural consolidations

(etsuken gappei) nationwide, bolstered the town council’s position by suggesting that

amalgamation with Nakatsugawa was “appropriate” for the entire village.459 The

formation of two factions followed, one favoring combination of the entire village with

Nakatsugawa (the Nakatsugawa-ha), the other the division of the village (the bunson-ha).

As both proposals involved the transfer of territory from one prefecture to another, the

central government was naturally involved, and representatives of each faction went to

Tokyo to plead their case. Before the end of the year, the Prime Minister himself, Kishi

Nobusuke, was called on to rule on the matter. In September and October 1958, Kishi

stated, then restated, his support for the bunson-ha’s position.460

The compromise reached in October 1958 was to divide the town, with the

northern section (consisting of Magome post-town, Magome Pass, and Aramachi, it was

in essence the area that had been Magome-mura before 1875) combining with

Yamaguchi-mura to the north. The southern section, corresponding to the former

Tôshûzawa-mura, was to be transferred across prefectural lines to join with Gifu

prefecture’s Nakatsugawa.461 The matter was far from settled, however, as each side

disputed the borders of the district to be transferred, creating what was termed the “empty

zone” (shinkû chitai), an area of a few square miles that held a little more than a dozen

                                                
459 Furuta Tamotsu, “Kiso-Magome,” 142.
460 Ibid., 142–43.
461 Ibid., 140, 42–43.
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houses.462 Moreover, Magome itself was divided between households favoring the two

factions. One literal marker of affiliation was the pro-Nakatsugawa placard that was hung

prominently on house-fronts throughout the town, but also reflecting the intensity of the

division was the necessity of duplicating essential services, schools in particular. Both

competing municipalities and their prefectures were said to have invested in schools to

serve their allies, renovating recently constructed facilities in the case of Yamaguchi,

constructing entirely new buildings in the case of Nakatsugawa.463

Local political consolidation was not rare in the least during these years:

nationwide, more than 10,200 cities and towns were targeted for amalgamation under the

postwar plan.464 To the north of Yamaguchi-mura, Nagiso-machi was created on 1

January 1961, with the combination of Tadachi, Yomikaki, and Azuma villages; from the

early Meiji period until that combination, Tsumago post-town had been the location of

the town offices of Azuma-mura.465 What is remarkable about Magome’s experience is

the depth of division displayed and the number of years seemingly consumed by it. Even

allowing for considerable journalistic exaggeration, reports of life in Magome during this

period show a community living in fear, hostility, and alienation. Thugs brought in to

intimidate residents, an illegal police post run by Nakatsugawa on what had become

officially Yamaguchi land, open competition between the two prefectures for the hearts

and minds of the residents: these appear in journalists’ accounts and, in muted form, in

the official village history, as well.

                                                
462 Both Furuta and Kudô use this term, which is said to have been coined by village leaders, while the
official Yamaguchi history prefers the more cool “double-prefecture boundary zone” (jûkenkyô chitai).
Yamaguchi Sonshi Hensan Iinkai, Yamaguchi Sonshi, 673.
463 Ibid.
464 Ibid., 625.
465 Nagiso-machi Hakubutsukan, Nagiso no Rekishi: Rekishi Shiryô-kan Tenjizuroku (Nagiso: Nagiso-
machi Hakubutsukan, 1996), 54.
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As late as October 1961, a mayoral election in Yamaguchi-mura attracted twenty-

six candidates for one seat, while sixty-four people stood for election to the village

council. The national media portrayed the election as a referendum on the 1958 division,

as two of those twenty-six stood out from the rest, one associated with Yamaguchi, the

other with the areas in the village more closely allied with Nakatsugawa. The Yamaguchi

candidate, Miyashita, won with 940 votes; the next candidate, Hara, polled 424 votes. In

the larger view, each faction could claim victory: through Miyashita, Yamaguchi held on

to the mayorship, while the allies of Nakatsugawa could take comfort in attracting a

comfortable majority of the voters in the Magome districts added to the village in 1958.

Their victory in those districts was not surprising: it was estimated at that time that of the

200 or so houses in the three Magome districts, 128 had the Nakatsugawa faction placard

posted on them.466

In Magome, then, the period between the 1957 Mizawa council decision and the

early 1960s was dominated by the everyday reality of a divided town. As we will see,

some movement toward the consolidation of the town’s status as a tourism destination

was made during these years, but the gappei issue was always the first obstacle to be

confronted. In relation to tourism development, Magome was not starting from a blank

slate. What was lost in these years was momentum, as tourism promotion was already

advanced in the town when the gappei controversy arose.

MAGOME AND THE GROWTH OF TOURISM

From the perspective of the present, when Magome receives more visitors in a

day as make up the population of the town itself, the numbers of tourists arriving before

the boom years of the 1970s and 1980s was negligible.467 Both before and not long after

                                                
466 Kudô Yoroshi, “Genchi Rupo: Magome ‘Berurin’ no Senkyo Sôdô,” 98–99.
467 Local historians with whom I talked dated the advent of Magome’s tourist industry to the early 1960s.
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the Second World War, however, Magome was the center of a successful tourism-

promotion program and schooled in the particular requirements of catering to visitors. As

a result, prior to the advent of postwar economic prosperity, a booming popular interest in

the nation’s past, and the establishment of a nationwide transportation infrastructure, the

post-town had some of the resources and much of the knowledge base necessary to

capitalize on those trends. Some of that structural and cognitive development occurred

with the formation of a memorial hall dedicated to Shimazaki Tôson, the Tôson Kinen-

dô, shortly after the end of the war, but much of it took place nearly a decade earlier.

Magome post-town is dramatically located on a steep slope enveloped by still

more upreaching mountains on either side. The walk south from the high point of the

Pass toward Magome is both shorter and steeper than the northward hike toward

Tsumago, but the key to Magome’s topography is south of the town, not north of it.

Between Magome and the outskirts of Nakatsugawa, the first city to the south, the land

descends dramatically. The post-town seems to cling to the side of the hill, and the old

highway, paved with stones, appears treacherous in any weather. Where Tsumago is

hidden in the folds of green mountains and washed by a nearby river, Magome is exposed

to the wind and sun. Tôson’s introduction to the town in Before the Dawn emphasizes its

setting: “The homes of the residents were built on low stone walls along either side of the

road. Shingled roofs weighted with stones against wind and snow lined both sides of a

steep, narrow street.… Deep in the mountains though it was, a broad and open sky

stretched as far as Mt. Ena with a sweeping view of the Mino basin.”468

There is no question that the history of Magome up to the late Meiji period is

intimately linked with the history of the Shimazaki family. Tôson’s father, Masaki, was

                                                
468 Shimazaki Tôson, Before the Dawn, trans. William E. Naff (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press,
1987), 8.
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the seventeenth head of the Magome branch of the family. The village itself had been

founded in 1588 by the first of the hereditary village headmen, Shimazaki

Shichirozaemon Shigemichi. Administrators of the post-town’s honjin, the members of

the Shimazaki family were at the center of the town’s economic, political, social, and

spiritual affairs. During most of Magome’s life as a post-town, the family’s economic

dominance was unquestioned: at the end of the Tokugawa period it is estimated that

members of the family owned 60 percent of the arable land in the village.469

The transition into the Meiji era, however, saw the Shimazaki family fortune and

political power diminish dramatically. The author’s father, Masaki, is considered the

basis for Aoyama Hanzô, the central character in Before the Dawn, and the novel

revolves around a fictionalized history of the experiences of its author’s forebears.470

While the novel attempts a wide treatment of Japan’s cultural, political, economic, and

social transformations from the 1868 Restoration to the decades that followed it, the plot

is rooted in the experiences of the Aoyama family and represents quite closely its decline.

As with the father in the novel, Masaki died in the late 1880s. Earlier, in 1881, he had

sent the nine-year-old future author to live with relatives in Tokyo. The novelist returned

to Magome only once after 1881, for his mother’s burial in 1896, before buying a house

there for his eldest son, Kusuo, in 1925 as a base from which to begin the research for

Before the Dawn.471

Purchasing property with money earned from his writing career, through the

course of the 1920s Tôson re-established the Shimazaki family in Magome. If the

                                                
469 William E. Naff, “Shimazaki Toson’s Before the Dawn: Historical Fiction as History and Literature,” in
The Ambivalence of Nationalism: Modern Japan Between East and West, ed. James W. White, Michio
Umegaki, and Thomas R.H. Havens (Lanham, MD: University Press of America, 1990), 82, 100.
470 Tôson’s translator into English, William Naff notes that Hanzô “is closely modeled after the author’s
father and all the writings, both official and unofficial, attributed to Hanzô in the novel were actually
written by Shimazaki Masaki.” Shimazaki Tôson, Before the Dawn, 762.
471 Naff, “Shimazaki Toson’s Before the Dawn,” 95.
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family’s political power had dimmed, its social status seems to have been more resilient.

Shimazaki Kusuo became a town leader, running an inn in Magome for many years and

becoming instrumental in both prewar and postwar efforts to boost tourism.472 About

1939, Kusuo, with several other local property-owners, established the Magome Tourism

Association (Magome Kankô-kai), which published guide maps and picture postcards of

the area. Their primary audience was comprised of participants in what had recently been

designated by the Nagoya Railroad as a “course for training marches”(tanren koho kôsu)

for Nagoya youths. This nationalistic and militaristic enterprise was intended as much to

bolster the railroad’s image in the eyes of the central government as it was to earn money

from the fares paid by participants, and it was said to have been the result of lobbying by

the stationmaster at Ochiaigawa, the closest train stop to Magome. The course consisted

of a semi-circular trail that began beside the Kiso River at Ochiagawa. From there,

walkers would hike east to Magome, then turn north to follow the path of the former

Nakasendô to Tsumago, from which they would turn west again to reconnect with their

train at the station at Sakashita. The entire course was about 13.5 miles (21.7 km) in

length.

Participants in the course would come to the Kiso Valley in large groups

organized by the railroad and traveling in private trains. As many as 300 or 400 walkers

would arrive at once, leaving the station at the same time and making their way along the

trail in a long line. The map prepared by the tourism association shows few facilities for

the walkers, but it does indicate notable sights. On the map, published before Tôson’s

death in 1943, Magome is identified as the birthplace of the author, while notes inside the

pamphlet feature sites associated with the Meiji emperor. Postcards published at the time

                                                
472 This discussion of prewar tourism on the Nakasendô is drawn from Yamaguchi Sonshi Hensan Iinkai,
Yamaguchi Sonshi, 485–95.
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by the tourism association feature watercolor scenes of old Magome with accompanying

haiku; a separate set of postcards published at the same time is comprised of

contemporary photographs highlighting vistas and picturesque scenes from in and around

the post-town.473

Magome’s postwar development is closely associated with citizen-led efforts to

promote heritage-based tourism in town. The Tôson Kinen-dô (now called officially

Tôson Kinen-kan) was built beginning in 1947 on Magome’s main street by volunteer

members of the Furusato Tomo no Kai (Society of Friends of the Hometown).474 The

Tomo no Kai was inaugurated in a ceremony on the site of the former Magome honjin on

17 February 1947. Initially comprised of 96 residents of the area, its activities were

coordinated by Kikuchi Jûsaburô, a writer who had taken refuge in Magome during the

war in large part from an interest in Tôson’s work. The construction process is today

invariably presented as an expression of local pride, cooperative spirit, and a shared

devotion to Tôson’s writing. Monetary donations were solicited from schoolchildren

throughout Nagano prefecture, and stories abound of Magome’s own children carrying

building materials home from Nakatsugawa to aid in the construction.475

Initially, the memorial hall played a small role in the town’s economy, but by the

late 1950s it was the centerpiece of Magome’s booming tourism industry. In much of the

first decade of the institution’s life visitors were limited to a small number of scholars

particularly engaged with Tôson’s writing. When the memorial hall was founded, access

to the post-town was still provided only by train service as far as Ochiaigawa Station, a 3-

mile (5 km) walk from the town. Better roads and bus service were extended to Magome

                                                
473 Ibid., 494.
474 Establishment of the Tôson Kinen-dô is discussed in Ibid., 427–42. See also, Sasaki Yoshiko et al., eds.,
Tôson Kinen-kan Gojûnen-shi.
475 Pakku Henshû-bu, Burû Gaido Pakku 20: Kiso-ji, Ina-ji, Updated ed. (Tokyo: Jitsugyô no Nihon-sha,
1998), 36–37.
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from Nakatsugawa in 1951, and a tourist information office was established by the town

government soon after to offer directions to arriving visitors.476 By 1953, interest in

Tôson had grown to the extent that the administrators began charging admission fees; in

1956 the yearly number of visitors to the memorial hall passed 10,000, in a town of only

a few hundred people.477 Yearly visitors to the museum in 1961 were more than 23,000,

an average of more than 60 a day. The number of visitors to the town itself in these years

is not accurately recorded, but the success of the post-town’s tourism efforts is

remembered by residents of near-by Tsumago as having been a model to be emulated.478

With the eruption of conflict over the gappei issue in the second half of the 1950s,

the introduction by government authorities of new facilities to cater to tourists stopped

almost completely. The town’s own history reports that at this time the saying was

common that “You can go to Magome but you can’t eat there,” reflecting the minimal

provision of restaurants and lodging in the town. Efforts to enhance tourism facilities in

these years were initiated almost exclusively by individuals and businesses catering to

tourists. In 1964 a privately owned and operated museum of local history opened in the

rebuilt waki-honjin, using materials that had survived a fire in 1895 through storage in a

vault (hôzôkura) attached to the inn building.479 An attempt to coordinate tourism

planning was made in about 1965 with the establishment of the Magome Kankô Kyôkai

(Magome Tourism Association), a group of local business owners. Efforts of the town

office in this period were limited to the establishment in April 1967 of the Mizawa Chiku

Kaigi-shitsu (Mizawa regional conference group), chaired by Shimazaki Kusuo and

                                                
476 Yamaguchi Sonshi Hensan Iinkai, Yamaguchi Sonshi, 496–97.
477 Sasaki Yoshiko et al., eds., Tôson Kinen-kan Gojûnen-shi, 300, 09.
478 This point was heard repeatedly in interviews with administrators, historians, and residents in Tsumago;
their memories of the numbers of visitors to Magome in these years cite numbers of more than 200,000.
With official estimates of the number of visitors to the town in 1965 at about 500,000, however, Tsumago
people’s impressions of visitor numbers well over 100,000 earlier in the decade are not out of the question.
479 Yamaguchi Sonshi Hensan Iinkai, Yamaguchi Sonshi, 442.
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comprised of owners of inns in Magome and its surrounding countryside. While public

programs intended to manage tourism were negligible, there was little question that

business was booming: the number of visitors to the post-town in 1965 is estimated to

have approached 500,000.480

TSUMAGO, A POST-TOWN ON THE NAKASENDÔ

The evolution of Tsumago up to the postwar period bears many similarities to that

of Magome, but Tsumago after the opening of the Meiji period played a political role not

experienced by its neighbor. In Tsumago, moreover, the basis for a tourism industry was

first shared between its association with the author, Tôson, and its reputation, beginning

in the years immediately after the 1945 defeat, as a leader in a uniquely postwar form of

community development. In addition, that latter aspect, centered on the Tsumago

kôminkan (citizens’ hall or citizens’ public hall), had a leading role in the town’s

development as a site for historic preservation beginning in the 1960s.

Tsumago post-town is set in a valley that lies alongside the Araragi, a tributary of

the Kiso River, less than a mile from where the smaller river meets the main stream at the

Azuma Bridge. Coming north from Magome through the Magome Pass, the Nakasendô

descends 1,250 feet (380 m) over the course of about 3 miles (5.2 km) until it reaches the

relatively level stretch of river where the post-town sits. Tsumago’s sense of remoteness

is made all the more acute by the borders of the preservation district that was established

in the late 1960s. This district is by far the largest of the denken chiku, measuring more

than 3,000 acres (1245.4 ha) and stretching at its longest 3.4 miles (5.5 km) north to south

and 2.3 miles (3.8 km) east to west. Much of that area is comprised of the hillsides that

                                                
480 Ibid., 498–500. Visits to the Tôson memorial hall peaked in 1981 at nearly 425,000. Sasaki Yoshiko et
al., eds., Tôson Kinen-kan Gojûnen-shi, 309.
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provide scenic backdrops for the heritage buildings; the settlement itself is relatively

compact and self-contained.

Despite its apparent isolation and obscurity, Tsumago has had a history of clearly

defined periods of prosperity and even prominence since its establishment in the early

seventeenth century. One of the smaller of the Kiso post-towns at the end of the

Tokugawa period, and with Magome among those most dependent on the highway,

Tsumago was nonetheless at the junction where the Kiso Road was joined by a road

coming across the mountains from the neighboring Ina Valley. In 1874, under a program

of the newly established Meiji government, Azuma-mura was created through

consolidation of Tsumago with neighboring Araragi-mura. The village office was located

in Tsumago, national and prefectural commercial offices were also established there, and

the former post-town prospered as a result of trade with Ina and nationally.481 The

prosperity was short-lived: in 1892, the road now called National Rte. 19 was opened

along the course of the Kiso River, and on 15 July 1909, the railroad was opened from

Nakatsugawa in the south to Midono, the next post-town north of Tsumago. Tsumago

was bypassed by the rail-line, the Ina trade moved to the new station, and the national and

prefectural trade offices moved with it. In about 1899 or 1900, the Tsumago honjin,

which had been built in stages since the late seventeenth century, was pulled down to

make room for offices of the Bureau of Imperial Estates (Goryô-kyoku).482

Its first era as a political center ended, Tsumago languished, but after the end of

the war in 1945 it assumed a new political role that earned it national recognition. The

political trends that would dominate Tsumago’s postwar life were set in place late in the

                                                
481 Tôyama Takashi, “Komyuniti-zukuri to Machinami Hozon,” in Komyuniti-zukuri to Shakai Kyôiku, ed.
Ôtsuki Kôju (N.P.: Zen-Nihon Shakai Kyôiku Rengô-kai, n.d.), 92. A shortened version of the history
given in Tôyama’s article forms part of the background study in Nagiso-machi Kyôiku Iinkai, Tsumago-
juku Waki-honjin.
482 Kodera Takehisa, Tsumago-juku, 79–84.
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Second World War. In March 1945, as life in the cities was made unbearable by Allied

bombing, a group of thirteen families came out from Tokyo to live temporarily in the

Kiso Valley. They were led by a native of the Kiso, Katsuno Kinmasa, and were

comprised of so-called bunkajin: “persons of culture,” primarily teachers, artists, and

writers. On the whole, the members of this group are said to have had rather little contact

with the local inhabitants, and with the end of the war nearly all left the region again.

Among the few who stayed were a professor of German, Sekiguchi Tsuguo, and a

sociologist, Yonebayashi Tomio.483

Katsuno was in his forties during the war, and he epitomizes both the multiple

influences active in the region as a whole and the particular formations of

cosmopolitanism brought to Tsumago by the wartime evacuees.484 Born in 1901 in

Yomikaki-mura, just to the north of Tsumago, after his parents’ divorce he was raised

from an early age in the southern Kiso by his mother’s brother. As a boy Katsuno was

friendly with members of the Shimazaki family, and he was greatly influenced by what

he knew of Tôson’s life and writings. In part inspired by the writer’s own sojourn in

France between 1913 and 1916, Katsuno left Japan in August 1924 to study literature at

the Sorbonne. While in Paris, he joined the French Communist Party. Expelled by the

French government in 1928, he went to Moscow to serve as the private secretary of

Katayama Sen, founder of the Japan Communist Party, who had fled Japan to escape

government persecution of leftists. Katsuno became a victim of infighting within the

                                                
483 Tôyama Takashi, “Komyuniti-zukuri to Machinami Hozon,” 93–94.
484 This brief sketch of his childhood is taken from a reading of Katsuno’s memoir of his stay in Paris and
Soviet Russia during the early 1930s: Katsuno Kinmasa, Tôdo Chidai: Sutârin Shukusei-ka de no Kyôsei
Shûyo-sho Taiken-ki (Tokyo: Azuma Shoten, 1977). Later events are addressed in Kato Tetsuro, The
Japanese Victims of Stalinist Terror in the USSR (Version 3) [Webpage] (September 2000 [cited 13
October 2003]); available from http://members.jcom.home.ne.jp/katori/SPurge.html. A note on the
webpage says this is the English original of a chapter included in German in the Jahrbuch für Historische
Kommunismusforshung 1998 (Berlin: Akademie Verlag, 1998).
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Japanese in Moscow: he was arrested by the Soviets for espionage in 1930 and sentenced

to hard labor in a Siberian detention camp, where he remained for more than three years.

His release was gained through the work of Tanaka Bunichirô, a Japanese diplomat in

Moscow who, as the husband of a member of the Shimazaki family, also had Kiso

connections. Katsuno renounced his Communist Party affiliation upon his return to Japan

in 1934, and became a businessman in Nagano prefecture. He died in 1984.

Katsuno Kinmasa’s influence over later events in Tsumago comes via Sekiguchi

and Yonebayashi, the two members of the bunkajin group who stayed after the end of the

war and who together played a central role in the early activities of the first postwar

kôminkan, which was chartered in Tsumago in October 1946.485 The kôminkan is a

familiar sight in contemporary Japan, numbering about 17,500, more than the total

number of junior high schools.486 Today a pillar of the national system of adult education

(referred to in Japan as “social education,” shakai kyôiku), in the present day the

kôminkan’s “ultimate purpose [is] to provide educational programs.”487 In contrast, the

early-postwar formation of the kôminkan was as “a multi-purpose cultural center,

simultaneously functioning as civic school, library, museum, town hall, assembly house,

and depot.”488 Without question in keeping with the Allied Occupation’s espousal of

liberal values, the postwar kôminkan system nonetheless has prewar roots in the
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“community halls” (rimpo-kan) established in the 1920s by rural social service agencies

nationwide.489

The kôminkan system in its earliest postwar form was highly decentralized,

intended to play a role in the general devolution of government functions promoted in the

first stage of the Occupation by SCAP reformers. Before long, however, the institution’s

potential for dissent and disruption attracted the attention of the ministries in Tokyo.

Beginning with the passage in 1949 of the Social Education Law (Shakai Kyôiku-hô), the

kôminkan has been brought increasingly under the supervision and control of central

authority, prompting one observer to assert that the central government in passing the

1949 law “was not establishing a novel form of adult education designed to increase local

democratic participation” but was instead attempting “to assert its authority over a

traditional cornerstone of communal life, with the intention of replacing its potential for

disruption by anodyne cultural activity.”490

Tsumago’s kôminkan does not only deserve notice as one of the nation’s first, but

its establishment early in the history of the institution nationwide and its strong and

varied influence over life in the post-town set it apart from others established under more

rigid restrictions or in places less open to the principals underlying it. The person most

often credited with the founding and future direction of the Tsumago kôminkan is

Katsuno Tokio (Kinmasa’s son), who took up a position in the town offices upon his

demobilization in the spring of 1946.491 Katsuno Tokios’s portfolio for town government

included the longstanding problem of the equitable division of access to what had been

                                                
489 Debate persists over the lineage of the kôminkan. See, for example, ed. Kôdansha, Haikyo kara no
Shuppatsu: Shôwa 20-nen–21-nen, 19 vols., vol. 7, Shôwa: Ni-man Nichi no Zenkiroku (Tokyo: Kôdansha,
1989), 276; Jacob Van Staaveren, An American in Japan, 1945–1948: A Civilian View of the Occupation
(Seattle: University of Washington Press, 1994), 126–7.
490 Thomas, Learning Democracy in Japan, 51.
491 Tôyama Takashi, “Komyuniti-zukuri to Machinami Hozon,” 94.
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considered first the shogunal, then the Imperial forests, and he reasoned that the

kôminkan might serve well as a forum for hearing residents’ views on the issue.

In the early years of the institution’s formation, Katsuno Tokio traveled to speak

about the kôminkan’s activities, and groups from halls in other cities and towns came to

Tsumago to see firsthand how that town’s institution operated. In 1947, the Tsumago

kôminkan was recognized by the Ministry of Education for exemplary service.492 Much

of the kôminkan’s activities in these years centered on dramatic productions, particularly

the so-called jissai geki (theater of real life), in which the scripts addressed social issues

as they would be experienced, and might be resolved, in a small town such as those found

in the southern Kiso Valley. The membership of the dramatic company was largely

drawn from the town’s young people, and it was led in the first years by Sekiguchi

Tsuguo and, after 1948, by Katsuno Tokio.493

The kôminkan’s activities of the late 1940s and 1950s represent another period of

relative fame for Tsumago and its residents, as its standing as a center of the liberal

kôminkan movement brought visitors to the town and supported trips by the dramatic

company throughout the region. The town entered a period of decline, however, with its

inclusion in the political consolidation program that was so prominent an aspect of the

political affairs of neighboring Magome. Long competitive with the residents of

neighboring Midono, the people of Tsumago were said to have lost a sense of their

identity with the announcement in the late 1950s of the two towns’ pending combination

in a newly formed Nagiso-machi. A further blow came with the news that by the terms of

the consolidation on 1 January 1961, the town offices would be relocated to Midono,

nearer to the train station than Tsumago.

                                                
492  Nagiso-machi Hakubutsukan, Nagiso no Rekishi, 72.
493 Ibid., 72–73; Tôyama Takashi, “Komyuniti-zukuri to Machinami Hozon,” 95–96.
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Unease with the recent consolidation is movingly expressed in a report on the first

post-gappei meeting of the Respect for the Elderly Club (Keirô-kai), which was

published on the first page of the kôminkan’s newsletter, Nagiso Kômin Kanpô, in

October 1961. In it, Matsubara Kimiko, the chair of the club, which had recently been

formed from the combination of similar groups in the various hamlets brought together

by the consolidation, notes the painfulness of recent events and urges the members to

overcome their differences. She concludes her piece with the hope that through diligence

they would be able to hold the troubles of the world at bay to give attention to the elderly

they seek to serve.494

Compounding the problems raised by the political realignments was the

accelerating problem of depopulation. In 1960, the year before the consolidation,

Tsumago’s population stood at 1,757; within three years of the gappei, there were only

1,572 residents.495 There was little for students graduating from the local schools to do in

the town, and with jobs in forestry, agriculture, and other industries becoming more

scarce, workingmen as well left for the cities of the Pacific Belt to find employment. The

loss of working-age members of the community, particularly men, during these years

provides the background to a Magome historian’s observation that it was “housewives

and the elderly” who did the real work of preparing for Tsumago’s re-identification as a

tourist destination.496

While community morale was shaken both by the gappei experience and the

reality of depopulation, the kôminkan’s influence maintained the town’s unity and

inspired residents to undertake communal initiatives. In fact, one of the first practical

steps taken toward the establishment of Tsumago as a historic site was made by young
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parents in the local PTA who had been active in the kôminkan’s drama club a decade or

so earlier. Beginning in January 1964, the principal of the elementary school in the town,

Shiokawa Hidebumi, began to talk to members of the PTA about recognizing valuable

historical materials among household utensils and tools, used building materials, and

other common items that might previously have been discarded as obsolete or worn-out.

A common story holds that the preservation effort began with the principal’s suggestion

that they might rescue valuable old papers used in the past for insulation in the fusuma

(sliding screens) that were at that time being replaced in large numbers by glass doors.

An initial campaign for the collection of items by members of the PTA was held

in October 1964. The next spring the collection activities nominally moved to the

kôminkan, although there appears to have been little difference in the membership of the

groups organizing the two campaigns.497 Efforts to educate and persuade residents of the

importance of these campaigns were already underway. As part of this mobilization

effort, an article in the kôminkan newsletter in March 1965 urged members of the

community to be aware of the presence of educationally valuable objects: “There are a

surprising number of these sorts of things that would serve well as educational materials

for our children,” the author warns, “but… it is necessary to treat them as if they were

precious cultural properties.” The article goes on to list much the same categories of

cultural properties then included under the 1950 Law for the Protection of Cultural

Properties , but suggests that there may be more as well, such as various types of local

raingear, that were not yet recognized under official programs for protection.498

The following issue of the kôminkan’s newsletter, published later that summer,

includes a piece signed “Mountain Hermit” (Yama no Sennin) that praises the efforts

                                                
497 Tôyama Takashi, “Komyuniti-zukuri to Machinami Hozon,” 100.
498 Nagiso-machi Kôminkan, “Bunka-zai wo Hogo Shiyô,” Nagiso-machi Kômin Kanpô, 10 March 1965.
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then underway to collect historical materials.499 The author of this piece directly links the

collection of historical materials to the development of the town as a tourism center.

“Nationwide,” the author writes, “the destruction of resources in the search for profits

from tourism is only growing more intense.” However, “in our town, for better or worse,

having missed out on this boom, we have not ruined our resources but have retained

them.” Considering what might comprise a successful tourism promotion effort, the

author then asks, “What would tourists be looking for in Tsumago?” The first is that

Tsumago “is the setting for Tôson’s writings…, his birthplace, the town next to

Magome.” The second is the allure of the highway and its history, still visible in the

town. And the third is “the kindness toward travelers that has been cultivated here with

the history of the highway, a simple humanity” (soboku-na ninjô de aru). “If among these

three any one of them is missing,” he predicts, “people will no longer say, ‘Ah, Tsumago,

such a picturesque post-town’.”

Programs of the new Nagiso-machi government in these years paralleled and

complemented those undertaken by the kôminkan and the PTA. Shortly after its

establishment, the town formed the Nagiso-machi Tourism Association (Nagiso-machi

Kankô Kyôkai) on 1 August 1961 to coordinate tourism-development efforts, and in

December of that year the Nagiso-machi Board of Commerce and Industry (Nagiso-

machi Shôkô-kai) was created. Activity quickened when Katayama Ryôki took office as

mayor for the first of three consecutive terms on 12 May 1964.500 Later that same year,

the town initiated restoration efforts to open up the Nakasendô to hikers between

Tsumago and Midono. In the fall of 1964, the eleven towns of the Kiso region —
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including both Tsumago’s Nagiso and Magome’s Yamaguchi — formed the Kiso

Tourism Federation (Kiso Kankyô Renmei) to oversee tourism development.

That same fall, Nagiso-machi took steps toward developing the first of three five-

year development plans. Officially announced in February 1965, the first plan focused

attention on three areas for improvement: roads, education, and tourism facilities. The

latter highlighted the restoration of the Nakasendô to connect the Tôson Kinen-dô in

Magome with the former post-town of Midono, passing by way of a planned-for museum

(shiryô-kan) in Tsumago.501 Activities toward the assembling of materials for such a

museum evolved in various stages in this period, before a coordinating group was

formally established with thirty members as the Tsumago Shukuba Shiryô Hozon-kai

(Tsumago Post-town Historical Materials Preservation Society) on 1 April 1966. Until

the construction during the 1980s of resort hotels in the mountains surrounding Tsumago

and Magome, foot traffic on this restored section of the Nakasendô was a staple of inn-

keepers operating facilities in and between both towns.502

A notable achievement during the spring and summer of 1965 was the successful

negotiation of a bypass on National Rte. 256, sparing the post-town from the demolition

of some of its oldest structures. One of the two proposed plans for the expansion of the

road would have laid the course of the road directly through the Terashita district of the

post-town. Seventy percent of the residents of the Terashita district, expecting

compensation equal to the cost of the construction of new houses, were said initially to be

in favor of the plan. The land, however, was owned by Kôtoku-ji, the temple situated on a

hill above the district, and it became clear that there would be minimal compensation to
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the residents to replace the old houses on the site. Members of the group leading the

campaign to collect historical materials played a central role in explaining the

arrangements to the citizens, pressure increased in favor of the alternate plan, and the

bypass was built to cross the river, avoiding the post-town altogether.503

The tourism development efforts in Tsumago in the first years after the 1961 town

consolidation mirror the suggestions made by “Mountain Hermit” in the kôminkan’s

newsletter in the summer of 1965. In fact, those efforts were already under way at the

time that article was published. The program by the town government begun in 1964

emphasized the Nakasendô and nature tourism in its projects, while activities centered in

the kôminkan addressed the consolidation of an image of the historical post-town that

would bring that history alive for visitors. Both local officials and residents looked to

Magome’s experience as a model: that town’s exploitation of the old highway had begun

more than a quarter-century earlier, and the success of the local museum, the Tôson

kinen-dô, was undeniable. If it took a leap of faith to think that the less famous neighbor

would be able to capitalize on association with Tôson’s hometown, it was a necessary

leap. The town was emptying out month by month; examples of other towns similarly

threatened with extinction were readily seen.

The arrival of a practical mechanism for the beginning of a full-scale restoration

of Tsumago’s buildings came in March 1968 by way of prefectural and national officials.

In that month, Nagano prefectural authorities notified the town that funds earmarked for a

national celebration of the centenary of the 1868 Meiji Restoration could be used for the

restoration of some of the post-town’s buildings. Eventually, the Meiji funds, originating

in the national government and distributed by the prefectures, provided three years of
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support for the project, including restoration or repair of more than two-dozen structures

between 1968 and 1970.

The Tsumago project was already in motion before the Meiji funds were

allocated: in the years between the successful negotiations over the Rte. 256 bypass and

the advent of the Meiji Centenary funds, significant steps toward the restoration of

buildings and the establishment of institutions to cater to tourists had been completed.

Those steps included numerous surveys of the town by national, prefectural, and regional

groups, the opening of a historical museum in the waki-honjin, repair work on parts of

the Nakasendô, and the contracting of Tokyo University professor Ôta Hirotarô to advise

the town on preservation matters. With these activities on the part of residents and town

officials, the ground had been prepared for the tangible work of restoration and repair, but

the town government’s securing of funding from the national government made even

more ambitious projects seem possible. Citizens’ initiative set in motion the restoration

and preservation of Tsumago, and since its founding in September 1968 a citizen-led

institution, the Tsumago wo Ai Suru Kai (Association of Friends of Tsumago), has

overseen and administered the site. Without the successful exploitation of national

programs by the town government, however, Tsumago’s restoration would have been

much more limited in its scope and its influence.

FIRE, RENOVATION, AND AUTHENTICITY

The preceding discussion has highlighted various ways in which these two towns

share similar popular associations, physical characteristics, and a tradition of citizen

involvement in economic development, particularly in the promotion of heritage tourism

schemes. Despite their similarities, the distinctions between these two towns are marked,

finding their greatest differences in the extreme dichotomies between the roles played by

each town’s municipal leadership in the middle postwar years. The gappei conflict in
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Magome beginning in the mid-1950s left that town’s government almost entirely

ineffectual, unable to lead the residents into development plans that would emphasize the

protection and restoration of the town’s historic fabric. In contrast, the long-standing

presence of the kôminkan in Tsumago helped the residents of that town to weather their

own gappei storm, and it contributed to the sense of unity and spirit that drove the later

restoration project. Although the two towns entered the postwar period with similar

resources and experiences, their paths in the middle postwar years diverged sharply,

producing towns that on the surface seem similar but which harbor substantial differences

as a result of dramatic, even traumatic, historical legacies.

As the opening discussion suggested, another way in which these two towns are

commonly seen to differ is in the evaluation of each as a site of “authentic” historic

preservation. Authenticity, however, cannot be defined for historic preservation only in

terms of the retention of historic fabric. Moreover, as we shall see, even within

discussions of physical authenticity, definitions vary concerning what constitutes

sufficient fabric and how additional materials should be handled when introduced into a

restored structure. The characteristics of Japanese preservation in this regard shed new

light on issues of authenticity as they relate to Tsumago and Magome. In an exploration

of the relationship between localization and authenticity in these two towns, analysis of

both physical and “identity” authenticity — the retention of original materials and the

perpetuation of a shared sense of community — comes into play.

The issue of authenticity in architectural preservation is a central concern of

preservationists worldwide. Through global discussions, such as the 1994 Nara

Conference on Authenticity, Japanese in recent years have been among the leaders in

debates over the formation of a concept of authenticity suitable to serve as an
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international standard.504 The materials and techniques of Japanese traditional

construction methods, particularly a reliance on wood as the main building material, have

challenged European notions of the primary object of preservation as one made of stone

or other durable material, highlighting the inherent differences in the circumstances for

preservation in different cultures, climates, and regions.505 In the terms of this global

debate, the effects of frequent catastrophic fires in wooden cities and towns, and the

resulting questions concerning the necessity of original materials to the authenticity of a

structure, are particularly relevant to an understanding of Japanese preservation.506

In the Japanese context, notions within historic preservation concerning the

evaluation and maintenance of authenticity have long differed from those seen in Europe

or North America. Already noted in Chapter 3 is the Japanese tendency both to use

“complete dismantling” as a means of preservation study and repair, as well as the more

controversial goal of “stylistic restoration” in preservation work. Additionally, Japanese

townscape preservation in general does not conform to the strategy commonly accepted

overseas of highlighting the addition of new material. That is, to preservationists in

Europe and North America, in both the particular (a part of a building) and the general (a

building within a whole townscape), the principle of preservation when new material is to

be introduced is that “new work should be clearly distinguishable from old in a manner

that gives both dignity while not impairing the… historic fabric.”507 In contrast, Japanese
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preservation practitioners are more accepting of “hidden” additions, particularly the

addition of new buildings with a historic appearance introduced into a preserved

townscape, than are either their European or North American counterparts.508

To illustrate the different issues that characterize Japanese and European notions

of material authenticity, Larsen cites the case of the Kondô (Golden hall) of Nara’s

Hôryû-ji, site of the catastrophic fire in 1949 that is said to have mobilized the authorities

toward revision of the country’s cultural protection laws.509 The 1949 fire rendered large

portions of the original structure unfit for re-use; those charred timbers were, however,

stabilized with synthetic resins and reassembled in a separate building to re-create their

original form. The hall itself was rebuilt with new material, following the previous form

and using methods (such as the shaping of members with a traditional adze) that provided

a similar finish to what had been there in the past. What is remarkable in this case is that

the authenticity followed the form, not the material: before the rebuilt hall was opened to

the public, it was designated a National Treasure, the highest rank of cultural properties

under the current system. The salvaged pieces of the burned section, however, were as a

structure designated an Important Cultural Property, one step lower on the hierarchy of

cultural properties. The greater honor, then, was given to the reconstruction rather than to

the remnants of the original building. Larsen acknowledges that the Horyû-ji Kondô

presents “a rare case,” but it is nevertheless instructive both of the challenges presented

by an architecture, such as Japan’s, that is comprised almost entirely of wood and of the
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particular articulations of notions of authenticity that govern practices at the highest level

of Japan’s historic preservation system.510

Looking closely at the history of each of these two post-towns, we can see that

fire has been a constant presence in each place, although its effects have been more

dramatic in Magome than in Tsumago. Magome was struck by fire in 1858 and 1860, and

again on 24 September 1895. After rebuilding from the 1895 fire, in which seventy-two

main buildings and fourteen additional structures had been destroyed, fire struck again in

1915, when thirty-seven main houses burned. In Tsumago, substantial parts of the town

burned in 1825 and 1868. After suffering extensive damage in a flood in 1904, the

residents of Tsumago were again struck by fire in 1921 and 1933, losing sixteen and

twenty-nine main structures, respectively, in those two events.511 To be fair, the two post-

towns have differed in size for most of their histories. Magome was comprised of no

more than 60 or 70 households for much of the Tokugawa era and was made up of about

100 households at the time of the 1895 fire.512 After Tsumago was designated the seat of

town government and regional commerce under the Meiji reforms, it experienced a

period of growth that saw its size increase from 969 people (about 120 households) in

1873 to a high of 1,847 people (about 200 households) in 1922.513 Thus, the 1895

Magome fire destroyed two-thirds of that town’s buildings, while the 1921 and 1933

Tsumago fires together burned less than one-quarter of that town.514
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honjin Shiryô-kan, Akari no Rekishi-ten (Yamaguchi-mura: Magome Waki-honjin Shiryô-kan, n.d.), 7.
Tsumago information is taken from the timeline of the post-town’s history included in Ôta and Kodera’s
comprehensive volume on the restoration: Ôta Hirotarô and Kodera Takehisa, Tsumago-juku, 173–76.
512 Yamaguchi Sonshi Hensan Iinkai, Yamaguchi Sonshi, 350–1.
513 Tôyama Takashi, “Komyuniti-zukuri to Machinami Hozon,” 93.
514 Yamaguchi Sonshi Hensan Iinkai, Yamaguchi Sonshi, 350–1.
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The experiences of these two towns, then, suggest that fire played an important

role in the estimation of authenticity in this period, but a broader look at the factors

involved in the restoration of these historic towns casts doubt on the degree to which fire

alone can be expected to explain differing outcomes for each town. In the overall look of

the historic townscape, in particular, the two towns seem, as late as the 1950s, to have

had similar resources to draw on. While Tsumago had a few older surviving buildings,

the subsequent success of the town as a tourist site is primarily based on its overall

historic atmosphere. In this regard, Magome was in some ways the equal of Tsumago

when the tourism boom began in earnest in the 1950s, suggesting that the opportunity lost

to the town to assert an identity as a historic site may have passed by long after the fires

of the Meiji and Taishô eras.

The restoration of Tsumago was not without its doubters or its critics. It required

substantial work on each of the buildings to be restored, from the replacement of

aluminum doors and windows with wooden ones, to the repair of roofs, and

rearrangement of interior spaces. In a 1971 article in the journal Toshi Jûtaku, Ôta

Hirotarô remembers his impressions upon first seeing Tsumago in August 1967:

I can’t say that I was completely comfortable with the decision to preserve it as a
post-town. The honjin was long gone, on the wholesale office [ton’ya] was hung a
large billboard for the agricultural cooperative, here and there in the row of
buildings there were spaces as if teeth had been pulled, and on the fronts of almost
all the buildings the doors had been changed over to glass.

It was, Ôta continues, primarily the enthusiasm of the town leaders and their

evident commitment to the preservation process that convinced him that the large-scale

restoration they were proposing was feasible.515

                                                
515 Ôta Hirotarô, “Tsumago-juku ni Okeru Hozon to Kaihatsu,” in Rekishiteki Fûdo no Hozon (Tokyo:
Shôkoku-sha, 1981), 135.
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Magome’s townscape, however, as a visitor would see it in the 1950s, appears to

have offered much the same degree of historic flavor as did Tsumago. At the surface

level, the historical ambience of both towns was marred by modern building materials,

such as glass, aluminum, and ceramic tile, but the spatial arrangements, the scale, and the

linear character were still very much in evidence. The view of an admitted partisan

emphasizes the historical feel of Magome at the time. Kikuchi Jûsaburô, commonly

recognized as the initiator of the Tôson Kinen-dô project, remembered in the late 1950s a

visit to the post-town some ten years before: “The bus backed up from where it had

stopped at the inn, and I walked across the snow-covered ground. The whiteness of the

snow, contrasting completely with the loneliness of the somber row of houses in the old

post-town, seemed all the more chill.”516 In this passage, Kikuchi calls attention to one of

the storied experiences of post-town life: the arrival in town from a dark and cold

highway, to find warmth and domesticity at a post-town inn.

Related to this sense of historic atmosphere are processes of renovation and

demolition, and on this score the two towns show some striking differences. In both

towns by the 1950s it was fair to say that what pre-Meiji material survived had been

substantially altered in later renovations. In Magome, primarily because of fire,

essentially no historic fabric survived from the Tokugawa era. Moreover, renovations

after the 1915 fire in particular had relied to a great extent on modern building materials

and techniques.517 In Tsumago, in contrast, more older material survived and fewer new

materials had been introduced in the process of repair. The survival of old,

unreconstructed houses, however, should not be exaggerated: in the first phase of

restoration between 1968 and 1970 two houses thought to date substantially from before

                                                
516 Kikuchi Jûsaburô, Kiso-Magome (Tokyo: Koyama Shoten Shinsha, 1958), 200.
517 Yamaguchi Sonshi Hensan Iinkai, Yamaguchi Sonshi, 448–57.
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the 1868 Meiji Restoration were painstakingly converted to house museums.518 The

Tsumago waki-honjin, however, the first structure restored and the largest historic

structure in the town, dates from the late 1870s.519 What stands out about Tsumago

during the early postwar years is the relatively restrained introduction of new materials

and techniques into the structures of the town. In Magome as early as the Taishô period,

proximity and access to the cities of Gifu prefecture had encouraged the introduction of

new materials and techniques into the traditional housing stock.

For much of the period after 1868, repairs to the buildings throughout the Kiso

region were conducted with techniques and materials that did not contrast substantially

with repairs made in previous years or decades. The continuity in repair leads Kodera

Takehisa to say of Tsumago that houses built in the early Meiji “have in form changed

little from those of the late Edo period.”520 Wendelken extends that thought closer to the

present day, observing that the experience of the carpenters engaged in the Tsumago

restoration meant that “the techniques used even in cultural property-level restoration of

local houses is largely identical to the trade they practiced just before the war.”521

In fact, one might say that it is not fire but the style of reconstruction performed

after a fire that destroys historic townscapes. The pattern of repair following established

practices and forms was repeated throughout much of the Kiso region after the war, even

as the introduction of new materials, and enforcement of the newly strict 1950 Building

Standards Law, made alternatives increasingly attractive or necessary. In contrast to the

situation of gasshô farmhouses, which require skilled and labor-intensive replacement of

their thatched roofs, the Kiso Valley machiya did not require materials that were

                                                
518 Wendelken, “Living with the Past,” 194–98.
519 The history of the waki-honjin is covered in Nagiso-machi Kyôiku Iinkai, Tsumago-juku Waki-honjin.
520 Kodera Takehisa, Tsumago-juku, 89.
521 Wendelken, “Living with the Past,” 186–87.
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particularly difficult to obtain or to use. Moreover, when the preservationists looked in

1967 and 1968 for workmen for the first phase of the Tsumago restoration, they had no

trouble finding experienced carpenters who understood the needs of the region’s

carpenter-built houses.

Moreover, one must remember that the Tsumago townscape seen today is quite

different from what was experienced by the post-town’s visitors in the late 1960s and

1970s. The gap-toothed look commented on by Ôta remained for quite some time, and

the solution in a number of cases was the construction of new buildings designed to look

old. The post-office building in Nakamachi is one such structure; built in 1978, it mimics

the façade of the older buildings around it and recreates in its interior a fantasy of a post

office that was never there.522 The most prominent example in this regard, however, is the

honjin itself. Construction of this complex was completed only in April 1995, after many

years of discussion of both the costs of reconstruction and the rationale for it.523

In discussions with preservationists, scholars, and bureaucrats concerning the path

to success in historic preservation in postwar Japan, one hears over and again the

importance of leadership in the preservation process. Not only did Tsumago’s town

leaders coordinate the arrangement of funding for the restoration schemes, obtaining

waivers or negotiated settlements from various other government bodies and institutions

along the way, but they instilled and reinforced in the residents a commitment to the

preservation process. That commitment was never iron-clad, uniform, or held by every

resident of the town. Yet, a critical number of supportive residents were always present to

insure that the plans could move forward.

                                                
522 Kodera Takehisa, Tsumago-juku, 23.
523 Wendelken, “Living with the Past,” 240.
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In the course of one conversation, a prominent preservationist offered this

interpretation of success on the Kiso Road: Magome, he said, developed earlier than

Tsumago, building the Tôson Kinen-dô and attracting great crowds. The residents of

Magome, however, put too much emphasis on the appeal of Tôson, and in the end,

because of the gappei lacking a functioning governmental authority to restrain each

individual’s activities, they consumed all of the resources that they would need to attract

tourists. That is, by overlooking the importance of all of the other aspects of the town that

might attract visitors, and particularly by using their newly earned wealth to renovate

their houses and shops with no concern for historic atmosphere, they rendered the town

unusable as a district for heritage tourism. The residents of Tsumago, he concluded,

watched all this from the vantage point of a neighbor, and before they even started their

own restoration project, they vowed not to repeat what Magome had done.

This explanation puts the comments of “Mountain Hermit” in the 1965 kôminkan

newsletter in a new light: the statement that “the destruction of resources in the search for

profits from tourism is only growing more intense” points directly at Magome’s recent

history, warning Tsumago’s citizens not to repeat what they have seen just a few miles

away. It also suggests that neither the fires nor the post-fire reconstruction is really the

issue in Magome. Rather, reconstructions and renovations in the postwar period erased

what remained of the historic town. Ultimately, the issue is one of leadership: in a town

so divided, with everyone implicated in one way or another in the divisiveness, there is

no one to speak to all the residents concerning shared plans and goals. In Tsumago, over

the course of the 1960s, residents repeatedly gave up some rights in favor of common

goals. In Magome, individuals remained individuals, and the capacity for the town to

achieve more than simply the attraction of tourists was left undeveloped.
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CONCLUSIONS

The founding of the Tôson Kinen-dô in Magome in 1947 fits easily into what has

been called a postwar “museum-making movement” (hakubutsukan-zukuri undô), led by

citizens and characterized by an emphasis on cultural inheritance connected to local

life.524 The ideology of this movement generally stressed its connections to the growth

and rootedness of postwar democracy, and there is an element of that democratic and

populist spirit in the stories of the Magome construction. It appears, however, that

whatever unity of spirit exemplified that construction effort was illusory or transitory.

Within a decade, the social unity of the post-town was shattered. Friends, colleagues, and

family members were divided over the gappei issue, a division that persisted for many

years.

Tsumago and Magome have each inherited the legacies of their common past, but

each has inherited, as well, legacies from its own particular past. What its lingering

gappei conflict tells us about Magome as a place is that it was in the middle postwar

years marked by a resilient, and nearly self-destructive, divisiveness. The town was

literally pulled apart, as groups of citizens turned their attentions and loyalties in opposite

directions. This division was manifested in various ways, as the town occupied physical

and conceptual positions always on the edges of two centers. Long the southernmost

post-town on the Kiso Road, it was almost relocated to the northern edge of a city in Gifu

prefecture. By some measures, it was already effectively part of that Gifu city, as a

majority of the population identified themselves as Nakatasugawa residents more than as

residents of the Kiso Valley. In transport, the trains that replaced the Nakasendô as the

primary means of movement turned the attention of the town toward Nakatasugawa early

in the century, and that turn was accentuated with the establishment of bus service

                                                
524 Kanayama Yoshiaki, Nihon no Hakubutsukan-shi (Tokyo: Keiyû-sha, 2001), 206–08.
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between Magome and Nakatsugawa in 1951. Economically as well, before tourism was

recognized as the town’s greatest asset Magome’s residents had gone about their business

in ways that no longer relied on relationships with the other Kiso post-towns but directed

them instead toward the business centers to the south.

Its geographical position is certainly one of the Magome’s charms.

Topographically, the views north toward the mountains and south toward the plains are

unexpected pleasures that contrast both with what is experienced in the coastal areas to

the south and with the post-towns set in mountain valleys further north. The wide vistas

contrast, moreover, with the conceptual in-betweenness of the post-town itself, arrayed

along the single highway. Post-towns are as a genre a place between places, on the way to

somewhere else, a linear space and not a fully rounded place. Visually, Magome’s

buildings in the early postwar years seem still to have had the shape and massing of the

old post-town, and to have retained the spatial arrangement of it, while having had

surface associations with the past increasingly erased through the introduction of new

materials that dressed up the exteriors of the houses and inns. Finally, in less tangible

terms, in the crowds of visitors in the streets, and in the folklore and customs presented in

the historical museum of the waki-honjin, we can see both the influences of the city and

the retention of certain old stories and habits.

In contrast, Tsumago remained relatively unified as a community during these

years. In effect, a form of communal cosmopolitanism, based in the kôminkan and

communicated to other residents by the activists in that institution, marks Tsumago’s

post-war years.525 In the jissai-geki one sees the localized expression of trends in theater

                                                
525 Cosmopolitanism has been usefully defined as a supra-national consciousness, involving a “reflective
distance from one’s cultural affiliations, a broad understanding of other cultures and customs, and a belief
in universal humanity.” Amanda Anderson, “Cosmopolitanism, Universalism, and the Divided Legacies of
Modernity,” in Cosmopolitics: Thinking and Feeling Beyond the Nation, ed. Pheng Cheah and Bruce
Robbins (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1998), 267.
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that have been expressed in places across the globe during the course of the twentieth

century. The kôminkan itself mirrors institutions that were established in Europe,

elsewhere in Asia, and in North America during the first decades of the century.

Tsumago’s physical setting plays a part here that is the reflected opposite of Magome’s.

In Tsumago, despite a palpable unease with the dislocation brought by their own town-

consolidation process, and quite clearly having seen the disaster such dislocation brought

to their neighbors, residents faced the challenges of change by focusing on maintenance

and rediscovery of their shared traditional past.

One might read Magome’s refusal to involve itself in the structures of postwar

heritage in similar terms to what was seen in Kanazawa’s Higashi Chaya-machi. That is,

in Kanazawa the lingering doubts on the part of the residents were never resolved to their

satisfaction and the benefits represented by the inclusion of the district in the national

system of denken chiku would not be worth the price. In Magome, however, the town’s

postwar life has been marked by such volatile, bitter, and polarizing events that a

reasoned decision against pursuing such a designation, or pursuing the sort of restoration

that would even put the town on par with other such historic towns, appears unlikely.

Moreover, the boom in tourism that hit the town in the 1950s quickly stripped away much

of the historic atmosphere that would have supported a more authentic presentation of the

local history.

Ultimately, the localization of power in Magome was directed at individual goals

and not at the goals of the community at large. Magome’s residents took control of local

development from early in the postwar period, working for the most part at a remove

from the national cultural authorities in Tokyo. In contrast, while Tsumago’s residents

also led in the efforts to remake their town into a heritage site, they did so by taking

advantage of the various levels of cooperation they could obtain: regional, prefectural
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and, ultimately, national. What sets the experience of Tsumago apart from that of its

neighbor is that willingness to enlist the assistance of other levels of government. It is

that flexibility based in a strong community identity that is its greatest legacy as a model

for the historic preservation movements that followed it.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions:
 Historic Preservation and the Legacies of Postwar Localization

Things that are lost just once may never be recovered, and with the continuation
of modernization and industrialization, historical and natural sites are being
destroyed by a thoughtless flood of energy. It is dangerous not to plan for the
country’s future development. And if there is no nostalgia or lingering affection
for the past, it is a mystery how there will be the means for Japanese in the future
to receive an education toward a sense of beauty and dignity.

Osaragi Jirô, “Nature Being Destroyed”526

With the publication in February 1965 of his essay “Nature Being Destroyed,”

Osaragi Jirô articulated a general outlook on his surroundings shared by preservation

activists and common Japanese alike in the middle postwar period. Sketching an image of

the housing construction that was at the time “cutting the tops off the hills” of Kamakura

and then “scraping them bare,” early in his essay Osaragi draws a parallel between that

new invasion of bulldozers and Nitta Yoshisada’s ultimately successful siege of the town

more than six centuries before.527 The earlier siege had ended Kamakura’s prosperity as

the capital of the shogunate and relegated the town to centuries of relative obscurity.

                                                
526 Osaragi Jirô, “Hakai Sareru Shizen,” Asahi Shinbun (evening edition), 8–12 February 1965, 10
February.
527 Ibid., 8 February.
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Highlighting the current problems facing the town, primarily in the form of development

driven by huge machines and large amounts of investment capital, Osaragi suggests that

the new siege threatens even more dire consequences than did the earlier one.

Writing from the former capital, well known for contrasts between the splendors

of its temples and the quietness of its wooded setting, Osaragi introduced into the public

debate two perspectives that had been only indirectly addressed in the previous writings

on historic preservation that had appeared in Japan’s national media. First, in selecting

Kamakura’s hills and shoreline for attention, Osaragi brought to the forefront a view of

the value of landscapes and architecture that built on and surpassed cultural properties

protection concerned only with individual structures. Secondly, he brought together

through his text an expression of respect for the site’s history and a desire to control its

future, a vision of the past through the preservation of shared memory and a view of the

future based in the control of seemingly inevitable forces of change. How to achieve that

goal of a balance between the past and the future, as the title of this study suggests, was a

central topic of debate at the time in many cities and towns throughout Japan.

Fundamental to Osaragi’s argument was a belief that powers over historic

preservation should no longer be held only by the cultural authorities in Tokyo but

localized, opened up to the voices of citizens in order to be more responsive to their

concerns. The view that he presents of the urgent need for citizen action to counter

destructive development was also a part of the wider social climate of Japan in the mid-

1960s, but outside of those in the relatively few historic cities and towns he highlights,

such as Nara, Kyoto, and Kamakura, organized citizens’ movements were only in their

infancy as he was writing in early 1965. The local efforts that this study has identified

and examined, on the other hand, based in the activities of local government officials,

represent a perhaps less dramatic — no pickets or demonstrations, only negotiations and
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actions for the most part taken out of the public eye — but nevertheless influential trend

in historic preservation in these years. In the cities of Takayama and Kanazawa, and in

the post-towns of the Kiso Valley, as well as in other places spread across the country,

local officials were putting in place programs and developing ordinances to assert greater

local control over changes in their surroundings brought by economic and industrial

development and the social transformations caused by such development. At the same

time, discussions among residents and civic leaders explored the value of historic

buildings and landscapes, articulating local concerns and attempting to answer the

question posed again by the May 1967 Kanazawa conference: “What is it that must be

preserved?”

ROLES FOR LOCAL GOVERNMENT IN POSTWAR PRESERVATION

The episodes examined in this study have defined three general forms taken by

local historic preservation programs in the middle postwar years. In the first, represented

by the discussion in Chapter 3 of Takayama and its protection of gasshô houses in the

Hida open-air museum, local governments established public institutions, such as

architectural museums with local or regional themes that received and protected

displaced buildings, to serve as catalysts for the growth of a local tourism industry. In the

second, explored in Chapter 4 in relation to Kanazawa’s leading role in the passage of a

local ordinance governing urban design, municipal officials used such an ordinance,

backed up with comprehensive although ultimately non-binding agreements between

residents and local government, to enforce controls on construction and renovation in

order to blunt the negative effects of rapid and drastic change in the urban environment.

In the third, shown in Chapter 5 through the efforts of Nagiso town officials to build a

local tourism industry on the foundation of a restored Tsumago post-town, local officials

served as a bridge between residents and national and prefectural offices in order to
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attract funding to realize residents’ and local civic leaders’ plans for a comprehensive

restoration of the town.

These three forms of official involvement in local historic preservation schemes

represent three roles that were played by local government in the larger political world in

this period. Acting as an entrepreneur in Takayama, investing in public institutions to

promote a more broad development of the local economy, as an innovator in Kanazawa,

presenting challenging proposals to the central authorities, and as an advocate in Nagiso,

representing residents’ interests to other levels of government, these local governments

and their officials acted in the political sphere in ways consonant with the outlines

sketched by the “second wave” of scholars researching postwar localization such as

Samuels, Reed, and Muramatsu.528 In each of these episodes, local officials approached

similar goals — summed up in Holleran’s “pragmatic ideal of stability” — by using

means that were also employed in the same period toward different ends by officials in

cities and towns less concerned with historic preservation issues.

The evidence presented in this study is consistent with the findings of previous

localization research, documenting, for example, the financial dependence of local

governments on the national ministries and the problems arising from the ambiguity of

administrative responsibilities between the different levels of government. Also

consistent with earlier findings is the degree to which local officials made use of existing

resources and programs to achieve their own local goals. In Takayama, for example, the

establishment of municipal museums was within the jurisdiction of local government;

that the materials for the museum were for the most part donated to the city meant that a

relatively little initial outlay of funding, which might have strained the resources of the

                                                
528 Ellis S. Krauss, “Local Politics in Japan: Welcoming the Third Wave,” in Local Voices, National
Issues: The Impact of Local Initiative in Japanese Policy-making, ed. Sheila A. Smith (Ann Arbor: Center
for Japanese Studies, University of Michigan, 2000).
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city or prompted the officials to request a grant from another government body, were

required. In Nagiso in the mid-1960s, the town’s success at obtaining Meiji Centennial

funds provided a substantial part of the resources necessary for the first restoration

projects in Tsumago.

More generally, the characterizations of local government activity seen in these

episodes correspond to the generic portraits of local governments presented in the

localization studies. The localization authors’ emphasis on the search for autonomy on

the part of local governments leads them to give attention to the more assertive cases, and

so Kanazawa’s open opposition to national planning practices and agendas fits most

neatly into the schemas presented in the literature.529 Kanazawa’s proposal of a local

ordinance covering urban design is similar to a municipality asserting its right to

contribute to planning for the location of a major industrial plant within its borders. In the

abstract, actors resembling the Kanazawa city government appear in all these works,

whether in the form of Samuels’ proponents of “locally developed policy options,”

Muramatsu’s “highly politicized” and confrontational local administrations, or the local

actors who “directly challenged central authority” in Reed’s reading of events.530

The other episodes, however, reveal less dramatic but no less ambitious strategies

employed by local government officials as they tried to achieve their goals of

environmental control and economic development. The role of Nagiso town officials as

advocates and intermediaries between Tsumago’s residents and higher levels of

government, while appearing remarkably far-sighted in hindsight, offers little contrast

                                                
529 See, for example, Muramatsu for a strong emphasis on the search for autonomy by local government in
the postwar period. Muramatsu Michio, Local Power in the Japanese State, trans. Betsey Scheiner and
James White (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1997).
530 Ibid., 125; Steven R. Reed, Japanese Prefectures and Policymaking (Pittsburgh: University of
Pittsburgh Press, 1986), 52; Richard J. Samuels, The Politics of Regional Policy in Japan: Localities
Incorporated? (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1983), 32.
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with the formal placement of local government in the political hierarchy of the postwar

political order. An emphasis on the strength of that hierarchy, however, a belief in the

power of a system of vertical administration in effect “designed to enhance the

dominance of the central government,” would suggest that local government would serve

primarily as a conduit for transmitting information from the top to those below.531 In this

light, the role of the town’s government appears notably proactive in its officials’ search

for funding sources and creativity in making use of the funding that they secured.

The experience of Tsumago indicates that Nagiso officials in the mid-1960s

achieved independent successes — such as securing funds for the restoration of the waki-

honjin Okuya — that made possible small but important gains within larger five-year

plans, blueprints for action that had been formed locally and not imposed from outside.

The picture that appears from a study of Tsumago’s evolution in these years is of town

officials who kept before them a sense of the residents’ long-term goals, always working

toward targets set in consultation with the residents. Comparison of Tsumago’s

experience and the troubled relations between local government and residents in

neighboring Magome, resulting in a decade-long period in which no significant programs

for historic preservation were proposed by the local government, further reinforces this

impression of Tsumago’s strengths.

Approaching these episodes from the perspectives set out in the localization

literature, the most surprising role played by local government in these events is the

entrepreneurial activity of the Takayama city government in the late 1950s. Steiner’s

analysis of local government’s role in these years is dominated by his documentation of

the limitations of local autonomy at the time. Pressing fiscal concerns, administrative

ambiguity, and habits of deferral to higher authorities all contribute to his portrait of the

                                                
531 Samuels, The Politics of Regional Policy, xix.
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constraints under which local government performed its functions in those years. Given

those strikingly adverse circumstances, evidence of each of which is clearly seen in

Takayama’s postwar history, and despite a provision of the tax law that restricted the uses

to which income from public institutions could be put, Takayama city officials pursued a

strategy of founding and supporting museums as a central part of tourism-promotion

efforts.

As the other narratives incorporated here indicate, many other cities and towns

established municipal museums in this period; the Takayama shiryô-kan, opened in 1953,

followed the pattern set by museums in other cities. In contrast, the Takayama open-air

museum opened in 1959 took a form strikingly different from those others. While Hida

Minzoku-kan did not directly contribute money to the city’s coffers, its success was a

building block on which a successful tourism industry was erected. Again, hindsight

accentuates the prescience of local officials in these years, but the appropriateness of the

Takayama open-air museum, in its selection of local folk materials for display, its

location in a wooded area distanced from the modern city, and its setting within a gasshô

house, an example of the most recognizable architectural form representing the Hida

region, is striking. The particular strengths of the Takayama museum are brought into

greater relief when it is compared to the Kawasaki museum, which, despite a committed

director, a fine collection of buildings, and a central location struggles in competition

with its richer and more well known neighbor, the Sankei’en.

ORIGINS OF LOCAL PRESERVATION SCHEMES IN THE POSTWAR PERIOD

The discussion thus far has highlighted the ways in which the findings of this

study build on and enrich the analyses presented in the localization literature concerning

the role of local governments in the postwar political sphere. One of the limitations of the

entire body of literature on postwar localization (discussed in Chapter 1) is its blindness
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to the origins of individual programs or initiatives later taken up by local officials. The

narratives presented here begin well before the period of the mid- and late 1960s given

primary attention in these writings on Japanese local government, and this study’s

attention to the formative stages of the localized historic preservation programs seen in

these three locations offers another contribution to the knowledge concerning postwar

localization.

Beginning from a starting-point as studies of postwar government, localization

research generally maintains a focus, naturally, on the role of local officials in the events

charted. Among these three episodes, however, only in one case do local governmental

officials appear to have been among the earliest proponents of plans for historic

preservation. In Takayama in the 1950s, city officials proposed several schemes,

including the opening of a shiryô-kan, construction of a tourism hotel, and the opening of

Hida Minzoku-kan itself, as efforts toward the promotion of tourism. In these cases, the

precise origins of each plan remain obscure, but in the case of Hida Minzoku-kan it

appears that municipal officials as early as the mid-1950s were engaged in discussions

with property-owners in the region concerning the donation of their houses for display

within the city.

In Kanazawa, in contrast, the record indicates that the earliest and most sustained

discussions concerning comprehensive protection of the city’s urban atmosphere

occurred outside of the city offices, in the meetings and publications of a civic group, the

Kanazawa Keizai Dôyûkai. Within the meetings and conferences of the Dôyûkai, outside

experts presented their views on city-planning and urban design, while members of the

group offered their perspectives on the applicability of various approaches to the

particular context of Kanazawa. Civic leaders were, in effect, the pioneers of the re-

evaluation of the city’s historic fabric. Drawing on the resources of prefectural officials,
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regional trade groups (such as the 1962 report by Shinbo Tatsusaburô of the Ishikawa

Tourism Federation), and a national conference of scholars (the 1963 meetings of the

Nihon Toshi Gakkai), the Dôyûkai’s members reacted against orthodox city-planning

perspectives presented by Tokyo University’s Kiuchi Shinzô and Harvard Business

School Dean Donald K. David. Over the course of several years the members of the

Dôyûkai, knowledgeable both about the particular attributes of their city and

contemporary discourse concerning historic preservation and urban design, mapped out a

set of principles related to the protection of the city’s historic character. The Doyukai’s

leadership governed the process of policy-formation in the first years of the debate, and

the terms they established formed the structures for debate up to and beyond the passage

of the 1968 ordinance.

Confined to the meeting rooms of the economic elite, the debate over historic

preservation in Kanazawa in the early 1960s was not for the most part conducted by

residents of the city. A mid-level member of the city’s planning staff, during an interview

in 2001, shook his head when asked if citizens were involved in the process leading up to

the 1968 ordinance; the first organized citizen pressure felt by the city’s planning office,

as far as he was aware, came in the 1980s. The experience of Nagano prefecture’s

Nagiso-machi contrasts, then, with circumstances seen in both Takayama and Kanazawa.

The events that stand out in the evolution of Nagiso’s program to restore the post-town of

Tsumago suggest that, unlike in those other places, citizens were integrally involved from

the beginning in the planning and execution of that historic preservation project.

In Tsumago, in addition, we see the influence of a civic group whose activity,

while serving residents and not officials, in some ways parallels the role of the Dôyûkai

in Kanazawa. If the Dôyûkai was the meeting-place of Kanazawa’s local business and

intellectual elite, the kôminkan in Tsumago was the meeting-place for the town’s
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residents. Like the Dôyûkai’s role in Kanazawa, the kôminkan’s presence was vital for

the success of historic preservation in Tsumago. The kôminkan provided an

organizational structure to residents seeking to hold collection campaigns for historical

materials, its newsletter provided an outlet to transmit information, and its building was

suitable for holding meetings concerning preservation plans. In addition, it was the ethos

of the kôminkan, a spirit of communalism and citizen activism, that underlay the

“preservation consciousness” of the local residents, fueling the citizen’s resolution to

restore the whole post-town, rather than simply a few buildings within it.

Municipal officials, civic leaders, and residents each figure to differing degrees

within the events captured in these episodes, but the involvement of these three groups, in

contrast to the centralization that marked Japanese preservation work before 1945,

accounts for much of the success of historic preservation in postwar Japan. Common to

all three episodes is the central role of local government in the financial and

administrative aspects of district preservation. That involvement of local officials marks

the localization of historic preservation as it is seen in these episodes. Ironically, the

persistence of prewar centralization is seen most clearly in the most oppositional example

among these episodes. Only in Kanazawa could residents be left completely out of the

planning process; in a city with a long tradition of strong central planning, and among a

bureaucracy schooled to believe that their plans were above question by local residents, it

is not surprising that citizens played so small a role in these events.

Taken together, these three episodes demonstrate that localization of power over

historic preservation advanced over the course of the middle postwar years. The differing

courses charted by the communities in these episodes indicate the various ways in which

both localization and preservation were envisioned in each of these places. In one

context, the activities of civic leaders in urban design were instrumental in bringing
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issues of historic preservation to the forefront of social discourse, while in another it was

the residents’ cultivation of a sense of historic value, helped along by the institution of

the kôminkan, that laid the ground for the assertion of local control. In Takayama, it was

the sudden rise in value of the gasshô house that facilitated the assumption of

responsibility for preservation work.

Two primary elements unite these three episodes. First, in each place local

authorities, residents, and civic leaders were attempting to strike a balance between a

respect for the past and control over change for the future. Secondly, in each place the

localization achieved through action at the local level was facilitated by official

exploitation of programs, legislation, or outlooks available to them at the national level.

In all these cities and towns, local officials made use of the openings provided for them

by the postwar ideological and political order to assert local power, protecting local

heritage and planning for controlled change in the future.

POPULAR PARTICIPATION IN POSTWAR HISTORIC PRESERVATION

Structured by the questions for research stated in Chapter 1, the bulk of this study

provides evidence to support interpretations concerning the roles played by local officials

and civic leaders in the localization of historic preservation during the middle postwar

years. As was also mentioned in that chapter, however, the advent of district preservation

in Japan, as in Europe and North America, brings to light a new set of political dynamics

surrounding the relationship of residents to the preservation scheme. In general, those

dynamics center on questions of popular participation in preservation work; in

discussions of Japanese historic preservation it is generally assumed that a preservation
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program should be judged a success to the degree to which it involves local residents in

the work of preservation.532

The conclusions presented above seem to indicate that, while the presence of an

innovative local government (as seen in Takayama, Kanazawa, and Nagiso) is a

requirement for a successful historic preservation scheme, a citizenry engaged with the

issues of historic preservation is not a necessary ingredient for success. In Kanazawa in

the 1960s, clearly, citizens were not directly involved in debates over historic

preservation plans, except as an audience for a local government looking to convince

residents that it was working on their behalf and so deserved to be retuned to office. In

Takayama, as well, local citizens do not appear to have played a significant role in the

tourism-building projects exemplified by the founding of Hida Minzoku-kan.

Among these three places it is only in Nagiso’s Tsumago post-town that residents

have been directly engaged with the preservation process from the beginning, and so

Tsumago appears to have earned its reputation as a model for citizen involvement in

historic preservation activities. The experiences of both Takayama and Kanazawa,

however, despite their problematic histories in relation to popular participation in their

preservation schemes, have much to tell us concerning these issues. In Takayama, for

instance, the events described in this study preceded and laid the groundwork for a

significant expression of popular involvement in local historic preservation: the formation

in early 1966 of the first citizens’ group in the nation established to support a local

district preservation scheme. The independent entrepreneurship displayed by city officials

in the 1950s, it appears, despite taking place largely out of the public’s view, ultimately

                                                
532 As part of my research, I ended every interview with the question, Is townscape preservation a
progressive (shinpo-teki) activity? All of the residents, representatives of local preservation groups, local
historians, and local officials answered in the affirmative; only one planner in a central ministry stated
clearly that it is not.
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benefited the city’s residents, promoting a plan for historic preservation in the city that

set new standards for popular involvement.

In Kanazawa, the lessons learned regarding popular participation in historic

preservation are less uplifting but no less important. The events surrounding the failed

designation of Higashi Chaya-machi remind all observers of the necessity of listening to

residents’ voices when planning or administering a preservation scheme. The necessity is

both practical and ethical. In ethical terms, it appears that Kanazawa’s city planners were

chastened by the failure of the designation, at first keeping their distance from the tea-

house districts, then proposing various schemes to offer their residents forms of non-

intrusive support (such as grants to repair exterior woodwork on the houses) and

establishing a model plan for the restoration of the smallest tea-house district to

demonstrate the extent to which their style of administration had changed from the time

of the designation crisis. In practical terms the importance of popular opinion is

mandated: the failure of the designation bid was directly attributable to the refusal of

numbers of residents to support the proposal.

We need to be mindful, however, not to idealize the experience of popular

participation even in as successful a preservation project as is the restoration of Tsumago.

The events in Tsumago demonstrate — and the experiences of Magome reinforce this

conclusion by presenting a considerably more extreme case — that residents alone do not

have the resources to undertake a major restoration project such as was seen in Tsumago

in the latter half of the 1960s. In Tsumago, residents were integral to the process of

restoration and, as in Kanazawa, their support is required for the continuation of the

project. The securing of the considerable funding necessary for the initial restoration of

the town was secured by local government officials. Localization’s legacies include

greater autonomy on the part of local governments in municipal affairs, and that
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decentralization of power may even be said to extend as far as the individual.533 In the

1950s and 1960s, however, the centralized system of governance, if under siege, was still

in force, and residents’ voices were rarely heard unless transmitted through local officials

serving as their advocates.

LOCALIZATION’S LEGACIES IN THE PRESENT DAY

By the standards set by this study, powers over historic preservation have

devolved in practice and in law through the course of the postwar period from the central

authorities to municipal governments. As was pointed out in Chapter 4, however, in

relation to the passage of the 1968 Kanazawa ordinance, in legal terms the greater part of

such devolution has come only recently. Even with the changes made in 1968 with the

New City Planning Law, for the greater part of the postwar period what powers local

governments have been able to assert over historic preservation have come through

extralegal agreements. Such agreements have been brokered by municipal officials or

residents’ groups with the legal power-holders, for the most part either individual

property owners or the central government in Tokyo. As was seen particularly in the

experience of Kanazawa, while local governments have been able to achieve remarkable

successes in establishing workable preservation schemes, they have done so always

through negotiation with other actors and with the knowledge that the survival of the

scheme is dependent on the continuation of agreements made through such negotiation.

As the subtitle of this study suggests, the focus of this research is on the formative

moments in Japanese historic preservation between the passage of the 1950 Law for the

Protection of Cultural Properties and the initiation of the national denken chiku program

                                                
533 For a discussion of the expanded role of the individual in Japanese public life, see Yoshida Shin’ichi,
“Rethinking the Public Interest in Japan: Civil Society in the Making,” in Deciding the Public Good:
Governance and Civil Society in Japan, ed. Yamamoto Tadashi (Tokyo: Japan Center for International
Exchange, 1999).
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in 1975. The intervening decades between the passage of the 1975 amendment to the

cultural properties law and the present have not been untroubled ones, even in cities and

towns in which strong structures in support of historic preservation had been established,

but they have nonetheless seen a remarkable expansion of historic preservation programs

at every level of government and among residents acting independently of central

administration.

Writing a short history of townscape preservation efforts up to the early 1980s,

Ishikawa Tadaomi traces a series of ebbs and flows in the vitality of the district

preservation movement just within one fifteen-year period.534 Ishikawa, a journalist for

the Asahi Shinbun and one of the leaders of the preservation efforts in Arimatsu-machi

(near Nagoya), notes that the first period of formation, between about 1965 and 1972,

was followed by a period of expansion, in which several local preservation groups were

formed specifically to coordinate efforts at protection and restoration of urban districts

and towns in their communities. This period also saw the formation of groups that

coordinated efforts at the national level, such as the Executive Liaison Council of

Historically Scenic Cities (Rekishiteki Keikan Toshi Jimu Renraku Kyôgikai) and the

Japanese Association for Machinami Conservation and Regeneration (Zenkoku

Machinami Hozon Renmei), as well as the first steps taken by the Ministry of Education

toward the designation of groups of structures and their surroundings as protected cultural

assets (what would become the denken chiku).

This decade of development and consolidation, however, was followed between

1976 and 1978 by what Ishikawa terms the “period of confusion” (konran-ki).535 In these

years the central issue was residents’ doubts about the benefits to be gained by agreeing

                                                
534 Ishikawa Tadaomi, “Machinami Hozon no Jûmin Undô,” in Rekishiteki machinami jiten, ed. Nishiyama
Uzô (Tokyo: Kashiwa Shôbô, 1981).
535 Ibid., 26–27.
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to join the denken chiku program. As Ishikawa puts it, “prominent proposed districts

began to hesitate.” In explaining the circumstances of that hesitation, Ishikawa focuses on

the movement for historic preservation in Asuke, a mountain town in northern Aichi-ken

that had risen quickly as a tourism site. In Asuke, as in districts in many cities and towns,

residents asked what would be gained by living in the old houses only for the sake of

tourists and expressed concern that tourism development would bring unequal economic

benefits while intruding equally into every resident’s life. Asuke, like Magome, remains

outside of the structures that represent historic townscapes to the national authorities,

while drawing hundreds of thousands of visitors each year to its streets and shops. The

Asuke experience casts new light on the reluctance shown a few years earlier by residents

of Kanazawa’s Higashi Chaya-machi: in Kanazawa, the district’s past as a pleasure

quarter added a significant element to residents’ concern about tourism pollution (kankô

kôgai), while in Asuke control over resources seems to be at the heart of the refusal to

accept designation.

Alternative choices, as a means of solving the problem of residents’ hesitance to

accept the denken chiku designation, have been offered since the 1970s by various

ministries at the national level.536 Ironically, given its role in the destruction of historic

townscapes in the preceding decades, the most influential of such programs have been

offered by the Ministry of Construction. In 1982, the ministry unveiled what was known

as its Hope Plan (HOPE Keikaku), explained in English as “Housing with Proper

Environment,” a system of guidelines and grants to support not only construction of new

housing but also renovation of existing dwellings. In the past two decades, several

construction ministry programs directed at “town-making” (machizukuri) have built on

                                                
536 Nishimura Yukio, “Machizukuri to Hojo-kin Gyôsei no Kore Kara,” Zôkei (Special Issue 2:
Machizukuri jigyô kikaku manuaru) (2000).
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the foundation established by the Hope Plan. Increasingly, it appears, over the course of

the postwar decades a reliance on the denken chiku system based in cultural-properties

protection has been supplanted by debates over and programs directed at town-making.

Investigation of more recent trends in Japan’s historic preservation than those explored

here would need to give considerable attention to the use of city-planning techniques,

particularly the large body of programs directed at town-making, in order to understand

the legal and political circumstances of historic preservation in the later postwar years.

Some of the more prominent preservation districts have apparently not suffered

from the same anxieties as have afflicted other sites. Tsumago seems to have avoided the

“period of confusion” described by Ishikawa only by a uniform commitment among its

residents to the growth of the town as a tourist site. Nonetheless, Tsumago experienced

its own period of uncertainty before the establishment of the denken chiku program. The

period after the end of the three-year Meiji Centennial grants (that is, beginning about

1971) was marked by intense uncertainty about sources for further funding for

development, anxieties that arrived along with requirements of much greater expenses.

With visitor numbers increasing suddenly, from about 17,000 in 1967 to 541,000 in 1972,

Nagiso-machi was left to fund by itself facilities to receive several hundred thousand

tourists a year. On the basis of earlier expenditures, and with the added guidance and

financial support provided through the denken chiku program, the town was able to

shoulder these burdens. The result, however, is a town in which nearly all the residents’

income derives from tourism. As often as Tsumago is held up as a model of the

achievements to be gained through the exercise of residents’ initiative, it is also

highlighted as a town in which the variety of employments that made for its diverse

character have been narrowed down to only those serving the visitors.
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In fact, as they enter the twenty-first century none of the places highlighted in this

study are free of worries about the future. In Tsumago, out-migration remains a problem,

as the original generation who supported the preservation of the town is growing older

and the younger generation is less inclined to limit itself to work in the tourist trade. In

Takayama, the vogue for out-door architectural museums seems to be waning, and

attendance figures at the Hida Minzoku-mura have steadily decreased over the course of

more than a decade. In Kanazawa massive public works projects still dominate the

skyline, even as the newly designated Higashi Chaya-machi remains quiet but for a few

visitors. At the same time, however, in Tsumago residents are still in control of the

administration of the site, Kanazawa achieves as close to a unified cityscape as can be

found in present-day Japan, and in Takayama, the downtown preservation district is today

the center of the city’s tourism industry. In each of these places, despite continuing

challenges to the spirit of historic preservation, the localization of political control

realized during the 1950s and 1960s remains a force into the present day.
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